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ABSTRACT
RAISING CONSCIOUSNESS IN THE WRITINGS OF WALTER BENJAMIN
MAY 1996
JENEEN MARIE HOBBY
,
B
. A. OHIO UNIVERSITY
Ph • D
. , UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Nicholas Xenos
This dissertation addresses the problem of raising
consciousness in Walter Benjamin's writings, which focuses
on the problem in his major early works, and in his later
writings on photography, film, and mimesis generally. It
is a closely-read interpretation, following Benjamin in
his attempt to present a historical-philosophical treat-
ment of the literature he was examining. However, it moves
away from Benjamin's methodology at critical moments,
presenting its own reading of the raising of consciousness
as a problem not only for political theorists, but for
those interested in the philosophy of history as well.
The chapters focus on Benjamin's key major early
works, the untranslated "Concept of Art Criticism in Ger-
man Romanticism, " his dissertation, and the essay on
Goethe's Elective Affinities . It contains a lengthy chap-
vii
ter on Benjamin's famous Trauerspiel book, and two on
mimesis and the essay on the work of art in the age of its
technical reproducibility.
The dissertation casts these works in a different
light, one under which they have not been examined pre-
viously: This light bears the shadow of Kant. Although
this is not a dissertation on Benjamin and Kant, the place
of the subject and its historicity is considered when con-
templating the raising of consciousness at stake in each
individual chapter. The question of temporality is present
in each case, and marks the presence of Kant as the figure
who attempted so articulately to bridge reason and his-
tory. Benjamin realized this, and so his attention to con-
sciousness and its temporality is so keen in all of his
writings
.
Conclusions are always difficult to enumerate, espe-
cially when a work sees itself as necessarily unfinished.
It is the opinion of this author that it is evident, in
each chapter, both how Benjamin wrote about raising con-
sciousness, what that meant in each case examined, and how
this author interjected to highlight, stress, and invent
new ways to read what is often so terribly obscure.
vm
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
"Raising consciousness is a difficult topic to raise
with regard to the works of any writer, not least because
no one agrees upon what consciousness is or means in the
twentieth century, let alone attempts to raise it. During
Walter Benjamin's time, questions of consciousness and ex-
periments with it were put to serious artistic, literary,
psychological, and philosophic-scientific tests: those by
Kandinsky, Joyce, Freud, and Wittgenstein, to name a mere
few. During our time, those questions and experiments have
proliferated, becoming what is universally regarded
as more "technical," less able to be articulated univer-
sally, and the aporia meant to be solved swiftly distends,
fragments further, and increases.
Walter Benjamin's lifelong and changing attempts to
articulate the raising of consciousness are keenly in tune
with his era on the one hand, as he dissidently and dis-
sonantly aimed for the future; for the "hopeless," on the
other. His work is less a project than a practice, art-
istic and scientific at its best. In his own words, it is
a practice to discover what a work of art (literature)
really is, and that unearthing takes many shovels. One of
these word-excavating picks is the concept of the politi-
cal .
1
Raising consciousness has been an ideal for political
theory since Plato, as, for example, Jurgen Habermas
testifies in his essay on Benjamin,
"Consciousness-Raising
or Rescuing Critique." But Habermas and others like him
forget what Benjamin remembers in his notion of conscious-
ness, something that is brought out in essays by Carol
Jacobs-
-for instance the one on the Berlin Chronicle,
"Walter Benjamin: Topographically Speaking." This some-
thing is embedded in the act of reading and writing. It is
into the depths of a text that one digs, not into the thin
air of a commentary lacking the inciciveness of a critique
that comes in the act of that necessary reading and writ-
ing
.
It is difficult to summarize the elements that make up
the Benjaminian "consciousness." Perception, mimesis, al-
legory, and the name to be sure, but a (for Rainer Nagele)
topography from the heights to the depths and back
stamps this consciousness with a continual movement that
removes it from any static description. It climbs like
Hegel's, but cuts itself off and tumbles downward, in a
dizzying stumble toward its origin.
For it is from somewhere that consciousness is raised,
presumably, and it is presumed that it is raised up from
the depths- -of forgetfulness, forgotteness
,
memory, of be-
ginnings covered over, of words encased in overnaming
2
chatter, of the lowliness of base philosophies, of the
lonliness of the intellectual, of the possibility of radi-
cal evil. Raised up from a place of reception, too.
Benjamin wrote his dissertation on the German
Romantics, in part, to demonstrate the heights to which a
Fichtean-based subjectivity could go; but then he remem-
bered the laughable nature of Schlegel's Lucinde and he
remembered Goethe. The Elective Affini ties-
-the next major
work upon which he was to write--brings the dizziness of
the Romantics down to the ever-so-earthly grounds of
Goethe. And from here he climbs and soars and sinks, like
a falling star.
Such a traj ectory-
-or such movements and mirrorings of
high and low-
-shape the form of Benjamin's philosophy of
history: it is also represented as a homunculus moving the
hands of a puppet, and as an angel with eyes torn open and
wings unwillingly outspread. What is seen in the writing
imprints itself upon the consciousness; how it is read is
a different story- -to which "The Storyteller" attests.
But in the Elective Affinities essay, Benjamin con-
certedly introduces the complex of the proper name and its
alibis into this question of consciousness, so overpopu-
lated with images. It links itself to the question of fate
and character, and appears under the sign of a particular
topos, place, or position. The excavating shovel of the
3
political lies nearby, but the place of the polls is not
called to appear in the domestic scene of Benjamin's
reworking of Goethe's novella.
In the Trauerspiel book, however, it comes into its
own. With Plato, Nietzsche, Lukacs, Rosenzweig, and Carl
Schmitt setting the tone, this neglected and one could say
nameless literature is given a place, or at least a role
to play. The highly political dramas strew themselves
across Benjamin's pages with a revolutionary fervor. The
twists and turns that the language takes threaten to fall
into a Babelian abyss. But they do not. A stop is put to
their turning and overturning. There is a remembering of
names; a restoration project that refuses to stick to tra-
dition, that historical
-philosophically makes a leap to a
different circuit, a higher (lower) level, a new plane.
This is the act of reading the plays that "merit in-
terpretation" in the Trauerspiel book. After such a revo-
lution, so many turns and twists, one doesn't know where
one's feet --or one's head- -will land. Blood is everywhere,
just like in World War I, or the Thirty Years' War, or the
Jewish War. Heads roll, not only for Salome. The concept
of the political meant to further articulate the work of
art is highly charged here, and brings together in the
figures of the melancholy Sovereign, the tyrant, and the
intriguer a scenario of political activity tied to the ups
and downs of consciousness as it is tied to the definition
4
and standing-forth of subjectivity. There is no sublation
(Aufhebung
)
of subjectivity in this book. Even if it finds
itself on its head, or without one, it still has a body,
or body parts to be articulated, or "membered;" there is
the corpse, with fingernails and hair still growing on,
and the name. From the Wahlverwandtschaften, we see how
the name and the sublime body connect-
-the connect through
silence or writing, but not through speech (or music)
.
There the body is beautifully intact; preserved, as in
Egypt or other places mythologically accompanying the body
on to other worlds. In the Trauerspiel book the bodies are
wasted, and they are prolix, scheming for position.
They are not saved. In Calderon there is salvation,
but in the Trauerspiel book there is endless reading, al-
legory, and an apotheosis that does not belong to itself,
that comes from elsewhere, so that subjectivity can con-
tinue to exist. A name is named, and the architecture of
the book comes to a "close." Infinitely more can be said
about this book, as I have tried to do in the chapter
written on it.
The last two chapters of the thesis deal with the con-
cept of art-politics and with mimesis most directly, as
Benjamin laid them out in his later years. To be able to
say art-politics, is to say that Benjamin realized early
on this realm and this practice had become flattened and
fused into one another; that they had not remained sepa-
5
rate and distinct. This he felt * . , . .n r i as a loss, for individual-
ly, they have far much more to give as historical
-
philosophical concepts and practices. Politics can no
longer be the critical tool it was for the Romantics, and
it was in the Trauerspiel book. It has merged with art
into the primacy of the spectacle. Her ther image can no
longer be unexpected or critical (or dialectical), as a
star, or a falling angel, or a sad, accompanying
angel, but it is fascinating, keeping its viewers within
the boundaries of its own rhythms. The mass ov moving
viewers is nameless; it is a mass. Here Benjamin's work on
Baudelaire is necessary, and bring us back to the question
of anonymity. Poe's man of the crowd and Baudelaire's are
at odds: the one remains the voyeur, protected from the
jostling, while the other enters the stream of rushing and
pushing bodies. Although he loses his crown in the gutter
after a serious shaking-up, the poet of the 19th century
does stoop to pick it up and replace it to its rightful
spot
.
The moviegoer and voter of the 20th century has noth-
ing to lose, except now, what is of premium currency, his
face. The faceless massess threaten the individual with
loss not only of his face but of his name- -his body has
been gone for decades. Hence he is free to surrender the
authority he still possesses as a subject to a higher one,
as ever. This time, to that of the image, fleeting.
6
That higher authority is certainly not that of a high-
er consciousness, however, and too bad for the subject who
waits for a dialectical solution. Small
-brained dinosaurs
are one model of identification for the soul-searching in-
dividual. The soul is not to be found on the Internet, in
a new galaxy, or on talk-shows, though there may be
brethren there. The soul is something Benjamin doesn't
speak about m his writings on mimesis: he still speaks
about limbs and his name. There is something attached to
the name that is unspeakable, but again, that is unspeak-
able .
It is hoped that this introduction will serve as a
simple segue into problems and texts far more complex than
can be further examined here. It is up to the reader to
take that step into the text— as Benjamin describes the
task of the translator, calling from the edge into the
forest of symbols- -and come out on the other side with
critical ideas of his or her own.
7
CHAPTER II
CRIME STORY
Introduction
Being on the trace. "Humans traverse in diverse ways.
Whoever follows and compares them will see wondrous fig-
ures arise; figures which appear to belong to that great
cryptography that one catches a glimpse of everywhere --
on wings, eggshells, in clouds, snow, crystals and in
statues, on frozen water, in the innards and on the faces
of mountains, of plants, of animals, of humans, in the
lights of the heavens, on lightly touched and stroked
pieces of pitch and glass, in the file-shavings around a
magnet, and in strange conjunctions of fate."i To
decipher a Benjaminian text as veiled and layered as The
Concept of Art Criticism in German Romanticism, one needs
more than the physical evidence of the other bodies (of
writing) strewn about and beside it, more than the alibis
of intellectual histories, more than a method of reading
to lead the investigation. One needs to be alert to the
knowledge that arises from the destruction of clues and
the obliteration of traces, if one wishes to encounter the
idea of the crime.
1 Novalis, "Die Lehrlinge zu Sals", Novalis Werke ed.
Gerhard Schulz (Munich: Verlag C.H. Beck, 1981), 95.
Translations, unless otherwise noted, are mine.
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"Let no thought pass incognito, and keep your notebook
as strictly as the authorities keep the register of
aliens . ”2 Although the truth of an idea never presents
itself as a case of mistaken identity, for it does not ap-
pear in such terms, it shows forth in many aspects and
guises, in order not to divulge its secret. Among the
many books that Benjamin recommended to Gershom Scholem
during the period of his exile in Switzerland (in addition
to being a place of refuge from serving in the destruction
of World War I, it was also the place where he researched
and wrote his dissertation), was, as Scholem recalls, "one
that is completely forgotten today - Louis Lewy's strange
book Die Menschenzwiebel Krzadok und der fruhlingsfrische
Methusalem [Krzadok the Human Onion and Spring-Fresh
Methuselah]
,
a 'detective story' without any point, a hid-
den metaphysics of doubt . "3 "In those days I wrote Ben-
jamin a great deal about the 'mathematical theory of
truth,' which I was speculating about," writes Scholem .
4
Sometimes it would be Walter who would respond to these
2 Walter Benjamin, " EinbahnstraSe "
,
Gesammel te Schriften
IV. 1, ed . Rolf Tiedemann and Hermann Schweppenhauser
(Frankfurt a/M: Suhrkamp, 1974-85), 106. All further
references to this edition will be to GS and volume num-
ber .
3 Gershom Scholem, Walter Benjamin : The Story of a
Friendship (London: Faber & Faber, 1982), 46.
4 Ibid., 47.
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letters, sometimes the sceptical infant Stefan, or, if she
wasn't too busy at work on her detective novel, Benjamin's
wife Dora would write. "We await and expect you."
But, once arrived, a visitor is not always welcome.
The work is the death mask of its conception. "5 When
one considers the stages through which Benjamin's thoughts
passed on their way to the Trauerspiel book, it is dif-
ficult not to see them through the hand of the serial kil-
ler. Prefigured as emblematic, such essays and notes as
On Language as Such and on Human Language," "Toward a
Critique of Violence," "On Perception," and "Program for
the Coming Philosophy" simultaneously stand alone as indi-
vidual works and undo themselves in relation to one anoth-
er. The connections between them are at first writing
necessarily inscrutable, are rendered allegorical through
second readings, and later become laid out, literally. It.
takes the writing of the Baudelaire book to reveal the
crimes committed in "The Task of the Translator", the "in-
troduction" to Benjamin's translations of Tableaux
Parisiens and other parts of the Fleurs du mal . In the age
of high capitalism, the writer/translator is arrested for
being a physiognomer
,
a copyist, a sloganeer.
"In times of terror, when everyone is something of a
5 Benjamin, " Einbahnstra&e " , 107.
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conspirator, everybody will be in a situation where he has
to play detective. "6 The use of the pseudonym responds
less to the question,
-What is an Author?- than it does to
the question, "What is a Work of Art?" what is written
and published under the signature Ardor, Detlev Holz, J.E.
Mabinn, or Walter Benjamin, testifies before the law in
its many forms, but testifies always before the one and
only law, the law of identity, which is concerned with in-
vestigating a single crime, the tampering with its secret.
For secret identities are taken on not in order to mask
who one is, but in order to make room for what is being
done, to allow for something to be done, for some work to
be carried out, before the law.
Before the trace begins, a memory of the crime’s
springing up and a foretelling of its aftermath stage the
scene. The "Theses on the Philosophy of History" leave
the door open to the question raised by Benjamin's "Two
Poems by Friedrich Holderlin." Dichtermut: "This law of
identity implies that all of the unities in the poem al-
ready appear in an intensive interpenetration: Never are
the elements purely graspable, they are so only in the
joint of the relationships, in which the identity of the
individual essence is a function of an unending chain of
6 Benjamin, Charles Baudelaire : A Lyric Poet in the Era
of High Capitalism trans. Harry Zohn (London: Verso,
1983 ) , 40 .
11
successions, in which history unfolds itself
.
7
The law,
according to which all essences in the poetized show them-
selves as a unity of principally unending functions, is
the law of identity. "8 What is presented in Kafka's Vor
dem Gesetz is much more than the history of a man from the
country, a man who is not only nameless, but unlettered,
even. Anonymity, the unsigned, being without insignia, is
cast as character in a role unwritten, characterless,
without a particular cast. This is an historical role,
set before the unending passage of time, destined to
reveal the unfolding of a set of very particular rela-
tionships. The parable echoes, responds, transmits fur-
ther. Blodigkeit: "[The angel of history] has its face
turned to the past. Where a chain of occurrences appears
before us, he sees there a single catastrophe, which heaps
ruin upon ruin without rest and slings this at his feet.
He would like to delay, to linger, to wake the dead and
fit together what has been smashed to bits .... "9
The smashed bits cannot be fit together without the
joint of relationships being revealed. But revelations do
not come about willfully: The "Theses on the Philosophy of
7 See Jacques Derrida, Spectres de Marx: L'Etat de la
dette, le travail du deuil et la nouvelle Internationale
(Paris: Galilee, 1993).
8 Benjamin, " Zwei Gedichte von Friedrich Holderlin "
,
GS
II. 1, 112.
9 Benjamin, "liber den Begriff der Geschich te" , GS 1.2,
697 .
12
History” open to a game of chess. As is widely recog-
nized, chess is not one of those games that is considered
to be a game of chance. The hand that deliberates over
the board moves quite differently from the hand that
throws the die, or from the hand that issues commands.
All hesitate, perceptibly or not, at different speeds, at
different intervals of interruption, marking off forward
motion from back, progress from regress, in countless var-
iation. When a steady hand flinches, its secrets are
given away.
Supposedly there was to have been an automaton, con-
structed in such a way that it responded to every move of
a chessplayer with a countermove assured to be a winning
one. "10 As if in once upon a time, there was a fairy tale
called philosophy. It was a beautiful fairy tale, full of
mirrors and stunning, woven cloth of many colors. Because
it was sung in various tongues, different versions of the
tale were passed down. But all of the songs were sung in
praise of a sleeping beauty, who was promised, one day, to
wake. "Waiting for the hero" was a popular version: Even
if the hero was late or never came, his task lay before
him, and he took it seriously. Leaflets were printed and
rumors were spread, announcing his arrival. Some offered
to lend a hand, others tried to pull strings.
10 Ibid., 693.
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The hunchbacked dwarf who was a master at chess pulls
the strings guiding the hands of the hash smoking, Turkish
puppet seated at the chess board that opens the first
stanza of Benjamin's "Theses on the Philosophy of His-
tory." A system of mirrors creates the illusion that the
chess table can be seen through from all sides, but in
truth, the dwarf is hidden within. As automaton, the pup-
pet/dwarf combination is to win against all challengers,
every time. The puppet was called "historical
materialism," the dwarf, "theology." Once upon a time.
The analysis that is to follow attempts to present one
facet of Benjamin's writing in critical perspective, that
of raising consciousness. But the presentation will not
be a facile one: In order to present the facet's many-
sidedness -- its reflection upon and contiguity with other
sides of the stone, the layers of its surface, its in-
volvement with a light source -- a multi-dimensional ap-
proach is required, an appropriate form of address to the
question, so that the question does not become exhausted
in the questioning, and the text does not become
fetishized as an object. What is required is an approach
that is scaled down, twelve- toned, raised up to a level of
dismantling pitched to the complexity of the construction
that is a Benjaminian text. In the sense of Kleist's
"Uber das Marionettentheater
,
" an articulation takes
14
Place, the articulation of a choreography. An articulate
choreography raises questions about the laws of movement
and connection. Figure dancing - cutting a rug - enacts
that choreography. The text is scored, even when it is
"unaccompanied"
: The rhythms are played out and overheard,
even when they remain silent before the spectacle of the
line that is traced.
"Humans traverse in diverse ways. Whoever follows and
compares them will see wondrous figures arise; figures
which appear to belong to that great cryptography that one
catches a glimpse of everywhere To see clues
everywhere, to follow a lead, is to be lead along paths or
into a maelstrom, a whirling confusion of connections, a
forest of symbols, an intimation of strange conjunctions
of fate. The great criminal takes on mythic powers. Like
with the old gods, faith that he will carry out the task
before him, the task of breaking the law, is placed in his
hands. Those hands are destructive hands, they throw
themselves to the laws of chance, that is to say, to no
laws at all; they throw themselves into the essence of
law, subject themselves to its violence, its in-
determinacy, its arbitrariness. As Fig3.r0-Pra.vda. reporter
Ivan Johnson (alias secret agent Monsieur Caution) says on
the way to omega minus in Godard's Alphaville, "d'abord,
je tire .
"
15
The task of raising consciousness can only be consid-
accomplice to the crime of breaking the law of
identity, an accomplice to the crime of cracking the safes
guarding its codes. But if the image of the ax of reason
is lent to the task of felling the pillars of myth, it is
only done so with the knowledge that what is severed
remains, in displaced and disfigured form.ii "The sleep
of reason produces monsters" -- but an ax-wielding serial
killer produces corpses, ghosts, and other spirits of its
own. Like all true works nf =>v-t- , ,ux or art, its work is haunted.
The question of raising consciousness is an
historical-philosophical question posed by the idea of
art, according to Benjamin. The following essay will
analyse this question as it appears in the figure of crit-
icism cut by Benjamin in the dissertation which he wrote
on the German Romantics, which focuses largely on
Friedrich Schlegel and Novalis .12
11 See Reiner Ansen, "Das Monstrose Uberleben " from
Defigurationen (Wurzburg: Konigshausen und Neumann, 1993),109-130. See also Nicholas Abraham and Maria Torok, The
Wolf Man's Magic Word: A Cryptonymy trans. Nicholas Rand(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1986).
12 An investigation of identity necessarily leads to ab-
straction: The closer one gets to the body of evi-
dence/evident body, to the scene of the crime, the farther
the remove from the case. This remove opens up a pos-
sibility of an approach to the thing itself, as Yve-Alain
Bois' essay on Robert Ryman deftly shows: "I would say
that Ryman has attempted to paint that he paints that he
paints; that he has always wanted, by means of an excess
of reflexivity, to outflank the tautological reflexiveness
in which modernism has been locked. Further, his success
is due not to having attained that literally unthinkable
reflexivity, but to the fact that every failure of his
16
con-
Cryptography
In 1916, Martin Buber invited Walter Benjamin to
tribute something to his journal Der Jude. Benjamin's
response (which, according to Gershom Scholem, was "great-
audacious attempt removes him further from his obieotdriving him to produce obiprrc 4-u = t- • n^ c ,
matic and indefinable 3 !n a sf
revives Poe's statement about the mise en ablme- 'Now
ln9S
when one dreams, and in the dream, suspects that one kreaming, the suspicion never fails to confirm itself andthe sleeper is almost immediately roused. Thus Novalis isnot mistaken m saying that we are close to awakening when
trvinT7n"
e d
J
eamin9-' That in this instance byy g to solve the enigma, by trying to think painting
7
we always arrive, literally, at the same objector the9 '
aar?n
a
^nH
nCe °^eCt ‘
.
Thls is what Ryman demonstratesgai a d again: There is a threshold of reflexivitybeyond which the record is erased." Yve-Alain Bois
"Ryman 1 s Tact," Painting as Model (Cambridge, Mass • MITPress, 1990), 224-25. y
Even the logical investigations pursued by Poe in "TheMurders m the Rue Morgue" could not approximate the dou-ble erasures and obliteration of traces that would markthe step of Joseph Losey^s Mr. Klein if he were to stumble
onto the set as Antonioni was filming Blow Up. The
material that could be called up in support of this inves-
tigation is without limit. But the question of metaphor
in metaphysics only succombs to a bad infinity, to the
swamp of eternity" (apocalypse)
,
when it fails to skip
the beat raised by the differential of time. The texts of
Jacques Derrida eloquently remind us that although
" [c] onstitutionally, philosophical culture will always
have been an obliterating one," "there is always the sup-
plement of a square whose opening complicates the calcula-
tions." Jacques Derrida, "White Mythology: Metaphor in
the Text of Philosophy", Margins of Philosophy trans. Alan
Bass (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982), 211;
Derrida, "Le facteur de la verite"
,
The Post Card trans.
Alan Bass (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987),
428 .
Walter Benjamin's dissertation, Der Begriff der
Kunstkritik in der deutschen Romantik, will appear in
English upon publication of his Collected Works by the
Harvard University Press.
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ly toned down" from the first version he read) was in-
tended to be polemical. Indeed, the letter to Buber is
brutally frank in explaining its author's political posi-
tion, his position regarding the relationship of language
to action, which prevents him from contributing to the
1 ournal "in its present stage
.
"13 It is a letter written
against the powers of myth, against the wide-ranging, al-
most "self evident" opinion that language is a means to
the end of action, and that language can influence action
by communicating something to it, something other than it-
self, such as a lesson, a motive, an intention, a moral
content. This popular opinion reduces speech (and writ-
ing) to a simple means of preparation of motives which
determine the inner direction of the soul. 14 It reduces
action to something weak and poor, whose sources lie not
in itself, but in some sort of communicable, expressible
intention: Action is reduced to being the mere effect of a
process of calculating motives that are directed to a
13 Benjamin, Brief
e
ed. Gershom Scholem and Theodor W.
Adorno (Frankfurt a/M: Suhrkamp, 1966), 125-28.
14 This "popular opinion" is of course that expressed by
Socrates in the Phaedrus
. Benjamin's critique of
Socrates, and the entire, difficult interpretation of
Plato and Carl Schmitt that his work undertakes is taken
up in my manuscript Speak, Golem
,
which focuses on Ben-
jamin's essay on Goethe's Wahlverwandtschaften and on Ben-
jamin's Trauerspiel book.
Cf . Jacques Derrida, La dissemination (Paris: Editions
du Seuil, 1972); Dissemination trans. Barbara Johnson
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981).
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specific end. The letter was written just a few months
before Benjamin composed the essay "On Language as Such
and on Human Language;" it remained an unanswered letter.
Benjamin opens the letter by explaining the "heftiness of
contradiction" that many of the contributions of the first
issue of Der Jude awoke in him, especially regarding their
support for Germany's role in the "European war." "Every
action that lies in the expansive tendency of serializing
word-on-word seems horrible to me, and even more devastat-
ing, where, as with us in ever intensifying measure, this
entire relationship of word to act grasps about like a me-
chanism directed to the realization of the correct ab-
solute
.
11 15
Instead of engaging in the exploitation of language
and the humiliation of action, Benjamin goes to the heart
of the matter. He goes straight to the heart, to the mid-
that doesn't translate well, to the place that
is betrayed by force and expression
. 16 This place is home
15 Benjamin, Briefe, 126.
16 See " Zur Kritik der Gewalt," GS II. 1, 179-303;
"Notizen iiber 'Objective Verlogenheit
'
I," and " Notizen zu
einer Arbeit iiber die Luge II," GS VI, 60-64. See also
Peter Fenves, "Testing Right -- Lying in View of Justice,"
Cardozo Law Review 13:4 (December 1991): 1081-1113. Much
can be said about the "culture of the heart" in Benjamin,
about "the expressionless" ("das Ausdruckslose"
)
as it re-
lates to diplomacy and lying, justice and violence. An
inordinate amount can be said about it in relation to
lyric poetry, of course. See Benjamin, "Baudelaire II,"
GS VI, 133-34, and Winfried Menninghaus, "Das Ausdruck-
slose: Walter Benjamins Metamorphosen der Bilderlosig-
keit," Fur Walter Benjamin: Dokumente
,
Essays und ein
Entwurf ed. Ingrid and Konrad Schurmann (Frankfurt a/M:
19
to the courage of the poet, but only in exile, as dif-
fidence -- Dichtermut as Blddigkeit.
"I can understand
writing above all as poetic, prophetic, practical (as
regarding its operation)
,
but in any case always only as
magical, that is to say as ' un-mi t tel
-bar ' -- immediate,
unmediable
. Every salutary, every operation of writing
not devastating at is core touches on its (the word's,
language's) secret. In however many forms language may
like to show itself as effective, it will do this not
through the mediation of contents, but through the purest
opening up of its dignity and essence. "17 The elimination
of what Benjamin calls the "unsayable" ( das Unsagbar) in
language falls in with what he calls a "truly relevant,
sober way of writing" that is able to "suggest the rela-
tion between knowledge and action within linguistic
magic." "My concept of a relevant and highly political
style and way of writing is to lead onto that which the
word denies; only where this sphere of the wordless un-
Suhrkamp, 1992 )
.
On the relationship of violence to the power of im-
ages, among other things, see generally Anselm Haverkamp,
ed., Gewalt und Gerechtigkeit : Derrida- -Benjamin
(Frankfurt a/M: Suhrkamp, 1994) ; Bettine Menke, Sprach-
figuren: Name- -Allegorie- -Bild nach Walter Benjamin
(Miinchen: Wilhelm Fink, 1991); and Carol Jacobs' important
essay on Benjamin's Zum Bilde Prousts, "Walter Benjamin:
Image of Proust," in The Dissimulating Harmony: The Image
of Interpretation in Nietzsche
,
Rilke, Artaud and Benjamin
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1978), 87-110.
17 Benjamin, Briefe, 126-27.
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folds itself in unsayable pure power can the magical spark
between word and moving action spring across, where
unity of these two is at the same time actual, real
the
prac-
tical
.
"18
Perhaps nowhere in his writing is Benjamin more
polemical than in this letter to Buber. Although his
writing is sober through and through, it rarely approaches
an idea head-on, like a tank
. 19 It prefers to follow up
its leads by way of detours, Umwege
, labyrinths, conceal-
ing its traces, making way and clearing paths for escape
before the arrival of immediate, if unanticipated and un-
expected dangers. "For a newspaper, the language of
poets, prophets, or of powerholders as well, song, psalm
and imperative, which have an entirely other relation to
the unsayable and may be source of an entirely other
^sgic
,
do not come into guestion - only the relevant, ac-
tual way of writing does. "20 This method of writing, one
for which he considers himself "unfit," can be found, he
writes, in the Athenaum.
18
Ibid., 127. It is in this context, along with "Toward
a Critique of Violence" and the "Destructive Character,"
that Benjamin's reading of Karl Krauss must be considered.
See "Karl Krauss," GS II. 1, 334-367; "Karl Krauss," GS
II. 2, 624-25.
See also Stephane Moses, L'Ange de l'Histoire:
Rosenzweig, Benjamin, Scholem (Paris: Seuil, 1992).
19 See footnote 79, below.
20 Benjamin, Briefe, 127.
A secret has a very different essence from that of a
riddle. A riddle can be solved; its essence depends upon
its encoding. A secret, however, cannot or must not be
told. It is a powerful thing, carrying within it an im-
perative, an imperative that might be described as cate-
gorical. Benjamin's writing does not close in on the
secret identity abiding in the relation between word and
action in his letter to Buber, but he does detect it. He
hints at the opening up of the dignity and essence of lan-
guage, the matter to which his investigations were devoted
on the grandest scale. A case, casket or legal issue is
rarely opened with the appearance of the flesh of a living
body; more often than not it is a decomposing corpse that
is found. In the case of The Concept of Art Criticism in
German Romanticism, what one has to work with are the bare
bones of a skeleton.
The essays and fragments collected under the headings
"On the Philosophy of Language and the Critique of Knowl-
edge, or of Recognizability
" in volume six of Benjamin's
Collected Works contain some trace of how those bare bones
might flesh out, seen through the technique of negative
imaging . 21 Some still might wonder what bearing the phi-
21 See Benjamin, "N 3,1" from the "iV" Konvolut, Das
Passagen-Werk I (Frankfurt a/M: Suhrkamp, 1983), 577-78;
"N: [Re: The Theory of Knowledge, Theory of Progress]"
trans. Leigh Hafrey and Richard Sieburth, Benjamin : Phi-
losophy, Aesthetics
,
History ed. Gary Smith (Chicago: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 1989), 50-51.
22
losophy of language and epistemological criticism might
have on the work of art and on aesthetic discourse
. 22
This is of course one of the oldest questions, one of the
simplest and most confounding, to which vast libraries
give themselves
. 23 To excavate the question, one must
delve into the catalogue, which means recording the ques-
tion in analogue, as it appears in registers other than
its "own." A work of art is conceptual, writes Benjamin:
It can be criticized.
In a letter written from Basel, July li, 1913
,
Ben-
jamin tells his school friend Franz Sachs about a visit he
made to an exhibition of Diirer's "most famous graphic
works: 'Ritter, Tod und Teufel, Melancholie
, Hieronymus'
and many others. "24 He also informs his friend that he is
reading an essay by Husserl, which Adorno and Schoiem are
22 See also my manuscript, Typefacing, an analysis ofBenjamin s description of his life work being devoted tothe question of what a work of art actually is.
23 See Benjamin, " Die Aufgabe des Kritikers " GS VI, 171 -
72. Bernd Witte's 1976 Habilitationsscrift remains one of
the most well considered study of Benjamin's early work,
and makes the claim that Benjamin's writings should not be
considered those of a philosopher, but of a literary crit-
ic in the end. However, Witte does not fully explicate
the historical
-philosophical foundations of that claim --
he does not allow his critique of Benjamin to explore the
workings of language on which it is based. Bernd Witte,
Walter Benjamin -- Der Intellektuelle als Kritiker: Un-
tersuchungen zu seinem Fruhwerk (Stuttgart: Metzler,
1976) .
24 Benjamin, Briefe, 74-77.
23
almost certainly right to assume is Philosophy als
strenge Wissenschaft ("Philosophy as a Rigorous Science")
published in the 1910 issue of Logos. 25
From roughly 1917-1919, Benjamin was working on his
dissertation "on" the German Romantics. But his thoughts
had been preoccupied by those of Kant, on which he first
thought he might write the dissertation. m order to ap-
preciate the seriousness of the question that Kant's writ
ings raised for him, and to follow the direction of Ben-
jamm's critique of Kant, one must first consider the
situation from Husserl's standpoint.
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round b°th of which there is commonly
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f°r me * My Place is the fruit-ui bathos, the bottom-land, of experience; andthe word transcendental, the meaning of which isso often explained by me but not once grasped,does not signify something passing beyond all ex-perience, but something that indeed precedes it apriori, but that is intended simply to make cogni-tion of experience possible. If these conceptions
overstep experience, their employment is termed
transcendental, the latter being limited to theimmanent use, that is, to experience .26
25 Ibid., 77.
26 Immanuel Kant, " Prolegomena zu einer jeden kunftigen
Metaphysik die als Wissenschaft wird auftreten konnen, "
Werkausgabe V (Frankfurt a/M: Suhrkamp, 1977), 252;
Prolegomena trans. Paul Carus (La Salle, Illinois: Open
Court, 1902), 150. This reading of Kant owes much to the
writings and teachings of Peter Fenves. See Fenves, A Pe
culiar Fate: Metaphysics and World-History in Kant
(Ithaca: Cornell, 1991); Fenves, Raising the Tone of Phi-
losophy: Late Essays by Immanuel Kant, Transformative
Critique by Jacques Derrida (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins,
1993) .
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As if to canonize a genre,
for the Coming Philosophy"
serl's own "Prolegomena to
Benjamin set forth the "Program
in 1917-18, a response to Hus-
any Future Metaphysics that
Will be able to Step Forth as Science," his "Philosophy as
a Rigorous Science . "27 The essay was given as a gift, but
it arrived a belated birthday present; all Scholem
received on December 5, 1917, were "best wishes" from
Dora, for the "tyrant" would not allow for the essay to be
copied and sent before it was "finished." Gershom Scholem
first received the Programm in celebration of his arrival
at the Benjamins' in Bern, May 4, 1918.28 But what was
given? What was received?
Benjamin's gift to Scholem' s future is late in coming,
but it announces their program for study to come. Because
so little was to be learned at the university, "29 the two
decided together to take up reading Hermann Cohen's Kant's
Theory of Experience within the walls of the "Univeristy
of Muri," the trompe l'oeil academy Benjamin and Scholem
erected for their own purposes and pleasure. 30 After
27 This program was revised. By 1929 it takes the shape
of a "Program for Literary Criticism." Benjamin,
"Programm der literarischen Kritik," GS VI, 161-67.
28 GS 1 1 . 3 , 93 6-38.
29 See Fragment 139, GS VI, 172-73.
30 Scholem, Story of a Friendship, 58-60. On Benjamin's
reading of Cohen, see Gunter Figal ' s "Recht und Moral bei
Kant, Cohen und Benjamin , " Materialien zur
25
struggling with the canonical text of the Marburg School
Of Neo- Kantianism for two hours a day that July, they gave
up reading Cohen, whose work they found to be "a great
disappointment," Scholem proclaims
. 31
we each at different times had attended courses orindividual lectures given by Cohen in Berlin during his advanced years, and we were full ofrespect and indeed reverence for this figure- thuswe approached our reading with great expectations
c^ee.
re
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S f°r critlcal discussion
5
ButCohen s deductions and interpretations seemedlghly questionable to us; we dissected them with
Tftlr n:~ty I still possess the notes™ madea e a few such sessions on the critique ofKant s syllogisms in the "transcendental
aesthetics" and on the proof of their un-tenability. Benjamin expressed himself on the at-titude of Cohen the rationalist toward interpreta-tion: He said that for a rationalist not onlytexts of absolute dignity like the Bible [and, ac-cording to Benjamin, Holderlin as well] were
capable of multilayered interpretation, but every-thing that was a subject was put in absolute termsby a rationalist, thus justifying violence in in-
terpretation, like Aristotle, Descartes, Kant . " 32
Neukantianismus-Diskussion ed. Hans Ludwig Ollig (Darm-
stadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaf t , 1987), 163-183,
originally published in the Zeitschrift fur philosophische
Forschung 36 (1982): 361-77. Unfortunately, Figal is not
able to translate into language his conceptual analysis of
Cohen's and Benjamin's insistence that ethical action
takes place outside the realm of purposiveness. As such,
he comes to the conclusion that both "run into dif-
ficulties, because they both regard as unethical an action
which is oriented on intentions." On the importance of
Benjamin's reading of Cohen regarding blood and bloodless-
ness in his Zur Kritik der Gewalt, see Anselm Haverkamp,
"How to Take It (and Do the Right Thing) : Violence and the
Mournful Mind in Benjamin's Critique of Violence , " Cardozo
Law Review 13:4 (December 1991): 1159-1171.
31 Scholem, Story of a Friendship, 58-60.
32 Ibid.
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It is precisely violence in interpretation that bars the
way to any thinking of the future, to future thanking, to
thinking in a futurist way, a way that destroys the
rationalist mythologizing of thinking (absolution)
,
and
prepares the ground for its appearance as experience. It
is against such violence that Benjamin wrote his essay on
the coming philosophy, on the coming of philosophy that
might one day be able to step forth as doctrine, Lehre.
Scholem, apparently, had a lot to learn. As he freely
admits, he spent many hours devoted to speculating about
the mathematical theory of truth, much to Benjamin's con-
sternation. It is telling that Benjamin's gift did not
arrive "on time." The delay makes a gift of time itself,
gives Scholem time to pursue other leads, to follow up a
letter- trail laced with clues to an idea. In announcing a
program to come, the essay grants to the present a future,
makes of the future a gift
.
33
Whether or not that gift was appreciated can be read
from Scholem' s account of the notes he took during the
reading group sessions on Cohen that summer. He writes
that Benjamin found justification for the phenomenologists
in their respect for Hume's critique of Kant, and that
Benjamin "had no use for the rationalistic positivism that
33 See generally, Jacques Derrida, Donner le temps: 1. La
fausse monnaie (Paris: Galilee, 1991).
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occupied us during this reading, because hen was seeking
'absolute experience
.
’
"34 Thxs is an odd comment to make
about someone who, after having struggled with Cohen's
tome, complained: "I might as well become a Catholic . "35
smin dubbed Cohen's book "3 i-fa d a philosophical vespiary,
«
and turned once more to discussing Nietzsche. 36
34 Scholem, Story of a Friendship, 60
.
35 Ibid.
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l0re What might have been theholem s friendship with Benjamin. It is clear
differenced thd n0t ^ s ', their letters, and the vastfference m he orientation of their work, that Scholemdid not grasp the essence of Benjamin's writing. His des-cription of Benjamin as someone who was questing afterabsolute experience" is but one case in point 9 Aqain I
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hlS remembrances
’
an<3 ^om his journal entries
- lqn d was n not onlY a great metaphysician butgreat bibliophile. The enthusiasm with which hewas capable of discussing bindings, paper, and typefaces
w
11 t
^j Se Year s frequently got on my nerves -- at suchbirthday celebrations, for instance. Today it is hard forme to reconstruct the impression I received then, but I
saw an element of decadence in it. I made this Aote aboutit: Great though [Benjamin's] life may be in every sense
- the only case near to me of a life being led metaphysi-
cally -- it nevertheless harbors elements of decadence to
a fearful extent. The way one leads one's life has
certain hard- to-def ine boundaries, which decadence ex-
ceeds, and unfortunately this is definitely true in
Walter's case. I deny that metaphysically legitimate in-
sights can arise from this way of evaluating books on the
basis of their bindings and paper. Walter has a lot of
illegitimate insights as well There's no way to change
him. On the contrary; the only thing I have to guard
against is the incursion of this sphere into my own
through personal contact.' Shortly before that I had made
this note: 'Of late I have been getting along with Walter
very well again -- probably because I now have found the
locus from which I can tacitly resist him in my inner af-
fairs. This way everything is all right; those scenes
were, in the final analysis, nothing but moments at which
he glimpsed a sphere of my condition that was not destined
for him. After all, he did not reveal such things to me
either, and our community consists precisely in each of us
28
Indeed, a study of the introductions Cohen wrote to
each of the three editions of his first (and most influen-
tial) book that were issued during his lifetime (1871,
1885, 1918), gives some indication of the gathering of
tribes (or the swarming of bees) taking place in the
events of those years, and in the revisions to that text,
that might awaken a Catholic call in a reader; a call
which, to a reader such as Benjamin, could only sound like
an alarm. 37 By the time calendar year 1918 had rolled
around, or come crashing down, Cohen had resorted to the
strategies of "Deutschtum" and "Judentum" to get him
through the "experience" of his life's last year.ae
understanding the other man 1
respecting it
.
1 " [Scholem's
s reticence without words and
italics]
. Ibid., 71.
37 Obviously, Benjamin only "gave up" reading Cohentemporarily as the quotes from the Logik der reinenErkenntHis (Berlin, 1902), and the Asthetik des reinenGefuhls (Berlin, 1912) in the Trauerspiel book show.
38 In the introduction to the third edition of KantsTheone der Erfahrung, which had been out of print for 10years, Cohen writes: "The new appearance of the book fallsin a difficult, violent time, in which nothing less than
the dignity of the German spirit forms the fateful ques-
tion.
. . . This is a long way away from 1871, when Cohendescribed how he came to take up "a new grounding" of the
Kantian "doctrine of apriority" after having been taught
that Kant had been historically "overcome", or relativized
ein jeder lies t ja seinen Kant ["everyone reads his own
Kant"]. In 1871 he writes: "Immeasurable advances would
be readied for philosophical study through the restitution
of Kantian authority."
For Cohen, by 1918 Kant's authority for the future of
philosophy had been subordinated to the demands of "the
simple fact" of German nationalism, of the "German spirit"
made absolute. " Was is t denn der letzte Grund fur die
schlichte Tatsache
,
die dennoch irruner noch nicht in ihrer
Klarheit eingesehen wird und die doch ohne Vertuschung
anerkannt werden muE: daE die Eigenart des deutschen
29
As in his letter to Buber, Benjamin vents his im-
patience with a manner of interpretation that does
violence to writing, his impatience with a habit of shor-
g up the stores" of language
- its dignity, spiritual
content, ability to move, and to halt - in termini that
are fitted with a willful purpose. Against such a habit,
p tice of writing that opens language up to critical
perceptions is posed, and it is against this practice that
Scholem felt he had to guard himself.
What Benjamin transports from Husserl's "Philosophy as
a Rigorous Science" into The Concept of Art Criticism in
German Romanticism does not lend itself to easy measure:
here as elsewhere in Benjamin's writing, the call for a
strenge Wissenschaft is repeatedly responded to, responses
that echo feedback and transmit distortion along the line
of authorship, like a drilling through the hull of its
Wesens im tiefsten Zentrum auf seiner Philosophie beruht
und da& die Eigenart seiner Philosophie in Kant und inkeinem anderen neben ihm wurzelt? Wie erklart sich denndie klagliche Unwissenheit und der traurige Ubermut, der
sich jetzt wieder hervorwagt in der versuchten Glei'ch-
macherei zwischen Kant und den Romantikern
,
die ihn ver-
leugneten und verwarfen, und nach kurzem Rausche dem Ab-
bruch der Philosophie herbeifiihrten? Der Grund fur die
eminente Identitat Kants mi t dem deutschen Geiste liegt in
der Identitat Kants mi t dem wissenschaftlichen Geiste der
Philosophie
. In dieser geschichtlichen Einsicht enthullt
sich zugleich die Eigenart des deutschen Geistes in ihrer
Harmonie mi t dem weltgeschichtlichen Geiste der Mens-
chhei t." Hermann Cohen, "Drei Vorrede," Kants Theorie der
Erfahrung (Berlin: Cassirer, 1925), ix-xxi.
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flagship, the signature. 3* But the response that is heard
in the "Program for the Coming Philosophy" plays like a
prelude to the dissertation, like an overture of condensed
theme and arrested development, heiter bewegt.
"It is of the greatest importance for the philosophy
of the future to recognize and sort out which elements of
Kantian thinking must be taken up and cultivated, which
must be transformed, and which must be rejected. "40 Ben-
iamin takes up the task of raising consciousness, a task
which had been described most articulately within the pro-
vince of a "timeless" epistemology, and raises it up to
the expectations of time: he opens an "epistemological"
question up to the future, presenting it to temporal expe-
rience, questioning its timeliness. For Benjamin, the dig-
nity of Kant's critical philosophy shows itself in the
rigorous questioning of the grounds for the possibility of
knowledge, a well handled investigation into the condi-
tions for the possibility of re-cog-nition that might pro-
vide the grounds for a case of metaphysics -- like an in-
vestigation of a transgression carried out in such a way,
39 Cf . Detlev Holz, " Strenge Kunstwissenschaft " GS III,
363-74
.
40 Benjamin, " Uber das Programm der kommenden Philosoph-
ie, " GS II. 1, 159; "On the Program of the Coming Philoso-
phy" trans. Mark Ritter, Benjamin: Philosophy
,
Aesthetics,
History ed
. Gary Smith (Chicago: Univeristy of Chicago
Press, 1989), 1-12. Unfortunately, this translation is
error-ridden; the following translations are my own.
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that it might be able to lead to knowledge of the limits
of the law. Kant himself was not to blame for the failure
this investigation, Benjamin insists. 41 He simply was
presented with very little evidence for his case: He lived
in the age of Enlightenment, which was a low-life age, an
age in which experience was measured by the rule of New-
tonian physics, in which experience was measured by the
rule, by a ruler. It is no wonder that Scholem was unable
to appreciate the gifts bestowed upon him by Benjamin: He
was too busy speculating about mathematical theories of
truth, too caught up in the physical constraints of a New-
tonian world-view to realize that this age was slipping
away, to realize that age was slipping away, and that he
had a future to look forward to.
It took a lightning speed, the speed of light, to put
a halt to the naivete of an Enlightenment world-view and
its disregard for the times. Benjamin praises the Neo-
Kantians for recognizing that experience is the only "ob-
41 "Like every great epistemological problem, the Kantianproblem has two sides, and he was able to provide a
suitable response to one side of this problem only. First
was the question after the certainty of knowledge, which
remains; and second was the question after the dignity of
an experience, which was fugitive, or fleeting. For the
universal philosophical interest is always simultaneously
after the timeless binding nature of knowledge and after
the certainty of a temporal experience, which, regarded as
the immediate, if not the only object of knowledge, is
judged. It is only that in its entire structure this ex-
perience did not become conscious to philosophers as a
singularly temporal one, and it did not become conscious
as such to Kant." Ibid., 158.
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ject" of knowledge, but his critique of Cohen's
rational reveals this way of thinking to be chained to
the "old" concept of experience, empiricism's concept.^
Kant's genius is exposed in that he was able to take up
the task of his vast project "at the zero point," in a
time in which experience was reduced to a minimum of im-
portance, and calculation was the doctrine, the rule of
measure against which, among other things, "sense data"
were reckoned. 43 For it is precisely Kleist's testimony
that Benjamin cites in judgement of Kant's genius, a
genius that can be spelled out only in letters. "But it
IS my conviction: whoever does not feel struggling the
thinking of doctrine itself in Kant, and therefore whoever
does not consider it with its letters [mi t seinem Buch-
staben] as a tradendum, something to be passed down and
carried over (and also how far one must transform it.
Ibid. Such a construction sounds strange to ears thathave been trained to pit rationalism against empiricism,
Kant against Hume or the like. As will become clearer inthe
. discussion of Benjamin's reading of Husserl, a
rationalizing of subjectivity lingers in phenomenology,
that, for all of the research undertaken by Husserl andhis students regarding the noematic-noetic relationship,
does not allow it to transcend the limits of psychology!
43 Benjamin's fascination with Kabbalistic teachings must
be considered with this view of the experience of the En-
lightenment in mind -- numerology quickly reaches the
limits of tempo, of temporality. The best writing on the
specifically Judaic elements in Benjamin's thinking has
been performed by Stephane Moses. Stephane Moses, "Walter
Benjamin and Franz Rosenzweig" trans . Deborah Johnson,
Benjamin -- Philosophy, Aesthetics
,
History, 228-246;
Moses, L'Ange de l'Histoire.
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later) with the most extreme reverence, known nothing of
phiiosophy
. ... [A] nd hence it is also my conviction, that
Kanfs prose represents a limit of high prose art. why
else would The Critique of Pure Reason have shaken Kleist
so deeply to the core? "44
Benjamin's dissertation on Friedrich Schlegel and
Novalis subjects Kant to the law of the letter. The Con-
cept of Art Criticism in German Romanticism enacts Ben-
jamin's critique of The Critique of Judgement
phenomenologically: it is a critique of aesthetic reflec-
tion as it is experienced, as it appears in language. The
philosophy to come will subject "experience" to a rigorous
critique, in order to raise experience to higher levels of
consciousness. And the suspension of judgement carried
out by critique in a work of art has the power to open
language up to perception, to nondiscursivity
; to an idea,
to the idea of art
.
To the notion that true knowledge of experience would
come through a rigorous study of art, Benjamin devoted his
most concentrated energy. 45 Mathematics are unable to un-
dertake the phenomenology of noumenology that writ-
-’-n9V*'6ading performs math operates according to a
44 Benjamin, Briefe, 150, Benjamin's italics.
45 See Thomas Y. Levin's introduction to, and translation
of Benjamin's "Strenge Kunstwissenschaft" as "Rigorous
Study of Art" October 47 (Winter 1988): 77-90. See also
Benjamin, " Lebenslaufe" GS VI, 215-228.
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determination of rules that addresses time in spatial
dimension; it is unable to raise a historical-
philosophical question, a self
-ref lective question, a
question into the conditions for the possibility of its
appearance. « For all of the discursive volume devoted to
investigating the epistemological grounding of the
sciences in Husserl as an investigation into the "histori-
46 Husserl says as much himself in "The Or-irHn cetry" when he describes mathematics as a •Benjamin's words, "an unending chain of progressions'
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all ages; and this isl t particular forms." For Husserl, thePythagorian theorem is self
-identical
,
it is the same mthe "original language" of Euclid, and in all furthertranslations. Ideal objects, i.e. geometrical truths, do
hnfi^S 611?6 difference m language; they remain sym-bolic. Ideal objectivity is able to shed its "linguisticlving body", its Sprachleib, so that it does not "fall
victim to the seduction of language
.
" [Husserl's italics].Edmund Husserl, "The Origin of Geometry" in Jacques Der-
rida, Edmund Husserl's "Origin of Geometry": An Introduc-
tion (Lincoln; University of Nebraska Press, 1989), 157-180. To the univocity of spiritual essence for which Hus-
seru. strives, to the intention to unify ideality into a
whole that is complete at its origin and thus can only be
experienced through a structure of repetition without^ loss
or change, Benjamin responds, einmal is t keinmal
,
"once is
never enough."
Husserl's excavations of idealities from the sedimen-
tation of meaning that he calls historicity, are very dif-
ferent from Benjamin's concept of history as Jetztzeit --
the time of the now -- a time which does not add up to
anything, does not culminate or develop into "meaning",
but rather flashes up at a moment of recognition. See
Peter Fenves, "The Dawn of Judgement: Spatiality, Analogy
and Metaphor in Benjamin's 'On Language as Such and on Hu-
man Language,'" manuscript.
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city" of human experience, the peculiar temporality of
that experience is not considered with regard to its oc-
currence, to its eventuality in language, to its prosaic
form. Thus, to address this question in a preliminary and
methodical way, Benjamin wrote his dissertation on Novalis
and Friedrich Schlegel, which refers phenomenology, via
"Kleist," back to Kant. "For the universal philosophical
interest is always simultaneously after the timeless bind-
mg nature of knowledge and after the certainty of a
temporal experience, which, regarded as the immediate, if
not the only object of knowledge, is judged. It is only
that m its entire structure this experience did not be-
come conscious to philosophers as a singularly temporal
one, and it did not become conscious as such to Kant . "47
Wherever living spirit appears captured in aformed letter, there is art, there is division,
material to be overcome, and tools to be used/
there are plans and laws of execution. This is
why we see the masters of poetry striving so
vigorously to form it in the most manifold way.
Poetry is an art, and when it still was not, it
had to become so. And when it becomes art, it ex-
cites in those who truly love it a strong desire
to know it, to comprehend the intention of the
master, to grasp the nature of the work, the
origin of the school, and to discover the process
of its development. Art is based on knowledge,
and the discipline of art is its history. 48
47 Benjamin, "Uber das Programm.
.
.
," GS II.l, 158.
48 Friedrich Schlegel, Epochen der Dichtkunst from
" Gesprach uber die Poesie," Kritische Friedrich-Schlegel
-
Ausgabe II ed. Ernst Behler, with Jean- Jacques Anstett and
Hans Eichner (Munich: Ferdinand Schoningh, 1967), 290;
from "Dialogue on Poetry" trans . Ernst Behler and Roman
Struc German Romantic Criticism ed. A. Leslie Willson (New
36
Art is conceptual; it can be criticised. The work of
art (as alive", and opposed to ornament, or to kitch) ex-
hibits itself as a crime scene to be dismantled, but the
nature of the transgressions committed there remain
cloudy, shrouded in night mist and shadow, covered in
blood. 49 As in every film of a murder mystery, a mirror
York: Continuum, 1982), 84
.
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with the emergence of a lasting fascination with the colorviolet: it is Walter." This violence is made palpable
^o the surface of the text, where it can bere(a)d: Hammacher quotes from the "trashy novel"
( Schmoker
)
section of Berliner Kindheit:
To open one [of the books]
,
would have led me intothe midst of the womb, in which a changing andgloomy text clouded over, pregnant with colors,they were bubbling and flowing, but always turninginto a violet that seemed to stem from the interi-
or of an animal for slaughter. Unnamable and asladen with meaning as this outlawed violet were
the titles, every one of which appeared to me more
peculiar and more intimate than the previous one.
Yet before I could make sure of the first, I awoke
without once in the dream having even touched upon
the old, boyish books.
Hammacher writes: "But... even before the blood is men-
tioned, a thread breaks through: the violet of the oldest
encounter with a text -- an encounter that cannot be carried
through -- already shows through in the letters. They are,
if one condenses the dissemination of this 'word' throughout
Benjamin's text into a single expression, violetters from
the interior of a slaughter animal, which here, through
reading, draw into the reader's interior.... The in-
comprehensible dictates. Whoever bows to this compulsion
37
13 PrSSent
' ^ ltS reflecti^ are heightened beyond all
immediate doubling in that they are printed, strapped to
the loop of celluloid that is unending. But reflection
which is heightened to the point of endless reel, inter-
mittently, is cut.
Critique was for Kant a description of method, an act
of reading, which, if properly carried out, might unveil
the ground supporting the workings of a text. Benjamin
turns to the early Romantics for a critique of violence in
interpretation, violence that would be little more than
method acting were it not for the dignity accorded to the
word itself. As Benjamin writes, the word "critique" took
on magical qualities for the Romantics; it became a
slogan, an advertisement, an incantation for their
literary activity. They took critique to be conceptual
turns into a word himself. And indeed into an in-
comprehensible word. He turns into a part of the interiorof the world: into the mummery wherein the world lays openits secret. J p 1
In good time, I learned how to disguise [muiwnen
]
myself in the words that were properly clouds.
Whoever disguises himself in words turns into their interior
and thus into that which they 'properly' are, into clouds.
But not only into the 'propriety' of the words but also into
the
.
' core of things' - into Mummerehl en. .. . The cloud is the
medium of likeness. In it, all things, men, places and ex-
periences can correspond with one another and turn into one
another, and they do so whenever they enter into the Wolke:
into the interior of Wor te." Werner Hammacher, "The Word
Wolke - If It Is One" trans. Peter Fenves, Benjamin's
Ground: New Readings of Walter Benjamin ed. Rainer Nagele
(Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1988), 147-176.
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(begrifflich)
, linguistic isprachlich)
.
For Benjamin, in
no other way than through its linguisticity could what
Kant presented as the transcendental aesthetic, be experi-
enced; in no other way could the suspension of judgement
accompanying a heightened consciousness be presented, than
by taking the method at its word, by enacting critique, by
taking apart the violations of a high and sober prose.
Benjamin's critique of Kant, and of Novalis and Schlegel,
depends upon reading the concept "synthetic judgement a
priori" as li turqy
.
50
It is Benjamin s interest in presenting the experience
of heightened consciousness as consciousness of this expe-
rience that orients his reading of philosophy in language,
and orients his understanding of cognition in perception.
Against the rule of the "vulgar" concept of experience
that emerged in the Enlightenment, Benjamin crypts: "Phi-
losophy is absolute experience deduced in systematic-
symbolic correlation as language. "51 However, this "ab-
solute experience" does not just stand in as another dream
of a spirit seer, as Scholem might have read, or heard it:
Benjamin's rigorous reduction of transcendental thinking
opens up the epoche, the ungrounding of judgement, to the
experience of words.
50 See Benjamin, "On Transcendental Method," GS VI, 52-3;
"On Humor," GSVI, 130-31.
51 Benjamin, "On Perception," GS VI, 37.
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tion is much more important /PSC?atlVe Coqni -
ficult .52 , and much more dif-
Benjamin picked up Cohen's book with the hope that a
reconsideration of the relation between the categories and
the forms of intuition (time and space)
,
a relation that
Kant had established as a non-relation, a strict differen-
tiation, would lead to a more dignified concept of experi-
ence, one in which the "building blocks" of reason that
are used to construct the world are themselves experi-
enced, in which cognition is deduced from its principles,
in which thinking conceptually is taken at its word. 53
Speculative thinking is thinking in concepts, thinking
words in their systematic-symbolic correlations, perceiv
ing the world by experiencing its phenomenality and
materiality; experiencing the world cinematically
(movement
-image, t ime- image ) , like an artist, by taking it
apart, like an editor, or a scientist. 54
52 Ibid
. ,
35
.
53 "Human reason so delights in constructions, that it
has several times built up a tower, and then razed it to
examine the nature of the foundations." Kant,
Prolegomena, 2. See Jacques Derrida, " Des tours de
Babel ", Difference in Translation ed. Joseph F. Graham
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1985), 165-207.
54 Cf
. ,
Paul de Man, "Phenomenality and Materiality in
Kant," Hermeneutics: Questions and Prospects ed. Gary
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In the most "pregnant" sense of the word, the concept
of speculative knowledge is the concept of metaphysics,
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and exP°sitory" reading of Benjamin'sl q e o Kant the attention it deserves. However as a
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hls read ing corrects Deleuze 's interpretationthe transcendental aesthetic's place in Kant's criticalphilosophy: "The transcendental judgment that is to decideon the possibility of existence of the sublime (as the
spatial articulation of the infinite) functions metaphori-
cally, or ideologically, when it subreptitiously definesitself in terms of its other, namely of extension and
totality. If space lies outside the sublime and remains
there, and if space is nevertheless a necessary condition(or cause) for the sublime to come into being, then the
principle of the sublime is a metaphysical principle that
mistakes itself for a transcendental one." Paul de Man,
" Phenomenal ity
. .
.
,
" 128. Although de Man's conclusion is
attentive to the distinction Benjamin raises between in-
tellectual intuition and linguisticity in thinking, he
polarizes this distinction into an opposition between phi-
losophy and language that settles on figurality and trope
as the "deciding" moment in reading, a polarization that
ignores the differentiation Benjamin makes in his book on
the Romantics, a differentiation between discursivity and
linguisticity
. Benjamin is keen to the "prosaic
materiality of the letter" in Kant, but he does not deny
this materiality an ability to open up phenomenally into a
moment of (re) cognition, an opening up that takes place
through the concept. De Man: "The bottom line, in Kant as
well as in Hegel, is the prosaic materiality of the letter
and no degree of obfuscation or ideology can transform
this materiality into the phenomenal cognition of
aesthetic judgement ."( 144 )
.
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the concept of scientific experience, Benjamin writes. 55
"It is exceedingly strange that in the interest of a-
prioricity and logicity Kant makes a sharp discontinuity
and separation there where, out of the same interest, the
pre-Kantian philosophers looked to create the most in-
timate continuity and unity; namely, to create the most
intimate connection between cognition and experience
through speculative deduction of the world. ”56 Benjamin's
^physics of na-
tion of nJture
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aterial o e senses," Benjamin writes and senarafprimetaphysics from experience, a separation' between pure
tte^fee?-
experience that would be compensated for inh f eling of dizziness" that is the Third Criticrue • aseparation that prevented him from discovering a singletheoretical center of cognition whose all-powerful gravi-tational force would have been able "to rip all of exoeri
-
ence into it," like an evaporating black hole. Kant'stear of confronting knowledge of experience without firstemploying the word "transcendental" results in a codifica-tion of fear, a work of art that causes its readers to
swoon. Benjamin's suggestion that Kant's interest in cut-ting off empty, fantastical flights of thought might be
accomplished in a way other than through the transcenden-
tal aesthetic, depends upon distinguishing the "unmediable
and natural concept of experience from the concept of ex-
perience as a cognitive-correlation." This question is
the question theoretical physics poses to itself today; it
is also the question posed by modern art. Benjamin, "On
Perception," 33-38.
56 Benjamin, "On Perception," 35. See Yirmiyahu Yovel,
Spinoza and Other Heretics (Princeton: Princeton Univer-
sity press, 1989) .
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interest in maintaining the possibility of a metaphysics
for the future of philosophy leads him to explore the con-
cept of art criticism.
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. 57
In one sense it can be said that the early German
Romantics pick up the trace of this transformed world-
picture where phenomenology leaves off; however, their
writings are led by the writhings of a divining rod. 58 A
philosophy of reflection leads the way to a method of
deducing the world, as a deducibility of the experience of
that world learned through knowledge of the experience .59
For the intuition of philosophy, absolute experienceis language; language understood as a symbolic-systematic
concept. It specifies itself in ways, or forms of lan-
guage, one of which is perception; the doctrine of percep-tion like with all unmediable appearances of absolute ex-
perience, belong to the philosophical sciences in the
widest sense." Benjamin, "On Perception," 36-8.
5 8 A divining rod; a magic wand. "Der Buchstab' is t der
echte Zaubers tab , " from a letter from Schlegel to Novalis,
quoted by Benjamin, Der Begriff, 48.
59 Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit was conceived as just
such a science of the experience of consciousness; Ben-
jamin's "return" to Kant insists upon demonstrating the
failure of all methods that "progress", or aim to prog-
ress, to knowledge of truth in its form as "Absolute
Spirit", or the like, as a failure inherent to the ideol-
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were raised in
Benjamin was well aware of the stakes that
pursuit of such sleuthing: The Athenaeum fragments he
critiques in his dissertation are 451 in number, precisely
the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit at which book paper
begins to burn. The mass of fragments that is Romantic
critical poetry is subjected to the laws of chemistry,
which combust to reveal a residue, a physical remain, the
cinders of memory that might one day matter, might one day
step forth as the matter of (meta) physics .eo
ogy of subjectivity -- the uncritical attitude subiectivpidealism takes with regard to time, to the temporalitv of
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aCtly SUch alchemal designs lay the foundation forthe 46 or so many miles of Superconducting Supercollidernow laying dormant m Texas. It is as yet unknown what
speeds must be achieved in order to persuade protons todivulge the primary secret of matter, that of mass. "Whydoes matter have the peculiar property of mass?" asktoday's physicists. We lack a theory of gravity equiva-lent to our current subscription to the laws of quantum
mechanics : We lack consciousness of the present
,
which ishistorical consciousness, knowledge of the elemental con-
nections that would give information about the past and
the future -- we lack a metaphysics. As such, a "black
hole" is situated as the end point of time and space, from
which even the speed of light cannot escape. On a scale
of destruction that can only be compared with the burning
of books and the razing of temples, one wonders about the
fate of the word as it faces such a devouring of "informa-
tion . "
Speculation has it that perhaps this loss of informa-
tion, this devouring combustion taking place in a black
hole, might be felt in the universe, felt as a breakdown
in the laws of quantum theory, which could only be felt as
a certain dizziness, a sublime swoon. The black hole puts
into question not only the law of the conservation of en-
ergy, but also the law of causality; namely, that nothing
44
Pyromania: Hypertroping--or, heiter bewegt
"What commonly called reason is only a subspecies of
it. namely, the thin and watery sort. There's also a
thick, fiery kind that actually makes wit witty, and gives
an elasticity and electricity to a solid style. "61 For
can travel faster than the speed of liahtspeculations resulting from such an
’ he dlzzy
with a violence of metanhnr ? aby a^e put forth
terpretation that seeks rn
ana
-J-ogy, a violence of in-
dimensionality with the mathematical to^s^one
Barbara, and Dr
. Tom
a nahh
h name " cornucopion
" as a way to imagine
E rt 1 b ln? aWay from the fate Posed by the real nossibility of the destruction of space. A^ornucopion is afigure easily imagined, like a sci-fi fantasy world thatappears a s a point m space, without dimension (ane aporated black hole), but which opens up from withininto a horn of plenty, into plenty of room, an infinitestorehouse where all of the lost and forgotten informationthe universe may be found, and where we must look toseek our fete G.A. Taubes, "The Case of the DisappearingBlack Hole, The New York Times, March 30, 1993, c-1 Cfthe investigations of Oedipa Maas in Thomas Pynchon,' TheCrying of Lot 49 (New York: Harper Collins, 1986)
If you want to penetrate into the heart of physicsthen let yourself be initiated into the mysteries ofpoetry." Friedrich Schlegel, "Ideas" [99], trans PeterFirchow Friedrich Schlegel 's "Lucinde" and the Fragments(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1971 ), 250.And further, to question the questioner: "Gib t es auf
Erden ein Mass?" asks Holderlin. " Es gib t keines." ("Is
there a mass, a measure on earth? There is none.")
1 ii1 / Selected Verse ed. and trans. Michael Hamburger
(London: Anvil Press Poetry, 1986), 246.
61 Friedrich Schlegel, "Kritische Fragmente" [104],
Kritische Friedrich- Schlegel
-Ausgabe II, 159; "Critical
Fragments", "Lucinde" and the Fragments
,
155.
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Benjamin, Schlegel
' s way of thinking moved like a fireball
across the page: "It was that of an individual for whom
every single insight set the entire mass of ideas into mo-
tion, who united phlegma with glowing embers in the ex-
pression of his spiritual as well as of his bodily
physiognomy. "62 Here, Schlegel figures as an animated
Kant for Benjamin, a cartoon version of the phlegmatic
type, whose thinking caricatures the idea of critical phi-
losophy by bringing it literally, graphically, into view.
In rel a1:ion to intellectual intuition, Schlegel 'sth»' in opposition to those many9
characterized through indifference tothe role of intuition; he does not call on in-tellectual intuitions and ecstatic states. Rath-er, m order to fashion together a formula, heseeks an unintuited intuition of the system, andne finds it in language. Terminology is the
sphere in which his thought moves beyond dis-
cursivity and intuitiveness. For the terminusthe concept contains for him the germ of the sys-tem; it is at bottom nothing other than thepreformed system itself. Schlegel
' s thought is an
absolutely conceptual one, that is, a linguistic
one
. 63
Through the art of Schlegel and Novalis, Benjamin
presents art as a medium of reflection: It is conceptual;
it can be criticized. "Knowledge in the reflection-medium
of art is the task of art critique.
. . .Critique is an ex-
62 Benjamin, Der Begriff, 50.
63 Ibid
. ,
47
.
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periment on the artwork through which its reflection is
awoken to the point where it rs itself brought into con-
sciousness and into knowledge .
"64 Benjamin prefaces his
discussion of the early Romantics' concept of criticism
With an analysis of Fichte's speculative philosophy, in
order to illustrate what affinities the Romantics shared
with his concept of reflective thinking, and to show where
their writing departs from his
. 65 Fichte's philosophy of
reflection is closest to the Romantics' theory of criti-
cism in his 1794 "On the Concept of the Doctrine of Knowl-
edge, or of so-called Philosophy," Benjamin writes. 66
64 Ibid., 65.
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renGh Rev°lution, Fichte's philosophy, andGoethe s Meister are the greatest tendencies of the aqeWhoever is offended by this juxtaposition, whoever cannottake any revolution seriously that isn't Aois™
materialistic, hasn't yet achieved a lofty, broad perspec-
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tory. of mankind • Even in our shabby his-tones of civilization, which usually resemble a collec-
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VariantS accomPanied by a running commentary forwhich the original classical text has been lost; eventhere many a little book, almost unnoticed by the noisy
rabble at the time, plays a greater role than anythingthey did." Schlegel, quoting himself from the Athenaeumm the essay "On Incomprehensibility," trans. Peter Fir-
chow " Lucinde " and the Fragments, 262-63.
66 Benjamin clearly states that his dissertation is nei-ther meant to be another attempt to grasp the "essence" of
Romanticism, nor is it meant to be an instance of histori-
cism, as a history of the concept of criticism, for in-
stance. His dissertation is critical: It poses a
philosophical
-historical question to material whose exis-
tence is linked to the quesiton itself; it is not an ar-
bitrary investigation.
Samuel Weber has given an excellent translation and
interpretation for " Kunstkritik" in English: "The literal
translation of Benjamin's title would be: 'The Concept of
Art-Criticism in German Romanticism.
'
Art Criticism, of
course, in English refers to the plastic arts; 'Kunst',
47
describes a relationship between the reflective
nature of thinking and its intuitive character; Fichte's
interpretation of Kant presents a system of reflection in
discursive form that for Benjamin resonates in the writ-
ings of the Romantics linguist i rail v tv,-L-Lny c c iy
: This resonance
resonates with a difference. The Romantics share with
Fichte the epistemological grounding of thinking in
reflection; however, Fichte is interested in reflection
for the interest it shows in systematically determining
(intuiting) absolute knowledge, conceived as knowledge of
for Schlegel and Novalis, however, as Benjamin notes
ture^
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”A fundamental deficiency ofmantic theory of art is that 'poetry' and 'art' are notsufficiently distinguished," p. 14.) This tendency toconflate art m general with literature in particular isalso responsible for the current use of the terms 'criti-
cism' and 'critical theory,' to designate both the inter-pretation of literature and at the same time aesthetics
and hermeneutics in general. Hence, the most economical
and accurate English translation of ' Kunstkritik
'
today is
simply. criticism. ' " Samuel Weber, "Walter Benjamin: The
Romantic Concept of Criticism," manuscript.
Although I am in agreement with Weber on the necessity
of articulating the difference between individual art
forms, I feel it is useful in translation to keep the
'art" of Kunstkritik in view, precisely because Benjamin's
presentation of raising consciousness depends upon dis-
cerning the relation between the idea of art and the
singularity of artworks, be they fragments, buildings,
films, paintings, poems, photographs, or performance
spaces. The situation of the idea of art, and under that,
of individual works of art in his writing, remains cen-
tral .
48
the "Absolute The Romantics, on the other hand, see the
intuitive character of reflective thinking in terms of its
experience, in terms of experiencing the system of reflec-
tion, in terms of reflecting thinking to a point of in-
sight. 62 The positive, systematic nature of reflection,
the "immediate" and "unfinished" character of thinking
that reflection produces, and on which the Romantic con-
cept of criticism is based, is sacrificed in Fichte for
the sake of a narrative, Benjamin writes, for a plot
structure that orients thinking into a particular direc-
tion: This narrative structure exhibits itself as the es-
sence of narrative, which douses the viciousness out of a
thick, fiery reason, by watering it down with the will-
fulness of subjectivity.
It is the way in which the case is handled -- as the
managed intrigues of a Tathandlung on Fichte's part, as
opposed to the sober investigation of a Tatsache -- that
set the Romantics off his work. £8 For the Romantics, the
67 "The moment the history of philosophy in Kant -- if
not for the first time, then certainly never so explicitly
and emphatically -- had simultaneously maintained the pos-
sibility of intellectual intuition for thinking, and itsimpossibility in the realm of experience, a multifarious
and almost feverish endeavor steps forth to win this con-
cept back for philosophy as guarantee of its highest
demands. This struggle was initiated foremost by Fichte,
Schlegel, Novalis and Schelling." Benjamin, Der Begriff,
68 Ibid., 29. "Whereas the current interpretation of
criticism is of the most subjective sort, for the
Romantics criticism was regulative of subjectivity, ar-
bitrariness and willfulness in the formation of
49
levels of reflection through which thinking »ves, and is
intensified, describe the act of reflection as "self-
reflection, " Which is anything but the reflection of an
"I." anything but reflection which is caught and control-
led by an act of positing,
zung.6 9 As Madame de Stael
by an act of subjective Set-
said of Fichte's "Doctrine of
object
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the point that rrfWH form." Benjamin stresses
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the priority of a
. const ltutive subject; its structure isfundamentally ambiguous, on two levels. The first can bedescribed as an ambiguity between the poles of subject andobject, and the second between the intensification orheightening, and the simultaneous decomposition or dis-integration of reflective thinking. in order todemonstrate the productive nature of this ambiguity forthinkmg, to demonstrate how the Romantic concept of
reflection (and further, criticism) is regulative of sub-jectivity, Benjamin takes apart the three moments, orlevels of reflection as they appear in Schlegel
.
What Schlegel calls "meaning" Benjamin calls thefirst level" of reflection in Fichte, thinking which
takes that which is thought as its material, or object;
thinking as form. Second, there is "reason" in Schlegel'
s
(thick) sense of the word, thinking which takes meaning asits object, or the thinking of thinking, which makes the
form of the reflection self -ref lection, self-knowledge;
or, as Benjamin puts it, "thinking secures thereby its
dignity as method." But it is out of the third level of
reflection from which a thinking arises that produces its
form, not its object. Pure thinking that is not bounded
by a constitutive subject is broken down, zersetzt into
the ambiguity of a subj ect/obj ect split, into a constitu-
tive ambivalence that finds reflection (the thinking of
thinking) in the position of being either the object of
50
Knowledge," it is with Fichte like with Baron von
Munchhausen
,
who pulls himself across the river with a
single arm.™ Just as in his response t<> Buber
_ ^
IS critical of writing that does not respect the rela-
tionship of the dignity of the word and the dignity of ac-
tion by putting the one in the service of the other. Such
writing only results in a crude "grasping about" for the
thinking or its subject (or both)
. This is the danaerthe regressus ad infinitum that pure reflection entai 1 aand back from which the Romantics do not shrink into a
the'subiect^Y60”
1
^ ° f 3 Pr°per space (the space ofne subject)
. Benjamin, Der Begriff, 18-40.Obviousiy, Benjamin's reading of Romantic reflection
Romanticism
eSt
h
bl
i
1ZeS the rUling interpretation of, w ich operates according to the loqic of subjectivity The mediality of reflection refers i lackof a grounding in ontology: The "beginning" of reflectionis a leap, a spring out of "nothing" as it were. Reflec-ion
. does not initiate itself out of existence; thinking
"springs" into action, it is an originary act, which is
Ta)n
& " {Dasein)
• Cf • Rodolphe Gasche, The
l ?£ Mirror: Derrida and the Philosophy of Reflec-tion (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard, 1986)
Also, Benjamin's reading of the "emptiness" of posit-ing subjectivity (Fichte's "Ich" succeeds as an act of
will, the most empty act of all) anticipates Slavoj
Zizek's reinterpretation of the Hegelian subject out of
the lessons of Lacanian lack, and undermines even the in-
terpretation of a split subject by destabilizing
( temporalizing) the place of the real, by asking after the
speed deferred by the space of the objet petit a. See
Slavoj Zizek, The Sublime Object of Ideology (London:
Verso, 1989) .
70 Hans Eichner, Einleitung to Schlegel '
s
" Charakteristiken und Kritiken, " Kritische Friedrich-
Schl egel -Ausgabe II, xxiii. In 1797 Novalis wrote a cau-
tious letter to Schlegel: "You were chosen to guard
against Fichte's magic of the aspiring self -thinker .
"
Benjamin, Der Begriff, 35.
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Absolute, writing that does noc recQgnize (its> umits
_Which is Catholic writing
. 71 It is tell ing that Benjamin
limits his sources in the dissertarinn ^ • •t o to a miniscule por-
tion of Romantic texts. He centers his research on the
Schlegels
' Athenaeum and on Novalis's Pollen and other
fragments: For Benjamin, the Windischmann lectures
Schlegel delivered in Cologne and Paris from 1804 to 1806
are a
..compromise between the thinking of the young
Schlegel that is rich in ideas, and the Restauration phi-
losophy of one who later would become the Secretary to
Metternich
.
"72
Irony certainly has its place in Schlegel' s writing;
however, it is a concept opposed to that of criticism,
which for Benjamin is a concept that reveals what is ob-
jective and sober in art, that which is divorced from sub-
jective (willful) determination, that which is divorced
from caricature. The Romantics completely subjected them-
selves to the liberal practice of reflection, to an ac-
tivity of reflection that jumps ambivalently from one
level of meaning to the next in a work, mediating the sys-
71 Schlegel consciously turns away from the "revolution-
ary fury of objectivity" that marks the ideas of hisyouth, a reaction par excellence, that culminates "in the
rigor of a Catholic exit," writes Benjamin. Irony is the
sign for the sensuousity of subjectivity experienced sym-bolically; it is directly opposed to the sober, objective
writing that characterized the epoch of Schlegel
' s vouth
Ibid., 81. *
72 Benjamin, Der Begriff
,
34.
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tern of reflection as it simultaneously condenses that sys-
tem unto the linguistic node of the concept.^ As such
,
their thinking has been judged as being "confused-
systematic f^ndationai
m
concep?
f
orthe
C
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n ^ th®
through'othefLscriptionf^h31^
subscita“
blance of [Schleqel's] rhink
WhlCh evokes the sem-
polymorphicity. The
then as
_
harmony, now as genius or
And ¥'
then rellgi°n, organization or historyit is undenrable that in other connections it
a 'med iumf^lthougl^he 'himself^id'^not^ha as
"medium" at his disposal Writes Benjamin ^! f?
Xp
f
eSsion
at one and the same time medium itself and
®«“ ectlon
f
s
i TE,s;a t«Kstsvrx,t
-
or break
1
down°
n
the
heightenin
f
and infinite determination
into itself the ?
° th* Sublime: "Turning back
up' ofSriversiL ["thlt is\%Psay
nt
the
iK ; ' Uven Jn*.
out
e
of°th
reflef i?n " - n°te 1 L mathematics pullinge roots." Novalis's characterization of this 9movement is analogous "Romantic philosophy
... successivelevation and degradation." Benjamin underscores themedial nature of reflection; he falls on an expressionfrom Novalis:
-Self penetration" (Selbs tdurchdringung*
,
which marks for Novalis the sign of a future world, a newepoch of humanity, of world history, in which reflectionfigures as the beginning of a never-ending process of theself penetration of spirit, of "chaos," as its structura-tion, m levels.
First thinking originates with reflection, on whichbe reflected. Therefore one can say, every simple
reflection originates absolutely out of a point of in-difference. Whatever metaphysical quality one may ascribe
this indifference point of reflection, remains open."
To repeat, according to Benjamin, the point of in-
dif ference out of which reflection arises as form for the
early Romantics is not the "I" of subjectivity, it is the
objective idea of art. Benjamin, Der Begriff, 37-39.
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orthe
C
othe“dete™inations
ble
th°
s“bstitute one
but history, for instance
- for the £bLl°tsofar as its character- ^sofu e, in-
remained discernable ™
6dlUm ° f re flection
Benjamin's contention that Kant's interest in paralyz-
ing "empty, fantastical flights of thought" could be ac-
complished in a different way than through the trans-
cendental aesthetic -- that the question of the sublime
should be posed to the active experience reason goes
through in cognition, by lighting up that experrence as a
linguistic one -- shows itself schematically in his dis-
sertation. This schematic, skeletal structure is fleshed
by the body of his writing as it occurs through the
for Friedrich
t
Schlegei
e
thf syste^in^'figur^o^art
W3S
But instead of tryinq to arasn t-hi q aho t ar t •
i v hp y ^ P plls Absolute systematical
-
y, e tried, rather, to grasp the system absolutely "
f^JPpe Lacoue-Labarthe and Jean-Luc Nancy characterizethe Romantic attempt to absolutely systematize "svstem-
Ideal
" a^° -product ion
,
"
"the auto-recognition of thefS 1 ,? 8 h! aub ^ ect ' s own form." Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe and Jean-Luc Nancy, The Literary Absolute: Theeory of Literature in German Romanticism trans
. PhilipBarnard and Cheryl Lester (Albany: SUNY Press, 1988) 33As has been mentioned, Benjamin is not engaged in a criti-que of German Romanticism according to a theory of "liter-ature" but according to the concept of criticism, whichmakes his study an historical
-philosophical one, not a
1 ;L
S
e
S
ary °^e ' As such ' he interprets what Lacoue-Labarthe
and Nancy describe as "auto-production", Schlegel 1 s at-tempt to grasp the system of reflection absolutely, as the
essence of his mysticism. Schlegel 1 s question, "are not
all systems individuals?" represents for Benjamin
Schlegel | s self-consciousness of the mystical impulse inhis writing, figured as the attribution of an intuitive
character to the system, a character which could be pene-
trated in its entirety, known from within. See footnotes
78 and 79, below.
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years of his life. Benin's writing marks its way with
the chalk and the charcoal, the stone tablets and the
erasable bond given to the taaicsk of raising consciousness.
His dissertation is a nrimer t-„ n,p o the testament that this
task can only proceed by way of - that it constitutes it-
self through the remains of - burnt paper, broken stones
repeated erasure, and the severance that comes with so-
many snuffings-out of light.
It can be said that the German Romantics line the vel-
vet underground of consciousness with magic jewels. The
linguisticity of reflection crystallizes into the magic of
gramma for them, into the beautiful face of cryptography,
into the cultic aspects of the word. "The letter
[Buchstab ] is the true magic wand [Zauberstab]
.
"75 For
Benjamin, conceptual thinking is transformed into mystical
terminology by the Romantics, and this terminology takes
on comic proportion, playing out its leading role in the
ever-cruel form of the joke. 76 The concept of criticism
is one of the Romantics' most magically incanted words:
"To be critical meant pushing the elevation of thought so
75 Benjamin, Der Begriff, 48; he quotes from Schlegel
'
s
correspondence with Novalis. Novalis, Briefwechsel mi tFriedrich und August Wilhelm
, Charlotte und CarolineSchlegel ed. J.M. Raich (Mainz: 1880). For a struc-
turalist interpretation of language-magic in Benjamin, seeWmfned Menninghaus, Walter Benjamins Theorie der Sprach-
magie (Frankfurt a/M: Suhrkamp, 1980)
.
76 See Benjamin, " Der Humor\ GS VI, 130-31. There is no
room here to discuss thoroughly the question of laughter.
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far all beyond all ties that, magically as it were, knowl-
edge of the true took off from insight into the falsity of
such ties
.
"77
" Critique" is one of the most frequently
repeated hieroglyphs in the writing of Schlegel and
Novalis, alongside hieroglyphs like
"transcendental
poetry," "irony,"
"arabesque,"
"romantic." But
catachresis as a means of intuition mythologizes knowledge
of the Absolute by overloading it with character traits,
overnaming it, personifying it through the figure of indi-
viduality -- this is the "meaning" of the joke. As Ben-
jamin writes in the essay "Fate and Character," which he
completed only a few months after having finished his dis-
sertation, "it is impossible to form an uncontradictory
concept of the exterior of an active person whose core is
addressed from the point of view of character. "78 "The
study of physiognomy, like that of comedy, was a
manifestation of the new age of genius," an age of speech
lessness that fell quickly into verbosity
. 79
77
Benjamin, Der Begriff, 51. I would like to thankSamuel Weber for his comments here on the translation.
78 Benjamin, " Schicksal und Charakter
,
" GS II.l, 173.
79 Ibid., 178. See Benjamin's letter to Hugo von Hof-
mannsthal of January 13, 1924, reprinted in part by the
editors of the Collected Works in the notes to "Fate andCharacter," in which Benjamin writes of his struggle to
unearth words from their encasement in abstract concepts.
This struggle is not one of armed conflict. It proceeds
by way of excursion. "It is of great meaning to me, if I
understand correctly, that you so articulately recognize
and share the conviction which leads my literary attempts.
It is namely that conviction, that each truth has its
house, its ancestral palace in language; it is established
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Wit jumps infectiously like am . .Y ' lK n electric spark from
one subject /object pole to the next, igniting conscious-
ness into a heightened state of awareness, by actually en-
lightening reason, by lightening its load, relieving it of
the heavy burden of being tied to the identity and feel-
ings of a subject, lighting paths along which ^
thinking may find room to travel.
We cannot contemplate ourselves fha t n
capes us. Though by all m^Vare^b^o ^
out of the oldest words. Reqardina trnih ,
sights into the individual rlalms of know!
founded
' ln '
altern, so long as they are 1 ^ 6 remVn Sub ‘here and there in the Li m Z to get by n°madically
3&$e%3is£a:S'£3Ss:
surface
n
of
U
fh
Ce W°rdS lo°sen themselves from the crusty
oi^of a ?
f t e c?ncePt' betraying the forms in their
Y
closed, linguistic life."
Benjamin explains to Hofmannsthal that such a mannerproceeding describes his attempt of a few years pre-vious, to free the old words fate and character from theslavery of abstract terminology. But "today" such an at-tempt betrays to him the difficulties inherent in such a
to
r
ream
ah ack " ^orstoss) . "Namely there where the viewiiy loosen the torpid concept-tank proves to be in-
?
1 5' ie rit ' lt: f inds itself attempting, in order not totall back into the barbarity of formal speech, not so muchto excavate, but to drill through the linguistic andthoughtful depth which lies in the intention of such re-
search" [emphasis mine]
. Such a "forcing of views" is the
mark of today's unfine pedantry, Benjamin writes, a force-
ulness with regard to language that he no longer dared to
risk: " [S]o wilrde ich den Frontalangriff auf sie kaum mehr
wagen, sondern, wie ich es mi t dem ' Schicksal ' in der
Wahlverwandtschaf tenarhei t hielt, den Dingen in Exkursen
begegnen." He approaches a study of fate precisely by
side-stepping its face, lighting it from the position of
its shadow, comedy. Briefe I, 329-330.
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t^oursSvlslI\nfLi?eOULcf°niShment We apPearwe feel so entirely Tiniie £ ln habitual life
About fifteen years after the writing of his dissertation
Benjamin reflects upon this quote by Schlegel after hear-
ing it echo in the lyrics of Baudelaire, pl acing it under
the heading of a fragment he may or may not have wanted to
have included in a revised edition of One-fey street, un-
der the heading "Foundation of Morality:"
The highest moral interest of the subiprt- -i o t-remain anonymous to itself 'Lord = -n
s L'°
itself Tn the a
aub 3 ect remains anonymous to. I good deed it avoids makina ac-quaintance, avoids familiarity with itself in thebad it gets to know itself th ,
The anonymity of the^oral ^bject^uchlf^'double reservation. First: I have everythina toxpect from myself, I am capable of everythinaAnd second: I am capable of everything, but clnprove nothing to myself si y
Anonymity is the "black hole", the once and future bright
star of identity that lights up the universe as it is gov
erned uncritically by law, by the law as it appears under
various alibi, as it is dressed up in the guise of dif-
ferent forms (two of which go by the name "ethics" and
80 Ibid
-/ 32 • Benjamin is quoting Schlegel from theWindischmann lectures. Friedrich Schlegel, PhilosophischeVorlesungen aus den Jahren 1804 bis 1806, II ed. C J HWindischmann (Bonn: 1846), 13.
81 Benjamin, "Grundlage der Moral," GS VI, 59-60.
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"aesthetics")
,
by the law as it goes ^ in^ ^
character witnesses to cover its traces. Schlegel had no
understanding for the systemic worth of ethics, writes
Benjamin, "the interest in aesthetics outweighed every-
thing."^ However, to the extent that the Romantics set
out to break the laws of "aesthetics," to break down
literary forms into their elemental structures as a way of
gaining insight into the connections between elements, and
a S a way of imagining new configurations and hybrid com-
binations of those elements, their critical practice was
revolutionary.u The writing of critical fragments under
alias was an anonymous practice of writing, that
philosophy^was^formed^etween * al ternatinq
S
pol“
eP
f
^°R
ftion, between simple absolute reflection® and simolf
~
originary reflection, Benjamin writes. it beginsP m
w H to°“ S wh',llke the eP1C POem ' u®the f middle , "
begins in the middle means thft it identifies ione of
8
^
7
objects with originary reflection, but rather in“hem seesa mrdcile in the medium." This indeterminacy of originwhich finds the foundation of reflective thought in^edia-
-n
'.
fre
?
s UP thinking. it opens up the possibility forinking to redefine itself, to determine itself in termsof another. Both "ethics" and "aesthetics" spring up outof reflection, lending particular forms to the foLless-
ness of thinking, forms which are flexible enough ( dielebendig sind ) to transform themselves, figures well-formed enough to disfigure themselves, characters that canafford to lose face.
"There are so many people nowadays who are too tender
and softhearted to be able to see tragedies, and too noble
and dignified to go to comedies -- a tangible proof of thedelicate morality of a century that only tried to slander
the French Revolution." Schlegel, "Athenaeum Fragments"
[ 251 ], "Lucinde" and the Fragments
,
197
.
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sacrificed the formal beauty of poetry for an idea les s
well-formed than itself, that of something new, something
novel. The novel was the crime of the new century, the
roman poliaier of legal breakdown, the prosarc breakdown
of aesthetic form. Benjamin writes his dissertation on
the Romantic criticism of the Athenaeum years not to
sbrat e the fiery excesses nf ; 0 ,,y o its "anarchy, » but to
critically present its reflection on the idea of
form/formlessness. Romantrc criticism is devoted to the
dismemberment of individual forms, to the practice of an
ethics of non-identity oriented to the freedom of an idea,
an idea which took the form of art, and whose unity rever-
berated temporally as the continuum of forms. 84
The legitimation
site all poetic
consists in its
of critique, which stands oppo-
products as an objective instance
prosaic nature. Critique is the
f
84 "Romantic poetry is therefore the idea of poetry it-self, it is the continuum of art forms... the idea of
conceived by the Romantics is that of representa-onai forms. ( die Darstellungsformen)." it is preciselythe focus on "forms of presentation" that attracts Ben-jamin to the Romantic concept of art as a reflection-
medium and critique as the completion (destruction) of theartwork as the future's (metaphysics') response to trans-
cendentalism, to the transcendental aesthetic. Investiga-tion into the representation of form keeps reason fromflying off into fanciful flights of the imagination; thepresentation of form keeps reason from losing its balance
when faced with formlessness. " [R] eflection is not a sub-jectively reflective practice, like judgement; rather itlies contained in the representational form of the work,
and unfolds itself in criticism, in order finally to com-
plete itself in the regular (lawful -- gesetzmassigen
)
continuum of forms." Benjamin, Der Begriff, 88-9.
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presentation iDanstellnnrrl *-u
in every work. Thereby the concL^Df
3^ kernel
tion retains its chemical sense as fho P
r® senta-
Of a material through a determine? ProductionWhich others are subject «
ate process to
Police
"If poetry wants to extend itself, it can only do SQ
to the degree that it limits itself- f^ fv,t; to the degree that it
P^lls itself together th^F -j f <-. • -i ,n , at it simultaneously lets go what
it has to burn, and congeals. "86 An autonomous limitation
of reflection occurs within art/literature at its center,
a "point of indifference” probably rotten at its core,
from which reflection springs and into which it is sucked,
when those who desire to know its enigmatic power attempt
to lift the veil shrouding its secret, like so many
novices of Sais, or so many eager quantum physicists. On
November 8, 1918, Benjamin wrote to Ernst Schoen: "My work
on the dissertation is no lost time, even if I can find no
good reason for having taken it on myself, what I am
learning through it, namely, a glimpse of the relationship
of truth to history, will, in any case, be least pro-
85 Ibid., 109.
86
.
Benjamin quotes from a letter Novalis wrote toFriedrich's brother, August Wilhelm, on January 12, 1798:Wenn die Poesie sich erweitern will, so kann sie es nur,indem sie sich beschrankt ; in dem sie sich zusammenzieht
,lhren Feu.enst.off gleichsam fahren laft und creninnt "
Ibid., 101.
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to sharp
nounced, but hopefully it will be noticable
readers
.
"87
Benjamin, criticism is devoted to the self-
knowledge of art, realized as the cognition of its limits,
to the idea of form that emerges via the destruction of
individual artworks. Criticism is a dismantling that
reveals the structure of form, of the idea, as that of the
presentation of form: Critique takes artworks apart in the
interest of furthering the task of representation, which
is an endless task. as Romantic criticism is positive in
its destruction, unlike the modern concept of the same: it
does not judge works of art, does not subject them to ar-
bitrary rules of taste or moral standards; it deconstructs
them, and in so doing, raises consciousness of their con-
nection to the idea of art, raises consciousness of their
connection to something real, which is knowledge of things
grasped in their relations, or the becoming of things (in)
themselves
. 89
87
Benjamin, Briefe, 202-3. It is true that Benjaminhasards only a glimpse into the relationship of truth toistory in his dissertation, but this glance takes inenough for him to want to stare hard at this relationshio
a sighting that takes place in his next major study, DerUrsprung des deutschen Trauerspiels
.
88 See Benjamin, " Die unendliche Aufgabe ," GS VI, 51-52.
89 The theory of object knowledge is determined by the
unfolding of the concept of reflection in its meaning forthe object. The object, like everything real, lies in the
medium of reflection." Benjamin stresses the fact that thephilosophy of reflection employed by the Romantics is
modeled after Aristotle's schema of thinking -- noesis
noesos -- the schema in which the two basic moments of all
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from the^oSTof vLw'of ‘thfobject Seeninsistence upon the point of inH S' Indeed, Benjamin's
site of object knowledge and o? subnect^e^“ theIS illustrated by a quite from Nova??* kn°Wlng alike '
membered in Benjamin?s later writings
"?n
[ Pradikaten ] in which we see the folsil ??
11 attributes
Nova 1 i s captured in the clearest f?g«e'the essenclof h
writes^ f - Self ''--ledge? ISw„°
f °b_
perceotibilltv
3 2t einer Au^erkSamkei t, " "thep i y of an attentiveness," or, "percent i hi n t,,an alertness, a vigilance." p ib lity
Knowledge of the object outside of self
-knowledcre iqnot possibie according to Romantic principles: The
9
ubject object correlation is suspended in self
-knowledge
oToTeTlk themseT
d°SS
^V”" “ legate of monSs
^
cl sed in lves, which can not meet each other in anvreai relationship." All centers of reflection, all unitiesn reaiity outside of the Absolute are relative to one an-they are °Pen and related to one another such thatthe stepping up of the tempo of reflection, the in-tensification of its rhythm, causes them to incorporate
°
!?
er <
r
en
^
ers of reflection into knowledge of themselves.Not only humans have this potential to embody other formsof knowledge within their own; in the Romantic imagina-tion, natural things can also experience raised conscious-
ness
.
Benjamin describes the incorporation of differenct
ways of knowing that occurs in the raising of conscious-
ness as a "coincidence" between the varying speeds of the
strahlen of things, the "radiation/flashing/shining out"
of things, a rhythm with which humans can connect. "Ac-
cordingly everything that represents itself to man as hisknowledge of a thing, is the reflex of thinking's self-
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construction that the crime story as such need not
have,... came into being when this most decisive of all
conquests of a person's incognito [the invention of
Photography, had been accomplished. since then the end of
efforts to capture a man in his speech and actions has not
been in sight
.
"so Benjamin acutely grasped what value
Photography would have to a world in which action
-- per-
formance, work, acting - finds itself increasingly
divorced from the fate of individuals. Who one is is no
longer defined by what one does, activity is not
determinate of character. We are constantly on the lookout
for the third man, who holds the key to solving the crime,
to unveiling the anonymity responsible for keeping safe
the secrets of the mystery of identity
. 91 Benjamin recog-
nized that the death blow photography dealt to portrait
miniature would be avenged by Warhol's soup cans --
knowiedge itself in him." However, a backwards motion5 „° correspond to the heightening of consciousness:Alone a breaking-off, an interruption [ein Ab-brechen] ... is thinkable." Benjamin, Der Begriff, 54 - 7 .Cf. Benjamin, " Lehre vom Ahnlichen" and "Uber das
mimetische Vermogen," GS II. 1
,
204-210 and 210-213
respectively. '
90 Benjamin, "The Paris of the Second Empire in
Baudelaire," trans. Harry Zohn Charles Baudelaire: A LyricPoet in the Era of High Capitalism (London: Verso, 1983)42-48
.
ii,
91 And keep in mind that the Third Man just might show up
as The Man Who Fell To Earth. See Nicolas Roeg's film.
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"humanity" demands to look itself in the face, to see it
^ the
-Jetton that is the medium of art
even after "humanity" has become faceless, even after it
has been reduced to the point of identifying itself with
identifying labels
. 92
92 Benjamin took Dersnnal l
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philistinism tried to take'on^P
ravenge that bad art and
on media of reflection that subjected^ ° f • representation,rigorous critique. He describe h! prSV1 °us forms to athat attempted to "capture" his vnnrhT19110^ PhotographsStill poses, by stillPliILg its
y
moveme^ts
atal0gUing itS
The accessories used in these nnrfrai'tc , upedestals and balustrades and little oval tahiare still reminiscent of the period Because of''the long exposure time the subjects had to hegiven supports so that they wouldn't move aL i fat first head-holders or knee-brales lire IflC1
u
nt
' further impedimenta were soon
and must therefore te°arti““.“ir“
ars, or curtains This was the period of thosestudios, with their draperies and palm treestheir tapestries and easels, which occupied so am-biguous a place between execution and representa-
fo°
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tWeen torture chamber and throne room and
witness*
an 6 y portrait of Kafka hears pathetic
Atget's photographs, on the other hand, are critical of
stlikino
b
^°t;
"I?
67 P°Uce the Crime 1°« iSyl,al g the empty streets of Paris: y y
Indeed, Atget's Paris photos are the forerunners
of surrealist photography; an advance party of theonly really broad column surrealism was able to
set m motion. He was the first to disinfect the
sticky atmosphere generated by the conventional
portrait photography of the declining epoch. He
cleanses this atmosphere, indeed he dispels it
altogether: he initates the emancipation of the
object from the aura, which is the signal achieve-
ment of the latest school of photography
.... [A] 11
these pictures are empty. Empty the Porte
d 1 Accueil by the Fortifications, empty the tri-
umphal steps, empty the courtyards, empty, as it
should be, the Place du Tertre. They are not lone-
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The fall of art as a critical medium of
whose task is the raising of consciousness,
creative philistinism dedicated to shoring
and codifying relationships that have long
reflection
into a sort of
up, reifying,
since been
ly, merely without mood; the city in these nirtures looks cleared out lik^ = •
SS
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~
not yet found a new teniiJ
l0d9lng thaC has
Geschichte der Photographie " GS tt i
Jephcott aSd^e^ISr^er^eX^" E“
ings (London: New Left Books, 1979^ 240^257
° ther Writ ~
reveals its relation^o^he altillLtLlfof°th
aPhY ' WhiCh
art criticism, is Benjamin's essly "The Work ofAge of its Technical Reproducibility!" the essfy that su^lects to critique the monumentalization of "humanity" thatthe propaganda films of both the Nazi and Communist oarti!swere producing in the 1930's. The "faceless masses" L!given a face in these films: The streets ale lined with alowing mass of anonymous workers that will constitute thebuilding material of the state. Jean Renoir's La vfe Jst
a
nous, made as an advertisement for the future of the FrenchCommunist Party m the Popular Front elections of 1936 Ssescinematic techniques that are identical to a Riefenstahlfilm Even if Renoir's masses flow more "loosely" throuqhthe streets than Riefenstahl
' s stamping columns, the narra-tive structure controlling the form of the films is the
same. Benjamin realized that the fetishizat ion of the wordHuman 1 te" on the screen was closer to its counterpart inDeutschland, Deutschland than most would like to recognize.This logic culminates in the power of a Coke, or a Camp-bell's soup can.
93 Benjamin, "A Small History," 255.
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severed, demonstrates the difficulty, and perhaps the i ra -
P ssibility that a critique of judgement faces when con-
fronted with the ideology of subjectivity.
"Not for noth-
ing have Atget's photographs been likened to those of the
scene of a crime .
"
For the early Romantics, the truth (of art, of nature,
the perception of elemental connections in the world)
could only be revealed historically, as a blue flower in a
technological universe, in a universe that was beginning
to move faster and faster toward the speed of light
. 94
Blue flower, evil flowers -- only a prose poet could begin
129 290
NC
The
iS
'
" Heinrich von Ofterdingen » Novalis Werke- . T anxious young one lies awake at nichtthinking. "Wioht die Schacze sind es die e „ i 'aussprechliches Verlangen in mir gewe'ckt haben fernabliegt mi r alle Habsucht: aber die blaue Blume sehn ichmif zu erblicken. sie liegt mir unaufhTrlTch 1m slnnund ich kann nichts anders dichten und denken So ist'mirnoch me zumute gewesen: es is t, als halt' ich vorhing traiimt , oder ich ware in eine andere Welt
^nubergeechliirnmert ; denn in der Welt
,
in der ich sons
t
lebte, wer hatte da sich urn Blumen bekummert, und gar vonemer so seltsamen Leidenschaft fur eine Blume hab' ichdamals me gehor t."
"The unspeakable desire that has been awoken in meoes.not come from treasures; all possessiveness, allavarice and covetousness lays distant from me: But Idesire to glimpse sight of the blue flower. It is in-
cessantly before my senses, and I cannot think or write
otherwise. I have never before felt this way; it is as if
I had 3 us t been dreaming, or that I had slumbered overinto another world. For who in the world in which I had
otherwise lived would have cared for flowers -- and I have
never heard before now of such a strange passion for aflower .
"
Another extraterrestrial who shared a passion for a
single flower, alone in the universe, was Antoine de
Saint -Exupery
. See Antoine de Saint -Exupery, Le Petit
Prince (Paris: Gallimard, 1946).
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t0 mSaSUre thS dSnSity ° f 3 shrinking universe, by taking
apart the regular beat of its meters, by stringing out its
elemental structure, by presenting the idea of its form
Novalis, Baudelaire, Flaubert, Holderlin
- these are no
nature poets for Benjamin; they are technicians of the
Spirit, critics of phenomenology, metaphysicians in the
finest sense of the word -- those who are able to bring
knowledge of experience to consciousness.
Holderlin emerges at a critical juncture in Benjamin's
dissertation, as the Poe policing the pyrotechnrcs of the
Romantics. He steps in soberly, to hold a reflecting
light up to the vicious innards of Romantic writing, to
dis-mantle, to derobe the bejeweled garments of individu-
ality that drape their prose, the ironic countenance and
often grimaced contortions that disfigure the scene of
their writing. Holderlin raises the courage of the poet
to the prosaic level of diffidence -- he surveys the scene
with detatchment, he executes his technique with the
necessary indifference of a general inspector, he performs
the task of conducting an experiment on the work that lays
before him by engaging the instrument of critique. 9S
95 "The determinate form of a particular work, which one
can call the form of presentation, becomes the victim ofironic dismemberment [ Zersetzung] . Above it, however,irony rends open a heaven of eternal forms, the idea offorms, and it shows the survival [ Uberleben ] of the work
that draws from this sphere its undestroyable constancy
after the empirical form, the expression of an isolated
reflection has been consumed by it. The ironization of
mimetic formis, as it were, the storm that lifts the
curtain hanging before the transcendental order of art.
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, ,, . "Conviction"
the light
Y
that
n
sprinas
n
o T? brightlV' and withdimming appearances such hT hejght s unites allly goes tSI way of Sspiritual i. ty°96 ^9S ' deeP‘
It is the Holderlin of the "manic" years that Benjamin
calls in on the job, the sobering Spatlese that was the
production of the "insane" Holderlin, the one no longer in
possession of his wits, who plays witness for the prosecu-
tion of the Romantics. Benjamin casts him as a figure in
possession of his faculties, or at least as a suitable
stand in for the faculty of judgement. "The conception of
the idea of poetry as that of prose determines the entire
Romantic philosophy of art," Benjamin writes, and this
philosophical groundplan serves as the foundation for a
wider circle of writerly relationships, out of "whose mid-
die, so to speak" steps a ghost. "This spirit is
Holderlin, and the thesis that founds his philosophical
relationship to the Romantics is the principle of the
sobriety of art." Prose is a metaphor for the sobriety of
the poet, the opposite of Platonic ecstacies, writes Ben-
This storm thus reveals the unmediated eistence of the
work as a mystery. The work is a mystery of this order,
the revelation of its absolute dependence on the idea of
art." Benjamin, Der Begriff, 86; trans. Peter Fenves.
96 Holderlin, " Uberzeugung , " Holderlin: Selected Verse
intro, and trans. Michael Hamburger (London: Anvil Press
Poetry, 1961), 255. My translation.
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jamin.
"Criticism is the presentation of the prosaic
kernal in each work of art. "97
Schlegel made one attempt to write a novel, and he
wrote a trashy novel, a Schmd/cer. Benjamin's critique of
Lucinde does not have a place in his dissertation on the
concept of art criticism; this critique is found in a
fragment he wrote during the summer of 1918, just about
the same time as he and Scholem put down Cohen's Kant's
Theory of Experience for more interesting reading. For a
roman a clef, a Schlusselroman has no place in a book
about ideas. If a key can unlock the riddle of a novel,
it has nothing to say, nowhere to go -- it has no future.
The constellation of relationships that makes up the stuff
of Lucinde -
-the intrigues of the brothers Schlegel and
their lovers-
-consumes itself in the revelation of the
true identities of the persona portrayed: Lucinde combusts
in a publicity scandal that leaves one little behind about
which to think. Perhaps it succeeded in impressing Goethe;
perhaps it managed to infuriate Schiller. Perhaps. But the
greatest irony of this book that exhausts itself in its
symbolism, this book that is subtitled "Confessions of a
Blunderer," this book that is first published in 1799,
comes in 1823. Schlegel, having grown old and turned Cath-
olic, decided to omit Lucinde entirely from the complete
97 Benjamin, Der Begriff, 103-09.
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edition of his works he was busy editing ^
He signs off, erases his name from the page on which he so
proudly had it printed twenty years previous. 98
" Schlegei weakest prose," writes Benjamin, it is an
instance of a certain sort of clarity, but a "mystically
working clarity, " Durch^qpH at- +-uP nased at the price of philology
-- a
selling (out) of letters.
thS PUbUc “V
tionships are tied^rfe^t^a^^"1*-
equivocality. And the result is that thi ' i a-
a villanous sense. For life, the highest like' the
tr”rwritinS
0t
H
he creator
'
but the midwife of
thisj^out ^:;
like a relief mip^f
3
^^ on
r
»hi”h"the rise^letthemseives easily be seen, but the depths {the
desire
3
theSe’"!?
0 '"' themselves
- Shadows, depths,
touched too eLJy Sy
S
lifl4
1SSlng fr°m this book
Perhaps Schlegei 1 s most weighty contribution to knowledge
of experience can be found in his afterward to the
Athenaeum fragments, his prelude to the Heisenberg princi
pie, the essay "On Incomprehensibility. " ioo it opens the
98 Peter Firchow, "Introduction" to Lucinde, 5.
99 Benjamin, "Lucinde"
,
GS VI, 131-32. Emphasis added.
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.
Because of something either in them or in us, some
subjects of human thought stimulate us to ever deeper
thought, and the more we are stimulated and lose ourselves
in these subjects, the more do they become a Single Sub-ject, which, depending on whether we seek and find it in
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door to true crime, to a reflection on violence, on the
medium of reflection personified by characters. By the
time Lewis Levy wrote his "strange book" on the many-
ofthings or the^est iny°of ^ designate th^ Nature
ideas, what could be^ore^ascinating^h^Th 103111119
° f
a variety of experiments to tp 5 t P?h
tU”lty for carryin9 out
possibility than in either ^.Possibility or im-
reader?
1™ °neself or else takin^part^i^as 1^
^
thef^^e^e^hafdfth^f„^-Ll^m
age^ve
the SScS Revolution^ “L^s-
my most
C
e“remely
n
sub j ective^pinions
. ^Bu^I
' havehet®
° f
this opinion be known so often and in so many different
aott a
^ally might have hoped the reader ^ould haveg en used to it by now. All the rest is mere cryptol
lv
Y
trivial and ?
reatest
^
ruths of every sort are complete-
1
?
hence nothing is more important than to ex-press them forever in a new way and, wherever possibleforever more paradoxically, so that we won't forget theviBtill exist and that they can never be expressed in theirentirety. ...
The new age reveals itself as a nimble and quick-footed one. The dawn has donned seven-league boots. For along time now there has been lightning on the horizon ofpoetry; the whole thunderous power of the heavens hadgathered together in a mighty cloud; at one moment, it
thundered loudly, at another the cloud seemed to move away
and discharge its lightning bolts in the distance, only to
return again in an even more terrible aspect. But soon it
won't be simply a matter of one thunderstorm, the whole
sky will burn with a single flame and then all your little
lightning rods won't help you. Then the nineteenth century
will indeed make a beginning of it and then the little
riddle of the incomprehensibility of the Athenaeum will
also be solved. What a catastrophe!"
Friedrich Schlegel, "fiber die Unverstandlichkeit,"
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sinned medium Kzradock, the human onion, photography had
prepared the way tor film, crime scories had^ the ^
of detective fiction, and the "efforts to capture a man in
P Ch and actions" had intensified and accelerated to
a pace not even Baudelaire could have expected. We enter
the stadium of a trsnrp i +- -i tF a ce, lit in red-violet.
Woody
S
secre t ,
?
not
'
"et
'
'known
' to\£e
*
author
" 1
^
to^tr^e although ^
SSSo&^i. & ^
^
a
in
bh»the rffa1
France ^nd a
30 many of the best pens ofa America, and that is so entirely bevondcomparison, slumbers in a consciousness that harSly can guess to what uses it might be put. Lady
d
incitin'
Wh° was °bli9ed to speak, because keep-g still was so limitlessly dangerous for her
a briin
nCaPSUlfd [hat verkaPsel t] her secret inam, in a human soul. And there it lies inhiding well, much better than it would anywhereelse.
. . . ioi ^ iC
Not all methods of experiencing raised consciousness are
as literal as that of a seance. There are other ways of
making a head spin, or roll. Revolution overturns the in-
Schlegel Ausgabe II, 363-372; "On Incomprehensibility,"
trans. Peter Firchow Schlegel
' s "Lucinde" and the Frag-
ments, 259-271.
1 °l
j
Louis Levy, Die Menschenzwiebel Kzradok und der
fruhlingsfrische Methusalem trans. Hermann Kinn (Berlin
Erich Reiss, 1912), 5-6.
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stitution of form holding together the work of art
regarded as the most soverergn: that of the state. Criti-
cism reflects upon the representation of form culminating
in bad art-in a division between form and content, sub-
ject and object, that results in a constitution of the law
Which regards the sanctity of human life as nothing more
than a thing, as Menschenmaterial
. By 1914 at the latest,
as demonstrated among other things by his readings of
Holderlin translations of Sophocles, Benjamin realised
the historical-philosophical question that the event of
World War I posed to thinking about the future is a ques-
tion concerning technology, an "aesthetic" question that
the future will respond to in terms of politics. Only
today is the scope and limit of this question becoming
visible to us, able to be articulated-
-gedichtet-
-as con-
sciousness of something we have lived through.
Benjamin slips on the anti-gravity boots and steps
into the virtually real to play architect to the frag-
mentation of the 21 st century, a Passagenwerker exploring
the shaky, shifty groundlessness that appears as the only
possible foundation for a future metaphysics of morals.
In presenting this task to the future anew, we accomplice
ourselves to its crime.
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CHAPTER HI
SPEAK, GOLEM
a heavenly ^cf Then
[such a creature] a?one He 'went “s Eft
?£
e
S?if^eS“^B tr8elVeS ^ and^t
on whose forehead sSod emetC38 created to them,
head. Then the man they had mL^ 0n,Adam
' s fore-
alone created Adam, and when hfwished^let ^: Jj°d
remained^ethf ^SSt^wST and he
aleph of the word emeth from my forlhead- and^mmediately he fell to dust.i d lm
‘
doe S
W
it
P
fai
:
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U
t
3 ® t0ne and then let it go, why
?P he 3round?" The usual answer tothis question is: "Because it is attracted m th=earth " Modern physics formulates the answer rath-
resul'f of
S
th
ly f°r the followin9 reason. As auit e more careful study of electromag-
a distance
01”6113
'
WS have
.
come to regard action at
as a process impossible without the in-ervention of some intermediary medium. If forinstance, a magnet attracts a piece of iroA wecannot be content to regard this as meaning thatthe magnet acts directly on the iron through theintermediate empty space, but we are constrainedto imagine-
-after the manner of Faraday-
-that the
magnet always calls into being something physical-ly real m the space around it, that somethingbeing what we call a "magnetic field." It its turnthis magnetic field operates on the piece of iron,
so that the latter strives to move towards the
1 MS
_of the Sefer Gematrioth, printed in Abraham Epsteii
Beitrage zur judischen Altertumskunde (Vienna, 1887), 12:
23, quoted in Gershom Scholem, On the Kabbalah and its
Symbolism trans. Ralph Manheim (New York: Schocken 1969)
179.
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tion for
W
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a
incidenta’
!CUSS her® the 3 ustif ica-
factoriiy
e?K^rfr sss°?h^ m?re satis -ticularly to the transmission „ aPpllSS par-
regarded^”^ 8^ gravitati °n als""0egarded m an analogous manner
.
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Dismembering creatures
The golem, in Paul Wegener's filmic image of him <tk)
as in others', is a large creature. He looms over the men
who formed him, the earthly massiveness of him. He is a
mound of clay, a mound of handfuls of clay, smacked rudely
together like any number of shouts one might hear or see
quoted in the course of a day. He trips over his own feet,
which are like the blocks one lays as the foundation of
any building. He has a head of Ceasar, square, and ready
to be toppled. When he falls, he falls hard, he crashes
down-
-sometimes he crushes those who are underneath him
when he loses consciousness of himself, when he loses that
hard-won and crudely developed thing given to him that he
cherishes most. His eyes are quite empty; when they
reflect the light, they see red.
Gustav Meyrink's cutter of precious stones, Athanasius
Pernath, is a cold creature. Life in the narrow streets of
the Prague ghetto chills the artist through. His face,
2 Albert Einstein, Relativity: The Special and the Gener-
al Theory trans
. Robert W. Lawson (New York: Crown, 1961)
63-4,
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with its greenish
frightens passers-
sketches seen by,
simus
.
3
The Golem
"fantastic to the
redemption that is
hue, bears a stony countenance and
by, as may have many other portraits and
among others, subscribers to Simplicis-
is a "fantastic novel," says Scholem,
point of the grotesque
.
"4 The image of
presented there takes the Kabbalistic
legend to an extreme, if not to the bombast of Paracelsus
at least to the secret orders of Freemasonry.
Stones line the way throughout Meyrink's serial, seal-
ing its fate from the opening sentence. "The moonlight is
falling on to the foot of my bed. It lies there like a
tremendous stone, flat and gleaming," which leads to that
sentence's theme: "only to sink blindly back into the
revenge
h
"pl^the tit^olV" 3 SOrt ° f Gr«lshausen ' scay v or tn itle f his own magazine rAlbertlLangen (with the aid of his staff) chose th4 name of aGerman picaro, the hero of the greatest prose work ofseventeenth-century Germany, the novel Der abenteuerlicheSimplioissimus teutsch (1669) by Hans Jakob Christlffelvon Grimmelshausen (who also wrote the story on whichrecht based his play Mother Courage)
. In the novel theclever though at first naive and uninformed? icSimplioissimus undergoes many transformations, but llnqenand his people had in mind especially the episode in thec aracter's youth when, pretending to be simpleminded, heecomes a court jester and wittily castigates the failingsof all his listeners, whether of high rank or low.”Simplioissimus : 180 Satirical Drawings from the FamousGerman Weekly selec., trans. and text by Stanley Appelbaum(New York: Dover, 1975), ix.
As a character, Simplicissimus
,
perhaps because of his
age, offers the reader a much different take on wit thandoes, say, Baron von Munchhausen, whose age was positively
obsessed with the reinvigorated problem of honor indecline
.
4 Scholem, On the Kabbalah, 158.
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grope in
realms of semi-consciousness, there to grope and
my painful quest for that eternal stone that rn some
mysterious fashion lurks in the dim recesses of my memorym the guise of a lump of fat," and ends with the
apotheosis in the "Last Lamp House" in the Street of the
Alchemists up on the Hradschin:
"I stand there like a
stone, for a long time, staring. It is l ike the entrance
to an unknown world. "5
At the beginning of his essay on Goethe's Elective Af-
fmities, Walter Benjamin gives The Magic Flute credit-
-
" insofar as it is possible for an opera [to have a theme)
at all " -
-for developing thematically what stands for
ethics on the Goethean flip side of the Enlightenment
coin, whose face value is stamped with Kant's ratio, true
to itself. Die Zauberflo te's theme, Benjamin says, is less
the longing of the lovers for one another than the per-
severance of the married couple, a particularly stubborn
form of Treue. "It is not only to win each other over that
they should stride through fire and water, but in order to
stay united forever. "6 As much as the spirit of
Freemasonry resolves the practical obligations of the
5 Gustav Meyrink, The Golem trans. M. Pemberton (New
York: Dedalus/Hippocrene
,
1985 ), 21, 22, 303 .
6 Benjamin, Goethes Wahlverwandtschaften, GS 1.1, 129 .
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text
--in Mozart's case, howeve
writes, here the suspicion of
its purest expression-
-in the
r not in Goethe
'
s-
-Benj amin
its actual content comes to
feeling of loyalty, to the
death
.
Kant's description of marriage is ridiculous, writes
Benjamin, in that he tries to rationally derive a morally
lawful, institutional situation from the animal instinct
the race has to produce and bear children. Goethe does not
fall into such a trap, he realizes that the essence of
marriage lies in something close to "das Nichtige," to the
spiritual desire lovers have to remain together to the
death. He places most of his pronouncements on marriage
into Mittler's mouth, the Scheidekiinstler, or divorce
specialist. But this is not the subject of the novel. It
is not the essence of marriage, as it might seem to be on
its surface, but the presence of myth that is the content
of Goethe's Wahlverwandtschaften, Benjman writes.
The object of the Wahlverwandtschaften is not mar-
riage
. Its moral violence can be sought nowhere
within. From the start it is in the process ofdisappearing, like sand under the water on the in-
coming tide. Marriage here is neither a moral
problem nor a social one. It is no bourgeois
lifeform. In its resolution all that is human com-
es to the fore in appearance and the mythic
remains behind alone as its essence
.
7
Goethe must have destroyed all of his working notes and
sketches to the Wahlverwandtschaften, Benjamin writes, for
it can hardly be a coincidence that not even a single
7 Ibid
. ,
131
.
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fragment of its production remains. This act of production
.hould be considered in light of his writlng q£ paust( ^
which of course much working material remains, beginning
with the arfaust
,1775, discovered 1887 ). Benjamin stops
short of calling the Wahlverwandtschaf ten a lengthy foot-
note to, or working sketch of Faust. But the novel’s for-
midable mythic content, and its presentation of the theme
of loyalty and of death pose questions that are at the
very least decisive for a rrih-ioni .t c t cal reading of Benjamin's
Study of myth, tragedy, language and mourning play, the
Trauerspielbuch
.
At first reading Goethe s intentions seem to be a mat-
ter of outright purpose, of a rational idea carried out by
a decision:
-"I know very well,' said Eduard as they were
going back up to the mansion, 'that everything in the
world depends on an intelligent idea and a firm deci-
sion. '"8 Upon closer examination, the feelings expressed
m the novel, in this case at the moment of Charlotte's
birthday celebration, fall under the sway of myth:
"'But... the foundation, is the mason's business and, if we
may make so bold as to say so, it is the chief business in
the entire undertaking. It is an earnest labor, and our
8 Goethe, Elective Affinities, trans. R.J. Hollingdale(New York: Penguin, 1971), 68.
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summons to you is earnest: for this ceremony is dedicated
to the depths. Here within this narrow excavated space you
the honour of appearing as witnesses of our secret
labor . '
"
9
The secret labor carried out by the four lovers, who
have only one name--Charlotte, Eduard (Otto), the Captain
(Otto), and Ottilie-
- is sometimes passed on to a nameless
accomplice (the schoolmaster, the architect, the valet),
as Goethe notes, and in this case the accomplice is the
architect
.
This is what happened as soon as Eduard anH
more tf the the archi tect cam“e and
DrenaraMnn
f 5® wlth
.
everY day that passed. Thep paratio and carrying out of so many tasksdepended solely on him and he proved himself pre-
aiso'abl
1
eT
med
'
and energetic in that work andl to give support to the ladies in all
idleness
.
jlo^
S ^ ^^ tta“ ^ours of
Just as the architect steps in in the absence of Eduard
and the Captain to entertain and amuse the ladies with his
tellurian talents, the arrival of the schoolmaster
provokes a telling journal entry by the silent but
evermore perceptive Ottilie, one that begins to delve into
the creaturly aspect of human comportment
:
How can anyone bring himself to expend such
care on depicting horrid monkeys! It is debasing
simply to regard them as animals, but it is really
9 Ibid., 83
10 Ibid., 155.
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seeing in them the l ik^ ^
is capable of
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describina
t
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of respect who
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"^^^? infelil^naT ^
US in f°rm
anyway^
the image of the divine.
™ bearS unic
fuely
whatever a«ra«“£imB lltt ^ °CCUPy himself with
pleasure, witT^L^/seLf^hS
^Ilul^hutthe proper study of mankind is man.ii
It is eventually from Ottilie that one hears more and
more, or rather reads more and more, as the plant
-like
beauty begins to write, as if a Karl BloSfeldt photograph
were to come to life and record its thoughts and observa-
tions. It is as if her acting out the living portraits,
the tableaux of Poussin and others, gives way to a more
mortal depiction, that of her journal, which is left
weightily for us to read after her death. Ottilie is not
only the "sacrifice of fate," let alone the fact that she
"sacrifices herself," writes Benjamin, but that more ex-
actly, and pitilessly, she is the sacrifice for the
redemption and salvation of the guilty ones. Sin (redemp-
tion) is here meant in terms of the mythic world, says
Benjamin, thus is her death an innocent one, for the in-
11 Ibid.
,
215-16
.
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-cents, despite it8 being a seemingly ^ she
a martyr.
"Fate is the bindingness of guilt for the
living, 11 writes Benjamin.^ »And it ls in the Qf
imple, naked life that guilt announces itself . "13
"NO feeling is more rife with variants than fear "
says Benjamin of Goethe, and Goethe's fear of death plays
itself out in a chaos of symbols. 14 How the symbol re-
lates, or mediates the truth content from the objective
content of a work, is a matter of great importance for
Benjamin, and explains in part his debt to the work of
Ludwig Klages and the George circle. As Julian Roberts has
written in his fine book, Walter Benjamin: "The strategy
of this group [the George circle] might be described,
using a line from George's poem Knights Templar, as
'deifying the body and embodying the deity '
--integration
of the sensory and the intellectual in art and in life. "15
But here in this piece on the Elective Affinities, Goethe
initially becomes lost in a forest of symbols, all super-
stitious, in that they betray an avoidance of death and a
preocuppat ion with the daemonic. When Benjamin refers to
12 Benjamin, GS I.l, 138.
13 Ibid.
,
139
.
14 Ibid.
,
151
15 Julian Roberts, Walter Benjamin (London: Macmillan,
1982), 104. See in this regard his chapter "From ethics topolitics
.
"
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Goethe as "Olympian,
a tragic one, he is
" darstellbar ,
" not "
stating that his predicament is
stating that his character is not
presentable .
"
not
In his chapter on Benjamin's Elective Affinities es-
say, Bernd Witte reminds the reader of the audience for
which the essay was intended: an Athenaum audience, small
consisting of initiates only, l ike the audience he im-
agined for his anti-Georgian Blatter fur die Kunst,
Angelus Novus.is Benjamin was writing the essay at the
same time as he was trying to get the journal underway, as
his letters to Scholem and Florens Christian Rang show.
The journal was ultimately to fail, but the essay made its
way into Hugo von Hofmannstahl ' s hands, and to publication
in the Neue Deutsche Beitrage. Witte details this publica-
tion history in his book, and makes it known why Hof-
mannstahl had such a high regard for Benjamin's essay.
Hofmannstahl, in a Goethean word, found the essay to be
exemplary of das Gestaltete, "the well-formed" or "well-
designed,” one might say, in an architectural sense.
I can only say that it has marked an epochal
change in my inner life and that, insofar as my
own work does not claim my full attention, mythinking has hardly been able to let go of it
.
What I find
_ extraordinary-
-to speak of apparent
externals
-- is the exalted beauty of presentation
in the context of such penetration into secret
16 Bernd Witte, Der Intellektuelle als Kritiker: Un-
tersuchungen zu seniem Friihwerk (Stuttgart: Metzler
1976), 101.
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cn nking, t w ic I know few
Hofmannstal
' s afterword to the third volume of the first
series of the Bei trage alerts its readers to its newly-
reinforced intentions:
"If we can somewhere embrace what
well - formed with belief and love, there for us is some-
thing to celebrate .
" is
In this chapter on the Elective Affinities essay,
Witte presents Benjamin as a cultural conservative, at-
tracted at this time in his life and career by a lingering
"Viennese baroque," a conservatism that finds a place in
the Hof“tahl collaboration. It is a complicated chap-
ter, in which he considers Benjamin's Kierkegaardian turn,
and undertakes a study of the expressionless and of meta-
phor, each of which is penetrating. However, he does not
fully take up the stuff, the exact material, of Benjamin's
essay, and therefore of Goethe's as well. He mentions, but
does not explore, the fact that Benjamin, in his plans for
the Angelus Novus, had turned down the essay later pub-
17 Hugo von Hofmannsthal to Florens Christian Rang,Briefwechsel
,
" in: Die Neue Rundschau 70 ( 1959 ) 424ffquoted in Bernd Witte, Walter Benjamin: An Intellectual'Biography, trans. James Rolleston (Detroit: Wayne StateUniversity Press, 1991), 65.
18 H^go von Hofmannstahl, "Nachwort" in Neue Deutsche
Bei trage
,
third volume of the first series, 123, quoted inWitte, Der Intellektuelle
,
103.
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little to "C6lphrat-on -j „ , ,ce ebrate in the way of something well-formed
°r well-tempered. Rang, the Wittier, becomes his own
Schei dekiins tier, according to Benjamin: he breaks himself
up .19
They'iS anrMitt^r^aid^hat'hrh^fd 111 ^going to do that day. This sincm?^ d d°?e and What he waslier years a minister of religion. Unfl^
16^ 11 Was
,
in ear ~
f ice he had distinguished himself bv hi?
ging 111 hi S of ~
settling and silencina =,n
“ ££ y s capacity for
munal, first between individuirpeohe^then^e!^
single suit or content inn a Y
was not pestered by a
incumbency. He recognized earl^on h
Wh° le period of his
edge of law was to hi“ he th^L T T 131 a knowl -this science, and he L f 1 I f lnt ° a StUdy of
and more intimate union. And so I shall w^it t-.-. o u
much of these mysterious effects you are going°to rev™lNow I will not interrupt your reading further ’ she said
T^h^v? h° ^
duard
'
’ and
'
being so much better
' instructed'shall be listening to you with attention ’
'Mow you have summoned us up, Eduard said, 'you can-not get away as easily as that: for the most complicatedcases are m fact the most interesting, it is only whenyou consider these that you get to know the degrees of af-mity
,
the closer and stronger, the more distant andweaker relationships; the affinities become interesting
only when they bring about divorces.'
Does that doleful word, which one unhappily hears sooften m society these days, also occur in natural
science?' Charlotte exclaimed.
'To be sure,
' Eduard replied. 'It is even used to be atitle of honour to chemists to call them artists indivorcing one thing from another.'" Goethe, Elective Af-finities, 33, 53. The translator notes that the pun on
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Breaking up was just what Benjamin had in mind when he
wrote the Elective Affinities essay. The piece is dedi-
cated to the scuiptress Jula Cohn, to whom he also sent a
fair copy Of his work. In April 1921, when Benjamin was
working on his essay, she lived for a time with Walter and
Dora, a living situation that resulted in a temporary
separation from his wife. But he first t ift? nrs met Jula m 1912,
as she was the sister of Alfred Cohn, Benjamin's friend
and classmate, and she was a friend of Gundolf and a mem-
ber of the larger circle around Stephan George
. 20 Ben-
jamin (temporarily) broke off his relationship with her
after his marriage to Dora in 1917 (he spent part of the
summer of 1926 with her, in Agay on the Cote D'Azur, after
Jula marriage to Fritz Radt, brother of Benjamin's for-
mer fiancee, Crete .) 21 what is to follow regarding the
Wahlverwandtschaften essay aims to trace the circumference
of relationships forming a small ring cycle, one pene-
trated by a critique of Christianity, and one offering a
further explication of the symbolic side of Benjamin's
theory of language. But first, a detour is necessary.
Scheidung
,
divorce vanishes
chemist, and the name given
ist
.
in Scheidekiinstler, analytical
to Mittler, the divorce art-
20 Bernd Witte, Walter Benjamin
,
58.
21 Witte, Walter Benjamin, 99-100.
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Exergue
One must be careful not to get lost in the forest that
There are many ways out, and one may choose to
take an unFaustian path and not try them all. One opti-
cal shortcut is Avital Ronell's Dictations
: On Haunted
Writing. Ronell listens in on the Conversations with Eck-
ermann with a Nietzschean ear, enlarged; an ear for music,
one that eventually tunes out the Gesamtkunstwerk and
hones in on the intracacies of point/counterpoint
.22 Ben-
jamin knew such an ear would be the one to lay close to
the Elective Affinities. But such a detour, like that of a
gabled echo chamber placed strategically above the body of
the king or Pharaoh in his pyramid, doesn't get Benjamin
successfully out of the woods, not as if a Viennese baton
were conducting decidedly still, as the radio plays for
children demonstrate clearly. "The Task of the Translator-
reminds us of how one attains the proper incline for the
,
22
,
"What connects the names that are archivized in this
°r regard Goethe as my attempt at a Great HealthOne can also regard him as an early exemplar of the rock'star, though it can be argued that Jean Jacques precededhim in institutioning such a cult life, and before himheavy metal's Joan of Arc. But Goethe--he became the sign
or Nietzsche as for Blanchot, from Eckermann or Emersonto Rorty, in fact, for the possibility of affirming life
and bypassing the ressentimental traps that cut us offfrom our own lifelines . " Avital Ronell, Dictations: OnHaunted Writing (Lincoln: University of Nebraska, 1993)
xvii
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clination of language.
Benjamin hearkens back in "The Task" to the beginning
of the first canto of the Inferno: "Midway in the journey
°f our life I found mysel£ in a dark WOQd
_
fQr ^
straight way was lost . "23 He comments:
that
6
intended eflect^lnf°t
C
°U isCs finding
into which he is tranifL Upon the language
ter of the language°lorest bifofthe^utside ^facing the wooded ridge- it cal 1 q °
T
d
Jingl^spofeh^e
W
tL
hOUt
reverberation of the 'work in the aliln^ ^ot
of a r!
S the aim of translation differ from thatliterary work-
-it intends language as awhole, taking an individual work in an alien lan-guage as a point of departure-
-but it is a dif-ferent effort altogether. The intention o? thf'poet is spontaneous [naive]
,
primary, imagistic[anschauluche ] ; that of the translator is deriva-tive, ultimate, ideational. For the great motif of
at work M 9
manY t0ngUSS into one true language is
23 Dante,
Singleton
The Divine Comedy: Inferno trans
. Charles S.(Princeton: Princeton University, 1977 ) 3
7ohn
Be
^
am
H
n
' TaSC ° f the rfrans lator , " trans. HarryAr®ndc Illuminations (New York: Schocken,1969), 76-77. Translation modified. "Die Aufgabe desUbersetzers, " forward to Benjamin's translations ofBaudelaire | s Tableaux parisiens
. GS IV. 1
,
9-21. Paul deMan's reading of this forward is an important one, for it
captures the inherent danger with view to meaning and si-lence that
_ translation carries: "The emblem of that dangeris Holderlin
' s translations of Sophocles." Paul de Man,
"Conclusions: Walter Benjamin's 'The Task of the Trans-
lator,'" The Resistence to Theory (Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press, 1986), 84. But de Man insists on
focusing on the missed intention between Brot [und Wein]
and pain [et vin]
,
instead of listening to the inclina-
89
As "The Task of the Translator" demands, one must call
2nt° thS f°reSt ° f
-t wait for a symbolic
echo. As Hansel and Gretel learned, he softly lay little
white pebbles (not bread crumbs for the birds) behind him
as he entered, to refer him to his way back. This is not
enough, of course, as all children know and as Benjamin
learned in carrying out his translations of Remembrance of
Things Past and The Flowers of Evil. To a witch in need of
a sturdy pair of glasses, a stick feels like a thin fin-
g r. But it doesn t look like one. Goethe's Theory of
Colors is not a book for keen eyes. By the time Benjamin
got a hold of it, Courbet had launched his revolution,
Monet not far behind, and photography chased them all the
way to Seurat. "Aliens enfants de la patrie..." Benjamin,
concerned with the way technology and experience were
transforming language and being transformed, embraced the
possibilities film offered to vision and to critical
thinking, it is in order to make room for the latter that
he dedicated his Wahlverwandschaften essay to Jula Cohn.
slant
'
^
he cal1 Benjamin hears and responds tom S e ?®ay on language, one that does not neglect tomention Klange. De Man hears "bastard" in his brood afterconsidering
_ the sound of a batard, but this realizationdoes not bring him far enough. It brought Benjamin, who
was working himself up to an essay on Goethe, fromHolderlin and George to Ludwig Klages
. See Ludwig Klages,Der Geist als Widersache der Seele (Munich: J.A Barth1954 ) .
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The ring that Rang
Unlike Vienna, Berlin is not rung by a Ringstrasse. m
Benjamin day
, its Mitte was not empty or being rebuilt
but "full... For Benjamin, Berlin. s Mitte wasn , t situated
at the cross-streets of Outer den Linden and Friedrich -
®
^
Fass
e
; but lay furthpr r,00 t-r ne west, perversely out of kilter
the middle of the city, in his mouth. "What Proust
began so playfully, became a breathtaking seriousness .
"25
In the Berlin Chronicle, Pans is Benjamin's
"fourth
guide" through the labryrinth of the city which taught him
the word that at three he could hardly know but immediate-
ly grasped: the word love
. 26 Early on, his heart was in
his mouth, one might say. But as he makes his way through
his Berl in-memory with its many references, Benjamin is
confronted with empty spaces, nameless places, that once
were inhabited and visited. The story of the rings that he
tells in the Berliner Chronik of 1932, 10 years earlier he
remembers in the Elective Affinities essay, where, about
the details of the 1914 event, he remains silent.
su?rnnnLd
h® ba=k9r°und of
u
the city, the people who hadrrounde me closed together to form a figure. ItW
rr
S
4_u
ian^ yearS ear li-er / I believe at the beginning
of the war, that in Berlin, against the backround
of ^ the people then closest to me, the world ofthings contracted to a symbol similarly profound.
25 Benjamin, Berliner Chronik, GS VI, 465-67.
26 Ibid.
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It was an emblem of four rinas mhoam not mistaken, three of^no9 i There were ' if ICohn], his fiane a ? my friend £Alfred
J., and me. J asked t l 6 °r FraU Dorothea
Renaissance cameos, rings fromTh^^^ andod, usually work carved9 in - . the lmPeria l peri-
Each of the four hat t ? Se^PreC1°us st°ne
.
printed unforgettably on my^ind
PUrChased im-
las^tw^rings"
'one^as ?ntfdl'’ fhowev-, by the
as a very temporary owner- it was reaT? ' ^
UC °nly
R[adtr
h
it
thrOUg
!!
mS
'
my Phen Mancie Lete
Clned
evefke" C*h ^"^fasclnab fhave
longer tL old ^Worn^the Snger^tS3 ^seemed simply the most perfect of sian^t- • ringYou only entered its secret by ?fk!ng ?t nff9"^Oip- o-d g-si
most oa?e°lhortly afte^giving it awly °i broke*"'
had aLe^rgonf^th^L^Lr^^hffoS^
certainlv
reserved for his sister, tad'
circle shate ntl
1
!!
aS the true center °f the
we realLed it. 27
OU9h YearS WSre t0 elapse before
That Benjamin cast the recipient of the fourth stone,
Jula Cohn, Alfred's sister, as Goethe's Ottilie in his
Elective Affmites essay is beyond question, as Witte has
demonstrated, and as the "Berlin Chronicle" confirms:
For apart from her beauty-
- itself not dazzlinq,but unseemly and without luster-
-she had nothingthat seemed to destine her for the center of the
stage. And in fact she never was the center ofpeople but, in the strictest sense, of fates, asif her plantlike passivity and inertia had ar-
27 Benjamin, "Berlin Chronicle," Reflections ed. Peter
Demetz, trans. Edmund Jephcott (New York: Schocken, 1986),32-33, translation modified.
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ranged the latter-
-which 0 f all v,
concentricall
StjeCt W?-
thlng
"'
before Wha? at “time' yearS Were needed
unfold in its seed" an^par? ISM™ 1”* tQemerged in its p c stlJ-l dormant,
the late by virtue of ^c^she :
£s " a
closest“friends-
-*
2^
But her status in the essav -i q n^+-cn y s not read out of the picture
by its referent. For Benjamin multiplies the Goethean
portraits of beauty that stand next to Ottilie: Mignon and
Helen are named as das Ringen Goethes, Goethe's struggle,
the faces that more than any others shook Goethe in his
struggle to present the essence of beauty through the
pangs of Selige Sehnsucht (blessed yearning, or blissful
longing) and Leidenschaft (passion). These Gestalten are
not transparent images. They are necessarily veiled, such
that they become more than images; "it is the shroud,
which must have moved him again and again, where he
struggled with insight into the beautiful
.
"29
This insight into the beautiful offered by Goethe in
the figure of Ottilie allows Benjamin to present his doc-
trine of the sublime. In order to take it in, one must
return to the realm of the myth, not to repeat the move-
ment of Friedrich Gundolf, as will become clear, and to
situate Benjamin's critique of Rang.
28 Ibid.
29 Benjamin, Goethes Wahlverwandtschaften, 197.
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Unlike Goethe, Benjamin did not destroy all of his
notes to his Nahl verwandtschaf tenarheit. An outline sur-
vives, Which clearly designates the components of the
three parts, and names them. The first part is labeled,
"The Mythic as Thesis," the second,
"Redemption as
Antithesis," and the third, "Hope as Synthesis .
"32 witte
sees in the tripartite structure
"totality" and a dialec-
tical finitude that is at first glance absent from, but on
closer examination, completed as well in the Trauerspiel-
buch, with the opening epistemological prologue situated
as the "open" closing third to the other two sections on
Trauerspi el/Tragedy and Allegory/Trauerspiel
. This inter-
pretation will be taken up further in the section on the
Mourning Play
, for it is not my intent discuss ^
whether or not Benjamin was a dialectical critic
. 31
Certainly, the dedication "opens" the essay up into a
fourth level or moment with the name of J.C., and entirely
other layers of meaning and interpretation are revealed
than can be encompassed by the ease of a triad.
30 GS 1.3, 835-37.
3 1 On presentation, disarticulation, preservation anddiegesis in
. language, and in language's relation to jus-ice in Ben j amin 1 s Critique of Violence, a relation which
speaks directly to the Wahlverwandtschaften essay and tothe Platonic tradition of philosophy, see Peter Fenves
"Testing Right--Lying in View of Justice," 13 Cardozo LawReview 4, (1991), 1081-1113. Fenves raises the point thatm Benjamin's theory of language, the place of origin is a
non-place, a radically destabilizing idea that suspends
philosophy, "engaging history in its entirety."
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"'“a 15 C°rreCt
'
h
—er, to pay attention to the
titles of the first sections of each part of the Goethe
essay; they underline his thesis that Benjamin is
-the in-
tellectual as critic Corresponding to the
..Mythic', sec-
tion is "Criticism and Commentary;" to the "Redemption"
section, "Criticism and Biography;" to the "Hope" section,
"Criticism and Philosophy. "32 Consistent to all three sec
— ”, is the practice of criticism, which is
what a work of art calls for, as Benjamin showed in his
dissertation on the Romantics, and which is what Goethe's
work calls for, in Benjamin's essay.
What a work of art does not call for in interpreta-
tion, according to Benjamin, is a conversation. A con-
versation is of an entirely different linguistic order
from the punctuation of a written critique. It is
"mundhch
,
" spoken, not " sprachlich, " written. In his
"Remark on Gundolf: Goethe"--which dates from 1917 and
contains the substance of his Gundolf
-polemic at the cen-
ter of the Goethe essay--lies a key to Benjamin's re-
j ect ion of Rang
' s Goethes Selige Sehnsucht.
"Objective mendacity is: not recognizing the situation
of the decision . "33 An analogy is "responsible" for the
absence of a strict decision on Friedrich Gundolf' s part
3 2 Witte, Walter Benjamin-
-Der Intel 1 ektuel le
,
195f.
33 Benjamin, "Notizen uber 'Objektive Verlocrenheit
' I"
GS VI, 60-62
.
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between Goethe's life and work, between that which is
written down, and that which is passed down by word of
mouth, what historically have been the realms of religion
and myth, Benjamin writes.M For the historian, where it
18 1Sgitimate
' the difference between these realms has
been one of meaning, not of value. Gundolf is a truly
false biographer ("his book is a veritable falsification
of knowledge", in that he uses historical categories un-
objectively: Goethe's life as a historical human being is
falsified into that of a mythical hero, and Gundolf has no
objective idea of Goethe from which to work; he takes him
as "an individual" for the empirical embodiment of his
methodology, which, according to Benjamin, is an empty
methodology,
"filled" with the wrong content.
"spoken Tradition" (letters, conversation® e?c)
essent iallv ^°f
th
^
would to be transformedy into the written one, and exactly the
that
1
of
S
fh
nflUX ° f ti
7
ie spoken word
< not to mentiont e private life) into the written onecreates an entirely other concept of the written
rant nfYi
3 ^ ^thi—ligious one; and in tSenge of this new concept, the work belongs as^ falSe exc lus ivity and monu-
it 35
1 ty
'
ln wklck Gundolf seeks to represent
34 Benjamin, GS 1.3, 826-28.
35 Ibid, Benjamin's italics.
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Florens Christian Hang's
"interpretation.' of Goethe's
poem Selige Sehnsucht is not a reading, but a conversation
between father and son, dutifully designated
"The Elder "
"The Younger." The son assumes the position of
questioner/editor to the father/author, and asks if a
Christian meaning can be attributed to the poem, and to
Goethe's life in general
. 36 This is exactly t-h— i-Lt, the proton
pseudos in most all new philology, that is to say in such
that does not yet determine itself through linguistic- and
objective research,
" and results in poetry being taken as
the product of the life and essence of the poet, i.e., in
a psychological approach. 37 It is unquestionable, writes
Benjamin, that "above all, the work must definitely stand
in the forefront." "Works [of art] are, like actions, un-
derivable
,
and every view which in its entirety grants
this proposition in order to resist or oppose it in its
separate parts, has lost the claim to their content ." 38
Knowledge of the unfathomability of the origin of every
work is primary for the understanding of a human life, and
especially of those human lives that are "creative," which
36
Florens Christian Rang, Goethes "Selige Sehnsucht."Em Gesprach urn die Moglichkeit einer christlichenDeutung
,
ed. Bernhard Rang (Freiburg: Herder, 1949)
37 Benjamin, GS 1 . 1
,
155.
38 Ibid., 156.
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have the double accentuation of beina "decidig ng ones." in
conventional biographies •, Benjamin writes, where the work
essence of the author and the life are mixed up in an u„/determined way , then a unity of these three is expressed
a unity which constructs the appearance of the mythic
hero. "There the essence is daemonic, life i s fate
, and
the work, „h i ch is only stamped fcy ^^ ^ u
form [Gestalt] ."33 This u . , .19 view, which is that of the George
Circle and out of which Gundolfs book is written, ex-
presses a linguistic confusion that plays itself lut in
the mythic determination of the life and work of the poet.
Benjamin distinguishes the mythic from the religious
conceptions of the poet. "The poet is = nni-c a ot some precur-
sory appearance of human essence than the holy one,
measured not in degree, but in kind. For in the nature of
the poet a relationship of the individual to the community
is determined, in that of the holy one, the relationship
of humans to God. "40 Human life does not let itself be
viewed analogously to a work of art, Benjamin writes. They
occupy different spheres. The polemic against Gundolf
reaches its acme in the following passage:
No manner of thinking is more disastrous as one,that which itself had begun to outgrow myth, con-fusedly bends back into the same, and which to be
39 Ibid.
,
157
.
40 Ibid., 159.
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sure through the herewith forced imon 1the monstrous as soon p laPse into
against it, to which not even^sto
011 had
.
warned
wilderness of tropes is acceptable
^ ln
.
the
forest [Urwald]
, where worried ' ^ ln a Primeval
monkeys from bombast to bombast'""on
chattering
that
a
the
t
Sords
C
can^t sta^'nf^f 7^
^
they should stand and wherTspTell
„
If what Witte calls the
"conservative Benjamin" finds its
center here, in a critique of words swinging like chatter-
ing monkeys from bombast to bombast, one is certainly back
on the Ringstrasse
, But like Benjamin's essay on Karl
Krauss, which takes up the question of the daemonic and
the decision, it returns to a "standing" in the word, to
the word's standing, which stands in the forefront of
every critique.
In the first part of the essay, Benjamin addresses
"the meaning of the mythical world for Goethe," in his own
words, and in his life. 42 Here, the letter and the con-
versation with friends form part of a written record which
stands beside the written works, but which is distinct
from them. They constitute Benjamin's biographical state-
ment about Goethe, which centers, in the case of the Elec-
tive Affinities at least, on his silence. "On the one hand
the technique of the novel and on the other the circle of
its motives was to protect its secret. The realm of poetic
41 Ibid.
,
163 .
42 Benjamin, GS 1.3, 836.
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technique forms the border between a higher, m0re freely
lard layer of the work and a deeper, more hidden one
.
"43
The representation of the subjective content is the
riddle, the solution of which the poet has to seek in
technique. Therefore, Goethe is able to present the mythi-
cal as
..content" or subjective matter of his work through
the emphasis on the elements of the earth, on water, and
on the fate of its characters. But, as Benjamin mentions,
although Goethe stated he worked on the novel according to
an idea," this idea can only be conceptualized as a tech-
nical one, and the destruction of his working notes and
drafts points to this fact, to the fact that he had a
secret to hide.
"All mythical meaning seeks secrecy. "44 ("Nature loves
to hide.") "This word [ "Olympier" ]-
-attributed to Jean
Paul -
-shows the dark, mythical nature sunk into itself
which, in speechless paralysis, is inherent to the
Goethean body of work. "45 This body of work resists criti-
cism: It flees into the forest, or "chaos" of symbols
making up "true nature" as the appearance of the Ur-
phanomen. "Nowhere did the poet ever try to found a
hierarchy of primary pheneomena. The fullness of their
43
44
45
Benjamin, GS 1.1, 145.
Ibid
. ,
146
.
Ibid., 147.
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ms presented themselves to his mind not otherwise than
as the confused world of tones to the ear.-« " Listenlng „
to nature robbed Goethe of the possibility of drawing
boundaries, and existence decays
"undifferentiated" into
the concept of nature, which grows into the monstrous.
Without ruler or limits the life of myth establishes it-
self as the only power in the realm of beings.
It is the question of power, and of power in the life
of human beings, that leads into that of redemption
.
4 , But
the critical difference between the power that holds sway
over humans and nature, and the power that is uttered by
humans themselves, is a historical difference articulated
by Benjamin in a way that is specific to the material of
the Goethe's novel, which is also taken up in "Fate and
Character" and "Theological-Political Fragment," to name
just two. In a fragment from 1918 labeled "On the Problem
of Physiognomy and Foretelling," Benjamin writes: "The
time of fate is the time which at every moment can be made
simultaneous (not present)
. It stands under the order of
46 Ibid.
,
148
.
47 Benjamin's letters reveal the existence of a larqetwo-part essay on " Politics ' (the first part was entitledThe true politician," the second, "The true politics,"
with chapters including "The dismantling of violence" and
"Teleology without final purpose.") This essay, and a
shorter sketch called "Life and Violence, " are lost. See
the editorial notes to "Critique of Violence," GS II. 3,
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guilt, which determines the connection in it. it is a
resourceless time and in it is neither present nor past
nor future. "48
in relation to Goethe's aversion to the dark side of
myth, the inarticulate, ungraspable ambiguity of nature,
its daemonism, Benjamin quotes-twice on the same page-a
sentence from the last part of Dichtung und Wahrheit: "i
tried to save myself from this dreadful being.
"
4 * The idea
of the daemonic accompanies Goethe's intuition his life
long, writes Benjamin, and in it the idea of fate in the
Wahlverwandtschaften steps forth. It is fear, fear of
death that marks Goethe's life and work with superstition.
"It is well known, that no one could speak of cases of
death around him, less well known, that he never ap-
proached the deathbed of his wife, "so The immortality- idea
of myth expresses a tone of the inhuman, as the fundamen-
tal tone of the fear of death produces countless others.
"The symbolic is that in which the indissolvable and
necessary combination of a truth content on an objective
( thingly) content appears. "51 It is the symbolic which
determines Goethe's later life and works. Benjamin quotes
48 Benjamin, GS VI, 91.
49 Benjamin, GS 1.1, 150.
50 Ibid
. ,
151
.
51 Ibid., 152.
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extensively from G. Gervinus
' s a1836 study on Goethe's let-
ters, and especially from the exchange with Schiller,
demonstrating that "after 1797" Goethe began to find
everything meaningful and wondrous, every stone, every
public act, every medal, every poster
"meaningful, full of
wonder, incalculable."^ Fear has its place on this list
of things before which one is caught in admiration.
on ^ -,l
Und Dlchtun? he tells how, while 'he was
whether^to ££ pinner -nfl^er
an oracle set in. The fear of LspoLiihlity'ls9 'the most spiritual of all those under which
7
be-cause of his being, Goethe was trapped. It is ther-eason for the conservative attitude, which he“e
hfr 6 political , societal, aid in old ageeven t e literary, it is the root of neglect inhis erotic life. That it determined his inter-pretation of the Elective Affinities is certainFor precisely this literary work throws a light'on
thev dnn^b 1?"8 °^. hls own life ' which because
h^ddon ?
6 b
f
tr®Y hls admission, also remainedi e to a tradition that has not yet freed it-self from its spell
. 53
This mythical consciousness may not be addressed with a
trivial turn of phrase under which often the life of the
"Olympier" is seen as a tragic one, writes Benjamin. "The
tragic exists alone in the existence of the dramatic, that
is to say the representative person, never in that of a
52 Ibid., 152-54, and GS 1.3, 863.
53 Ibid
. ,
154
.
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human.
" Xn the quietism of Goethe
' s life, there i s hardly
a single
"representative" moment.
"Therefore, for this
life as for each human life, not the freedom of the tragic
hero in death is valuable, but redemption in eternal
life . "54
Cut
Florens Christian Rang's writings on carneval, tragedy
and agon have their place in Benjamin's book on the German
Mourning Play, which also has redemption as content. There
as in the Elective Affinities essay, what is at stake is
not a Christian redemption
.55 In order to demonstrate this
in the essay, Benjamin follows Goethe's technique, and
cuts to the novella inserted in the middle of the novel,
"The Wayward Young Neighbors." This cut proves to be
decisive
.
L?hVt„"rf their way from water to earth, fromdeath o life, from the family circle to the
wilderness, from despair to rapture, from in-difference to passionate affection, and all in amoment
--the head is inadequate to grasp it withoutbursting. Here the heart must take its place anddo the best it can if such events are to beborne
.
... "Who is this?" cried the mothers. "Whatis this?" cried the fathers. The young people fell
on their knees before them. "Your children!" they
exclaimed: "A loving pair. Forgive us!" cried the
54 Ibid.
55 Benjamin, "The nazarenian moments are in need of the
most severe criticism." "Notes from Francois-Poncet, " GS
1.3, 838-40.
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,
And who could have had the^eart to^efulfth®
‘
"
Th^ pir, -LtiJ-use em?56ine Elective Af-Fnn-:*--: —fimt2eS Was
“Anally conceived as anovella, not a novel, „ithin fc .
jahre The t
8P“ ° f °°ethe ''* ^nder-n . races of this fi rst rtJn . .t thinking of form remainwrites Benjamin; the conflict bet
,,
ti ween the two forms issubdued with violence and a unity reached • u •
.
y , m which theconflict improves the form of
^
f thS novel through that ofthe novella. Ottiliane s unexpected death i o i nn ls illuminated bytelling of the story of the young „e ighbors
, the^S1°n ° f the“~~ to actively take her own
^ ShS
.
COUld n0t
-st of it with her newly
ned childhood friend. The presentation (Darstellung)
of Ottilie death, unforetold at the time of the telling
of the novella, thus comes via a break in the center of
the action of the novel, through the
"storytelling" aspect
of the novella (like that of the novel itself, ultimate-
ly)
, which is meant to pull the readers into its center.
For if the novel, like a maelstrom, pulls the reader
without a struggle into its inner core, the novella
presses for distance, space, driving out of its magic cir-
cle every living being. "57
56 Goethe, Elective Affinities
, 243 - 44 .
57 Benjamin, GS I
.
1
.
,
167-68.
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untouchable
According to the rules of its form
, the
place at its center or-°r a secret also inhabits the
novella
. Its secret i c t-v.
the
e CataStr
°Phe ' writes Benjamin
m°ment when
' ^ S t as the ship is in „
ina and the
SSr °f ground -
who ;
YOUn9 nei9hb°r iS “ «"— th. young woman
h . h
OVS thS PlaYmate " her ^— she had arg ly conf lictual relationship. It is th , . .p 1Z l e living princi-
6 St°ry
' diSplaCed
- its middle,
..while its
meaning in the novel remains phenomenal, as that of the
concluding event
. ^ bright light holds sway in this
novella. Bverything stands, sharply outlined, from the be-gmnmg on to the extreme Tt -io t-K
. i is the day of decision, that
shines in on the twilight of Hades of the novel. Thus is
the novella more prosaic than the novel, m a prose of the
highest degree it steps forth to counter the novel. To the
novella corresponds true anonymity in its figures, and the
half undecided in those of the novel ." 59
Benjamin stresses the fact that the young lovers in
the novella are different from those in the novel in two
ways. First, the novella-figures do not pay for their hap-
piness with a sacrifice. The young woman throws her gar-
land of flowers at t he young man and jumps, to express
58 Ibid
. , 169
.
59 Ibid
.
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that she doesn't want to die "in x
she doesn't want to b
SaUty
'
" that in death
'
ly the d
3
seeond-
m de t T
S10n ^ " m"e ^ SaCh ^ i- not
,
falSSly 9raSPSd
of freedom. " Pree
om x- as distant from the you„g man's decision to save
T
other as fate is
- ,,The chi— 1—
„
g after free .om rs what conjures up fate over the figures of the
novel. The lovers m the novella stand beyond both, and
their courageous resolution is enough to dismember a fatethat gathers over thpm .e , and enough to see through a free-dom that would have pulled thpmn e down into the nothingness
of choice, [in das Nichts der Wahl 1 mh^w nij
. T e meaning of their
action is in the seconds of their decision. »6i
in other words, they do not have any time, nor do they
have "a choice" over their lives, so the young lovers
simply throw themselves into action for a second, and a
decision occurs. In contrast, the figures in the novel,
Ottilie, Eduard, Charlotte and the Captain, have all the
time in the world; and although they busy themselves with
rearranging the landscape, capturing views of the grounds
and lakes, and with group readings, they do nothing. They
her or
cont
J;
a
?
t
' here is Goethe's account of Ottilie inpen coffin: "They dressed the gentle body in thefinery she herself had prepared; thly set on her head a
"
stars "
a
Sec
S
tivfIff
'
9l
r
ttered stran9ely like melancho-j-y bu . Elec ive A inities, 294
.
61 Benjamin, GS, 1 . 1
,
170.
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.....
cords the novel i = n
.
3 C°mmand“3 meaning" oven the
the mythical motives of the novel
r
,
°V correspond to those ofthe novella as motives of redemption
.
*
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The third part of Benjamin's essay, labeled hope<
which ends famously- -
"Only for t-ho 1
h .
y ° he Sake of the hopeless ishope given to us-
-begins with a philosophical and criti-
cal account of beauty and appearance, xt sets up the dis-
cussion of the expressionless and caesur, guilt and in-
nocence, and decision and reconciliation that occupies the
test of the piece. He addresses the place and practice of
(art) criticism as such (and here he takes off from the
final section of his dissertation,
"Early Romantic Criti-
cism and Goethe") with an illustration.
tractive^ut'reserved^beca 11" wh° was »t-
££ indelicate?etoet
able to find out ?f he has hr^h^ 1S fUlly allow -
Strang^
For the early Romantics, it was the idea of art criticism
that governed their works; in Goethe, as in other writers,
62 Ibid
. ,
171
.
63 Ibid.
,
172
.
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the ideal of philosophical problems appear--or hide-in
the content of the work. No single question can be
directed at the system of philosophy as a whole, as if
there were a unifying answer to the multiplicity of ques-
tions residing there. This nonexistent question describes
philosophy' s ideal. This being the case, there are forms
that, Benjamin writes, without being questions, have the
deepest affinity with the ideal of the problem of philoso .
Phy. These are artworks. "The ideal of the problem does
not appear in a multiplicity of problems. Rather it lies
buried in that of the work and its challenge is the busi-
ness of criticism. It lets the ideal of the problem step
forth in appearance, in one of its appearances . "m
For what criticism allows to step forth is the truth
content of the work of art, formulated as a philosophical
problem, it allows the truth content to "appear." " [w] here
the view of the foundation of the novel raises itself to
an intuition of its perfection, philosophy instead of myth
is called on to lead it. "65 As his notes to the essay, and
the essay itself show, Benjamin is giving a preliminary
response to Plato's Symposium, a work with which he began
and to which he will return. The question of the rela-
64 Ibid.
,
173
.
65 Ibid.
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tionship of the beautv to t-rnt-h ey ru h. Of the beautiful ap-
P0^2T3.nC0 to tiTUth /-n-P 4-
u
' ^^ICl Of ttl0 n0CPqq-i +-»»ecess ty of appearance to
truth, will, return.
Thus the beautiful creature of Goethe's ottilie is
Y ken up, in order to be dismembered.
"Nothing more
untragic can be contrived than this mournful [ trauervolle,
ending," writes Benjamin with his next book in mind. Com-
pared to the actions of the characters in the novella Ot-
tilie 1 s "decision" to stop eating and speaking and to die
is neither tragic nor "holy," as Gundolf would have it;
nor is it a decision, but rather a "drive" or an
inclination
--in Benjamin's words, a Trieb, and earlier, a
Neigung, which, as we shall see, is different from a pas-
sion, Leidenschaf t. 66 Ottilie 's purity, her chastity,
calls forth the appearance of an innocence of natural life
that is answered by the heathenish or mythical ideal of
virginity m Christianity, the counterpart to Chris-
tianity's locating originary guilt in the simple, natural
life-drive of sexuality. Benjamin notes that Ottilie'
s
virginal nature is ambiguous. Although Goethe goes to
great lengths to mark her nature as "natural," she is un-
touchable, and this untouchable characterization, which is
supposed to be thought as an inner purity, produces
desire. Benjamin compares her to the Christian symbol of
66 Ibid.
,
176 - 77
.
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' 6 Uly
' WhiCh C°mblneS the "Aeneas of its calyx with a
numbingly sweet, hardly vegetable perfume."
"The poet
Save Ottilie this dangerous magio of innocence and ifc ^
closely related to the sacrifice that celebrates her
death. "67 It is the appearance of innocence, of purity
that makes her death untragic, without character
cavity, Light
Like the magnetic power of the center of the earth
that speaks meaningfully (demonically, to the characters
Ottilie. s silence pulls the action of the novel into its
vortex, ending not, however, in a catastrophe-which would
be eventful at least
-but in the unhappy resignation of a
martyr's death. As Goethe wrote in the Theory of Colors
(dating from the same time as the Elective Affinities,
Benjamin notes)
:
And thus as we descend the scale of beino Naturespeaks to other senses--to known, misunderstoodand unknown senses: so speaks sli with herself Ld
servl/she
th°Usa"d modes
- To the attentive ob-ver sh is nowhere dead nor silent- she haseven a secret agent in inflexible matter in a
Tfp^sSq in
a
the
eSt ° f WhlCh teh
- ^atifa as ing m entire mass. 68
67 Ibid., 175.
6 8 Goethe, Theory of Colors trans. Charles Lock East lakeintro Deane B. Judd (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press 1970)xxxvm. Quoted by Benjamin, GS I.l, i 32 . '
This metal
. shows itself to be chemically and physi-caliy manifest in Ottilie
' s nature (she is also able todetect, through superstitious sensations, the presence ofcoal on a path), as the "pendulum experiment" with theEnglish nobleman demonstrates: "He likewise repeatedly
111
The glassy water into which the anti-heroine's fate falls
also appears to hide an other-worldly power, be it from
mirror; its waters are not "naturally" tumultuous, as
y in the Wayward Young Neighbors" novella. Ottilie
emerges from her "guilt context" upon seeing Eduard at the
edge of the waters, by climbing into a boat and onto the
water, Charlotte's child and a booh in hand, both of which
promptly fall in as she grasps for an oar, drowning the
child
.
"Fate is the guilt context of the living," a sentence
Benjamin drops like a lodestone, both in this essay, and
cause^uch experimlntfirth^dV^ t0 b* *-
one- indeed for thls dld not succeed with every-
««
y
s S” ?ryehi”r° Si snh;;see it it will succeed with me 1 y
.
S
i?®
grasped the thread in her hand, and as she was taking the matter seriously she held it Steadily and without"
served ?hen
U
ot??h
e sllghtest oscillation was to be ob-. T O tilie was persuaded to do it. She held thependulum even more quietly, composedly and unselfcon-sciously over the metals lying below. But in a moment thesuspended object was agitated as if in a definite vortexand turned now to this side, now to that, now in circlesnow m ellipses, or swung back and forth in a straiqht
rh
1
?
6
'
+.?
CCOr
,
d
^
ng t0 which metals were placed beneath it.Only the nobleman's companion could have expected this ef-fect, and indeed even his expectations were surpassed."Goethe, Elective Affinities, 246-47.
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in " Fate and Charact
--"^ It is a sentence that beco.es a
lodestar for his later work, and which here is pointedly
laid against his question, "Does Hoshe have character?" Both
depend upon an interpretation of the "natural n a • -
•
Lilt; condition of
the living .
"
srSn?, 1 ' “ •“
ul;'of
U
h
Uy natural--sP irit° jist'as'the^xua^'
p &STZ can itrspiriLafnf; i0re?fZT'
ir^rac^srity of indi-duai
Insofar as something is fate, it is misfortune and guilt,
as Benjamin develops the concept in "Fate and Character;"
rt is not to be confused with the sphere of the religious,
just as the concept of character is not to be confused
with the ethical sphere. Happiness, bliss, innocence, have
no relation to fate. The sphere in which misfortune and
fate "alone carry weight, a balance on which bliss and in-
nocence are found too light and float upward," is the
scale of law, in all of its indeterminacy and random or-
der. 71 In tragedy, the pagan chain of guilt and atonement
69
ter
Benjamin, GS 1.1, 138/ GS II. l, 175;
" trans. Edmund Jephcott Reflection's,
"Fate and Charac-
308 .
70 Benjamin, GS 1.1, 174.
71 Benjamin, GS II. 1, 174/ "Fate and Character," 307. The
chain of guilt that hangs over human heads in fate showsitself to be all a matter of timing: "The guilt context istemporal in a totally inauthentic way, very different in
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r
br°ken aS the m°ral her°
- ana he is speechless
.
It was not in law but in tragedy that the head of genius
lifted itself for the first t -i -ft time from the fog of guilt,
for in tragedy demonic fate is breached.
.. .The paradox’ of
the birth of genius in moral speechlessness, moral in-
fantility, is the sublimity of tragedy. It is probably the
basis of all sublimity, in which genius, rather than God
appears . "72
It is the importance of the tragic breach that must be
underlined here, the break in speech that marks the lifted
head of genius. Genius also shows itself in the the light
of comedy, where character appears, as the natural in-
nocence of man. Character is falsely connected to the con-
cept of fate, Benjamin illustrates with a textile meta-
phor, that quickly turns into a hair shirt. "This connec-
tion is effected by the idea of a network that can be
tightened by knowledge at will into a dense fabric, for
Its kind and measure from the time of redemption or nfmusic, or of truth. On determining the partic^ar natureof time in fate depends the complete elucidation of thesematters. The fortuneteller who uses cards and the palmisteach us at least that this time can at every moment bemade simultaneous with another (not present)
. it is not anautonomous t^e, but is parasit ically dependent on the
r^fp nfigherV eSS ' natUral life - It: has no present,
futur-i l
eX1St °nly in bad ncvels
'
and P*st ande it knows only m curious variations."
72 Ibid., 175; 307.
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this is how character appears to superfic , al observation
^
Along with the broad underlying traits, the trained eye of
nnoisseur of men is supposed to perceive finer and
closer connections, until what looked like a net [man's
fate] is tightened into cloth. "73 The threads of this
Cloth are to be read as the "moral fiber" of the person,
its fine and rough qualities. But, of course, not moral
qualities, only actions have ethical significance. In com-
edy, a character's moral actions and qualities are neither
judged nor condemned, but his character appears, the sub-
ject of hoher Heiterkeit, bright, high mirth. Nor are
moral qualities judged by the analysis of psychology: In
Moliere, one "learns" little about miserliness or
hypochondria, states or "traits" that are crassly
depicted. Instead: "Character is unfolded in them like a
sun, in the brilliance of its single trait, which allows
no other to remain visible in its proximity. The sublimity
of character-comedy rests on this anonymity of man and his
morality, alongside the utmost development of individu-
ality through its exclusive character trait. "74
^
Ibld/ 309. On this passage see Timothy Bahti,
tat
®ori *~ s °f Knowledge: Fate and Forgetting in the Early’orks of Walter Benjamin," Benjamin's Ground: New Readingsof Walter Benjamin ed. Rainer Nagele (Detroit: Wayne StateUniversity, 1988), 61-82.
74 Ibid., 177-78/ 310.
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The character trait is not therefore the knot in the
net. It is the sun of individuality in the colorless
(anonymous) sky of man
, which casts the shadow of the com-
1C aCti°n -"25 Cha—
-ly ^ grasped, as the exam-
ple of ancient and medieval physiognomists show, Benjamin
writes
, in a small number of morally indifferent concepts,
such as those the doctrine of temperaments tried to
ide„tify--the sanguine, phlegmatic, choleric, melancholic
dispositions. The question again, of Ottilie: "Does she
have character? 11 Her plantlike dumbness, muteness, is of a
different order than the speechlessness that accompanies
the moral action of tragedy, she keeps her death wish
secret, hidden, right up to the end, as if it can save her
from inner ruin. "Ottilia's [death) is, like her un-
touchablity, only the last exit of the soul, which flees
from degeneracy. The longing for rest, for quiet, speaks
in her death-drive . "76 Hers is a shrinking toward death
that remains under the sign of fate and guilt, not a deci-
sion that breaks through them. "Plants are like self-
willed people with whom you can do anything provided you
handle them properly. "tv Thus Ottilie does not only fall
as a sacrifice to fate, not to mention that she truly
75 Ibid., 178; 311.
76 Benjamin, GS 1 . 1
,
176.
77 Goethe, Elective Affinities, 224.
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is the
"sacrifices herself,., writes Benjamin, but she
sacrifice for the atonement of the guilty.
"Atonement inthe sense of the mythical world, which the poet conjures
since time immemorial the death of the innocents. Thence'
'
Ottilie dies, leaving behind a miraculous set of remains
despite her suicide as martyr."™
The question of Ottilie’ s chaT-a^e =li r cter can only be ad-
dressed through the question of her beauty. Benjamin at-
the books critics, Julian Schmidt, who asks
"how is it that a so finely fashioned and so well brought
UP soul as Ottilie could not consciously grasp that she
commits a [moral] crime against her guardian, Charlotte,
m the nature of her conduct with Eduard ? "79 This question
of consciousness says nothing about the inner connections
of the novel, Benjamin writes. The silence of the moral
voice is not to be taken as a feature of individuality: it
is not a determination within the boundaries of human
being. "With this silence appearance settled into the
heart of the most noble being in a damaging way.... All
linguistic clarity of action is bound to appearance, and
in truth what is inner is clouded and obscure no less to
78 Benjamin, GS I.l, 140.
Schmidt
> Geschichte der Deutschen Literatur
ziq 1866)
ng
^0
TOd
' T°a '
2 *' Die Romantik. 1797-1813 (Leip-g, , 590, quoted m Benjamin, GS I.l, 177
.
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the Protector than it is to others, "so Only in her journal^ 0ttiUe aU™
- to he aroused, onlythere hoes she express herself rn language . But this jour-
nal rs Uke a aonunent being built for one who is dying-
all the secrets she reveals to it come from nt her memory and
are devoted to a decided spectrality.
Benjamin quotes from the Pteedrus to show that Ot-
tilie being is not one that awakens the memory (of the
soul,, but that beauty remains first and most essential in
her. She also stands on the other side of epic beauty,
which, in the primary case of Helen, does not rest on the
appearance of the beautiful as the essential content of
the living; her beauty bears the painterly traits of the
modern. But the swearing of oaths is not foreign to her
appearance in the novel, in the center of which she is to
be found.
of
e
creation°
f
I?
at
to„
iS the negative counter-image
forth n,,t Si asserts to bring the worldou of nothing. The work of art has nothing
is
e
decilive°is
t
that°th
° f *rtJ ein Ent
s
Prungenes) . "What
t»n™ i ! e act of creation dawns on the exis-
world
<“nUatl°n
°£ creation, the existence of the. The origin of the work (of art) however opens ontoits perceptibility from the start. This is situated in theoriginary tendency of appearance. The life of creationremains in the dark, in the shadow of the creator intil
^®Tat°r break ? off it- This detachment of thereator is a moral act. It constitutes the sphere of per-
- broken, linear intention out of creationP inwhioh it is good, which, only because it is seen asgood, constitutes 'seeing.'" GS 1.3, 830.
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in common with either- t+-
nothing but out of chaos Art
f?“h noc out of
; makes' nothing out of chaos* it rf
1C c
f
eation
it; exactly as little--as inVA? Sn Penet ratedoes-
-does it i oh It truth conjurinq
elements of that chaos^
1106 miX itself out of the
Form is what enables a work of art to let the matter of
life and the living appear-by paralyzrng it, for an in-
stant, as "content." The work of art is "a springing
forth," not "a created thing,-" only the life of the creat-
ed (nature, as "the stage of history," and humans, takes
part in the uninhibited intention of redemption, writes
Ben j amin in his not pqm es to the essay. But the work of art
has a connection to creation, in that creation is one of
the most violent and weighty themes of art. with an ear to
Alois Riegl, he writes: "The form of works, whose theme rs
'creation,' can be described as 'punched-out form.' These
are forms which apparently conceal as many shadows and as
much confusion, as the punched- or hammered-out inner side
of metal relief work. Such forms are not creation, they
aren't even 'created,' rather they only present creation,
or moreover they present-
-this is their actual essence-
-
their content in the high and sublime position of crea-
81 Ibid., 180. On the question of the origin of the workof art particularly as it pertains to the Ursprung del
Modern^t”
Trauerspiel s
,
see Samuel Weber, "Genealogy ofHlS
L°
ry
'
Myth and Allegory in Benjamin's Origin
465-500
G ' n Mournln3 Play," MLN (1991) vol
. 106, no. 3
,
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tion. Perhaps all forms have something of this 'punched-
ouf form, insofar as all works of art have in some way
creation as their content
.
11 82
Here Benjamin puts forth hrs theory of the expressron
less, das Ausdruckslose in the work of art, as the
momentary interruption of movement and harmony in the
word, which causes it to tremble eternally. The expres-
sionless is most violently present in the genius of Greek
tragedy and the hymns of Holderlin, according to Benjamin.
"The expressionless is the critical violence, which isn't
able to divide appearance from essence in art, but keeps
them from mixing. It has this violence as moral injunc-
tion." The sublime violence of the true appears in the ex-
pressionless: it breaks into pieces what remains living on
in the beautiful appearance as the heritage of chaos--
false, mistaken totality. "The expressionless first com-
pletes the work, which it smashed into scraps and pieces,
into fragments of the true world, into the torso of a sym-
bol . "83
This caesura, rhythmic interruption is what Benjamin
elsewhere praises as the "bright light" of the prosaic,
always with Holderlin in mind. It is what gives room to
expressionless violence in art--in the case of Greek trag-
82 Benjamin, GS 1.3, 829.
83 Benjamin GS 1.1, 181.
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edy, speechlessness, and in the case of Holderlin of
"protest" in the rhythm, which can "perhaps never" be
called "beautiful."
ounterpart to the expressionless in Holderlin is
the beautiful in Goethe: when taken to the limit of eachm art, the one crosses over into madness, while the
other, that of Goethe, into conjured appearances. Benjamin
writes that the sun never shines openly and clearly in the
Elective Affinities, everything appears in a half
-light
or twilight of reflection. And in the form of the main
’
character, light shimmers, but with a shimmer that always
threatens to extinguish itself, like the light of the moon
reflected on water when the sky is cloudy. Ottilie shim-
mers forth like a water nymph, spritely out of the dark
depths. Benjamin places "the mild shimmer of her being be-
tween hostile glare and sober light," that is to say, be-
tween Satan and the genius of Holderlin.
There is a power at work in the mild, soft beauty of
Ottilie
, although it is not the violence of the expres-
sionless. On the contrary, the judgement of law, of
bourgeois morality as expressed in marriage, which defines
the inaction of the sad beauty resigned to death, prevents
Ottilie
' s sacrifice from being a true reconciliation or
atonement for the lives of the lovers. Benjamin refers
back to the distinction between the novel and the
novella-- "so much suffering, so little struggle, hence the
121
Silencing
,U ^ ^^
not destroy or throw off everything alone before God
Atonement is hardly an object for the work of art
, he
writes; it finds its worldly mirror image in reconcilia-
tron, diplomacy, as "The Critique of violence" also shows.
But the characters in Goethe's novel make a pact with an
all-too-worldly devil, with the moral passions, which in-
volve the avoidance of pain and the decisions that define
love and death, in order to insure the certainty of the
"bourgeois, rich, safe life. "84 For to those truly in
love, beauty, the beauty of appearances is not decisive.
True love does not rule the lives of ottilie and
Eduard. The elements of apparent love, of the appearance
[scheinhaf ten Liebe 1 of lnrol v l ove, are passion and inclination,
and [i] n inclination humans detatch themselves from pas-
sion." Inclination is the true work of eros thanatos, the
admission that man doesn't know how, isn't fully able to
love. Whereas in sublime love, through God’s salvation,
passion and inclination remain secondary; they make up the
history of eros. The difference between true and apparent
love is marked by death: the lovers in the novella jump to
their deaths, and they are given a new life in love; the
84 Ibid.
,
184-85
.
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overs in the novel remain bound by the oaths of marrragehowever divergent their passions, and they slowly fade
aWay
' al°ne
' t0 death Ed^d
-d Ottilie, and to an
unbearable livrng-on, like shades in Purgatory, for Char-
lotte and the Captain. Benjamin notes that Coethe wanted
O save the word Wahl, choice, for moral thought
--present
in his forward is the announcement that the "doctrine of
nature often serves for ethical comparisons," the key com-
parison of course being that of Verwandschaft, relation,
affinity. As Benjamin said early on in his essavx xu ms y, marriage
is not the subject or the middle of the novel/ but
Mittel, its medium.
cSmes^hfobj^fofrresolut 1011 °a affinity b®-
sIonA-cf-In S ^hat M-
ST 'c i ^-•
ISL?. SS:
In the realm of music, a beauty is found that is rest-
ful, that calms the passions and makes peace, Benjamin
writes, and it is this type of beauty that fills the eyes
with a veil of tears upon hearing. It blinds sight. In
humor and in tragedy, clarity shows through, appears. The
tears of emotion, in which the eye is veiled, are the true
veil of beauty itself. But the world of the novel's
85 Ibid.
,
189
.
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C aracters is bereft Gf music, and Goethe was intent upon
presenting, saving the essence of living beauty
, Benjamin
writes. For the true poet, emotion is never an end-it is
a transitional point, a crossing over. The single objec-
rrve object of emotional shock, or shaking, is the sub .
lime, Benjamin writes. This passage of emotion, that leads
away from the passions of eros and toward the reconcilia-
tion that would find a voice in the blindness of music, is
also, in passinq, a ruiny l that of appearance, in the fig-
ure of Ottilie, the question of the beautifulm o t appearance
and of the sublime is raised.
Benjamin reads Plato with Kant to come up with an
antipsychological aesthetic theory that begins with and
does justice to the spiritual essence of human beings. He
begins his brief sketch with reference to the Symposium,
where the Platonic theory of the beautiful coincides with
the (even older) problem of appearance, and the theory is
directed onto corporeal living beauty. "Everything that is
beautiful in essence is so always and substantially bound
in infinitely varying degrees to illusion or appearance
(Schem)
. This link achieves its highest intensity in
manifest living beings. "86 A moment of appearance is
reserved, however, in that which is most unliving, in case
it is beautiful in essence, he writes, which is the case
in all works of art.
86 Ibid.
,
194
.
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Accordingly appearance lingers in all ih uof art, that is to sav n . 11 the beauty
up against and that bordering on ^ f
that: brushing
which beauty is not possible Thil
t
wlthout
not embrace its essence Tr \ ls however / does
contrary, deeper down as thatch? ^
orth
' on the
nated in opposition to appearance afth
' desig-
sionless in the work of art Thi
the exPres -
belongs therefore to th^
• * •
•
e exPressi°nless
opposition-
- in Sit^i^^eSS;» inthat precisely the beaut if, ,1 u ?? y relation
not, ceases to be an essent^/h illusi™ °r
sion, appearance, dies a»av
3"ty lf the illu '
belongs to the beautiful
Because appearance
law of its beino ?t ltS Cover and as the
which only aS^sIn ^ ^
This oppositional structure allows for the dramatic repre-
sentation of these concepts: appearance bears a necessary
relation to both the expressionless and the beautiful; it
stands apart from the one and is inextricably bound to the
other. It is philosophical barbarism to say that beauty is
truth becoming visible, Benjamin writes. This turns beauty
into appearance, which it is not. "Beauty itself is not
appearing, but rather being through and through, and such
a one that is freely essential and self-same only when it
stays under wraps. Thus otherwise appearance would be
deceit above all-
-beautiful illusion is the cover for that
which is necessarily the most concealed. "88 The idea of
revealing or exposing the beautiful is the idea of art
criticism. Art criticism does not have to lift up the
87 Ibid.
88 Ibid., 195.
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secret; rather it
cover of the beautiful, as to reveal its
is to raise or elevate the cloak, in its
recognition as necessary cloak or cover
most precise
to true on-
looking of the beautiful,
of beauty lies in secret.
The divine ground of the being
he writes, and thus appearance
is not the superfluous concealing of things in themselves,
but the necessary concealing of things for us. "Such con-
cealing is divinely necessary at times, just as divinely
conditioned it is--namely, revealed at monstrous times,
the unseemly [Unscheinbare
)
takes refuge in nothingness,
so that revelation dissolves secrets. Kant's doctrine that
a relational character exists as the foundation for beauty
thus successfully carries out its methodical tendencies in
a much higher sphere than that of the psychological. Like
revelation, all beauty holds historical-philosophical or-
ders in itself. For it does not make the idea visible, but
rather its secret. "89
The unity of concealment and concealed is meaningful
where the duality of nakedness and clothing no longer
resides-
-in art and in the spectacle (appearances) of bare
nature. This duality is expressed to the highest degree in
humans, Benjamin writes, and this is where he locates the
sublime: "in unclothed nakedness the essentially beautiful
is abandoned, and in the naked bodies of humans a being
89 Ibid.
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above all beauty is achieved-the subl lme
, and a work
above all forms-
-that of the creator's.
"so Ottilie bares
her naked breast not to her lover Eduard, but imploringly
to the night sky, full of stars.
passe^tSough^er^ind ^ happenEduard near her and sSe'fe^t 2 t0 havehim away. '! beg,"? ^Lec^you* SeLved
'
2^
cried, 'go back and wait for th4 Mai ore? ?
h\ „obey your command,' Eduard reel i pH * 1 S ?}al 1passionately and then clasping hlr 2 ^ rearms. She embraced him and drlw him with the" 2most tenderness to her brp^t 22 l ut ~
over their hpsHc i v ' ^°Pe soared away
5&ers : .
in?£:rvSmS” Sh'E™ “* ““»*' lf,r
t^iss to render aid herself qv-,^ v-itaa u n
so often about how to save the drownino and shehad seen it done on the evening of her^birthdav
Un frock
SS
lhe
t
tear
hild 2 drieS ^ with her »s-
fi
”: 2 ® ® s open her clothes and for therst time bares her breast to the open sky for
her pire
t
nak
m
d 2 presses a living creature tou e breast--alas, a living creature nolonger The unhappy child's cold limbs chin her
stream of "te
0 ^ lnne™ost heart
. An unending
ars pours from her eyes and imparts tothe numb body an appearance of warmth and life . 91
Ottilie 's living body is the cloak of her beauty, which
remains a mystery-
-and the sublime the guarantor of the
beautiful. Would this be music to the ears of a
sculptress?
90 Ibid.
,
196
.
91 Goethe, Elective Affinities
,
261-262.
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Ring Cycle Exit
"Speak, Ottilie."
I sing
S
0 f°strife and
battle of y°ur star,
Beforl you k^t^S “ ^|tars.
I shape you dreams among eternaistlrs i,
Benjamin closes his essay in two ways: he sets it to music,
Goethe s image of the shooting star higher by
raising it not only symbolically over the heads of the ill-
fated lovers as lost hope, but setting it ambivalently as
allegorical emblem as well. The music we hear is not Wag-
ner's, despite the halls of Valhalla invoked by Goethe in
one of Ottilia's journal entries; it is the strains of
Stefan George's dedication to Beethoven that we hear, in one
°f the
.'tablets,'' the "House in Bonn." m this way, he grves
voice to the creature that would not or could not speak, to
the one remaining as human disarticulated to the point of
sheer nature, and to the one elevated out of mythical
daemonism in an unheroic death. In this way, a worldly
reconciliation and peace (music) is juxtaposed against the
possible flash of true redemption in the allegory of the
star. As Benjamin quotes more than once from Goethe: "Beauty
can never be articulate on or about itself . "93
92 Stefan George, "House in Bonn," trans. Olga Marx andErnst Morwitz The Works of Stefan George (Chapel Hill-University of North Carolina, 1974), 305.
P
93 Benjamin, GS I.l, 197.
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"Nothing mortal is unexposable, unable to be
revealed.
.
. .when they are before God, the human appears to
strip as love does
. Unexposable is only nature, which keeps
a secret, as long as God lets it endure. The human body
Strips itself (away)
,
a sign, that man himself steps before
God. "94 Ottilie is the most young-like of Goethe's charac-
ters, and insofar as she is young she is ready for death-at
y minute, she has her life as it has its own death out of
its own period of duration, it is the name of ottilie with
which Goethe fascinated the world actually • .
' i m order to save
one who is passing away (this is the reference to Valhalla),
to redeem in her a loved one, writes Benjamin. This is how
he reads the warning of the star: "Hope soared away over
their heads like a star falling from the sky." m the symbol
of the star hope for the lovers appeared, but hope is never
preserved for those who tend it, but only for those for whom
it is cultivated. It shimmers, like the shine of reconcilia-
tion or atonement, which should be hoped for, that shimmers
between the blessing that the lovers in the novella carry
home, and the hope of redemption that is preserved for the
dead
.
This is the only right of belief in immortality, Ben-
jamin writes, which may never be kindled on a single being.
The mystical Christian moments at the end of the novel speak
94 Ibid.
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against the immortal hone i-hat-P t t 13 Pres^ved in the image ofe star, and it is only in the image of the faira n t ling star
at a mystery inhabits the work Tn acn . In dramatic presentation amystery can never come to exnr^o-ip ess on in words, only in the
presentation
— it is "i-v-io ^the dramatic" in the strictest sense
Benjamin sets the analog of this dr.mvy amatic presentation-
-this
er light
-in the shimmer of the star, "if music embraces
mySt6rieS
'
S° tMS CSrtain1
^ a silent world, out of
which its resounding will never rise "95 m •> 55 In giving room at
the end of the essay to CJpnrrro dy Geo ge, Benjamin lends "sublime
irony" to a closed book. In the line n Ro fn l
' "Before you know the
bodies on this star, « the gravity of those bodies is felt as
lightness, a soaring. Thus the name of Ottilia is heard, the
memory of her beauty preserved, and the knowledge that some-
thing has passed or gone missing is registered. And this
registration shows up on the spectrum.
"So to sum up: the story goes this way: mumble, mum-
ble, lyrical wave, mumble, lyrical wave, mumble, lyrical
wave, mumble, fantastic climax, mumble, mumble, and back
into the chaos from which they all had derived. At this su-
perhigh level of art, literature is of course not concerned
’ th pitying the underdog or cursing the upperdog. It ap-
peals to that secret depth of the human soul where the
95 Ibid
. ,
201
.
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shadows of other worlds
and soundless ships. "96
pass like the shadows of
96 Vladimir Nabokov
t ions
, 1944 ) , 149
.
Nikolai Gogol (New York
:
nameless
New Direc-
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CHAPTER IV
ALLEGORY
1
S CONSCIOUSNESS
Consciousness does not lie outside t-h ,cess of history, it does nnr h= \ h? reai pro ~mto the world by ohilo^n-nh ave to be introduceddown arrogantly Lon theTeftf “eref°"e to gaze
world and to despise themLs LdefeLsLbleL
1
9ather flowers on the brink of subsistence. 2
Part I
When Walter Benjamin quoted Hamlet
one of his first published theoretical
in Sleeping Beauty
,
texts (1911),
The time is out of j oint-
-0That ever I was born to set
cursed spite,
it right.
it was with the tonp nf aon c e o a call to arms to the youth of his
age, to those who might also participate in the journal
The Beginning
.3 It is with a very different tone that Jac-
ques Derrida quotes those same lines as the foundation for
1 Georg Lukacs, "Class Consciousness" History and Class
MlT^ 97i^
S
7 7
tranS
' ROdney LivinSstone (Cambridge, Mass.:
2 Walter Benjamin, from a lost letter quoted by GershomScholem "Walter Benjamin and His Angel," On Walter Ben-jamin.- Critical Essays and Recollections ed. Gary Smith(Cambrrdge, Mass.: MIT), 66.
3 Benjamin, "Das Dornroschen, " GS II. 1, 9-12.
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hlS meditati°n °n “0 homage to Marx, Spectres of Marx
(1993). As Bettine Menke would attest, it is more than
mere coincidence that would lead these two authors, each
porsed at opposing ends of a long and highly-developed
life of writing-
-one which traversed the works of
Baudelaire, Proust, Nietzsche, Valery, Mallarme, Husserl
and Plato (to name just a few)
-to arrive at the "same"
point .4 The point for both marks a moment of conscious
awakening, of a realization of the present moment as a
sort of miscalculation on the part of history, a feeling
that the age, and that age hasn't properly arrived-the
time needs to be set to right.
The book in which Benjamin laid out his historical
-
philosophy of art most thoroughly is the Origin of the
German Mourning Play. He labeled it an "end," not a begin-
ning. As Stephane Moses writes in his book L'Ange de
1
'Histoire: Rosenzweig
, Benjamin, Scholem, the reflection
on history is one of the constants in Benjamin's thinking,
and it is guided by the idea of "the time of today,"
necessarily a discontinuous history, one opposed to the
march of continuity and causality offered up by a progres-
sive conception of history. What in earlier years (of the
writings of the Task of the Translator and the essay. On
4 See Bettine Menke,
nach Walter Benjamin
Sprachfiguren : Name-
-Allegorie-
-Bild(Munich: Wilhelm Fink, 1991)
.
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emerged as
Laa9Ua9S SS SUCh the Language of „umans)
a-in Moses' words
-theological paradigm of history, and
later cast as a political paradigm of history
( inthe Passagen- Werk and related essays,
, was crystalled in
the booh on the Baroque as an aesthetic paradigm of his-
tory. 5 These paradigms must not be viewed as cut off from
one another, Moses writes- t-bov, hey inform and fold back on
one another, and the structure of each is a conceptual
reorganization of material contained in all three. "But
from the point of view of its function in the general
economy of the thought of Benjamin, it is certain that
is the aesthetic paradigm that plays the most central
role.
.. .above all because in the last stage [of his
writing] the aesthetic plays the role of mediating in-
stance between theology and politics . "6
In the Ursprung des deutschen Trauerspiels
, Moses
writes, Benjamin's aesthetic paradigm of history is
founded on an aesthetic paradigm of consciousness or
knowledge. It is this description of consciousness that
has preoccupied scholars with its philosophical density,
originality, and often impenetrable presentation
.2 In the
5 Stephane Moses, L'Ange de l'Histoire:jamin, Scholem (Paris: Seuil, 1992), 21
* Rosenzweig
,
95, 100.
Ben-
6 Ibid., 101
.
7 See for example Gunar Musik, Die erkenntnistheoretis-
chen Grundlagen der Asthetik Walter Benjamins und ihrFortwirken in der Konzeption des Passagenwerks (Frankfurta/Mam: Peter Lang, 1985), and Rolf Tiedemann Studien zurPhilosophie Walter Benjamins (Frankfurt a/M: Europaische
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Epistemo- Critical Prologue to the book, Benjamin builds
upon earlier work for his methodological starting-off
point, most immediately that of the Elective Affinities
say, s in which he laid out theses on the beautiful and
the sublime and on the truth as beautiful, with regard to
Plato's Symposia. A close examination of this Prologue is
essential not only to an understanding of the book as a
whole, and of its rplahinn u-to hls oeuvre, but particularly
that attempt to situate Ms ? ienJ“.lUdles on Banjamin
and concepts of western philosophy^Tte^^K^6 traditiOT'an approach is that it does notlf nl 1 ,1 problem Wlth suchto which Benjamin was questionina t-hai-
1
'*
00
;!"
1
?
6 the de3ree
transforming those cone n „ r
t tradl tion and
language and his historical presentaSon^f
1
’’^^
10 '1 With
^issoLhjethfe "r ?dir^
haee?
0
?Ir^L
al
mLT^rt
kS
lo
Within“ P^acV^
ideas, Leibniz's Monadology, or Hegel's diaWM ^7 mremain valid as attemnr<? = £' rtegei ialectic, still
wnrlH drn mpts at a description of the
“ss 1
8 Benjamin asked his friends to provide him with copiesessay
'
m particular with a copy of part threehich, in his travels and changes of residence he did nothave with him for months. He asks Plorens Christian R^ng
,
c°Py on November 8 and December 9, 1923; mentions
9
the third part of the essay again to Hugo von Hofmannstalon January 13, 1924; and badgers Scholem for a copy fromCapri, beginning June 13, 1924. The Correspondence of
191
/
°- 1940 trans. Manfred R. Jacobson and
^qq^r
1 (Chlcago: University of Chicago Press,1994), 213-14, 222-25, 228-230, 241-244.
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to an understanding of how consciousness is f igured there
;;
that “ Can be h°“
- - transformed, or raised il
e course of the book. Samuel Weber writes: "For what
Benjamin seeks to articulate in that Preface is not simply
another form of costive investigation, but rather a form
of interpretation that does not take cognition for
granted. "9
"Truth, bodied forth in the dance of represented
ideas, resists being projected, by whatever means, into
the realm of knowledge. Knowledge is a having . "10 This
Platonic distinction between truth ("the death of inten-
tion," as Benjamin puts it) and knowledge, Benjamin il-
lustrates further with relation to methodology, and there-
by illustrates his own methodological stance. "For knowl-
edge, method is a way of acquiring its object--even by
creating it in the consciousness; for truth it is self-
representation, and is therefore immanent in it as
form . "11 The notion of the self
-representation of an idea
is what places Benjamin's thinking squarely in what Moses
calls an aesthetic paradigm, and indeed, Benjamin himself
Ld
S
Al’l
l
eoor
eber
'
E
" Genealogy of Modernity: History, Myth
Play," MLJV i06
n
(199ir!’
:L
467.
Or;‘ Sr2n °f ^ German Mourning
10 Benjamin, GS 1
. 1 , 2 09; Origin of German Tragic Dramatrans. John Osborne (London: New Left Books, 1977), 29.
11 Ibid., 209-10; 29-30.
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art -
situates his practice of writing between that of the
scientist. Like the artist, the philosopher
little picture-' of the world of ideas, which
because it is a lioness, is in every present a defining
he writes. And like the scientist, the philosopher isinterested in eliminating the purely empirical, and in
organizing the dispersal of the world into ideas through
concepts
.12
As Bernd Witte writes, "the mediation between
Phenomenon and idea, which is to save the phenomena and
make the idea presentable is that which Benjamin conceives
as dialectical action . "13 This dialectical moment is what
differentiates the methodology of the Trauerspielbuch from
Benjamin's earlier critical nr^nt- -i1 P act ice, says Witte. Just as
the idea in Benjamin's criticism of Dostoyevsky's The
Idiot was crystallized in the name "youth, " here the ex-
tremes of the analysis are not brought together under the
sway of another name, but are placed in relation to one
another in a way that results in a meaningful structure.
As such, the idea of the Trauerspiel does not let itself
be expressed by another word, but expresses itself, in
critical self-representation of its elements
--Trauer-
Spiel
.
12 Ibid., 212; 32
13 Bernd Wiffe, Walter Benjamin-
-Der Intellektuelle alsKntiker (Stuttgart: Metzler, 1976), 109.
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Benjamin was proud of this unpublished forward to the
Trauerspiel book, written after its completion,
"other-
wise, nothing much has appeared in print. Most worth
mentioning is the ten-line forward to the Trauerspiel
book, Which I wrote to take a dig at the University of
Frankfurt and which I consider to be one of my most suc-
cessful pieces. "is Of course, Benjamin must not be taken
his word, given the quality and quantity of his writ-
ings even at that date. Telling, however, is the emotional
force with which it is written, so overt, that it was able
to temporarily convince Benjamin himself of its merits.
14 Benjamin, in a letter to Scholem
Correspondence, 2 95.
from April 5, 1926,
15 Ibid
. ,
293
.
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“ l
“*P* «~1, loo„ly „„„„ thegarb of a professorial gown clad in n,
.
. f
3 ' l the armor of scholar-ip or the duration of the piece. Underneath the folds
prince, one who responds to the call G f a bang on the
ears
.
Wherein t n i
t ^Le Pl aY ' s the thing
I 11 catch the conscience of the king.
Hamlet, act II, sc. II
Although Benjamin girds the Preface with the frag-
mentary power of staccato precision <a precision he Com-
pares to the medieval forms of the treatise and the
mosaic,
, this power does not mimic that of the Barogue in
ltS enthUSiaSmS
- The
-thodology Of representation cor-
responding to the form of the treatise, like the formal
beauty of the fragments in relation to the glass paste on
which they depend in a mosaic, is one of sober contempla-
tion. "Tirelessly thinking begins always anew, returning
to its original object in a long-winded and circumstantial
way. The continual pausing for breath is the most proper
form of existence of contemplation, " whose "aim is not to
carry the reader away and inspire him with enthusiasm, "
but to cause him to pause and reflect. 16 It is again the
sober prose of the late Holderlin that serves as linguis-
16 Benjamin GS 1.1, 208-09; Origin, 28-29.
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9 # hSre
' transformed into the methodological
3 for a simultaneously philosophical, historicai
_ ^
aesthetic mode of reading
, one that wlu be^
named allegorical
.
introduction is unmitigated chutzpah-
-that is to
say, neither more nor less than the prolegomena to
language (I do not know whether it is any better), with
Whrch you are familiar, dressed up as a theory of ideas
To this end, I also plan to read through my work on lan-
guage once more . "17 Although the work undertaken in "On
Language as Such and on Human Language" makes its presence
felt in the Prologue, especially in the section on the re-
lation of the idea to the name, its significance comes
into its own only with the completion of the book, and
this "end" reveals again a new beginning. Benjamin's let-
ters to Scholem in particular among his many correspon-
dents unearth his sense of imbalance with respect to the
composition of the book: "I have lost sli cor, *nd i l ail sense of pro-
portion in the course of working on this project, "re "I
have gradually lost my perspective on what I have
done.... Yet what surprises me most of all at this time is
IV Benjamin, letter to Scholem, February 19
, 1925 Cor-respondence, 261. y ^ L
18 Ibid.
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that what z have wrifcten cQnsists
_ ^ ^^
entirely of quotations, ft is the craziest mosa ic techni-que you can imagine. "19
But like the image Of the mosaic he invokes in the
Preface, much depends on the coherence provided by the
glass paste in the arrangement of such a construction 20
The theory of ideas Benjamin sketches from his review of
the Platonic relationship of truth to beauty is immediate-
ly informed by at least three other sources: the
scholastic debate between the realists and the
nominalists,
-21 the Kabbalistic book of the Zohar, a trans-
respoSe% 5 ttter S° SCh°lem ' Decemb- 22 , 1924 , Cor-
book^changed^ramatically^ve^the mo^th^T 10" ° f the
of Melancholy in the Sixtppnt-h^ '
n '^e 0ccult Concept
would be divided into two narrq rr,
S repo
^
t that the book
256. p ts . Correspondence, 238 , 247,
20 This image of the mosaic finds a counterpart ofcourse m the glass architecture of the Passaaen Zlr irimage Pierre Missac seized on. Plerre Missac wlTtZl n'* ^gamin's Passages, trans. Shierry Weber Nicholsen icLbridge, Mass.: MIT, 1995 ). iMicnoi (Cam-
T
t
ie decision, at least the provisional one dependsnot only (even if to a significant extent) on the questionof money but also on how the work on my habitation d^sertation shapes up. All that exists of the dissertation'is my intention to work on a particular topic; that is aresearch project that falls within the sphere of thearger question of the relationship between word and con-cept (language and logos)
. Given the immense difficulties
f"
ewT T thS j: ro:iect ' for the time being I am lookingtor literature that can no doubt be found only under the
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lation of which Benjamin had read- ™h „
' and ^anz Rosenzweig's
Star of Redemption
. 22
Although Rosenzweig's writings on heroic silence in
the Metaethical section of the Stern der Brlbsung are
those Benjamin direct ly interprets in the Trauer-
the
r
fLst casfafieast
“hTtauf?'* soholasticism. mnut to crack." Benjamin letter to g S h9?lng to be a touSh1920
, Correspondence, ike °
Scholem
- January 13,
oredible
e
that
d
anyone
9
could qualify fgf
Sc°tus
' Jt is in-
tion on the basis of such aVud? i? 3 unlversity posi-nothing more than great diligence Lnf executlon requiresscholastic Latin and -in J;?a a d a command of
cal packaging, it is basicallv^nf
aU ° f itS Phil°sophi-
lating work. The author's contemptible^^
6
?
f 9°°d trans ~
ert's and Husserl's feet doe^ nS* groveling at Rick-
Pleasant. The book dof nofdeafwfhV^f9 ifc m°regurstic philosophy in phiiosoohirf U" S Sc°tUS ' s lin -it leaves undone is no^small task » ^ eri?s '. and thus whatScholem, ca. December 1 i sen n ' Beniamin, letter to
"Regarding my pTanned'proieL^T^^0"^06 ' 168 '
with an analysis of the concept 'of truth^anfit if" bUSYplying me with some basic ideas for Ihl . d 13 SUp “jamin letter to Scholem? Decfbff
^
respondence, 170. cor-
"RurthermcDre, the research I have done to date ha^
!“• • ar“unilluminated way, the elements of scholasti C Cthought 1 fhat
172^
n
,
1S tSr t0 Scholenb January 1921
, Correspondence
,
22
i Tu len?th^ staY here admonishes me about how muchWOr
.
ere ls
.
to d°/ and I have nothing better to do thanread Rosenzweig." Letter to Scholem, July 12, 1921 Cor-respondence, 181. ^ x
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P- /Tragedy section of his book, it8 influence is gener _any manifest in the Prologue as weii.
.'Guestions Qf _
ner, of 'method,, shouid after ail really never be dis .
cussed before the work has been done, only afterward "23
Sharing a discourse in Neoplatonism stirred by Hermann
Cohen, s Neokantianism, an outlook on aesthetics and his-
tory Shaped by Nietzsche, and a present marked by the
revival of Judaic questioning, a delving into language
and the experience of the destructions of the war, the
form of Benjamin and Rosenzweig.s response to the tradi-
tion of philosophy in the formulation of an idea-like
that of many other of their contemporaries
-becomes
articulated in the distilled fragment. Benjamin's mosaic
does not fall into the shape of the six-pointed star
formed by the paths of Creation, Revelation, and Redemp-
tion linking the elements Man, World, and God in the Star.
But like the army post cards on which the Star was writ-
ten, later to be reassembled, each composition bears forth
its potential as missive, each letter never sent may still
nevertheless arrive. Like the embarrassment of miracles
for modern scientific thought and developed theology, an
uncertainty principle makes itself felt, one more unnerv-
?Lm
F
S
an
5
Bosenzweig, The Star of Redemption, trans. Wil-lia W. Hallo (Notre Dame, Ind. : Notre Dame Press, 1970),
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1113 than d°Ubt °r dialeCtics
-er instigate, one
balancing Precariously on the ledge of life as it remains
111 retreat
' T° Pie
- «- steps of this tottering,'
to track the line of never-ending fall, is for both
writers to grasp the small gesture of t-h-i s movement, as it
promises something unheard of.
The timing of this about-face is th^ f *- ,servat ion which forces itself nn e flrSt ob ~and it is alreadv , °n our attention,
hitherto been the firmeJ
61"3?3?1 ® ' What had
defense was transformed intoVfroni^?
Une ° f
formation coincides with thar
”1119 ° f thlS trans ~
introduction to the preceding
Which
:
ln the
again recognized as critical^oT h •^ again and
whilftAey^ hands
Parmenides had founded, and which--an exile Sf a
nia
U
olf £arS .^“ded-was more than S ni l n .ld, seemed, m a single greatest scionheaded for an extinction as brilliant as it 'wassudden. And at approximately the same time theology too saw itself forced to undertake the'aforementioned evacuation of a line it had held
thermo th
1SS
'
and t0 °CCUpy a new Position fur-er t e rear. A striking coincidence ! 24
In December of 1922 Benjamin wrote to Scholem: "All I
want to say about Frankfurt is that I looked up
Rosenzweig
. Whether because you did not tell me or only
told me in passing, or because it seemed unimportant to
you, I learned only from his letter and, at the same time,
24 Ibid
. ,
93
-4 .
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IS
third party that he is seriously ill. The paralysi
reached the speech center so that the only thing he
can still do is produce word fragments, which are very
hard to understand. "25 Although Rosenzweig could only
speak in fragments translated by his wife, Benjamin found
him lucid. The conversation turned to Scholem, with whom
Rosenzweig had had a passionate disagreement that spring.
Benjamin relates to Scholem that Rosenzweig
'.seems to see
you as a hostile force
.
"26 Their disagreement was over
questions of German Jewishness, and of the obligations of
military service.
Scholem did not find his way in the metaphors of
trench warfare, needless to say. In Israel and through the
Kabbalah he found his method of excavation of language,
spirit, and name. His lectures on the Sefer Ha-Zohar, the
"Book of Splendor," (Zohar means "shining") written (or at
least circulated) in Castile sometime between 1268 and
1290 most probably by the Kabbalist Moses ben Shemtob de
Leon, focus on an interpretation of how the ten spheres,
or Sephiroth of God's divine manifestation from the Sefer
Yetsirah or "Book of Creation, " emerge to reveal his being
through their interconnection, providing a theosophy as
25 Benjamin, letter to Scholem of December 30, 1922 Cor-
respondence, 204. Rosenzweig suffered from lateral
sclerosis
.
26 Ibid.
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wen as a cosmology, and which became a canonic ^ ^
bbalism.27 The writing is homiletic, telling the story
of the teachings of Rabbi Simeon ben Yohai, in Aramaic
which, Scholem writes, is a purely literary artifice
'
adopted for the novelistic form of the narration from
Other Jewish literary documents.
..Throughout these writ-
ings, the spirit of medieval Hebrew, specifically the
Hebrew of the thirteenth century, is transparent behind
the Aramaic facade.
.'Everything that has been sard of
the vocabulary of the Zohar also applies to its phraseol-
ogy. Whether the style is pliinHo •,Y e liptic and oracular or verbose
and circumstantial, there
-i = „' 15 the sarae tendency to employ
words such as all
-profundity
, all-completion, all-
connection, all-configuration, all-mystery, etc.. --
expressions in which the word de-tola ("of the whole") is
tacked on to the substantive
.
"29
Scholem finds the author of the Zohar to be a repre-
sentative of the Gnostical reaction in the history of
Spanish Kabbalism, one united with a Jewish Neoplatonism,
developed from reading Plotinus. He attributes both the
authorship and the originality of the text to the writer’s
21 Gyshom G. Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism(New York: Schocken, 1941), 186-87, 75 . u
28 Ibid.
,
163
.
29 Ibid
. ,
166
.
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style rather than to the uniqueness of the sufastance ^
th°UghtS: "" diSpl^S ^ecisely the same preference
for endless repetition, verbal bombast and the in-
discriminate use of certain terms which are thereby almost
r° ° f thSlr meaning
- N° writer, for example
uses the word 'mystery, half as often as he [Moses de
heon, and the author of the Zohar-in most cases to very
little purpose
.
”30 The Gnostical elements of his thought
include the idea of 3 " lo-Ft- ^O a left emanation,
" an ordered hierar-
chy of the potencies of evil, Satan's realm, which is
organized in ten impure spheres or stages, corresponding
to the ten holy Sephiroth. The world of the Sephiroth, of
hidden language, the world of the divine names, the ten
names most common to God which form one great Name are ab-
stract names, names naming qualities such as wisdom, in-
telligence, grace, beauty, etc. The ten unholy names are
personal names
. 31 According to the author of the Zohar.
"evil is indeed something which has its ordained place,
but in itself it is dead, it comes to life only because a
ray of light, however faint, from the holiness of God
falls upon it or because it is nourished and quickened by
the sin of man, by itself it is simply the dead residue of
the process of life. A spark of God's life burns even in
30 Ibid
. ,
197
.
31 Ibid., 177-78, 213-215.
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Sammael
, the personification of evil, the 'other ' or 'left
side . ' "32
The unfolding of God in his revelation
-Lati , coincident
with creation, has a necessarv anH a 1y and direct relationship
wrth the concept of the mystical nothlng in fche^
creation of southing out of nothing which takes place
God himself is
repose who turns from
t ion and Self
-Revelation in
thls crisis, crea-
the great mystery of theosoph^rd^
11 Constitute s
point for the undPrctanH
°
soPhY and the crucial
theosophical speculations"
9
^ c^Lis^anV* •
but
e
the
a
osophic
r
Sbbanrf ° f Che prim-d^ Sm.bolder metaphor of Nothinare?hrtly empl°YS the
wrench in which the -ini- PrimarY start or
ized and the Ught that sh
PSCtlVe G°d is eternal-
visible, this'revolution
S
of"perspective "tfforms En-Sof, the inexpressible funness Into"
Sto^^^t'wifh^Sl Ia"iInhaoT Wlth°^^Being which the mystics call Nothing6 The°dif 6f icult task of describing the emergence^ of theother Sephiroth from the womb of the first--theothmg is somehow managed with the aid ofcopious metaphors. £
In this connection it may be of interest to
nosYfo\bySti Cal jSU de mots which ve£d e t the ideas of the Zohar and was alreadv
ing ain
J
hIs
P
the
lkatila
' The Hebrew Word for noth -
t
9
'
y a ?
me consonants as the word for1
'
.
ani ~ and as we have seen, God's 'I' is rnn-
^ final sta^e in the emanation of theefiroth that stage m which God's personality,m a simultaneous gathering together of all itsprevious stages, reveals itself to its own crea-tion. in other words, the passage from ain to aniis symboircai of the transformation by which the
o hing passes through the progressive manifesta-
32 Ibid
. ,
239
.
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a
1
dL^ctica?
S
prSce Ss
n
„hose
S
?fir0th ' into the I-begin and end in God J
^
esis “d antithesis
of dialectical thought Here aVe?
3
^1316 lnstance
mysticism, intent on omSati „ Jf"11"6 'religious experience uses the f V® Parad°*es ofdialectics d express itfmeaning^”6 ° f
Aristotle's
"All philosophy begins in wonder" marks
the wonder over th^ ~e real, over why there is something
rather than nothing. The debst-^ ,y ate between the realists and
the nominalists in medieval Latin scholasticism centered
on the problem of universals in the relation between
thought and language, a fevered, meticulous search for the
referents of names, for the signification and denotation
behind appellation. The early fourteenth century realism
of "the subtle doctor" Duns Scotus was foundational to
Benjamin's thinking on the linguistic structure of the
idea
.
A common example serves to briefly explain and
simplify the debate over universals between the realists
and the nominalists
. 34 Consider two white stones. Realism
affirms there is a universal concept of "whiteness" which
these two stones embody. These particular white stones
33 Ibid.
,
217-18
m
^°
i
lowing example is taken from Alister E.McGrath, Reformation Thought (Oxford: Blackwell, 1988)
qnhrSlVZ'-
^ e
^t
mple
'
Jorge Gracia
' IndividuationSc olasticism: The Later Middle Ages and the Counter-Reformation 1150-1650 (Albany, N.Y. : SUNY, 1994) PaulVincent Spade, Lies
, Lanugage and Logic in the Late MiddleAges (London: Variorum, 1988)
.
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possess the universal characteristic of . u •
„
whiteness." Whilethe white stones exi Qt- i n t-b s m time and scarpfapace
/ the universal of
"whiteness" does not. Nominalism, however, asserts that
the universal concept of "whiteness" is unnecessary, and
instead argues that we should concentrate on particulars.
There are these two white stones-and there is no need to
talk about a universal concept of whiteness.
Although both realists and nominalists were
NeoAristotelians, and rejected the theory of Platonic
forms, Benjamin engineers an ingenious reinterpretation of
the Platonic idea in light of the realist discussion of
universals
. Scotus
' view on universals begins to be sum-
manzed m the following five theses:
(Tl) the nature is common of itself and i = =common in realitv hvo\ f a ls a -Lso
numerical lw ai ^ ana cannot be common to
n.tu^
C
^
y
t^
8^a^“i«^3) ^th the
c^exLt^ai^V1 9 P-ticuLrXand they
res,,?? of 5
llty only as such ; (T4 ) as ault of combination with the contracting dif-
tivelv
e
and
h
?s
n
n
tUre
-
:lSirmeriCally °ne denomina-y i umerically many in numerically dis-
nlSi PartlCUlarf ; and (T5) the nature is com-
intellect
n
35
erSa °nlY lnsofar as ifc exists in the
Scotus' theory of universals concludes that "prior to
every act of intellect there must be some sort of non-
identity or distinction among entities within the real
3 5 Norman Kretzmann, Anthony Kenny and Jan Pinborg, TheCambridge History of Later Medieval Philosophy (London-Cambridge, 1982), 414. 7
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thing
. "36 This non-identity
. formal ^then a distinction between real things or entitie£j ^ gdistinction in reason, as being thought by means of dis-
tinct concepts, .. Thus Scotus first account of formal non-identity or distinction presupposes an ontology that be-
gins With formalities or realities that can have a double
-de of existence: they can exist in reality as con-
stituents of real things or they can have a non-real mode
of existence in the intellect as objects of thought or
concepts
.
"37 This split is repudiated by the Nominalist
William of Ockham as being counter to a fundamental axiom
Of identity:
..Nothing is individuated through anything ex-
trinsic to it; rather, being identical with itself and
being distinct from everything else are properties that a
thing has in and of itself . "38
In some of the early notes on language and logic, Ben-
jamin comments specifically on the eccentric linguistic
theory of Duns Scotus, in language that is directly in-
corporated into the Task of the Translator.
to cfrtain
h
Ldv
e0ry
°5 DUnS Sc°tUS the ideations
what these a
essendi are founded according toindications mean, then the questionnaturally arises, how from that which is meantsomething general and formal as its and therefore
36 Ibid.
37 Ibid, 415
.
38 Ibid.
,
420
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order to be valid^s^he^f
1
^°
mehow sPlits off, in
means. And as one is able ^
da
£
ent of that which
complete correlation between ^
tract
.
fr°m the
meant with reqard to thi= meaning and the
SO that thus he c ln 1S question of foundation,
means aims It the meant
avoldad
-' That whlch
on it.
--This task is to hl
d s
^
mu
^
tane°usly touches
tion on the re“J of linage At e
hr°Ugh refle=~
guistic thing lets itself l • 5ar aS a lln ~
meant and secured, is this 2
°Ut ° f the
modus essendi and' therewith as
® deacr ibed aS its
that which means. The linquistir
S andament of
self as critical medium w L ^ealm extends it-
meaning and that of the meant^h^ realK ° f theThat which means aims !? fc< T us can be said =
neously is bSS ""Jt acc^oV^determinacy, but not unreservedly r-Ith mate“ al
d
m°dUe— ^i=h“uraglly aC -
In the TrauerspieV a Prologue Benjamin writes that the at
tempt of the Romantics to revive the theory of ideas
resulted in truth assuming the character of a reflective
consciousness rather than its linguistic character. He
writes: "The idea is something linguistic, it is that mo-
ment in the essence of a word in which it is a symbol, m
empirical perception, in which words have become frag-
mented, they possess, in addition to their more or less
hidden, symbolic side, an obvious, profane meaning. It is
the task of the philosopher to restore, by representation,
Benjamin, G3 VI, 22-3. Rolf Tiedemann holds that inBenjamin s doctrine of ideas, the Trauerspiel is a univer-sa
,
a though he interprets this passage as stating thatanguage appears as a medium next to or between realityand nominaiity and carries that interpretation over ontoidegger. Rolf Tiedemann, Studien zur Philosophie Walter
19S5f
mlnS Frankfurt a /M; Europaische Verlagsanstalt
,
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“* P'‘“0y
O, eh« TOd
. „
which i. ,h.
opposite of all outwardly-directedy communication
.
"40 Thisprocess of restoration applies to
-the name-giving rights „
of the rdea, a remembrance that Benjamin distances from
Platonic anamnesis as he situates it under the sway of
-the father of humans and the father of philoso _
phy
. "4d
The essence of truth as the self
-representing realm ofideas guarantees that the beauty of truth can never be
devalued, he writes. This representational impulse is the
refuge of beauty in truth-it shines forth, and in its
brilliance, its mere shining (Zohar)
, it is seductive,
pursued by eros and the intellect. The beauty of truth as
the erotic component of the idea corresponds to the sym-
bolic, hidden, secretive character of the word, the name's
expressionless spiritual content, which does not wish to
be exposed (destroyed) by a "brutal truth- but is-
-with a
spark and what is described in Benjamin's metaphor as a
purified burning-
-sublimely
,
and justly, revealed. "This
content, however, does not appear by being exposed; rather
it is revealed in a process which might be described meta-
modifie^ 11 ' GS I ' 1 ' 216 - 17; °ri3in ' 36 ' Translation
41 Ibid.
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P oncally as the burning up of the hush as it enters the
realm of ideas, that is to say a destruction of the work
" “hlCh itS f°rm aChleves “B brilliant degree of
illumination.
"
42
Although Benjamin states that "the being of ideas
simply cannot be conceived of as the object of vision
even intellectual vision, " the metaphors he uses to de-
scribe their Shining are stellar. . ldeas relate themselves
to things as constellations do to stars," and later,
"Every idea is a sun and is related to other ideas just as
suns are related to each other. "« By calling attention to
the discrete, multiple, and monodological nature of ideas
illustrated by these images, he maps a sky full of many
redemptive stars. The phenomena they represent and save
are phenomena they let shine forth, and even for those
things that are most unseemly or unliving, even for evil,
in Gnostic and Kabbalistic fashion, a moment of appearance
is reserved, in case it is beautiful in essence. „ This is
the case for all works of art, Benjamin writes. The method
of regarding them is contemplative, for truth is an inten-
tionless state of being. "Truth is the death of inten-
tion .
"
42 Ibid., 211/ 31.
43 Ibid., 214-18; 34-37.
44 Benjamin, Goethes Wahlverwandtschaften, GS 1.1, 194 .
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"How can the word, that abstractly encompasses thefullness Of empirically £oun<J rrauerspieIe
, ^ ^ _
whrch symbolizes the totality of its idea
, be
taSk faUS t0 the concePts, with whose help the
Phenomenon is broken do„n into its elements, the most im-
portant of which are the extremes. In his critique of in-ductive reasoning for the philosophy of art. Benjamin is
careful to insist against the making of words into con-
cepts, which strips the word of its relation to the name.
The concept plays a role in articulating the structure of
an idea, but can never be taken for one, as his disserta-
tion on the Romantics and his notes on the philosophy of
language show.46 In reviewing the secondary literature on
45 Bernd Witte, Der Intellektuelle, 109
.
structs'a
"outf
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^^
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^SS^n^^
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^em^^^
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signi s object completed intention ThiTn^H, 9
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he writes: "The hierarchy of stages of intention
rafhpr
something to be understood epistemologically butt e histoncal-philosophically
.
" And: "This lanauaae ofintentronless truth (that is to say, the thing Uslufhafauthority. And this authority of the way of speaking isthe measure of thingliness (Sachlichkeit)
. . . As far^struth is intentionless, it rips the entire outwardly
^nHT!v
aPP
^
r
^
US
,°
f induction b^k into the thing itself
^
keS h°ld
u
f lt
' hldden ln the most inner place ofe thing in the interest of authority sovereign, play-ful, at will." GS VI, 21-22, 49-51. y P Y
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S materia1
' in— >» —
. whether the tragic isa for. that can be realized at the present time, or
whether it is an historically lifted form. An uncareful
examination of what things may have "in common- leaves one
"with nothing but some psychological data which bring un-der cover a poor reaction in the subjectivity if not of
the researcher then of the ordinary citizen, to cover over
that which is different with similarity.-^ Again Benjamin
insists that the concepts of psychology are inappropriate
for the representation of an essence in works of art.
In his critique of Konrad Burdach
' s methodology, he
comments on Burdach 's "concern for material errors of
detail" in the avoidance of constitutive ideas, of univer-
sal such as the Renaissance or the Baroque for
historical
-philosophical research.
"However, what such
names are not able to perform as concepts they perform as
ideas, in which the similar is not brought to cover, but
the extreme is brought to synthesis
.
"48 Through the series
of proclamatory tablets he lays forth as the form of the
Prologue, Benjamin systematically-
-and in his words,
scientifically-
-builds the case for a linguistic philoso-
phy of art appropriate to the Trauerspiel as an historical
modified
amln
'
°S I-1
' 219; 0ri9in - 39 translat
48 Ibid, 221; 41.
ion
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essence. Thus against what he^ ^ ^
Benedetto Croce. Benjamin writes to save "some of the phi-
osophy of art richest ideas, such as the tragic or the
oomic
,
11 themselves structures, equal in thickness and
reality to any individual drama. Even if there were no
pure tragedy" or "pure comic drama,
" these ideas would
atUl exist, and they would find their essence in what is
exemplary, be it the merest fragment.
Weber has given the definitive interpretation
Of Benjamin's description of origin and history in the
Trauerspiel book. His retranslation of the passage des-
cribing the dialectical notion of origin in the Prologue
sets the stage for his commentary
.49
an^through^hls nevert^esfnothl^L^^911
meant^r^rthi^'3^^^- In 0rigi" ”hat“
spru g^orS <^p“TeLnf /ZfSef^5which springs forth out of coming
-to-blandpassing-away (dem Werden und Vergehen En t
T^afa deS> i ?rigin s“ in the “ofof becom-
telrs (reilt^thrstufTol1!
WhiCh irresistiblV
rhvthm In fh K
ff
.
of emergence into itsy . i the bare manifestation of the factualthe original is never discernible, and its rhvthmIS accessible only to a dual insight It is recog-nizable on the one hand as restoration, as
9
reinstatement, and precisely in this as on theother hand incomplete, unfinished
.
50
49
and
Samuel Weber,
, ,
,
Genealogy of Modernity: History, MythAllegory in Benjamin's Origin of thePlay," MLN 106 (1991): 465-500. German Mourning
50 Benjamin,
Weber
„
GS 1.1, 226; Origin, 45, trans. Samuel
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""
‘*
- ™.. hoc , ,0,00.,
as Benjamin takes from Hermann Cohen. Weber writes
"it is the offspring of coming-to-be and going-away, .
"conservative and repetitive in the most literal sense .
-si
"Origin, which
.stands, firm in the flow of time, as
though it were a thing or an entity, i s neither: it ^
above all, a rhythm, recurring regularly with a force
’
capable of drawing the materials out of which entities and
things are composed into its movement."^ The true-
-the
seal of origin i„ phenomena-is the object of discovery
Which is in a singular way tied to recognition, Benjamin
writes, underlining the split that fundamentally forms and
reveals both the notion of origin and the idea, the his-
torical category that inhabits the linguistic essence.
"Instead, the origin is split between a pre-and a post-
history and this split is what constitutes its histori-
city. The historicity of the origin consists in a split in
empirical-factual, but also ideal history, if the latter
evolves in the mode of the present-to-hand (facticity)
,
or
of presence to itself (ideality), the origin is true to
itself only if we remember that one of the meanings of the
German root-word Sprung is: crack. "53
51 Weber, "Genealogy of Modernity," 469, 471
52 Ibid.
,
470
.
53 Ibid., 472. Stephane Moses has brought up thetheological connotations of this return to the origin inthe Prologue. "Dans la premiere version de son introduc-
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Benjamin describee the monodological structure of theIdea as rf it were a many- faceted crystal, absorbing the
conflictual history of extreme phenomena, and reconf lgur -
9 them, much like the fate of Leskov's
"Alexandrite" as
it is interpreted in
..The Storyteller.^
-The higher the
ideas are ordered, the more complete the representatron
set within them. And so the real world could certainly be
a task in the sense that it would be worth penetrating so
deeply into everythincr real t-Viat- v.y mg , h an objective interpreta-
tion of the world would be thrown open .”55
souhgnfpiSs net tement^qufdans iftexli d^^L
fir^o^ine^^el^IhS “ —urTl^g^ f _
de la Revelation^ ce yestauration inachevee
l;ordre du langage adam?^
. "cepend^nt
S ifn^Ta d un retour a un commencement dans le temps ma^schaque instant, d
' une recrenerat
-i on a,,
c P , i , a
m°ts-" Stephane Moses, Sge de S 'HisllTre^lol^ 1 ^
f#
natural
'
prophecy'of ""^petrif ied ^'Tl thiS athe historicai worid in which'he himself"uves “hifworld
1 0”?
r d
.° Alexander II
. . .
.
'
1 What nonsense are you
maqician at ^"
ber ’r
[
Jpted him; 'this stone wasn't found by a
maqician. t fell
a scholar named Nordenskjold!
-Ag I t you, a magician!' screamed Wenzel in a
in it^nd^ hf
US
H
look;
.
what a stone! A green morning isl t a a bloody evening ... This is fate, the fate ofnoble Czar Alexander!
' With these words old Wenzel turnedto the wall, propped his head on his elbows, and... beganto sob Benjamin, "The Storyteller," Illuminationstrans. Harry Zohn (New York: Schocken, 1969), 107. SeeNikolai Leskov, "The Alexandrite," from The Tales of N.S.Leskov trans R. Norman, (London: Routledge, 1944), vol
. I,195-208
.
'
Benj amin, GS 1.1, 228; Origin, 48, translation
modified
.
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The rest of the Epistemo-Critical Prologue is devoted
to a brief commentary on the prevailing critical inter-
pretations of the form of baroque drama, to its place in
the life of the language, and its present future in Ben-
lamin age of Expressionism.
"And this year, during which
we have spoken less with each othercn , the conversations we
did have have come to be extremal -w , .y ivid m my memory, x
deen in dire need nf ~o the encouragement I derived from
them, and they will come to be more and more indispensable
to me. Por the forced isolation of thinking people seems
to be spreading rapaciously, and it is hardest to endure
in large cities where it is necessarily quite in-
voluntary.
.. .what is frightening-
-totally apart from the
material hardship- is how the isolation of intellectuals
visibly continues to grow, storm signals. "56 "Men of let-
ters, whose existence today, as always, plays itself out
in a sphere cut off from the active body of the nation,
are once again consumed with an ambition in the satisfac-
tion of which the writers of the Baroque period were,
despite everything, certainly happier than those of today.
For Opitz, Gryphius, and Lohenstein were here and there
able to perform gratefully rewarded political duties ."57 A
56 Benjamin, letter at Christmas 1923 to Florenstian Rang, Correspondence, 225-26.
57 Benjamin, GS 1.1, 236; Origin, 55-6.
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Chris-
suggest-
tendency to sentimentality, to pathological
ibility, to exaggeration in language, bombast and excess
a penchant for neologisms, a certain violence of style
equal to that of world events, and the presence of a will
an art that gives the isolated, self-contained work over
to the epigones coincide both in the Baroque and in the
age of Expressionism with an ambition that is decidedly
political. Thus Benjamin recognizes in Alois Riegl
.
s con-
cept of artistic will in Late Roman Art Industry a
resonance with both ages, and it is one of the concepts
necessary to breaking down and representing the Trauer-
spiel.s* However, Benjamin notes that literature in the
Baroque experienced a significant rebirth, whereas that of
his present age must be characterized as a decline, albeit
"preparatory and fruitful." This comparison is made on the
basis of the relationship each literature had to the
state-
-the former upholding an absolutist constitution,
and the latter either hostile and revolutionary, or in-
different to the state.
The German Baroque drama is forced, Benjamin writes,
the violent effort it took its writers to forge it, part
of a secular national literature that does not make use of
the material of German popular culture, is reflected in
5 8 See Alois Riegl, Late Roman Art Industry trans.Wmkes (Rome: Giorgio Bretschneider
,
1985)
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Rolf
the simultaneous belabored constant of inhibition and
the excessive violence of them style. Nowhere i„ the lit-
*--^ature is there thp l -I t-v,~e ithe ease or virtuosity or per-
sonality Calderon gave the SDanich ap s drama, nor the richness
and the freedom of Shakespeare
,a "Their work bore the im-
print of the absolutist maxim: everything for the people,
nothing by the people themselves
.
"60 Yet this form, ac-
cording to Benjamin, which is seen as a caricature of
classical tragedy, merits criticism, not
"appreciation, «
(which is what he condemns Cysarz
' s work for being); it
merits elevation to the levels of its extreme pos-
'
sibilities. It deserves to be criticized on its own terms,
which are not the terms of Aristotelian poetics. The
catharsis of fear and pity do not apply: Benjamin is ever
warding off the method of psychology in the philosophy of
art, when he states that an artistic form can never be
determined by its effect. Citing Novalis, he attributes to
this drama a necessity that can only be described as an a
prion and immanent necessity of works of art "to be
there." And one of the fundamental misunderstandings in
the reception of this form, based on the prejudice that a
strange scene couldn't be or wasn't staged, he writes, was
the notion that these plays were meant to be read, not
59 Ibid
. ,
229 ; 48-49
.
60 Ibid.
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In the passionate ana vehement proceedings, which
provoke the desire to watch
.die Schaulust, the theatrical
speaks drreotly with particular Violence.
"si The Trauer-
spiel is a source of delight not in its content, but in
ltS thSatriCal Presentation, as Rainer Magele has shown so
well in his study of the Trauerspieltuch.
Humoresque
The body is with the kinrr k,,(- i
with the body. The king Vs a thing 5
18 n0t
Hamlet, Act IV, sc. u. g
Deep in the middle of the second section of the Trauer-
spiel book, Benjamin comments on the series of analogies
that encompass the composition thinking-concentration-
earth-bile that unmistakenly alludes to a new interpreta-
tion of the earth in terms of the ancient structure of
wisdom of the doctrine of the four temperaments. The
temperament most intimately bound to the earth, to worldly
events, the things of the world, and their apparitions, is
the dry and cold of the melancholic. The way to approach a
critical analysis of this temperament, which serves as one
of, if not the prime elements of Benjamin's representation
of the Trauerspiel, is through the index of the temporal.
Hamlet: Thrift, thrift, Horatio! the funeral-bak
'
d
me a. l s
Did coldly furnish forth the marriage tables.
61 Ibid
. , 231 ; 51
.
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Would I had met my dearest fnp ' uEre I had ever seen chac day?^^"
The vileness of this contamination, rooted in what would
be the otherwise precious and necessary attentions to a
tender and earthly respect for the dead, are shattered,
made sickly, by an out-of-time
-joint hhvl m that unhinges Hamlet
But in continuing to return to the individual figure of
Hamlet in this his study of the German Baroque, and in
juxtaposing it against the beauty of the form of Calderon,
Beniamin is subtly establishing the techniques of temporal
movement and structure that uphold and destroy the single
subject as it appears in the figure of the sovereign
master, as he simultaneously reveals what can occur when
this temporal index breaks down from within. Such is the
history of history, and which above our heads can be heard
not a lament, and certainly not silence, but first, quiet-
ly, a humoresque. A representation of the melancholy
temper lit from the side-view of the choleric begins to
reveal the quality of its humor.
Kant never perspired, night or day. Yet it was as-onishing how much heat he supported habitually inhis study, and, m fact, was not easy if it wantedd
f;
gree of this heat
. Seventy-five degrees
o
.
a renheit was the invariable temperature ofthis room m which he chiefly lived; and, if itfell below that point, no matter at what season ofthe year, he had it raised artificially to the
usual standard. In the heats of summer he wentthinly dressed, and invariably in silk stockings;
yet, as even this dress could not always securehim against perspiring when engaged in active ex-
ercise
,
he had a singular remedy in reserve.
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motionless
—with the^i^and' att ' t^03 Sti11 andlistening, or in suspense
-until h"* ° f 3 pers°nwas restored. Even in rh„ his usual aridity
night, if the slightest trace ?
UltrY SUmmer
sullied his nightdress he snc£ pfrsPiration had
of an
With Shakes >=ea- ^king in the wings, such an entrance
may find affinity with Every Man In His Eumour; but fchen
again, Every Man Not In His Humorsi points the way out of
sorts and onto the long, dull road toward cell pathology
in his introduction to his student Rolf Tiedemann's study
of Benjamin 1 s philosophy, Adorno remarks : "After this work
it will be no longer possible for anyone to take shelter
behind the argument that what Benjamin inaugurated was
apergu- like or a rhapsodic essence. "64
which
e
Ieized
e
in
e
th°
f thlS tellin9 construction,
oi 2.;s“ pSSjKisg b“ y Mi«i
S"„iSrrui
*
reserve of the t h
tS sammit
' for the sobriety and
bd ofV^ isshns 1^rs?d^ssaT: ^sym -most articulate expression of that mSdest innocent, and severe interpretation of events whichon their most extreme, the purest surface is at-tached. The entanglements of love, the problems of
tL ch?TaS .D e Quincey' "The Last Days of Immanuel Kant "The Collected Writings of Thomas de Quincey ed David'Masson^ (Edinburgh: Adam and Charles Black,^ 890 ) ^ Iv
,
6
,n e
Se
a
T
~f
ComPlete pl*ys of Ben Jonson ed. G. A. Wilkes(Oxford: Clarenden, 1979-82), vol
. I., 277-411
64 Theodor W Adorno, "Preface," to Rolf Tiedemann,Studien zur Philosophie Walter Benjamins, x.
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knowledge and of art even rhomoral is entirely eliminated
he perspective of the
to unfold the utopian imaae Af r t0 be ableworld, in the purest and ?
f a sPlritual starry
pearance of the technical r unambiguous ap-
throwing-open or disclosure and
1S Sense everY
of the star's innards i fJ e^ery desc^Ptionfrom the true task and oversteps^h^ 1 ®a£? aWayboundaries. Art is not thf ? P the established
when it seems so as if out
Ut °pia
‘ Even
word about this book ConlSV f lt 1 the decisiveis full of humor“s ?P° ?n ' because itwhich with more certaintv h fCtly this humor,
of art, and makes the work into^
0^" ^ rSgi °n
ness. Its stability is not tr spiritual wit-grounded in itself.n
0
i_
eterna l and not
in greatness, from which' it^
Wlt
^
ess is elevated
speak about greatness-
-the r-J
n
?
enderS
' 0ne cannot
fillment o £ ut opia!
S
one^!n^^
Z
---^f-gs
From this little piece on Scheerbart, introduced to Ben-
iamin by Scholem, Benjamin comments on the uniting of the
"head and rump-system of the Asteroid Pallas" through tun-
nels and a tower, which recalls (with the significant ad-
dition of the orientation of gravity) the hermaphrodite-
passage in the Symposium
.
In the Trauerspiel book, Benjamin does not dwell on
the loss or the absence of the sanguine or choleric, as if
they were not represented. 66 Nor are they locked traumati-
II 2 2 T ' PaUl Scheerb*rt: Lesabendio
"
in GS
work'on the True Po^t Y
COmpY S ® S °ne third of Beniamin's
has been loot o
litician," the main substance of which
A lo Siter; rc ?r
S
?
h
i
S Short Piece °n Shakespeare's
. I?
Llke Tt GS 11
- 2
,
610-11. "Unendingness infinitvIS the universal, it is the essence of all y
.
that?s'not
S
an
e
he
eSe " 1S ^ greatest Romantic - even when
(Frankfurt a/M?
S
Suhrkampf
S
1986 K
°
' ^ Asteroiden ~Roinane
66 Max Pensky in his book Melancholy DialBenjamin and the Play of Mourning (Amherst
sity of Massachusetts Press, 1993 ), relies
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ectics: Walter
,
Mass.: Univer-
upon Julia
Cally in thS VaUlt ° f ^ body is with the king
^but the king is not with the body. The king is a thing - AbrUUant
' “ deCePtlVe^
-face, like the sheen on
the lake through which Ottilie falls in the Wahlver-
wandtschaften, or the vault of the black sky that embraces
the Konigen der Nacht in The Maglc^ ^
techniques of violence. The temperamental garb that out-
fits the character of the political, in this case
tyrant/martyr/intriguer, finds its most sovereign, loyal,
and earthly aspect in the melancholy.
melancholy fn^enfamin
3
L'theT ** * discussi°n of
spiel book, he compares it to
lscusslon of the Trauer-
read Beniamin's oZ^^LiLi^tott^^runrdes ""116 t0
att^pting
1
^"reg?ster
h
in
S
hif owA
eXtraordi"a^ tael
front
e
th
n°h0ly ferke3aard -" He does^ot "attempt 'to’con^
sllTl hn v
c°j;pl ex process: "The conclusion of the Trauer-pie book, while certainly not embracing the finalspirituai moment of baroque melancholy-
-while recoqnizinathat allegory thereby betrays its own objects and qSes 9
ther
e
^y
~han
^
ed__ls not unambiguously critical of it ei-. The final, postmelancholic image of faith that Ben-j amin summons at the close of the Trauerspiel study is re-markably free of irony, and Benjamin does not see it as
?4 ft
S
4 Q
tU
A
in
?
a
2
ob
^ ective mendacity, an illusion." pp.1 8- 9. Aside from the fact that objective mendacity is
^ “/^S10n °r imag6 ' but rather objective, the neces-y o interpreting this passage is not seriously un-dertaken. *
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Part II
plague
;
which as
A new disease? I know not, new or oldit may well be ra 1 l 'a -r
'
For like i
c H d poor mortals
t
K pest lllence it doth infertThe houses of the brain First 1
1
^solely to work upon the ' fanta^,
^
liling her seat with such pestiferous air
SendHike^t^ion
^^memory,^ thenCe
a subt^apoV^ltL^ infeCti°"'
Confusedly through every sensive partTiil not a thought or motion in the mind
Ah w fTm the black P°ls°n °f suspect, but what mis' ry is it to know this
.knowing it, to want the mind's erection
in spite of this black 'cLud 'myseirtrbe
3" 1™'
And shake the fever off that 'thus shakes mi(Kitely, m Every Man in His Humourjei
One must become supersaturated in memory before
n® Ca J
1 recognize the unknown. The road^o excessleads to one's own forms, in order to discover
(Clar^CooV
1
^
f±
l
St be made unrec°gnizable
.
ark lidge
,
to a drawing by Philip Guston) 68
The Shrunken Thing
In his introduction to the English version of the
Trauerspielbuch, George Steiner writes that the "dramas of
Gryphius, of Lohenstein, of Martin Opitz, remain trapped
in their special vortex of brutal sadness and al-
67 Ben Jonson, "Every Man in His Humour," ed. J.W. Lever(Lincoln, Neb. : University of Nebraska, 1971)
,
81.
68
ter,
"Philip Guston's Poem-Pictures," at the Drawing Cen-New York, through July 28, 1995.
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egory.... [Benjamin] points ^ ^ ^
and public tristesse so symptomatic of poli tical and
Philosophic postures in the seventeenth-century. He re-
lates it to the physiology of humours. He traces the irra-
tional but perfectly congruent network which knits black-
ness in the individual soul or complexion to planetary
maleficence, to bile and, above all, to that proximity of
literal hell which haunts Baroque reflexes. Benjamin shows
how it is in its figuration of
'world-sadness', of
acedia -
-that final boredom of the spirit-
-that Baroque
thought and art achieve their truest depths . "69
EDWARD KNO 1 WELL
.
Oh, sir, a kinsman of mine
your music the fuller, an
-
his humour, sir.
one that may make
he please; he has
WELLBRED.
Oh, what is 1 1 ? What is't?
EDWARD KNO
' WELL
.
I
'J
1 neither do your judgment nor hisoily that wrong, as to prepare your
apprehension. I'll leave him to the mercy oyour search; if you can take him, so. to
STEPHEN.
Ay, truly sir, I am mightily given to
melancholy
.
MATTHEW
.
Oh, it's your only fine humour, sir; your true
melancholy breeds your perfect fine wit, sir.
69 George Steiner, introduction to Benjamin, Origin, 19.
7 0 Jonson, Every Man in, 107.
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then times, sir
presently, and overflow you^a!?"*dozen of sonnets at a sitUng ^
SC°re
and
or a
Off-puttrng may not be the word to describe beginning
wrth a Lustspiel as a way to initiate a discussion of
Tragedy and Trauerspiel
. If Jonson , s Bvery Man pTovides
the slight and airy counter to the weight Benjamin as-
cribes to Hamlet, it is merely to offer one side view to
the conundrum, as perhaps Gryphius Lustspiele, Gesang-
spiele or Mischspiele as Horribilicribrifax Teutsch, Ver-
liebtes Gespenst and Die gellebte Dornrose do to his Leo
Armenius or Catharine von Georgien. To apply such a
strategy means to
neously with the
circumvent and to enlighten simulta-
conscious realization that first, simply:
1) the dialectic is alive and well; 2) the masks of trage-
dy and comedy are both necessary for an understanding of
the word, and the thing, Trauerspiel
, and 3) in order to
understand Benjamin's choice of working material, being
aware of what he rejected reveals, in part, the nature of
what he kept
.
Benjamin spent much time considering the wayward long-
ings of love in his Elective Affinities essay. It has been
shown that more than an analysis of beauty emerges there.
For the work that was to go into the Trauerspiel book, the
71 Ibid
. ,
109 .
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manner of liaht- hparh9 a“ that SparkS the Goethe piece l ights
structure, the organization of the Mourning Playb°°k
'
giVln9 ^ °larity
- “
- superbly organised book
The section that will be considered here, in Part Two is
not an act. All references to the performance aspect of
the Trauerspiel book aside-it is a work of prose.
Benjamin first ends the second section of his book
with the ultimate quote from Hamlet, "The rest is si-
fence-
" He then goes on to say:
The German Trauerspiel was never ahioitself; it was never able fe I v
b lnspire
the silver light of sel
f
Waken within itself
astonishingly dark and nh
areness
- It remained
itself, and Lflble to pIint
e
;he
mPe
r trfle -' COin the garish or allinl 2 t melancholic onlyfho f 9iar ng and worn-out colors ofedieval complexion-books. Why thus then t-v,excursus? The images and figures that rtf o thlsTrauerspiel presents are dedicated to 3^”genius of winged melancholy. Before him beoin= n,raw staging of its inner life. 72 gl s the
Diirer and his-
-winged-
-Melancholia I win be engraved
with the extreme and crass theatrical lines of an un-
enlightened sadness, and to bring them to consciousness
will take more than an entire lighting crew. As Benjamin
writes, the Lustspiel does not easily light the Trauer-
spiel, although they are related forms, sharing, in
Novalis 1 terms, a “symbolic combination
.
"73
72 Benjamin, GS I, 335.
73 Ibid., 306; Origin, 128.
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base^such'flgu^ °th^and Shakespeare had
model of the demonic fool With Sem^h °? the °ldenters into the Trauersoeil h f tbe Lustspiel
t ions these two forms are nAi
h °ugh their modula-
connected but in terms of the la^of’
^
rically
ture they are as rlnqpiu k , w of their struc-
classical traqedv and no
b
^
Und to each other as
affinity is such that th^r^
®re
.opposed; their
the TrauerspTel the Trm,» ‘Tel enters incofold in thePform of\£fS^/°^-ver —
certain good sense to the fobnui
" here ls a
Lustspiel shrinks and
llowing image: the
into the Trauerspiel
.
74
'
S° t0 Speak
' absorbed
understanding what is particularly shrunken in Trauer-
spiele depends in part on the factor of politics. Benjamin
turned to the writings of Carl Schmitt to locate and
define the nature of this shrunken thing. Schmitt
-s Con-
cept of the Political, Political Theology, Political
Romanticism, and The Dictator give an indication of, and
further develop the interest Benjamin took in his early
writings. They also reveal the weaknesses of Schmitt's
writings, their often simplistic nature, and the important
but limited use of them Benjamin made in his book.
Let us assume that in the realm of morality theinal distinctions are between good and evil inaesthetics beautiful and ugly, ?n economicsF^ofifabie and unprofitable. The question then is
can
t
^
r there ls
,
also a special distinction whichserve as
_
a
simple criterion of the politicaland of what it consists. The nature of such apolitical distinction is surely different fromthat of those others. It is independent of them
and as such can speak clearly for itself. The
specific political distinction to which political
actions and motives can be reduced is that between
74 Ibid, 306; Origin, 127.
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friend and foe r itl,, , . .
tense and extreme antagonism*”
18
^
1S the most in “
antagonism becomes that rnuoh' m ®
V
?
ry concrete
closer it approaches the most P
°U,:ical the
of the friend-enemy grouping r
Xt
f?
me
??
int
' th*t
more banal forms of do! i i- -i
" L ' ' ' J FlnallY even
assume parasite- and caricItuS?lII'
f° ri
?? whichtions. What remains here from fh<=
e configura-
enemy grouping is only some sort of^^1 friend-moment, which manifests itself ? g°niStictactics and orarMr^ m all sorts of
and the most
Pp^n«' d“^rtions and intrigues;
are called politics ^
9 and maniPalations
Sovereign is he who decides on t-v,~It is precisely the exception tw exfeption. [ . . . ]the subject of sovereignty th^is^th 8 r® 1 fvantquestion of sovereiantv Th« d^ ' the whole
emergency cannot be^nt icinated
60136 details of an
out what may take place Kb' n°r Can °ne spe11
soverergnty to mean the guest ron on Sfexlep^
Why Benjamin cited Schmitt in this case is a many-
sided question. Its focus lies in the emphasis on the ex-
treme case, the exception, the emergency. At stake is not
simply the princely content of Trauerspiele, and the con-
cept of sovereignty that distinguishes them from the agon
of tragedy, a point which Benjamin develops at length, but
also at stake is the form or the structural break that the
75 Carl Schmitt, The Concept
George Schwab (New Brunswick,
of the Political trans.
N.J.: Rutgers, 1976), 26-30.
76 Schmitt, Political Theology,
bridge, Mass.: MIT, 1985), 5-9.
trans George Schwab (Cam-
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concept Of the exception exercises upon the position, theplacement of the extreme in the booh. As an initial exam _
Pie, the break made by the decision in mating or breaking
an exception to custom, practice, or rule, leads to the
violence of the breakdown of the king or prince in these
dramas, of the melancholy and often aging, hunched-over
king devoted to earthly rule, if pol itics is the shrunken
thing in the hollows of Benjamin's book, and the friend-
foe distinction is its guide, the section on Trage-
dy/ Trauerspiele must be discussed with regard to an alone-
ness if the distinction is to make any sense, and its his-
tory is to begin to come to consciousness.
The fact of the place upon which the emphasis on the
extreme is placed is recognized in the first lines the of
the second section of Benjamin's book. He writes: "The
necessary tendency towards the extreme which, in philo-
sophical investigations, constitutes the norm in the
formation of concepts, means two things as far as the rep-
resentation of the origin of the German Baroque Trauer-
spiel is concerned. Firstly it serves as a reminder that
the whole range of subject matter should be disinterested-
ly observed. [...] Secondly the study of extremes means tak-
mg account of the Baroque theory of drama. "77 He turns to
77 Benjamin GS I, 238; Origin, 57-8. Benjamin writes:It is one thing to embody a form; quite another to ex-press, or represent it.[...] The form itself, whose lifeis not identical with that of the works determined by it,m fact
. sometimes its self
-revelation can stand in inverseproportion to the perfection or completion of a literary
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opitz, not to Aristotle (fear and pity do not take pride
of Place)
, for a definition of the character of the
Tr*uerspiel itself. Hrstorical life, not myth and the past
age of heroes, is its content, its true object, Benjamin
writes. 78 "For Onit-^ ^ •
not the conflict with God and
fate, the making present of a primordial past, whrch is
the key to a living community, but the confutation of
princely virtues, the representation of princely vices,
insight into the exercise of diplomacy and the manipull-
tron of all political machinations, whrch determine the
monarch as the main character of the Trauerspiel
.
»„
m a sentence from his section on
-The insignificance
of the influence of Aristotle" as far as the poetics of
the Trauerspiel go, Benjamin writes that the theory of the
period does not give a precise definition of the unity of
time. Unity of place is largely irrelevant, for the court
dramas move. Establishing the fact by writing it, Benjamin
demonstrates the poetics of the Trauerspiel itself by
presenting its historical
-philosophical content. He
writes: "Like today's naming of the 'tragic' so-
-and with
fo™ itself becomes obvious or evident preciselyin the thin body of the needy or inferior work, as its
Y
skeleton, so to speak." Ibid.
78 Ibid., 242-43/ 62.
79 Ibid.
, 243 ; 62
.
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more right or justification-it went for the word
Trauerspiel
' m the seventeenth century, with equal
respect to dramas and historical events. "eo
ldon Wolin has given an excellent portrayal of both
the history and the theory, or poetics, of the early
Christian era-and of Machiavelli and Hobbes-in his booh
Politics and Vision. What he has to say about the develop-
ment of fear in the early Christian church has relevance
for the establishment of a different kind of rule in the
seventeenth century, the development of sovereign rule,
but it is also important with respect to the content of
Baroque dramas, many of which were Herod-dramas, and
stories from the Orient. Underlying the high and ultimate
rule of the Church or King, was dissent, however removed,
sectarian, or silent.
tacked
S
ar
h
seve,
P°
1
litiC
°: r?
ligious c°mplex was at-ral crucial points by the dissenterswith the result that the Church was driven to aeeper understanding of the political elements inits own make-up. in the first place, the rebels
i^
6Xp
^
ess
f
d a view of history and time which
the Church
1
had
1
t
m
' a°
in
a
ed Up th® de9ree to whichamed and modified the primitivechiliastic view of time to accord with the needs
?L arh lnS^ ltUtl02allzed order - The spokesmen ofthe C urch sensed the inherent antagonism betweenthe assumption3 underlying an ordered structurewith its developing sense of tradition and
reliance upon routine, and the assumptions of
u
h° had 9rouPed together in the expectancythat the destruction of the world was imminent.Thus the contrast in conceptions of time was logi-
80 Ibid.
, 244 ; 63 .
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worth of°institut i
n
Y
?
PP°sin9 estimates of the
hand, there was he
n
h qh
r
e
r
:cft
mentS
' °n ^ one
the belief in an impending 1 m?nt generated bytive view of time- Chrjstfa P° C f!lypse ' an irrup-declared, need no
' longer obey th^Mbl^ition to increase and multiply
“for ?
al 1
^
unc ~
were impending. On the other side
1 dayS
contrast of the unruffl^H Z ' , there was the
large organitation^soph^tTSted'ra?^ 100
!:
° f 9
primitive, view-inn t -i icaned rather than
folding in the tempo of D? 3 gradua1 ' smooth un-
scance. FSr the la??e? i
SJ°mp and «rt™-
institutionailife to'the ?o
^ t0
-
be ad i ustad to
had shriveled to atr?ft^ °rmer ' institutions
pending climax of history j^
concern before the im-
The shriveling of institutions makes up one part of
the shrunken matter of friend and foe.a, Benjamin's com-
ments on sovereignty at the beginning of the seventeenth
century rest on a comparison between the emergency status
IV rn the Netherlands)
,
and the one based on an executive
power in the modern age. The entire history of early mod-
ern political theory is to consult to elucidate the devel-
opment of this position. Although Benjamin notes that
these dramas were largely Lutheran, one example pertaining
to the territory is that of the Calvinist Johannes
Althusius
:
81
Tnri
Sh<
:
ldon
.
s
- Wolin, Pollitics and Vision: Continuity and
ro 9
s
-iTo.
PoIiticaj Thou*ht (b—^
82 See Jacques Derrida
trans
. Gabriel Motzkin,
( 1988 ) : 632 - 45
.
"The Politics of Friendship,"
The Journal of Philosophy 75, li
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estates in man^German territor'
hiS Politica
' the
the Reich were gropinS fal It' * S Wel1 as in
supremacy, m jurist ? Position of
trine of sovereignty the Bodinian doc-
ultimate leg!sla??ve ' ^ the need for one
governed realm, was gaining^Li^^,!?11 :applying the cooperative asqnriaJ’ Aithusius, byand by linking it with the Ir?^^ 1?^ 1 PrinciPleof the sociability of man istotelian doctrine
the estates' assemblies as ^°^
structed a theory of
a federally united people who exercis^he^63 ° fsovereignty which is an attribute of fh?community in its enfirpt-v D C the organized
majesty of the peoSe he7,' X- Pr°Clairain9 the
the government for Jhe estates
Ca
'?
d
t
SUPre
u
aCy in
of the estates in general^ and 'of
T
^
lng
u
the side
in particular as strongly ’as he did ^tY i
rd
-
estate
volume seems to have created an
- Althusius 1
tion among those who were strucralinn )
at
h
seasa_
the power of the Estates.' it Ilemed at th^r®
11
the winning side in Germanv YY ° e time
such as BrLdenbu^g, the estates"^7
taVitofies,
over their territorial lords T * trlumPhin9
From this new concept of sovereignty emerging in the
seventeenth century, with its origins in the Counter-
Reformation coming from juridical doctrines of medievalism
that settled on the problem of tyrannicide, Benjamin
writes: "The sovereign represents history. He holds his-
torical events in his hand like a sceptre. "M As Wolin
notes in his chapter, and as Benjamin stresses, the his-
torical ideal of stabilization and or Restoration, in con-
cert with a flourishing community and all the worldliness
of the Baroque is undermined by "the idea of catastrophe"
® 3
,
Carl
,
J
- Friedrich, The Age of the Baroque: 1610-1660(New York: Harper & Row, 1952), 23-4.
84 Benjamin, GS I
, 245; Origin
,
65.
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93 an “traVagant
—ding or delaying transcendence
Thrs antithesis between the desire for historical
restaiiration and stability, and the anxiety produced by
the notion of simple catastrophe, produces the theory of
the state of emergency. Its core is touched by a temporal
unresolve:
.'There is no Baroque eschatology; and for that
very reason it possesses no mechanism by which all earthly
things are gathered in together and exalted before being
consigned to their end. "as The Beyond is emptied of all
that in which even the lightest breath of world is woven
Benjamin writes, and an ultimate heaven is cleared and as
vacuum placed in a position to one day destroy the earth
with catastrophic violence
.86 Hence Benjamin notes that
naturalism of the Baroque involves the "art of least
distances .
"
The martyr and the monarch do not shake off their im-
manence, says Benjamin; and like his metaphor for the idea
from the Prologue, he here makes note of the comparison of
the prince or worldly power with the sun, underlining the
exclusiveness of this power over his realm. Martyr and
tyrant are simply two faces of the sovereign, according to
the legal aspect of Baroque princedom. This duality is
witnessed in the Herod dramas, as Benjamin makes clear: At
85 Ibid., 246/ 66.
86 Ibid.
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the disproportion between the unUmited hierarchicai
nitYWlth “hiCh ^ iS dlVine1
^ ted, and the estate ofhis impoverished human being. "a, The art of least dis-
tances manifest in one beina Th-io ^ n9- is dual
-mmdedness results
in the indecisiveness of the tvranr . v u6 y t
: He who is charged
with the announcing of a decision proves incapable of
making one. His physical and emotional drives contribute
to this, in referring to Lohenstein, Benjamin writes of
"the sheer arbitrariness of a constantly shifting emo-
tional storm" and that although the most fleeting expres-
sions can be captured by the genre, it remains helpless
when confronted with the human face, as The figures he is
speaking about he compares to those of El Greco, according
to the smallness of their heads
. 89
87 Ibid., 250; 70.
on violence and the encounter If Se f^ce StheBeing or Beyond Ethics trans
. AlphSnso Lingis (Th^Ha^”Martinus Nijhoff, 1981 ); Existence and Existent!“railAlphonso Lingis (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1978 ) • Col
Vann
Ihriosophical Papers trans. Alphlnso Lingis (ThfH gue: Martinus Nighoff, 1987 ); Totality and Infinity
PrS’ 19^US% Llngi ® (Pittsburgh: Duquesne University
(P?ttin
96
w
] CTlme Snd the other trans. Richard A. Cohen
i.
sburgh: Duquesne University Press, 1987 ); Ethics and
f C^en ; ,p°hVTathi0nI ^ Phlllppe "em° trans RibaldA. ohe (Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 1985 )
•
^
e
.
t0
c/f CeT TWlth Levinas ed - Richard A. Cohen (Albany!N.Y.
:
State University of New York Press, 1986)
89 See, for example, El Greco (Domenikos
Theotokopoulous)
,
The Vision of Saint John
Museum of Art, New York.
Metropolitan
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martyr
-drama
Benjamin insists that the tyrant- and the
are of a piece. In the case of the martyr-drama, which
often feature women as victims, a stoicism rules. «To a
corresponding fixation [that of the tl tyrant who relies upon
t e laws of nature to prevent the chance accident of
history] the stoic technique authorizes against an emer-
gency state of the soul, the rule of the emotions, it too
-ehs an antihistorical new creation...-* Benjamin CQm .
tents upon the temporal structure of these martyr-dramas-
"Bor just as surely as such a line of development is the
basis for any pragmatic representation of history, so too
does the dramatic genre, by its very nature, demand closed
form, in order to achieve that totality which is denied to
all external temporal progression. The subsidiary plot,
either as a parallel or as a contrast to the main plot,
guarantees this totality . "91 This quote makes less dif-
ficult to grasp the point Benjamin is making between the
established connection between medieval drama and medieval
chronicle as precedents for the form of the Trauerspiel,
especially when he asks why all this sadness was not pre-
sented in continuous prose, rather than staged. The
90 Ibid.
, 253 ; 74 .
91 Ibid.
, 255; 75-6
.
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dramati° PrSSentati0n
-P°n this deepening under-
stand^ of the proximity in time and space Qffered ^the Trsuerspiel.
"Heads Up" (Heads go down)
If Benjamin were interpreting these dramas from a
psychological viewpoint, he would say that the lack of
redemption, or the fulfillment of religious aspirations
was repressed and restricted into a secular response, and
that a revolution in life's content would have taken
Place, seeing how a true, direct expression of men’s lives
was denied. This did not happen, he wrrtes
. The Baroque
dramas lived under the restrictions imposed upon them, de-
veloping in an eccentric and hence more intense form (art-
istically and metaphysically speaking) than that of the
Renaissance, which lived under high skies.
eccentricallv
a
?t
disP°sition, howevery i might elevate acts of ecstasv
cast°a c)o„r
Ch
v
tra°Sfi9“re the world in them asloudy sky over its surface. Whereas the
skies
S
hioh
f
in®
*enalss
f
nce know how to keep their
,
^ / the paintings of the Baroque the
earth. 92
°VeS
' arkly °r radi*ntly, down towards the
The true counter to the Baroque plays is the genius of
Calderon, but this comparison fits with another, that of
the Romantics. Specifically German is the consolation
92 Ibid.
,
258-59/ 79
.
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(hopelessness) with a bare state nfc o creation, devoid of
transcendence or a state of crrace Rllt-g ac
. Bu , as Benjamin
13 V"al 13 thS tranSPOSiti°n ^ originally temporaldata into a figurative spatial simultaneity. This leads
deep into the structure of the dramatic form. "ss The form
Of Its redemption lies in its own destiny, he writes, and
- order to demonstrate this point, Benjamin discusses the
redemptive power of the King within the court, which pro-
duces a brilliant reflective playful solution of the
secular drama, indeed, he writes, «i„ ia vida es suefio,
the dream stands over waking life like the vault of
heaven .
"
In Calderon, the perfect form of the Trauerspiel is to
be studied. The aspect of play, of reflection-
-the play
within the play, the extension of the playing sphere into
that of the spectators '--depends upon the paradoxical
reflection of play and appearance. "It remains in-
disputable, however, that the German drama of the seven-
teenth century had not yet mastered the canonic artistic
means which enabled the Romantic drama from Calderon to
Tieck to employ the techniques of enclosure by a frame-
work, and miniaturization: reflection. [...] m the drama of
Calderon it corresponds to the volute in the architecture
93 Ibid.
,
260 ; 81
.
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It repeats itself infinitely, and reduces toinvisible Measurability the circle which it encloses
th these aspects of reflection are equally essential-
the playful miniaturization of reality and the introduc-
ref lective infinity of thought into the finite
space Of a profane fate. Por the world of the drama of
fate is-to anticipate our conclusions
-a self-contained
world. '94 Such a reliance upon the architectonic in this
book is not seen in Benjamin to such a degree until the
Passagen
- Werk
.
Benjamin had already praised the virtuosity of reflec-
tion in his book on the Romantics, and although the per-
fection of form offered by Calderon (and Shakespeare) in
terms of being able "to t-n-rn jy O ur the order of fate around like
a ball in their hands," he claims for perfection of the
form of the Trauerspiel itself, he holds that the rela-
tionship between the German Mourning plays and those of
Calderon exposes an artistic and moral relationship, so
he refers to the German plays as more "responsible,"
a character that has to do with their Lutheran background.
Just as the Lutherans see themselves as sovereign be-
fore God, they rule over the immanence of their own lives
similarly to the way in which the sovereign rules over his
fellow creatures. But he remains a creature, like them. In
94 Ibid., 262; 83.
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discussing the tele played by honor in the dramas, Ben-
;;;;
places a stamp °n the —
-^ Hegel
, quoting
a onor has to do with abstract inviolability of the
individual, subject, referring to the physical self, flesh
and blood, in Benin's words the name bears witness to
the abstract inviolability of the person as a
..shield to
protect man's physical vulnerability," recognizing his
creaturliness over his "humanity."
This priority of the creature over the moral individu-
al is manifest in the natural aspect of the course of his-
tory, as chronicle, as the meticulous artful schemino of
the details of political intrigue, and the metaphors used
to describe such plotting are natural ones
-rocks, trees,
mountains, rivers and the like. Benjamin describes it
thus: "The creature is the mirror, in whose frame alone
the moral world placed itself before the eyes of the Baro-
que. A concave mirror; for this was not possible without
distortion.''as History is secularized in the frame of the
creature, which holds to the timelessness of the state of
creation, and imminently bears the conflicts of the world
within it as martyr, as did Ottilie in Benjamin's inter-
pretation of the Wahl verwandtschaf ten
. He again makes
clear: "If history is secularized in the setting, this is
an expression of the same metaphysical tendency which si-
95 Ibid., 270/ 91.
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multaneously led, in the exact sciences, to the in-
finitesimal method, m both cases chronological movement
13 and in * image. The image of
the setting or, more precisely, of the court, becomes thehey to historical understanding."* Just as Benjamin
reduces the creaturely body to the bare form of a
skeleton, he brings up the fact that the scene or setting
of the court can be reduced to a scaffold.
"in contrast to the chronological and jerky progres-
sion [zu einem zeitlicten und sPrnnghaften Verlauf] Qf
tragedy, the Trauerspiel takes place in a spatial
continuum-choreographic one might call it."* Just as the
setting can be reduced to a scaffold, the Baroque drama is
replaced by the ballet in the intriguer’s (ballet
master's) organization of emotion and action. In writing
"
[ t ] he reflective intriguer is all will and understand-
ing," Benjamin leads the way through "the anthropological
principles" of Machiavelli-the forces of love and fear-
through to the spatial arrangements of Hobbes, upon whom
he does not elaborate, but whom he realizes is crucial for
this transformation of world history into political ac-
tion, into the clockwork of and particular rhythm of an
action that resembles a metronome. Bach's cantatas are one
96 Ibid.
,
271 ; 92 .
97 Ibid.
,
274 ; 95 .
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of his
- «•
[h>l
to tt« WyOf his work on Baudelaire and dhe Passagen-Werk:
"In the
7;;
of poiiticai
——— out thac rhythm
Of the second hand which captivates a„a t-r nd fixes them.
" ss
They remain on stage, best foot forward. Like a prima bal-
erina, sprrit shows itself in power, even if it is lifted
Wlth thS UghteSt ° f ^^atorial action; as Benjamin
writes
, such an ability demands just as strict an inner
discipline as it demands unscrupulous outer action, an icy
coldness matched with a hot-blooded or fiery passion, of
the will to power.
In the Baroque drama, a shrunken thing remains within
which keeps it from keeping time with its actions, and
prevents it from moving in tempo. Benjamin writes that, at
the expense of a firmly-defined action or decision, knowl-
edge of the life of the soul is offered, or an overt
presentation of the emotions. As he writes about the
sovereign tyrant: "In the course of the action his will is
increasingly broken by his sensibility: and he ends in
madness . "99 The Baroque, in reacting to a certain
Aristotelianism, sees itself as "natural" in contrast to
the theory of what Benjamin calls "its rival," antiqul-
98 Ibid., 275; 97.
99 Ibid., 277; 99.
ty.iOO "Antique tragedy i s the fettered slave on the tri-
umphal car of the Baroque Trauerspiel .
"101 Like the for-
ergn Cassandra, amid such a din, it can only remain
silent
.
Lurking
Benjamin fully chases the Nietzsche of the early Birth
Of Tragedy out of his crouch in the corner of
aestheticism. He goes after him, for his lurking there, as
if lust outside a room in which things are being dis-
cussed. His avoidance of "the question of morality" (leav-
ing it to the epigones) avoids confronting the historical
-
philosophical question that tragedy poses to modernity
.102
Konigshausen and NeumLn IIT™.
PaSSagen "
< w^zburg:
101 Benjamin, GS I., 278
; Origin, 100
.
102 "The very essence which forms the essence ofDionysian music (and hence of music in general) is carefully excluded as un-apollinian-
-namely
9
the emotionalpower of the tone, the uniform flow of the melody and tne
d rn
rly incomParabl e world of harmony. In the DioAysiandithyramb man is incited to the greatest exaltat-in^ of nhis symbolic faculties; something never before experiencedstruggles for utterance
-- the annihilation of thfveil Sfmaya, oneness as the soul of the race and of nature it
boliAsTw
essence of nature is now to be expressed sym-iically, we need a new world of symbols; and the entiresymbolism of the body is called into play, not the meresymbolism of the lips, face, and speech but the wholepantomime of dancing, forcing every member into rhythmic
movement. The other symbolic powers suddenly press for-
ward particularly those of music, in rhythmics, dynamics,
and harmony To understand this, it becomes necessary tolevel the artistic structure of the Apollinian culture, asit were, stone by stone, till the foundations on which it
rests become visible." Friedrich Nietzsche, The Birth of
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Benjamin's Quotes =>>-0 ~q are
'
°nce a9ain
-
perfectly timed, se lec -
Tragedy out of the it- **(New Y°rk : Vintage, 1967), 40-4i^
C
pie
r
r
n
h’
Walter KaafmannSamthche Werke-Kritische • Dl Geb^rt der Tragodie
und Mazzino MontinL^ (Manfhen Inflf^ ed ’ ^orgio^Suchenbuch and Walter de Gruyter itslT ^ De^scher Tas-Nietzsche's stone by stone 8 ! ' Vo1 • ^ 33-34.
In his two essays from 1916 on^r^
3 sound ky sound,
dy" and "The Meaning of Language ?n Z
rauersPiel and Trage-
dy," which precede by a few^eL n Traaerspiel and Trage-
"On Language Itself and On Human T sn
m°nChs the
,
writing of
himself the question: "How can lananr^' " , Ben ^ amin askedfulfilled, materialized k, anguage be inspired or
expression of mourning?" from°aT?i ^ all '. and be theMarch 1918, GS II. 3, 929 In thff ?f t0 Scholem dated 30Scholem of his work of two yeaf offet Benj?mln remindstioned the relationship between KlaaZ ' whlch he <3ues-music in language, and which ?2 f,hu' i amentation, andNietzsche in his readings m lgpfif6 h!d turned to
mannsthal to this (second) piece on "imaae^
HU9° V°n H° f ‘
music," always with reference to 22k ?
e
' siting, and
.
in the essays iLf* backraund -IS history, not "aesthetics - Aff
r
f?oi at Stakenmg : "The time of history is 1 9 passaSe begin-
and unfulfilled in each blink 2? ?2 9
ln every direction
an echo to be heart “ his Star
Sye
'
" “hich s®ts up
of fulfilled, accomplished ofZterlllUff?*
‘
" ThiS idea
in the Bible by its ml -inn v, • a . ri ? llzed time is called
time, m eachfafffef? ^fd^foftorical time is not at tn® ea ot the fulfilled his-
idea of an indiyiduaftS.
tragf'f- “££££«
wr liiou
l
irony of the raised ground of all l -i f® -ingenos ("metabasis alien Lebens eis alio genos ") This willreappear in the Trauerspiel book itself
. is * repet’ t^on
?h^
W
m
1Ch the
.
law
.
of the Trauerspiel touches The
P
time oft e Trauerspiel is not fulfilled and yet finite limited
without being of historical
' univer
or trans-i t-innf'f
0
?
2'^2
^
13 ln each meanin9 a medium-form,ans io al form. The universality of its time isspectral not mythic .... Thus is the Trauerspiel freely not
ki if 9? °i f hl9u 6r llfe though it deals with that ofngs...] but rather nothing other than one of two mirrorimages, and its
. continuation is not less ghostly than itis itself." Unlike tragedy, the Trauerspiel does not fallunder the structure of dramatic form, and this is the
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ting Nietzsche at his most piquant
, ^ ^
mOSt relevant: at Stake
' tha justification of works of
art, therr necessity to be there. Benjamin calls upon
Rosenzweig and Lukac s;ua to help lift Nietzsche ^ q£ his
writes. Revis-
Ibid., 136-37.
° f the Tr^erspiel is called music."
question of moralit^that
U
Nief
leI
h
leadS Ben
:> amin to "the
what metaphysical meaning
"feeling" hIs
1
to'th
6n:lamin asks
spoken speech, to the lincnHsrti 9 , e word, topure life of feeling of the word fw 2 f art ' There is afrom natural sounds to lamentation ?o des=ribes the pathof the Trauerspiel lies in rt! , ,“slc ' The essence
would begin to lament or complain if
311 ° f natUre
granted to it. ”[I] n the midsr ^2' if language werelanguage sees itself betrayed and ^,
path the "ature of
tion of feeling becomes mournina $ enormous inhibi-
ing:^h?c^e™dsnip^ having"^31
language!”
S
fhis
E^;-e“rr„ea.
King: symbol as carrier of the crown^And^!
he becomes
^rn^r^s^the^^nsi^ir^0!^
f-c! i
sssriS
Vious assumption of unity, it crosses over into the language of pure feeling, in music." And: "Whereas in traaedvthe eternal paralysis of the spoken word raises itself
9 Y
the Trauerspiel collects the endless resonance of its
£^-^iS3rw,ar
"
e in ^
l°lh "l
n Va
t? J?
as our democratic age claimed an equallg t for all to be tragic; all attempts to open thiskingdom of heaven to the poor in spirit has proved fruit-less. And those democrats who are consistent about theiremand for equal rights for all men have always disputedtragedy's right to existence." Georg Lukacs, "TheMetaphysics of Tragedy" trans. Anna Bostock, Soul and Form(London: Merlin Press, 1974), 173,
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kn6e1
' bUt the main th— to penetrate the shape of the
shrunken thrng, like a decaying brain in a skull, comes
immediately from the strength of Benjamin. s Elective «pities essay. The re the guestion of the individual humanbody was asked, and it received a sublime answer, one that
3oes beyond Schmitt s distinction of the beautiful and the
ugly of aestheticism, and reaches up, for higher skies,
just as simultaneously it is pulled downward, to earthly
concerns
.
The small, shrunken-
-even when it appears 'heroic --
human body, friend and foe, takes center stage in Ben-
jamin's querying of Nietzsche's theory of tragedy, of the
place to be occupied by the "hard, historical actuality of
Greek tragedy. "104 He takes the question of art and
morality to the level of the possibility of anatomical
representation.
The object in question here is not the sia-
work
C
of
C
ar?
f
th
^ 1 C°ntent for the criticism of at; e question is a different one in-deed a double one. Do the actions and attitudesdepicted m a work of art have moral significanceas images of reality? And: can the content of awork of art, in the last analysis, be adequatelyunderstood m terms of moral in- ^
sights? [....] certainly, the denial of the firstproposition can, in different contexts, be more
104 See, Benjamin, "Erfahrung und Armut "
and Poverty"] GS II. 1
,
213-219.
[ "Experience
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readily justified than that- ^is primarily the concern of = Second ' whichBut this much is true even 4 ?bll°SOphy of art.tional characters exist only in ? 3 1 0™?" : flc "are woven as tiohtlv i n t-o >1 l llcerat»re. They
literary work as are the ^ totality of the
7
their canvas, so that the^annc? bf
G°beli"s into
it as individuals in th-io
a n°t e removed from
ure in literature L reSpect the human fig.
from the human ligure In realf4
a\ SUCh 'isolation, which in so manv ^ ty ' . where physicalisolation, has its true meaning 1S °nlY apparent
expression of moral 9 9 . s a perceptible
comparable emphlsfs ^ in "sentation of the human bldy obviates repre_t i°n that the sphere in whLwi ?y su99es-
man is perceptible k 1Ch the moral essence of
moral ifS £oMS if Achingis to say where it fulfilic • *- x^eme sense, that
abode of danger as sui^h JV*Self in death ' the
view of any kind of art
fr°m the point of
Which concerns us’LSl ‘ ^ Ufe 'individuality annparc Y ' nac . 1S ln our unique
at least shMdSS S
. fSMSSM' orpart, allow itself, in its w44 4 £ ' for lts
permit “what "i s^
^ C°nSC— aAdSMaSir^
?ep^s
t
e^t i4,
r4rLSe^d;b|:^e4 tb4 M a =tUal
In insisting on the "hard, historical actuality" of Greek
tragedy in summarizing other theories of it--
Schopenhauer's, Wilamowit z
-Moellendorf f
' s , Wackernagel
' s
,
Scheler 1 s-
-Benj amin eventually comes to speak about the
relationship between law (Recht) and the word, and the re-
lationship between linguistic and physical life, topics
that had held, and continued to hold centrality for him in
105 Benjamin, GS I
.
,
283-84; Origin, 104-05. My emphasis.
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ocher writings
.
106 Plorens Christian Rang s short treatise
9 and Theater" remains one immediate foundational
source for Benjamin's interpreted of the piace of
legend m tragedy, and how tragedy's rP irfu a s reinterpretations oflegend were made, or had the result of a new aspect:
cultivating and forming the life of the community But
famously' ends? a^SltiL^of^oi " Wlth WhlCh Ben 3 a^nof its history," and w&?edt? h^V*!^ Phil°"°Phylinguistic philosophy, on the / u ly notes onlying, on shame, on death, the body and ^ S<fcret ' onamong others. GS II i 179 °^y ' T on Politics,
26, 60-64, 69-71, 71, '78-88 ^
11 ~ 16
' 17 - 18
' ^
107
Agon and. Theater
dead^he^rson t^sacnfLI 8"""ice offered the
enough. Since then, the belief that"
3
?!
63
?
356 lf he ls fast
loving benedictions has onr-o =
at Che deceased offers
dread fear of th? dec?L?S wh?9?
1" t“Umphed over the
deed, the kind of agon in which a ’ hi nh^°
rd a9r°-nisc) / m-
praved For* In t • j . g er redeemer-God is
”
,
.
l the judgment against God The Hioinmiospeaking competition th^t ^ i d alogue is a
SHHHBap* sts.x"run is also still a sacrifice to the dead; see thesacrifice of the archon basileus. In the theater theagonrstrc amphitheater for a race of arbitrary derationand fixes the spatial boundary of the stage. The aq???stscome running from the door of damnation on the left. Th?run in unison-
-through the medium of chaos-
-through thehaifcircie of the congregation gathered around thesacrificial altar and end up entering the door of
th®. ri9ht - As las t judgment, this race ab-
.
rbs t
^
e human divine past; the run concludes with theimage of the noble dead who have already completed the
run. The congregation acknowledges the sacrifice, thedeath, but at the same time decrees victory to the human
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enjamm had some pointed questions for Rang, which wouid
elp him to clarify the nature of the struggle,
"I would
really like to know whether there is any demonstrable re
lationships, of a historical or of a purely factual na-
ture, between the dianoetic form of dialogue, especially
that of Sophocles and Euripedes, and Attic legal procedure
and, if there is, how it is to be understood. I have not
found anything at all about this in the literature, x am
unable to resolve the question based on my own lack of ex-
pertise, and yet it is an obvious question
.
"ios
His friend's response first turns to the architec-
tonic: »Tragedy is the breaching of astrology"
-of sealed
fate. He compares the theatrical half circle to the
circus, "the architectural fixing of the circular run," to
a freeing- into a half circle of sacrifice. But regarding
the question of legal procedure, the Attic partners in
dialogue followed the movement of the stars, Rang writes:
"what distinguishes justice from revenge--is the placing
being as well as to the god." Florence rhri=Har D
"Agon and Theater" from 1 letter to Blnjamin reprfntld
Jacobson Th^r
'
trans
,
Manfred R- Jacobson and Evelyn M., e Correspondence of Walter Benjamin, 231-32.
10 8 Benjamin, Correspondence, 233. See Peter Fenves
sitv
tSguRlft-Ly/ng in ViSW ° f Justice '" On the Neces-y of Violence for Any Possibility of Justice, specialedition of the Cardozo Law Review 13 (1991) : 1081-1113
especially footnote 70, which reviews Benjamin's presenta-tion of legal history.
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course of the
Of this legal course into the
constella-
tions. The
.thing, in German law-which, however. is 01d
Indo- Iranian and also holds true for Hellas-can only be
n session from sunrise to sunset; sentencing must be
postponed until the sun goes down because the savior the
champion, could still make an appearance .
„ He ^ fay
P mg the advent of a Dionysian moment in the relation
between struggle with weapons [the Oresteia] and dianoetic
struggle, or struggle in formula^yy mulaic verse. "Here the ordeal
is liberated by the logos." 109
In the race around the thymele. the word is silenced,
yet, not in the advent of law, as Benjamin quotes himself
from
..Fate and Character, " but in the sublime element in
tragedy. That sublime element is contained, once again, in
the physis, the human body. "The content of the hero's
achievements belongs to the community, as does speech.
Since the community of the nation denies these achieve-
ments, they remain unarticulated in the hero. And he must
therefore all the more forcefully enclose within the con-
fines of his physical self every action and every item of
knowledge the greater and the more potentially effective
it is. It is the achievement of his physis alone, not of
language, if he is able to hold fast to his cause, and he
109 Rang, Correspondence, 234-35.
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must therefore do so in death, "m The hero, who has in-ferred that he is better than the gods,
..throws the dumb
shadow of his beinq the f5 sel
’ as sacrifice, while his
soul finds refuge in the word of a distant community
"iii
This word shines forth elsewhere, after the cloak of the
body has been shed, and the poets find new meaning from
ChLact^^n^' s^^s°^»it fOS. in ..Pate andguilt that places character in hpii a?Clatio" within the theological. Fate is all !ij hfal realm, and fatehas nothing to do with Innocence or ha "® and 9UUt ' andcontext of law that grounds fate ppiness, it is theinnocence float upward from its'^calL^Rh^ 111®38 anddemonic fate is breached legal guilt i t ln tragedy,sublimity of tragedy is moral infantiU?v heSCended ' Thewhich is “probably the basis of of, Jo' . writes .genius, rather than God appears " ln Whichpunishment but to guilt Fa » Ti th c°ndemns, not toliving. [... lit is not tAeref e guilt context of the
rather, the subi^c^f fa?e ?
r7 r®aUy man who has a fate;
context is temporal in a
la lndeterminable
.
“
“The guilt
different in i?=S a totally inauthentic way, verC
ti^fof^ic^r S^utT"^ ^
and Character," Reflections art pf? V' 171 ~ 179; "Fate
mund Jephcott (New York: Schocken? u“I
cor
r
e°oV^m
^
snhfn
1
world all IS interaction [Wechselwirkunq ] theirspheres of action interpenetrate; no matter how different
Ibid
C
172
e
73-°?0R
ma
X
b6
n
Cheir °oncepts are inseparable."i ., -73, 3 5. How Benjamin sketches the place of
Icharact er" ^
'
guilt) and in the temperaments( r, moral indifference, light) has been shown inpart in chapter two, "Speak, Golem."
I
?
ld,
;i
287-88; 109. See "Two Essays by FriedrichHolderlin, for Benjamin's early words on "dasGedichtete," life, fate, death, the community, and danqerm these poems, "Dichtermut" and "Blodigkeit .
"
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the legend-
-the Oedipus legend for9 ' t instance. Benjamin
writes that tragic silence becomes a <Niebelungen-like>
treasure hoard of the experience of the sublimity of lin.
gurstic expression. The gold can be molded into many
wondrous, beautiful, and useful items. But a
..cloud of
gurlf does not cover over the breaking of demonic fate,
which is a genius born, as he save- i .ys, m moral infantility,
moral speechlessness
.
112
The word that emerges from the self-contained silence
Of the heroic, tragic individual, is an unknown word, a
mystery. The juxtaposition that Benjamin poses in this
discussion on tragedy and silence is that between con-
sciousness
, or in the case of Socrates, purely dramatic
Nietzsche
s^agnerian^nthusias^once^ore^a^distanc^010
fore, "^he fStuS ^opeS^ ^elf^here- 9it the elegiac sorrow of an eternal ?ossY but eX“b ‘
deK^anld^r* 1 r®di^ery, thehomL«aUe ^g^X^
compare
^
it^wi th S^riStvf^ TthT^l^s
with
a
the
n
phan?omf
** t0 CaU °Ut
' —ted: A^ay
Nevertheless, it would be a mistake to imagine that itis possible merely by a vigorous shout to frighten awav
te? He
P
wh
YfUl 33 ^ °pera
'
as if it: were a spec-er. o would destroy the opera must take up the
Bi"h of r?agedy,
A
il 8
andrian Cheerfulness " Nietzsche, The
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language, histrionics, theatrics «ncs, or irony; and lack of
consciousness, or tragic irony related
-i t-y ' intimately with
death: "the self, whose reticence isl so profound that itdoes not stir even when it calls out its own name in its
dreams
.
"ill Benjamrn quotes Rosenzweig afc length ^ __
scrousness, and it, as mentioned previously/ has a dis _
tmct relationship to aloneness.
ment\^hen
r
the
e
mo^rn
e
herris
e
:i
dent in th°se “>'
The classical hero wls^n? SS^
'
sively interesting point
?
' espe?i!l l
117 ~ 18
:
ThlS is a mas_
of Benjamin's later writings what LS°nSldering the massself call out in a dream? 5 other Word would the
including the names of oth^s But^Beni
WOrds
:
of course,
of the tragic hero and hi a •
’ U J amin , m speaking
the shield
9
of hfs name and th,^'
Pr°teJ s his soul withten or unheard as the hero offetlv” tU S remains forgot
-
closure of his self One h
hlmself up in the en-
to Siegfried to comprehenHhft Blnjamin^rfctu:!!11^6^0m a very understated manner saving q £?-i t actually, andin these passages. Rosenzweig write! !f Jhe"^ Nle^ scha
!“t^1t dlwh"ev!r^ t i!n: t! [I]t ' carries ics ha
"
e aad
wherever it opens its mouth; thirl i| I S^iln^f in
precisely £.
time Thus both the midpoint and the beginning in the
hhp
ld
'7St be . Provided to experience by this grounding
t Ua ?
0
kv»°MPh
Ce
' th
?
beginning in time.Vse tlo,
tzAfa® b/ have
,
to be named, even if the rest of the worldtill lies in the darkness of anonymity. There must be a
rlllltl! 'HdT 1 !' a StiU ViSibl " spgt whence lllelltlon
Hon f V d when, a yet echoing moment, where revela-on first opened its mouth." Rosenzweig, Stern derErlosung
,
208-09; Star of Redemption, 187.
,
Jac<3ues Derrida, On the Name, trans. David WoodJohn P.Leavey, Jr., and Ian McLeod (Stanford: Stanford"University Press, 1995; Passions, Sauf le nom, Khora(Pans: Galilee, 1993).
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than elsewhere™ Here^To^10^'
~
better there
be all wilier d^^ce
al°--th hl
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Self
' he could
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114 Rosenzweig, Stern der Erlosung, 234-35- Star ofRedemption, 209-10.
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The point of convergence desired by ail modern heroes is
tragedy of the saint, Rosenzweig writes. Benjamin
recognizes this desire coupled with the martyr-drama in
the Trauerspiel
, the future form of which is mirrored in
the mystery play. He locates the quality of the language-
-
purely dramatic-in the Socratic dialogues, which restore
the mystery that had become worldly in Greek drama. Saint
Socrates, who is cattily silent as his disciples speak,
becomes the legend of Socrates at his death, who, although
he is properly self
-restrained, manages to hold forth on
immortality in the Apology, as a self-conscious, philo-
sophical response to his fate, something, as Nietzsche
says, was a "new ideal, never seen before of noble Greek
youths." As Benjamin writes, "that silent struggle, that
mute flight of the hero, which in the Dialogues has made
place for such a brilliant display of speech and con-
sciousness .» 115 The relationship of each to death is radi-
cally apart: Socrates, as a mortal, looks death in the
face as something external. For the tragic hero, death is
something personal, internal to him, from which his life
unfolds, as Benjamin says. Death is "not its end but its
form," "the limits of both linguistic and physical life
which, in the beginning, are given to him and set within
115 Benjamin, GS I., 292; Origin
,
113.
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him -"116 ^ Ritual-physical exis .
tence, is the framework of the tragic process, writes Ben-
»The oracle of tragedy is not only a magical con-
lurrng of fate; it is the outwardly-put certainty that no
tragrc life takes place wrthout rts framework. Necessity
as it appears to be built within its Rework, is neither
causal nor magical
. It rs the speechlessness of def raneem which the self demands to bring forth its utterances
Like snow before the south wind, they would me lt under the
breath of the word. But only that of an unknown word.
Heroic defiance contains this unknown word within it; this
distinguishes it from the hybrrs of a man, to whom the
unfolded consciousnpqq r-i-Fes s of the community no longer
recognizes a secret content
.
"117
Burckhardt, not Rang, became Benjamin's most quotable
source when it came to the relationship of dianoetic
struggle and Attic legal procedure, although the reference
to the outbreaking cry of the word is the Dionysian free-
dom referred to by Rang in his little piece, which Ben-
jamin counts as being most important to his argument. But
even the dialogic structure of prosecutor and accused is
bounded by a limit, by a non liquet, making each decision
temporary and debatable.
116 Ibid., 293/ 114.
Ihid- ,294; 115. "To give oneself form, that is
called hubris." Benjamin, "Two Poems by Friedrich
Holderlin, " GS II. 1, 121.
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Benjamin writer i-hat- _ +_t t xn tragedy, the struggle against
the daimonism of the law is bound up with the word of the
genius
: it is a preliminary stage of prophecy,- its content
existing only in language. It cannot be examined by
psychology; this development coincides with the correla-
tion of tragedy and Trauerspiel. Trauerspiel is thinkable
as pantomime, he writes, not tragedy. Trauerspiele hardly
touch the realm of grief; they are "plays for the mourn-
ful." Bound to the court, the plays are a travelling
theater, not the cosmic topos of the Greek theater, which,
in the words of Nietzsche, has the architecture of a cloud
ormation over a valley in the mountains. From beneath
these clouds, as has been said, heads were raised. And
temporally, unlike the Trauerspiele, tragedies are not
repeatable: each assembly is judged by the spectators, and
the chorus sets a limit to the emotional outbursts. The
Players in a Trauerspiel play to the spectators, and play,
and play, lamenting ostentatiously as part of the mere
spectacle of the thing: the chorus appears like the
ornamental borders on the frames of the pages of Renais-
sance illuminations, or like the borders of Tiepolo's
ceiling paintings, or of works of Carracci, or Bernini.
The dimensions taken by the form of the Trauerspiel in
the south, Benjamin writes, are those of the Haupt-und
Staatsaktionen and the puppet-play. In such popular forms
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S eria lntri3uer sh
— his face, as if at the hemhe Trauerspiel: ,, Comedy .. or more preciseiy: the
30 6 °r fUn" 1S the obliS^ory inner side of mourning
" " laPe1
' ^ itS Presence felt
.
[ . .
, ] Rarely, if
has speculative aesthetics considered the affinity
between the strict joke and the cruel, who has not seen
children laugh where adults are shocked? The alternation
“ thS SadiSt b6tWeen SUCh childishness which laughs and
such adult shock can be seen in the intriguer .
"lie m the
secularization of the Passion-plays, the official takes
the place of the devil, Benjamin writes, full of scorn for
human pride. "If the mourning of the prince and the mirth
of his adviser are so close to each other this is, m the
last analysis, only because the two provinces of the
satanic realm were represented in them. "119 Such proximity
produces a miniaturization and an inverse reflection of
consciousness and size at the same time: "The comic figure
is a raisonneur: in reflection he appears to himself as a
marionette. " 120
Near the end of the second section of his chapter on
Tragedy and Trauerspiel, Benjamin utilizes two measuring
devices as metaphors, the seismographic needle, and the
118 Ibid., 304-05; 125-26.
119 Ibid.
, 306
;
127
.
120 Ibid
. , 306 127
.
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tongue of a scale. They are registered in fche ^
Benj amin own pronouncements on fate (largely taken from
"Pate and Character.,, especially in his comparison of the
Trauerspiel to the fate-drama, one of its offspring.
Regarding the seismographic needle, which is to register
the emotions, the stirring of the passions in man, the
dagger is mentioned, and Hamlet's poisoned sword, as
guides for the precision with which the passions are
transformed into stage properties.
"For fate is not a
purely natural occurrence
-any more than it is purely his-
torical
.[...] It is the elemental force of nature in his-
torical events, which are not themselves entirely nature,
because the light of grace is still reflected from the
state of creation. But it is mirrored in the swamp of
Adam'S guilt." And then: "The only philosophical laws
which have any place in the work of art are those which
refer to the meaning of existence;" the task of the
hrstori cal
-philosopher is not to trace the causality of
events on the stage, like a deterministic philosopher
. 121
"Fate is the entelechy of events within the field of
guilt. "122 Guilt cannot be measured against grace, as Ben-
jamin's utterly still and upward-pointing tongue of the
121 Ibid., 308; 129.
122 Ibid.
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even when the
scale shows-
-it is weightlessness and light,
hour stands bewitched at- ™ ^ ,, at midnight. The weighty concerns
°f guilt, however, can be transferred onto something
earthly and resonant, like the dark ink of a tracing
needle, the bloody tip of a dagger, or onto the other
stage properties of the fate-dramas and the Tranerspiele.
"The subject of fate cannot be determined," writes
Benjamin, there is no individual hero in the Trauerspiel
only constellations of heroes. This has force for the
meaning of consciousness that is being developed in the
book: It is not the consciousness of the individual tragic
hero, who rises above demonic fate in self-contained
Silent but proud self-consciousness and death, losing his
life but saving his name, but a seismographic conscious-
ness, one which registers the combined anonymity of a par-
ticular transcendental time-frame and immanent spatial
given: a communal fate of eternally recurring death. Fate,
which settles into the stage property, also lingers as a
spectre or ghost, appearing usually at night. From "Fate
and Character" he pens: "Now since fate, itself the true
order of eternal recurrence, can only be described as
temporal in an indirect, that is parasitical sense, its
manifestations seek out the temporal dimension. They stand
m the narrow frame of midnight, an opening in the passage
of time, in which the same ghostly image constantly reap-
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appear at
pears. "123 Like the Wilies in Giselle, who
night, the many living dead are constantly looking ^ ^
companions, to whom they put the test, dance until death.
Those who survive" lose their names, but they keep their
roles in the corps de ballet, endlessly dancing, testing
the limits of repetition itself. The temporality of end-
lessness is sought out by the fated, in Benjaminian terms,
Which is the temporality of night, be it a white night, as
Blanchot shows.
No Vacancy
Imagine the future of phenomenology tied to the theory
of melancholy-
-Paracelcus and/or Aristotle, Saturn or
cold, dry, splenetic black bile as an orientation for the
interpretation of what became a crisis. Benjamin realized
that in the Lutheran Baroque drama "something new arose:
an empty world." And yet, it is a world so crowded with
objects and the emotions bound up with them, that there is
no room at the inn, so to speak. Nor is there room inside
a shrinking, shrunken, or mad head for an idea to occur. A
gravitational interiorization and dark concentration of
gray matter coupled with a spinning exteriorization and
slowing localization of that matter prevents a sovereign
123 Ibid., 313-14/ 135.
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from making a clear decision. The light that would u _
lumine such activity comes from without, not from within.
The Baroque Trauerspiel remains a matter of darkness.
Mourning is the state of mind in which feeling, mask-
Irke, revives the emptied world, and derives an enigmatic
satisfaction in contemplating it. Every feeling is bound
to an a priori object and the representation of this ob-
ject is its phenomenology. [... ]For fee l ings
, however vague
they may seem when perceived by the self, respond like a
motorial gesture to an objective construction of the
world. "124 Though not exactly a feeling, tenacious inten-
tion, matched perhaps only by the feeling of love, de-
scribes the movements of attraction and repulsion that
characterize the melancholic temper, such as self-
absorption and ostentation. The theory of melancholy was
inherited from Greek tragedy, Benjamin writes, but it is
deeply marked by both the Middle Ages and the Renaissance,
producing in the Baroque, an extreme and intense portrait.
"The deadening of the emotions, and the ebbing away of the
waves of life which are the source of these emotions in
the body, can increase the distance between the self and
the surrounding world to the point of alienation from the
body. "125 A few sentences later, he writes that the
124 Ibid.
, 318 ; 139
.
125 Ibid
. ,
319 ; 140
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Renaissance explores the universe whale the Baroque sear-
ches through libraries.
How the body makes its way through the ages is and hasbeen a topic for many researches. Benjamin's focus on the
concentrated, stooped body of Durer's Melencolia x and
various readings of it organizes and gives an image to the
theory he is developing, without stamping it as an end,
even though Erwin Panofsky viewed it as a "spiritual self-
portrait" of the engraver-painter/commissioner,
scholar-
pensioner/sovereign-
-Durer- Maximilian. 126 Both the
Physiological and the astrological description of melan-
choly are present in this engraving, the central bodily
(Princeton, N.J.- Princeton nniv, ? Durer. A Biographytq 7\ _ . runcec University Press i QQm n/
(1903), and vol. XXVII (1904)
early 1490s was the Master W.B., whose paintel portraits
grertlI
n
InfT
n man
,
an? wor”an ' dating from about 1484,l
5I
UenCed Durer ' s portraits of the late 1490sincluding those of the Tucher family, and his own Self-Portrait done in 1498 (Madrid, Prado)
. These, unlikeDurer s portraits of his parents, show the sitters in ful-
nlpy
Ve °P
f
d architectural settings featuring windowspening into landscapes and elegant brocaded wall-angings Fedja Anzelewsky has make the intriguing sugges-Master W
- B
- may have been Wolfgang Peurer--for
e letters B and P were quite interchangeable in southGermany in the fifteenth century. Peurer's name and thedate 1484 appear in Durer's handwriting on a pen drawing,The Courier, now in Gdansk (Muzeum Pomorskie) . " HutchisonDurer, 35. bUU '
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figure
"surrounded by the attributes of Geometry, Ar-
chitecture, Mathematics, and Astronomy, who can grasp only
e weights and measures of the material world.
„
Jusc
as the ancient pathology of the humours was revived in the
school of Salerno, under the mediating influence of
Arabian science, so too did Arabia preserve the other Hel-
lenistic science which nourished the doctrine of the
melancholic: astrology.
"i28
The cosmos and the body face one another, and as far
as room goes, the Baroque lowers its skies and allows for
elaborate and endless contortions, dismemberments, and
disfigurations of the body. This simultaneous contraction
and elongation, or condensation and dispersal, are in-
timately related to melancholy. The horizon of the sea in
Durer's engraving represents the melancholic's inclination
for long travels. Quoting Giehlow, Benjamin writes: "The
astronomic deduction of this is obscure. But not if the
distance of the planet from the earth and the consequently
long duration of its orbit are no longer conceived in the
negative sense of the Salerno doctors, but rather in a be-
neficent sense, with reference to the divine reason which
thlt Mrer'htmllif
1
?
regard
'
it should be rememberedna Durer himsel had seen a comet, noting the fact in
thlt
G
ht
enkbUCh wi
^
hout speculating as to its meaning, anda e was now the owner of Bernard Walther's observatoryand custodian of the latter's scientific library."
128 Benjamin, GS I., 326; Origin, 148.
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assigns the facing star to the remotest place, and if
on the other hand, the introspection of the me lancholy manis understood with reference to Saturn which 'as the high-
6St Planet and the farthest from everyday life the
originator of all deep contemplation, calls the soul from
externalities to the inner world, causes it to rise ever
higher, finally endowing it with the utmost knowledge and
with the gift of prophecy. 1 "129 The Panofsky-Saxl study is
also quoted with reference to this dualistic of extremes
He writes: "The history of the problem of melancholy
unfolds within the perimeter of this dialectic. Its climax
is reached with the magic of the Renaissance. Whereas the
Aristotelian insights into the soulful doubleness of the
melancholy disposition and the antithetical nature of the
influence of Saturn had given way, in the Middle Ages, to
a purely demonic representation of both, such as conformed
with Christian speculation; with the Renaissance the whole
wealth of ancient meditations reemerged from the
sources, "iso The Middle Ages "which was bent at all costs
on gaming access to the sources of occult insight into
nature," tried to solve the quandary of melancholy by
separating the sublime, prophetic powers of Saturn, and
129 Ibid., 326-27/ 149.
130 Ibid.
,
328
;
150
.
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-een
.
ei
escape the madness of its fllp side; to make
, ^ ^
sever the faces in two, as in Plato's hermaphrodite in the
Symposium. Jupiter is called in to balance Saturn
The Renaissance, on the other hand, is more dif ficult
to decrpher. Imperative is the importance of the emblem,
the properties that litter- DUt r the Baroque stage and the fore-
grounds and backgrounds nf Po-noo Renaissance painting. The dog
and its gaze appear in Melenml i =, r uu ienco ia I, sharing with the
melancholic the delicate and active organ of the spl,
Benjamin notes this dog is asleep-it could be having
ther bad or prophetic dreams. He continues to stress: "For
all the wisdom of the melancholic is subject to the nether
world; It is secured by immersion in the life of creature-
ly things, and it hears nothing of the voice of revela-
tion. Everything Saturnine points down into the depths of
the earth [....] For the melancholic the inspirations of
mother earth dawn from the night of contemplation like
treasures from the interior of the earth; lightning-flash
(blitzschnell) intuition is unknown to him. "131 As has al-
ready been stated, only in Hamlet does such consciousness
and light reflect back from within the self
-absorption of
the play. But Benjamin introduces something strange and
difficult into his interpretation--it leads the way to the
section of the book on allegory. He brings up a row of
131 Ibid., 330; 152-53.
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analogies
: thinking, concentration, earth. and gali, and
but an thanking of a new interpretation of the earth
wathan the framework of the theory of the temperaments. He
refers farst, to gravity, in the emblem of the stone,
calling to the earth's spherical form and the centripetal
force of concentration. The stone is referred to a seed
the power of a genaus an the allegorical fullness of the
Baroque. The stone, unlike the cold, dry earth, sweats
from the outside.
A telltale heart? It is to the question of loyalty,
and betrayal that Benjamin turns to at the end of this
section of his book. The fifth (Dante) of the seven deadly
sans (aaendia), which produces sloth, apathy, slowness,
and indecisiveness in its bearer, hinders the Prince: "The
fall of the tyrant is caused by indolence of the heart."
Thas is matched, at times by a Machiavellian treachery on
the part of the courtier, at others by a loyalty to the
crown, purple, and scepter, which causes him to be dis-
loyal or inattentive. Benjamin writes that loyalty is ap-
propriate only to the relationship of man to the world of
things, even, and especially to the smallest fragment,
endowed with memory. "In other words, all essential deci-
sions m relation to men can offend against loyalty; they
are subject to higher laws .[...] Melancholy betrays the
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world for the sake of knowledge
. But its tenacious self-
absorption embraces dead objects rn its contention, in
order to redeem them r 1a . 1...] Faithfulness is the rhythm of
the emanatively descending levels of intention, in which
the ascending ones of neo-Platonic theosophy in ap-
propriate transformation are reflected. "132
Part in
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. . .
e tain than any assessment of their in-dividual merits. In all of them alike, as I hintedabove, we see the beginnings of that free creation
cloa^of^negory"^0" ^ in und“ the
For Rousseau, as for Nietzsche, number
cellence the concept that hides ontic
under an illusion of identity. 135
is par ex-
difference
132 Ibid., 333-34; 156-57.
133 Saint. Augustine, Confessions book 10; 8 (MiddlesexPenguin, 1961), 216. wnaaie
134 C.S.
Tradi tion
82 .
Lewis, The Allegory of Love: A Study in Medieval(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1936), 65, 85,
135 Paul de Man, "Rousseau: Metaphor ( Second Discourse) "Allegories of Reading: Figural Language in Rousseau,
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Physis, Meaning, Death: Writing
"Allegory-
-as the following pages will serve to show--
is not a playful illustrative technique, but expression,
just as speech is expression, and, indeed, just as writing
is. "137 Benjamin recognizes allegory's elective affinities
with writing-
-they are not signs; nor can they be reduced
Nietzsche
, Rilke, and Proust (New Haven, Conn • Yale University Press, 1979), 154
.
~
136 Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism (Princeton N JPrinceton University Press, 1957), 282-84. Although' Ben
genre “this
=ertainl
Y ob i ect to Frye's categorizations of
'
^1S passage is revealing regarding the theme of
aboutl^hV^^ subi ett/individual and the community,bout which Benjamin speaks at length with regard to al-legory, m the Trauerspielbuch and elsewhere.
137 Benjamin, GS I, 339; Origin, 162.
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to "the expression of a concept and the expression of anidea as in the misuse of the concept Qf ^ ^ ^
artistic' sense, as totality within the
fleetingness of a moment, seen canonically in Greek sculp-
The unity of the material and the transcendental
object, which constitutes the paradox of the theological
symbol
, is distorted into a relationship between ap-
pearance and essence. [
. .
.
] The idea of the unlimited im-
manence of the moral world in the world of beauty is
derived from the theosophical aesthetics of the
Romantics..
.13s And, he writes, once the ethical subject
has been absorbed into the perfect, beautiful individual,
then no "rigorism-
-not even Kantian rigorism-
-can save it
and preserve its masculine profile. Its heart is lost in
the beautiful soul
.
"139 The immediate problems of the
Baroque are political-religious problems, writes Ben : amin,
and the figure of the individual falls away to make room
for the religious community as subject. The concept of al-
legory did not exist at that time, but can be seen as
speculative, he writes, providing the dark background
against which the bright light of the symbol would appear.
138 Ibid 336 _ 37 ; 160. This was one of Benjamin's nreoc-cupations
. before, during, and after the writing of his
Story
r
"
atl°n °n the Romantics
* See mY chapter, "Crime
139 Ibid.
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Beniamin spends time tracing, in historical
-
philosophical terms, the analysis of emblematics as a
prelude to his laying out of a theory of allegory. The
visual, imagistic element is emphasized over the literary
(or alphabetical)
--Egyptian, Greek and Christian pictorial
languages became intertwined, through early humanism, the
Middle Ages and the Renaissance, to the point where, in
commenting on Georg Bockler's Ars heraldica (1688) which
focuses on leaves and clouds, he discovers a pictorial
Nominalism: "The most astonishing thing is a complete sys-
tem of chromatic hieroglyphs, in the form of combinations
of two different colors, towards which this book points.
'Red and silver, the lust for vengeance, ... blue ... and red,
discourtesy,
.. .black ...and purple, constant piety.
'
"142
141 Benjamin, GS I, 342-43/ Origin, 165-66.
142
_
Ibid., 350; 174. See Thierry de Duve, PictorialNominalism: On Marcel Duchamp's Passage from Painting tothe Readymade, trans. Dana Polan, forward John Rajchman
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Human nature is expressed through a nature composed of
emblems-
-rocks, leaves, clouds, and even colors make upits composition. As in an emblem book, these are to be
read, whereas the movement of history meets the limits ofits restriction.
..Devoted neither to the earthly nor to
the moral happiness of creatures, [a Barogue teleology's,
exclusive aim is their mysterious instruction. From the
point of view of the Baroque, nature serves the purpose of
expressing its meaning, for they En emblematic representation
of its sense, and as an allegorical representation it
remains irremediably different from its historical
realization. In moral examples and in catastrophes history
served only as a material moment of emblematics. The
transfixed face of signifying nature is victorious, and
history must, once and for all, remain contained in the
subordinate role of stage-property. "143
This teaching mode allegory offers, of "mysterious in-
struction, " is a dialectical mode, Benjamin insists, one
that on the one hand stands as a corrective to art, and to
Classicism in particular (as did Romanticism on the other
side of the linear time-line)
,
and on the other,
represents a form of writing that meets the conflict be-
(Minneapolis
: University of Minnesota Press, 1991 esoe-cially the chapter, "Color and its Name," 119-142.
143 Ibid., 347; 170-71.
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tween theological and artistic intentions as a treUga deiThe dialectic form of expression (of convention, that is
allegory was regarded as grotesque and distrusted as am-
biguity. The reason for this- "Anvms. y person, any thing, any
relationship can mean something else arbitrarily
„ith
this possibility a destructive, hut just verdict is passed
on the profane world: it is characterized as a world in
which the detail is of no great importance. But it will be
unmistakably apparent, especially to anyone who is famil-
iar with allegorical textual exegesis, that all of the
things which are used to signify derive, from the very
fact of their pointing to something else,i44 a power which
144
^
This gestural movement is repeated nni- nniDarnin' s work, but can be illnmi'ni fr ot ly ln Ben ~
this case, two texts by wittgenstefn and^oT 18011 t0 ' in
«
r
„s rtisvE” 5-
“vE.
t
s i:r
,
shew him with my hand)
--'Yes ' -now at ,
k th:s ? (I
1 i . -- h do you know? ' - - 1 Tt- « onot misty, I see it cruite ni Par . ~ y u ; lt: s
sons for the surmise. The only thing tha^i^natural^o"
^^°-
repre ®ent what see three-dimensionally special
1*3
?esentation wheth
nin?
^ needed for two-dimensional rep-
nf , a
ln drawin3 in words. (The queernesschildren s drawings.)" Ludwig Wittgenstein Philosonhi
mma^rs^e3
:
tranS
- G - E ' M
- taS“mbe ("ew York°r°Sc:
"The art of our time has created neutral forms freemes colors, exact relationships. By the interioriza-
J°
n of forms (abstraction)
, [their] mutual and inherentrelationships really are established as relationships;
of
they
f
xactly express the positions and dimensions
°
n
heJ°*' J lnes *nd colors '„ and therefore the composi-
. y this fact they establish equilibruim in an exact
and. clear way.
We can thus justifiably speak of a new art, createdgradually at first, then very rapidly by abstracting from
natural appearances
. That is why we speak of an abstract
art: which nevertheless is more concrete than naturalistic
3.3TL .
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makes them appear no longer commensurable with pro£ane
things
, which raises them onto a higher plane, and which
can, indeed, sanctify them. Considered in allegorical
terms, then, the profane world is both elevated and
devalued. "145 Erhoben wie entwertet. Of the many dialec-
tics crossing paths in Benjamin's booh, this may be one of
the most crucial. And the solution lies "in the essence of
writing itself." Just as Baroque teaching conceives of
history as creative events, he writes, allegory is
regarded as created, like holy scrinh.rpy ptu e; an expression of
authority which is both secret and public at the same
time. Its codification lies in its predilection to form
complexes of words, like hieroglyphs, or a visual lan-
guage, one unlike the atomistic alphabetic language that
arbitrarily forms words through groupings of letters. But,
he says, "there will always be a conflict between sacred
That is why we can say that the new art beams whpn
determtnltefy^
6331011 relati°nships are established
1 ,
In the whole history of art, we see no real change inthe representation of the means of expression and S theirre i at ionships until our epoch, which freed forms and rela-tionships from_ their subjugation and determined them in aay y stripping forms of their particular characteran relationships of their static expression " Piet
Th^ l
ra
lu
ent °n
". Structure, Dynamic Movement" frome New Art-
-The New Life: The Collected Writings of Piet
(T ^ tranS - Harr^ Holzman and Martin S. JamesNew York: Da Capo, 1993), 383.
145 Benjamin, GS I
.
,
350-51; Origin, 173.
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standing and profane comprehensibility, as the word tends
visual emblem, more difficult to read, but more
° f the WOrld
' ^ " COn“ investigator,, must go
er the allegory
"part by part and limb by limb." „ In thefield of allegorical intuition the image is a fragment, a
rune. Its beauty as a symbol evaporates when the light of
divine learning falls upon it. The false appearance of
totality, is extinguished. For the eidos disappears, the
simile ceases to exi qiist, and the cosmos it contained
shrivels up."i46
This is another sober light of learning to fall upon a
Benjaminian text, erasing appearances, or at least showing
(Off) beauty, not to see, nor know, what lies underneath-
but to read what shows itself, to write what hasn't been
written, to write the history of what hasn't been shown,
of what has been most unseemly, most hidden under cover.
The shrunken thing does not disappear, however. Benjamin
calls attention to the task of the poet as combiner, one
who constructs, builds from the pieces, as a craftsman, or
a sovereign manipulator. In Calderon, one sees the
146 Ibid., 352; 176. Regarding his point aboutRomanticism and the Baroque being on either side of Clas-sicism, and each in its own way a corrective to art, he
infinite
Whereas
. Romanticism inspired by its belief in themit
, intensified the perfected creation of form andidea m critical terms, at one stroke the profound visionf, allegory transforms things and works into stirrinq
writing." Ibid. y
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ss
ostentation of the craftsmanship which especially shows
forth like the walls of a building whose plaster has
and fallen away. This is place for the shrunkenne
Of nature in the allegorical ruin :
..Thus, one might say
nature remained the great teacher for the writers of thus
period. However, nature was not seen by them in bud and
bloom, but in the over-ripeness and decay of her crea-
tions. in nature they saw eternal transience, and here
alone did the saturnine vision of this generation recog-
nize history. [...] m the process of decay, and in it
alone, the events of history shrivel up and become ab-
sorbed in the setting. '.142 Setting, stage-prop, framework
("dedications, prefaces and epilogues, by the authors
themselves or by others, testimonials, acknowledgements of
the great masters-
-these are the rule" )-
-thus does history
make an appearance
.
When, as is the case in the Trauerspiel, historybecomes part of the setting, it does so as scriptThe word history' stands written on the
P '
countenance of nature in the characters oftransience. The allegorical physiognomy of the
nature-history, which is put on stage in the
rauerspiel, is present in reality in the form ofthe ruin, in the ruin history has physically
merged into the setting
.[...] For the unknowing,beauty has nothing inalienable or particular. For
t ose the German Trauerspiel is unyielding as any.Its appearance has died away because it was the
rawest. What remains is the extraordinary detail
of the allegorical references: an object of knowl-
edge which has settled into constructed ruins
147 Ibid., 355; 179.
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Crltlcism
-ans
Romantics have ?t-?LakenTn„ i J?6 th®^--as thein living works, but the sett?
f Che consciousness
as follows: to make hiqt-nr 1 -
artistic form is
provides the basis of ~
1Cal content, such as
into a philosophical t^uthh^0^1^ WOrk ° £ art '
Regarding the relationship of knowledge vs. consciousness
to artistic production, Benjamin writes that allegory
declares itself to be beyond beauty. It clings co che
world of things, to the point where they decay. It remains
with a stubbornness that turns raw and ugly and lets go
the moment of beauty most often referred to as beauty. It
IS dark, but lit from outside, from the "light of learn-
ing," "the footlights (Rampenlichc
)
of apotheosis." Its
cosmos, like nature, shrunken, it holes up in libraries,
and reads, closely. "That which lies here in ruins, the
highly significant fragment, the remnant, is, in fact, the
finest material in Baroque creation. For it is common
practice in the literature of the Baroque to pile up frag-
ments ceaselessly, without any strict idea of a goal, and,
in the unremitting expectation of a miracle, to take the
repetition of stereotypes for a process of intensifica-
tion. "149 Of course something is lost in this process, in
148 Ibid., 353, 357-58; 177, 181-82.
149 Ibid.
, 354 ; 178 .
The closeness of this passage with its Haufen of frag-
mentary ruins, to the ninth thesis on the "Philosophy of
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this weighty accumulation: the promptings or pull for the
small ana the secret cannot he replaced by an Mbigums
enigma or what is hidden, the concealed. They are of a
different order entirely.
When Benjamin writes that under the gate of melancho-
ly, an object becomes stripped naked (like beauty, of its
meaning, remains dead but there, falling under the sway of
llegorist
, being incapable of emanating anything of
its own; and the meaning that it acquires, is placed
within it by the allegorist, he means this "not in a
psychological but in an ontological sense." "This is what
determines the writing-character of allegory, it is a
schema, and as this schema an object of knowledge, but it
is not unable to be lost until it becomes a fixed schema:
fixed image and fixing sign in one. "150 This schema can be
stored (so in the libraries, now more expansive and
mminute methods of storing are in use)
,
and called up to
be sent off bearing new messages: it lacks the most essen-
tial feature
--pronunciation. Before one turns to the
voice, and noise, and music, one should listen to Benjamin
as he makes a familiar point about the temporal: "The
mystical instant (Nu) becomes the 'now' (Jetzt) of con-
History" is unmistakable and striking.
150 Ibid., 359; 184.
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temporary actuality; the svmhr,n„ kn y bolic becomes distorted into
the allegorical. The eternal is separated from the events
of the story of salvation, and what is left is a living
image open to all kinds of revision by the interpretative
artist. [...] Above all it is the offensive the'-’l j-ensi
, provocative
quality of the gesture which is Baroque, where man is
drawn towards the symbol, allegory shoots out from the
depths of its being to intercept the intention, and to
decisively vanquish it. The same tendency is character-
istic of Baroque lyric . "151 It captions (and capsizes) in
a flash, "like the appearance of the print when a page is
turned .
"
Benjamin's pages on allegorical fragmentation begin
with a cutting remark about the behavior of apes before it
moves to the set-up of the "person.” He writes how the
rhythm of exhausting emblems continually could be found by
the speculatively inclined observer, in the behavior of
apes. "But again and again the amorphous details, which
are only understood allegorically, keep coming up . "152
This fragmentation keeps the human body from collecting
itself, for it is an attention to each limb, and it keeps
humanism's desire for symbolic totality from insisting
upon the sovereignty of the self. " [I] t is as something
151 Ibid., 358-59; 182-83.
152 Ibid., 361; 185.
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incomplete and imperfect <al s Stuckwerk) that objects
stare out from the allegorical structure .
"±53 He con-
tinues : .^d even today it is by no means self _ evident
that the primacy of the thing over the personal, the frag-
ment over the total, represents a confrontation between
the allegory and the symbol, to which it is the polar op-
posite and, for that very reason, its equal in power. Al-
legorical personification has always concealed the fact
that its function is not the personification of things,
to give the concrete a more imposing form by
getting it up as a person. "154 The human body is frag-
mentary, and from an allegorical standpoint, consciousness
of itself is impossible from within. Through proper col-
lection and a source of light, however, an elevation (as
well as the devaluation) can take place. This is what the
Baroque shares with the Romantics, Benjamin writes--the
importance and place of the fragment. "Mankind has, then,
the capacity of eternal improvement; but also hope? --"155
"And the relationships between these two (the technique of
Romanticism and the technique of allegory-- jmh] might be
153 Ibid., 362; 186.
154 Ibid., 362; 187.
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formulated as follows: In its fullu ay developed. Baroque
f°“' bti”s
' uh.
«
-M... i. grouped „ouoa th. n„,
never absent from genuine allegories 0yu 7 as opposed to
periphrases of concepts. They seem rny to be arranged in an
arbitrary way: The Confused
'Court.
-the title of a
Spanish Trauerspiel -
-could be adopted as the model of al-
legory, This court is subject to the law of 'dispersal'
and 'collectedness.' Things are assembled according to
their meaning; indifference to their existence allowed
them to be dispersed again . "156
A comet: "Kennst Du das Land?.
. Kenns t Du es wohl ?"
Mignon’s voice can be heard in the distance projected
by the arc of a comet that transversed the Baroque, it is
not for nothing that Benjamin names Jean Paul as the
greatest allegorist of German literature. As Benjamin
delves into his own theory of Baroque language, he finds
himself again and again closer to the Romantics.
Nietzsche's voice is included here as well, but it shouts
against the frivolity and recitative that arose when the
Trauerspiel "degenerated" into opera. The nature of the
stage also bothers the Gesamtkunstwerk extremely. What? No
156 Benjamin, GS I
.
,
364; Origin
,
188.
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horses, no Rhine, no circle of fire, no vociferous Match-ing vigorous action? Mignon reflects more closely on the
language of allegory:
"Do you know this house? nn nm
And MarblfstT ^ Chambe- ^mLr?
S r°°£ rep°Ses
'
S k “f8 stand and iook at me-
Do you know^ Tt ^ y?U ' UnhaPPy chiid ?'
o My protector, I should like tff^th you.-rs,
m describing the techtonics of the Trauerspiel out of the
technique of allegory, and one that begins to show the
connections between pure spectacle and allegory, Benjamin
writes: "The acts do not follow rapidly from each other,
but they are built up in the manner of terraces. The
dramatic joint is such that there are several broad layers
of simultaneous perspective, and the level represented by
the interlude became the site for a display of expressive
statuary.''i58 This site of the display of expressive
statuary is what Benjamin calls, along with the chorus,
"the critical points at which the edifice, which so boldly
157 Schumann, "Mignon," op. 98a, no
trans. Robert Cowart; Richard Goide,
soprano. Nonesuch recording, 1994
1, text by Goethe,
piano, Dawn Upshaw,
Second stanza:
Kennst du das Haus? Auf Saulen ruht sein Dach,Es glanzt der Saal
,
es schimmert das Gemach.Und Marmorbi lder stehn und sehn mich an;
Was hat man dir, du armes Kind, gethan
?
Dennst du es wohl? Dahin, dahin
Mdcht
' ich mi t dir, o mein Beschutzer, ziehn.
158 Benjamin, GS I
.
,
369; Origin, 192.
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raised the claim to be a Greek temple, was stormed in or-der to destroy it . «, This critical location and locu-
tion,
..is the only background against which the image of
the Trauerspiel stands out in living and-if one may ven-
ture to say so-beautifu! colors, the only background not
darkened by the gray of retouching .
"iso As unlike tfae Qer
man chorus or interlude is from the Greek chorus, national
necessities make themselves felt. But in the German
Chorus, or the interlude, allegory is no longer rich and
colorful but pure and severe; and because it was so
earnest, it never mastered the art of using allegory in-
conspicuously, Benjamin writes.
" [TJ he W°rld which becomes perceptible in the chorus
is the world of dreams, and meaning. The experience of the
unity of these two is the sole property of the melan-
cholic. But also the radical distinction between action
and interlude does not remain before the eyes of its
chosen spectator. Here and there the connection is
revealed in the dramatic action itself.”i6i Into the si-
multaneous terracing of the interludes, action inserts it-
self, producing a movement in what would appear to be
static spatial forms, for static temporal entrances and
159 Ibid.
,
3 66; 189
160 Ibid.
161 Ibid.
,
3 69; 193
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eXltS
* f°r the “9 of time in space-and
what else is meant by its secularization other than its
transformation into the strictly present-then the most
radical procedure is to make events simultaneous
.
"162 Like
letters in a monogram, even the most singular, individual
character is multiplied-terraced-in the allegory, Ben-
iamin writes. This is one sign of the drama's complexity.
Entire speeches, or utterances, form the foundational pil-
lars of the Trauerspiel, and they sound as if they belong
below an allegorical engraving, he says. And to return to
Scholem Golem from the previous chapter on the Elective
Affinities, Benjamin begins a lengthy comment on the si-
the creature which hints at why those Babel iani63
162 Ibid., 370; 194.
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an Babelian event
'
he writes!
en tant If ^ langue, la langue ou le langage
mi J ' cette unite sans aucune identite a soiqui fait qu il y a des langues, et que ce sont deslangue s . And just prior to that: "La traduction promet un3 la rec°ncilliation des langues." And after:C est ce qui se nomine ici desormais Babel: la loi imposee
^nteldiTd/f
D
h
GU qU1 dU m§me C°UP VOUS Prescrj-t et vousrdit de traduire en vous montrant et vous derobant lalimite Mais ce n'est pas seulement la situation babelien,du texte de la Genese (texte a ce t egard unique) commetexte sacre
.
[ ..
.
] II fait la loi dont il parle, et de
1 abime en abime il deconstruit la tour, et chaque tour,les tours en tous genres, selon un rythme.
Ce qui se passe dans un text sacre, c'est 1 ' evenementd un pas de sens." Emphasis in the original, pp . 225 235
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pillars and terraces would be undermined by so many flap-ping, and sticking-out of tongues.
°We
Y
find
n
it "disturbing wten^n'th?^ •Tld Write:
of thSiS^uShS.^^rwe^ISd3^
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^
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^"^
^
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there was a time when every ?(a°
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scroll in its mouSh? which the obT^' SUCh aposed to read like 4 letter and the WaS SUp ‘
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.mfan 3 magnificentCoverall°idSS.^^1 detail
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to reveal itself therein as anT M tly ?enetrates,The Trauerspiel is therefore in ^le"3tli subject.
‘.a^rsfs:
scant pause, the sudden^hanprof
‘'direccion''
6 T
What comes between the idea and the word is an image
in the Trauerspiel, and when it doesn't, what one has is a
gross combination of an abstract idea and a concrete work,
creating a neologism,^ Some examples Benjamin takes from
236-37
164 Richard M. Meyer, "liber das Verstandnis vonKunstwerken, ' Neue Jahrbucher fur das klassisrhe at t&rr,Geschichte un deutsche Literatur, IV ( 1901 ), (=NeueJahrbucher fur das klassische Altertum, Geschichte und
^ ' 36?
' in
165 Ibid.
,
373 / 197 .
166 See the work of, among others, Wichael W. Jennings,lalectical Images: Walter Benjamin' s Theory of Literary
riticism (Ithaca, N.Y. : Cornell University Press, 1987 )
which, though useful, is at points irrevocably flawed:
"Thus Benjamin's theory of language contains more than the
mere assertion of the instability and even impotence of
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the plays he is working with are: Innocence-cedars
friendship-blood.
slander-lightning, and haughtin<^_
poison. Otherwise a line is ,d with decorative names,
which are to serve as emblems The starryn 9e -property takes
its place of importance on the st-arro *. ,cn ge, metaphorically.
Ideas evaporate into images, as he learns from Kallmann's
Marlamne MetaPh°rS »d are extended. But it is the
death?
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for fund^entaUy nSSu^i^^f?^103610”guage. The nihilism evident in i-hf i attitude toward lan-13
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" up-and-coming Viennese docent by the name of Cysarz"^
who " observes pertinently: . Every idea
, however
pressed into an image, and this image, however con-
Crete, is then staged out in verbal form...*, Again £rom
Hallmann Marine, the word - comet- is used as a gro-
tesque allegorically, in that the image it is to bear, to
describe the events taking place in Jerusalem, is one of
copulating comets in the innards of Salem's castle. tea
^ ^ ^ srnin
, from a letter to Qphni o -ptember 16
, 1924, Correspondence 247 L ?apri ' Sep "looking through it mv onininn Iv, -He continues: "After
beginning to end with
Y
passages that ^
WOrk is Packed from
in a most surprising wav w f n illuminate the subject
documentation nor his particular ^
ed
‘.
Neither Cysarz 1 s
Yet all in all his boor^^S^: t^the^vertiginous attraction this material exerts on Ihtwho plants himself before it for- rht ^ e person
it. Therefore instead o? shJS ? Purpose of describing
It
P
is quite^haracteristic^f Ba°roqSe styl^h 3^63 !Who stops thinking rigorously while studying it immediate-y slips into a hysterical imitation of it The fel'ow
regIrd
m
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m
iear^ from him^ epUhetS ' and in Chls
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Benjamin
U°te ±B attributed to Cysarz, but not footnoted
)j^ri
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•
The Jewish War trans. G. A. Williamson,(London: Penguin 1959), 87: As Josephus tells the storythe bedroom is often an offshoot of the court as the place
°^
ly of betrayal, but of intrigue and treachery.Herod was thunderstruck; in his passionate love he wastormented by jealousy; and he thought of the terribleskiH with which Cleopatra had disposed of King Lysanias
and the Arab Malchus--he knew he was in danger of losing
not only his queen but his own life. So, as he was boundfor foreign parts, he put Mariamme in the care of Joseph,husband of his sister Salome, a trustworthy man, loyal be-
cause of their kinship, giving him secret instructions tober if Antony killed Herod himself. Joseph, with no
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This image which comes between idea and word to
obscure them, is also in one way mimed by the voiced
(creaturly) aspect of language. The singing or vocal part
of language is silenced in the Baroque, silenced by an
over-weightiness of meaning. poetry was ^ ^
capable of releasing in inspired song the profound meaning
confined to the verbal image, its language
was heavy with material display
.[..., For its wrlting^
not achieve transcendence by being voiced; rather does the
world of written language remain self-sufficient and in-
tent on the display of its own force or weight. Written
language and sound confront each other in tense
polarity. ”170 Th j s dialectic is not a happy one
;
,
fc ^
fiS EE i£S hEEaEt
that Josep^would^ever
' have°revealed
a
h^
iC
'
^
suring'him'that ^
Bter Sal °me Selzed with bothEands? as-his suspicion of Joseph was true Drivenmad by uncontrollable jealousy he ordered the instantEx-ecution of them both. But rage quickly gave way to
as a
£?er dled down love was rekindled. So hoth
K 5
lame
,
of hls desire that he could not believe herdead but m his sickness of mind talked to her as ifstill alive, until time revealed to him the terribletruth, and filled his heart with grief as passionate ashis love had been while she lived. 11
170 Benjamin, GS I., 376; 200-01.
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to the depths
. It overcomes it8 di22iness at this irrecon _Cl a e difference, and regards the profundity of theby.. u. „it„ th„ th> =U(t ppm the mass of verbal meaning between the meaningful
written-image and the intonating linguistic-sound forces
the gaze into the depths of language. For the written
word, phonetics pose a decided violence. ivi
tion. Anefsnne^uOTe deserves^o'TV” thiS distin<=-mteresting to note that it is par of?'"? here - It; iscussant of his work, not a wri77 f eply to a dls-begin by taking two examDlpq ^ Piece: "I am going totoday the majo? corpus?7he ls for
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though it would be neclssarv 7 °Ur dlscussion - «en
page, all the pagls^ ^fL ° whole
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of the Shems
,
who want to make a name fort e selves by raising the tower and imposing their tonqueon the universe. But obviously the German word war in
9
uencos the English word, so we also have: He was, he was
^
oh® who said for example, 'I am that I am,' which isdefinition of Yahweh. And then one also hears the earwhich is very present in the rest of the text. One hears a
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things through other tongues .[...] what happens inthe Babel episode, in the tribe of the Shems? Notice thatthe word shem' already means name
:
Shem equals name. TheShems decide to raise a tower-
-not just in order to reach
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Benjamin quotes Jacob Bohme at length, .. 0„e of thegreatest allegorists, [who] upholds the value Qf^
over silent profundity. He developed the doctrine of the
sensual' or natural language
.[...] The spoken^
might be said, is the ecstasy of the creature, it is ex-
posure, rashness, powerlessness before God; the written
word is the composure of the creature, dignity, supe-
nonty
, omnipotence over the objects of the world. This,
at least, is the case in the Trauerspiel, whereas in
Bohme' s more friendly outlook there is room for a more
positive image of spoken language "179y - Benjamin confronts
all the way to the heavens but aion ifto make a name for themselves They
' wanton
3
^
the text
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S
?
CCe
?
ded
' the uni-
posed by violence, by force by violent^ language
rest of the world. It would'not have kL hegemony °ver the
this languagron
e
thrworld
e
and?^fvirtue
U
of this fac?
3^
the r proiect
C
°to ^
™rSai 10
their ^
3 name for themselves by imposinglip on the world...." Derrida, "Reply to Patricka ony
,
The ear of the Other ed. Christie McDonaldtrans Peggy Kamuf and Avital Ronell (Lincoln, Neb • Uni-versity of Nebraska Press, 1988), 98-110.
172^ Benjamin, GS I 377; Origin, 201.[Bohme] thinks of the language of creatures ’not as arealm of words but
. . . as something resolved into its soundsand noises
.
1
"Ibid.
, 379; 204. Benjamin quotes from De sig-
nature rerum, (1622) which has been translated as Concern-ing
"
the Birth and Designation of All Things. See PeterSchaublin, Zur Sprache Jakob Boehmes (Winterthur: P G
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tne natural (onomatopoeia) theory of language with its
history, noting that the assimilation of oral manifesta-
tions is and has been attempted to be traced bach to a
single, primeval linguistic state. "The theory that
[German] was directly descended from Hebrew was
widespread, and it was not the most radical theory. There
were others which arhnaii,, *. ,ctually traced Hebrew, Greek, and Latin
back to German. [...Und so, on the one hand, attempts were
made to lay claim to the most remote cultural materials,
and on the other hand, the aim was to conceal the
artificiality of this attitude in an extreme foreshorten-
ing of the historical perspective . "173 The thinking of
this naturalism was that the task of German lyric was to
grasp the language of nature in words and rhythms. Ben-
iamin counters this position by calling attention to the
alexandrine verse-form of the Trauerspiel, which produces
conflictual dialectic of its own, mirroring the conflict
itself. Quoting Borinski, he writes: "If, in the fact of
the colossal proportions of Baroque architecture and Baro-
l
962)
:
°n the dialectic of the word he writes:Eigenartig
,
kuhn und tief is t diese Theorie von derBeziehung
,
bzw. Beziehungslosigkeit in der Sprache
. Siespiegelt rein das dialektische Denken wider und dazu einegrolse, lautere Achtung vor dem Wort
,
dem sie Ewiqkeit
zudenkt." p. 52.
173 Ibid
. , 378 ; 203
.
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IS
que painting, it has been permissible to emphasize the
'tendency to simulate the occupation of space , that ^
to both, then the language of the Trauerspiel
Which expands in painterly fashion in the alexandrinl, ha,the same function .
"
174
The following alexandrine from the end of Kallmann's
Manamne shows that the conflict portrayed is irreconcil-
able, and that the words have petrified into personifica-
tions of words, broken, and lamenting. Just as Kallmann
moved to the writing of operas late in his life, these
last words could be sung.
Palaestina
:
Ach! Ach! Ach!
How clean-Mazing revenge torments me!
s Palaestme then to sink into the Dead Sea’To drown m its own blood?
Who was I certainly before this time’
A land /
and h°ney flew wi thout stop// that had encompassed the highest mostextreme, itself; y '
An image of eternity.
But ach! Ach! Now I am entirely mocked and jeered!My scepter taken away, and dethroned 1
Doesn't anyone anymore take up my cares’
,TnS h??r! Ach listen to laments!For hardly still can I breathe;
And save me from the torments that fly into a
rage ! 1
Tyranny
:
Silence! your whimperings are too much!
174 Ibid., 380; 206.
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tadVL°nJy a children's game /d
who^-: sfa?— ^t..
- /
Rise up sisters! Come over here'
Don^
Y
S
Ur
f
elVeS With tyranny!n t be lax in serving me!Hunger / Discord / Plague / snH n •
Come
h
/
rUl
^
YOU br°ad »d «(de / X/ and martyr Palaestine
! 175
The Pleas of Palestine wake the ghost of King Solomon from
hrs grave, who implores them to dry their tears, for the
Holy Land lies close at hand, in Austria.
favor fl0m0n ' to wh°"> °°d and the world are in
l.
C
]It
S
is
a
he
P
/°who
tl0n / thS great LEOPOLD
uo
' crowns you with laurel^.
And soon
a
win Y
°U
'
fr0m the Wrathful Saracen /
the Po?e!
Se YOU up just to the heights of
Palestine is overjoyed. Both she and Solomon shout "Long
live Leopold" and the play ends. Before the end, Hallmann
mentions the rule of Hadrian over Jerusalem, and one is
suggested to associate the insurrection of 66 A.D. with
Bar Kokba of 135 A.D.; Herod with Hadrian. Hence the
politically controversial Christian, and Holy Roman
ending. An interesting point further illuminates Ben-
jamin's construction of the book. During Leopold I's reign
Vienna grew to become the cultural center that it did. The
man himself loved music, and was not a bad composer.
175 Johann Christian Hallmann, Mariamne : Trauerspiel(Stuttgart: Reclam, 1973), 126. The play was published in
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"Language which, on the one hand, seeks, in the full-
ness of sound, to assert its creaturely rights
, is
, on
other hand, in the pattern of the alexandrine, unfit-
tingly bound to a forced log . cal . x xms is the stylisticlaw of bombast, the formula for the 'Asian words , Qf ^
Trauerspiel
. The gesture, which thereby seeks to in-
corporate meaning, is of a piece with the violent
taon of history. In language, as in life, to adopt only
the typical movement of the creature and yet to express
the whole of the cultural world from antiquity to Chris-
tian Europe-such is the remarkable mental attitude which
is never renounced even in the Trauerspiel. The enormous
artificiality of its mode of expression thus has its roots
in that same extreme yearning for nature as the pastoral
Plays, on the other hand, this very mode of expression,
which only represents-
-that is to say represents the na-
ture of language
--and as far as possible avoids profane
communication, is courtly and refined . "176 The violent
distortion of history that Benjamin speaks about, and that
can be seen in Hallmann above and the Trauerspiel itself,
can be attributed on the one hand to a line Benjamin
writes about Johann Wilhelm Ritter. He writes, first, that
the Romantic philosophers' musical philosophy has an af-
finity with the Baroque that should be heard, and heeded.
176 Benjamin, GS I., Origin, 210.
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or music, and
He questions the theatrical role of sound
then establishes a position he himself was to take up-
Penetrating this perspective
..could only be accomplished
by a fundamental discussion of language, music
_
and
scrrpt . "ivvAs has been studied fervently by many, this re-lationship between music, language, and script is also an
everyday matter. As I overhP^r-H =neara a young woman recently
"J^
r
~j
rj
^
Fragmente ous dem Nachlalse^ine^ Passa<3e out of Ritter's
Taschen buch fur Freunde der 3
ungen Physikers: Ein
Kiepenheuer, 1984 ) 270 211 k (Hanau/Main: Miiller &here is the complete con Lh 9108 ; " What is of value
once everything was consciousn^c
0t consciousnes s, and
as especially Herder showed so marvel
(La
^
fc) or tone
^
are conscious and think withour
lously. That we now
therewith, is an abstract Ton oh sfeaklnS about sound
(to hinder us as well, is thatS.
01
,
slmple convention, --
the natural one, hence we Drefev 1
anguage is no longer
silent),
--and since rhth V0 stutter and keep
energetically Anymore. From SeSSll°f,' h S°
ing, singing, screaming, Ind so ?orth fnd®
tlme mentl°n -
the educated one, to awakenina of h ,
n Praise
ness, God sounds. " He continues?
-An ofS?f
consclous -
music?
9
the
h
human
n9
' '****
made thr^the^S,^ SefSSS S2 %££»
beaut i fu^development
S^^ d— S *™
so undividablTtiereveA In SeSmKSSL “irlfSn-sofar as it is visible, and can become so, is this letter
thlfr
Wrh "h lh?. WOrd writes ' the l«ter sounds; both S'ei undividability is being, consciousness, life- thusupwards to God." Ibid. '
Ritter doesn't stop there, however. He moves rightfrom the word and writing and sound to the body tophysics. 1
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I have
•y:
-I c„ Hebrew, but
, „„ ^ ^ ^
‘ "™
- 1*" **»
•. c ,p„ kHebrew, but I cannot read it."
Benjamin couldn't read Hebrew. But he could hear it
around him being spoken, like music. The words were onlyimages for hi m; allegorical emblems. The meanings he drewfrom them can not have been linguistic,- they are meaning-
less. He understood that with music, "the obstacle of
meaning and intrigue loses its weight," and that it is the
opposite of meaning-laden speech. The fragments of the
elements of language rebel against one another, which is
part of the allegorical approach, he writes. "Even in
their isolation the words reveal themselves as fateful.
Indeed, one is tempted to say that the very fact that they
still have a meaning in their isolation lends a threaten-
ing quality to this remnant of meaning they have kept, m
this way language is broken up so as to acquire a changed
and intensified meaning in its fragments, with the Baroque
the place of the capital letter was established in German
orthography, it is not only the aspiration to pomp, but at
the same time the disassociating, atomizing principle of
the allegorical approach which is asserted here .
"
na When
the dialogic exchanges become more violent and angry, they
become even more fragmentary, he states.
178 Ibid., 382; 208.
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sound, he quotes
On the particle of speech named
Nietzsche
, mostly. But he does stress that it is the
sensuous aspect of language, whereas meaning finds itsPlace in the wrrtten word. ** the spoken word oniy
a flrcted by meaning, so to speak, as if by an inescapable
-ease; it breaks off in the middle of the process of
resounding, and the damming up of f„u9 P ° f eelln9. Which was ready
to pour forth, wakes up mourning. Here meaning is en-
countered, and will continue tQ be encountered ^ the
son for mournfulness. The antithesis of sound and meaning
could not but be at its most intense where both could be
successfully combined in one, without their actually
cohering in the sense of forming an organic linguistic
structure
.
" 179
immediately Husserrand\oSsseaf^fd^M318 ' " • regardin9
"Husserl’s text reveals ,,-ien f 1 de . Man writes:
of all crisis-determined statements
9
It
a
es£L^Vtructureportant truth: the fact th^i- ^ i ^ stablishes an im-
purposely chosen them within the^erio^and^he^
designate this kind of consciousness for^l^rT® S°desire is desire of something or "r' someone here Se “
?hina
10
hn?
eSS d°e
f “S rSSUlt from the absence of some!
^
Ut consists of the presence of a nothingnessoetic language names this void with ever-renewed under-standing and, like Rousseau's longing, it never tires ofnaming it again. This persistent naming is what we callliterature.
- Paul de Man, "Criticism and Crisis-ln Sind-
CrTtiTiL iu
19ht: ES
,
SayS ln thQ Rhet°^c of Contemporary
ff-fo (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 1983)16 - 18 . 'ii
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It is the relationship of the figure of the intriguer
to language that shows up the relationship between pure
sound and meaning. The intriguer in9 a pure form such asthat of Herod son Antipater-lies
.ieo Meaning, if it isto have any relation to truth (and not knowledge) meets a116 ln the breath (and breadth
» <* the word. The Intriguer
behind but pahed
e
still
h
moL
d
suspicio
eaVe
f
their divisions
Alexander and Aristobulus resent^ i f'°£ each other -the eldest, Antipater grudgino eien
lpfer ' s rights asbrothers. Antipater howeve? „L ev? sea°nd Place to hishis mouth shut, concealing with the utmost d and keptdetestation of the other t- . u D cunning his
birth, made no secret of their
W
fee?
aS theY
' proud of their
time by their 'friends ' manv nf ?;
lngs
' goaded all the
to spy on them. Every word uttered?!
nosed their way in
was immediately repeated in Anr •
n Alexander's circle
With additions, by Antipater to Herod'
S
The
nd passed on
'
not make the most innocent remark /OLlng man c°uld
trouble; everything he said -
wlthout getting into
twist, and if
Y
he spokl unguardldlv^m "Vincriminating
manufactured out of molehills Antira? Were
.^srs:
of
friends were either nahiraiiv Z. ntea ’. Ail his own
grfts to divulgf^SS^o 5 2g ^t^r^liSmight fairly be described as a mystery ow2keLe2sAlexander s companions, on the contrary an u ^bribery or subtle flattery, tatSto?I' in^rKw t0
:2rd2
ec
BTtL
nfrrsdwho Ltrayed a^ ^“°n
b
s
e
ar
pon
'
,
; ,
X
h
f
most a roit stage
-management Antipater
sink ?ntn
m
w
elf
af
past master in the a^t of making slanderi o Herod s ears, himself acting the part of an af-fectionate brother and leaving the tale-bearing to othershenever a story was told to the discredit of Alexanderhe would make his entrance and act his part first tearingthe story to pieces, then subtly confirming it and stir-ring the king to anger
. Everything was turned into proofconspiracy, and nothing did so much to win acceptance
K°n
s]
;
ande
J
s as Antipater's appeals on his brother'sbehalf. Josephus, The Jewish War, 90-91.
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e master of meanings, Benjamin writes. And thus thepent-up mournings of a naturai ianguage destine) are
made t0 bS the reSP°nSibilit
^ the intriguer as
.ell-
^ n°”' S° ^ SPeak
' takSn °Ver ** meaning, then it mustprove to be entrrely a manifestation of the iinguistic, asthe age understood it
. As the age understood it Ben]amin speaks of the choreographic style of the intrigue,
which helped to dissolve the Trauerspiel into opera For
the echo resounds in the interlude, a pil lar
,
part of thfi
architecture of the drama. Benjamin, after quoting Ritter
on oral and written language, and he writes that they are
a unity and a dialectic hut-C1C/ b t to give music or sound its
proper place and not to dismiss
-ii- -in «-v,it in the meaning of lan-
guage, would be to "invesfinahot g te how written language grows
out of music and not directly from the sounds of the
spoken word . "182 "with the theory that every image is only
a form of writing, he gets to the very heart of the al-
legorical attitude, in the context of allegory the image
is only a signature, only the monogram of essence, not the
essence itself in a cloak. "183 One would have to do an
entire study of Nietzsche in this connection to do justice
181 Benjamin, GS I., 384; Origin, 210.
182 Ibid.
, 388
;
214
.
183 Ibid.
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to Benjamin 1 s allusion, one which listens in T-Liste l on Josephus
breaking^nto^hl hSusI^of^ho^™^ t0 looti"9.the Palace, and sparing onlv uh° had fled andwhich did not exceed three h„nS Ya yrcanus ' money,total sum found fell shirt CalenCs - Thefor Herod, long suepictaS of p^T'Rotations;trustworthiness = -i , r Parthian
valuable of his' treaeures^to j^
ansferred the most
followed by all his friends
* dur™~nea
/ an example
the Parthian conduct became'
The iootln9 finished,
they filled the whoL countrv°w°^rage°US thatdeath, blotted out the citv nf i h - W3r t0 themaking Antigonus king actual and afterHyrcanus over to hirr^in fJ^lly handed Phasael and
When Hyrcanus fell down ffh^V^ t0rtured -
with his own teeth mutilated u-
feet
' Antl9onus
that he might never If ears ' in order
hood in any circumstances
• ^or™a hi
e
h
hlgh priest ~
be physically perfect.
i
84
'
lg Priest must
Which day?
Benjamin's reference to the
and the decision in Schmitt in
return at its "end" to question
exception, the emergency,
the early part of the book
the status of the extrem-
ity of the Day of Judgment. For the action and its suspen-
are tied to the decision and from which they
issue does not meet anyone anywhere on the Day of Judgment
itself. This action is carried out alone, as it became
atomized in the personification of a single character, M.
Satan, is the personification of intrigue, of slander and
the He-
-and of spirituality-
-and he is alone.
Through me you enter the woeful city
Through me you enter eternal grief,
Through me you enter among the lost.
184 Josephus, The Jewish War, 62-3.
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^he^f,
m°Ved my high maker:The divine power made me,ine supreme wisdom andBefore me nothing was created^ love 'If not eternal, and eternal tAbandon everv hnnn i 1 endure
.
y nope, you who enter.
These words of obscure color r a =over a portal; whereupon I saL hm* lnscribedmeaning is hard for me " And he V Master - theirunderstands,
"Here must all f
me
' as one wh°
here let all cowardice be^ead^We^f f t behind;the place where I have told , ' We have come to
wretched people whS have lost the°
U
“a
11 See the
l'intenetto.')
an
^dPe^dUt0 U ^ le^
° f
mine, with a cheerful l 5ok%
had pfaced his hand on
fort, he led me among the secretth^ 1 t0°k Com ~le segrete cose").i 85 cret hings ("dentro a
The secret things (the objects of knowledge, are sought
after with the heir, o-f =P ^f another, a nerp^Q^n; i_ -i ./ cl cessary help when one
is surrounded by those who have lost the good of the in-
tellect, iss
..underlying most of the problems we have en-
countered, including those of the postulates, is Kant-s
radical split between reason and nature, itself a deriva-
tive of the duality of spontaneity and receptivity. This
duality is the most fundamental principle of the critical
system. Without it, the Copernican revolution will make no
sense, and there will be no transcendental science and no
necessary and universal foundations for knowledge and
185 Dante Alighieri,
III, trans. Charles S.
ceton University Press
The Divine Comedy: Inferno,
Singleton, (Princeton, N.J
, 1970), 25.
Canto
: Prin-
186 See the work of Emmanual Levinas.
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— Also, without this duality
_ reason^ ^ ^J6Ct t0 3 CritlqUe that dSfin
- “0
—riots its bound _
arxes. The split between spontaneity and receptivity ex-presses the finitude of man hi« k •
, .
' lS bein9 a 'limited rationalemg
. As such, man , s ^ inteUectus archetypus bufc , s
ound by sense-perceptions in knowledge and by natural ap-petites and desires in action. This split ^ _
that can be descri hpH -in +-u ->ribed in the language of ambiguity, it is
a radical split, that denies mending.
Kant Critique of Judgment, as it was introduced by
Benjamin, presents itself at the "end" of the chapter on
allegory, redrawing the lines between aesthetics and
theology that were set up there. After Benjamin writes
that what by now should be evident is the idea of the
Trauerspiel
, he repeats: "Moreover this assimilated con-
tent cannot be elucidated without the aid of the theologi-
cal concepts, which were indispensable even to its exposi-
tion. If, in the concluding part of this study, we do not
hesitate to use such concepts, this is no metabasis is
alio genos [transition to a different subject]
. For a
critical understanding of the Trauerspiel, in its extreme,
allegorical form, is possible only from the higher domain
of theology; so long as the approach is an aesthetic one,
187
_
Yirmiyahu Yovel, Kant and the Philosophy of Historv
^Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1980 ), 298-
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must have thp ,
-Lsst word 11 1 rd TVi -i i
...
a. 188 This may be true. Butthe question he himself raises nf, o a metabasis eis alio
t
7~' remainS ' " lt? ^
— question he asks brmg se mutilation of ears by mastication to a level parallelto that invoked by lacan in
-Kant avec Sade"^, but itdoes not rest on this level, for desire and its accoutre-
ments is not its domain. He queries: .ttove all: what is
the significance of those scenes of cruelty, agony and
horror in which the Baroque drama revels?" iso Part of the
answer lies, he says, in parts, body parts that is. For
the strict emblematist could not make an exception for the
human body in granting it symbolic totality: It too, like
the rest of nature, had to be broken up into remnants,
scattered meanings, like the significance of a severed
ear, a slit eyeball, or a hand that lies there on its own,
without any attachment
. The fragmented body has haunted
the consciousness of ones that for centuries imagined
themselves whole, a horror that takes the form of hal
lucinations, ecstatic states, and madness. The man who
abandons a physis equipped with consciousness "to scatter
It to the manifold regions of meaning" is left with a
188 Benjamin, GS I., 390; Origin, 216.
Seuilj
a
«66f,
L
765-9o'.'
Kant Sade '" BCritS <Paris:
190 Benjamin, GS I., 392; Origin, 216.
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shrunken head and a politicizedP -Liticize former body, uncollectiblem a Hobbesian or any other sense OnlvS - 0 Y as a corpse doestne body come into itd nwn DI s o , Benjamin writes, and this inltS alle3
-ical sense :
-Seen from the point of view ofdeath, the product of the corpse is life.^ Here, Hohhes
comes into his own: He is ahio +-w ble to gather together the
fragments of what will be s K’-im ^a Kingdom, and give it the sem-
blance of a community of working parts. As Benjamin
writes; "Since, in fact, the soirit i a • •p s m itself pure rea-
son, true to itself, and it is physical influences alone
which bring it into contact with the world, the torture
Which it endures was a more immediate basis of violent
emotions than so-called tragic conflicts. Benjamin at-
tributes this long-lasting dualism to Descartes and the
theory of the passions. In death the spirit becomes free,
in the manner of spirits, and the body comes to justice,
as corpse, he holds. And a memento mori wakes in the
physis, he writes, Mneme itself. 193
191 Ibid., 392; 218.
192 Ibid.
, 391 ; 217
.
193 The works of Henri Bergson are indispensible whenconsidering the relationships between matter memory con
"B^
U
these
S
't
the hdy ' percePtion - -tion, ani the
i f/ 686 wo extreme states, the one of an entirely con-templative memory which apprehends only the singular^its vision, the other of a purely motor memory whichstamps the note of generality on its action, are reallyseparate and are fully visible only in exceptional cases.
n n°rmal life they are interpenetrating, so that each hasto abandon some part of its original purity. The first
reveals itself in the recollection of differences, the
second m the perception of resemblances: at the meeting
250
is present in these ia^ Pages
, and
thedegree thar?hLeP?ecSllect ’ gSneral idea . [ . . . ] But inments
, and so to external perception^th nearer to Re-acquires a higher practical important' n W°rk ° f Roryreproduced exactly as they were lmages,and even with their affective col h a11 their detailsidle fancy or of dream: to act is iust't- 3^ ^he ima9es ofmemory to shrink [my emphasis- t0 lnduce thisthinned and sharpened, so that it r/ °r rather to becomethan the edge of a blade to actual P^esents nothing thickerit will thus be abl e ?o%eLtrate 1 r eXP?r^^e ^. intoview, an appeal is made to activitv at \-b ordln9' to ourwhen perception gives rise to ke Precise momentscan it, as it were, autoLtLa n m°Vements which
recollection, which is masked bv the*'’
This spontaneous
t i°n
,
may flash out at interval^
k acc?u
^
ed recollec-
least movement of the voluntary memory^ if
L ®®ppea« at the
sees the series of letters u • t ^Le subject
retained the image, vanish' flLtf he th°uSht hepens mainly when he begins to repef? it the^^F ClUs hap ’to drive the rest of the imaae nnt nf e effort seemsNow, analyze many of the imaninst 1 ° f hl f consciousness.
and you will find that the obiect^f Pf
thods
,
of mnemomics
bring into the foreground
C f thlS science is to
hidden, and to place it as an^cr •
aneous mem°ry which was
vice; to this end Ivery
' attest “t
tve memory, at our ser-
gin with, suppressed. The ? r memory is, to be-
says one author, belongs rather to°s ["
ental Photography,
to consciousness; it TsJerl ^ith d^fficul^t^ 3 th“mons of the wil 1 r 1 ivw • , UJ- r acuity to the sum-
ours consist, and at * ihat
'“hat d°es this hypothesis of
pany with the other’ Instead
does it part com-
of which we can say 'nothing since^W9 affection -it should be what it is raster than anything^lse?^
f
a
f\
ro™ actl °n, that is to say from our faculty of efectmg changes in things, a faculty attested to bv conscrousness and toward which all the powers of the
7
rganized body are seen to converge
.[...] Lastly I interrogate my consciousness as to the part wiich it plays inaffection: consciousness replies that it is present in-deed, in the form of feeling or of sensation, at all thesteps in which I believe that I take the initiative, andthat it faces and disappears as soon as my activity bybecoming automatic, shows that consciousness is no longerneeded. Therefore, either all these appearances are decep-tive, or the act m which the affective state issues isnot one of those which might be rigorously deduced from
antecedent phenomena, as a movement from a movement; and,hence, it really adds something new to the universe and toits history. Let us hold to the appearances; I will for-
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^ 18 thS ° f that
«lls up in his be _gannxng atte.pt at a construction of a doctrine
,of ideas,W rch has been spoken about. 124 The section
"On
mulate purely and simply what I a , .seems to take place as if in
and what I see: All
which I call the universe' nnt-h v
a^regate of images
except through the medium of certlin^t C°Uld ha?Penthe type of which is furnished m<=. k Par ticu±ar images,emphasis]. Henri Bergson Mattel ^ ZY body ‘ " Author'sMargaret Paul and w. Scott Palmlr m Mamofy, trans. Nancy1988), 155, 106-07, 87 6 3 18 (New York : Zone Books,
does not add ^new^art ° f technic of nature]
tern of our cognition of nature and
?
of f
S a doctrinal sys-
presentation of nature as art- i « reedom: for our
as a principle for oSr investiaat i
^ that Serves
merely for [us] subjects so that ° f nature ' and henceduce into the aggregate of Pmnf W? ?ay PosslblY intro-
laws, the =oherence
9
that°a syftSfhsVT' “ emP^calnature a reference to this our need ri bY attrlbuting toOn the other hand, our concept Sf f * systematical .a heuristic principle for inHm echnic of nature, as
the critiqued oufcogStlve^Zr^ [th4 £“ "S 1 ?!]? tQcritique] which indicates what caus4 we have f Smg nature in this way, where this Idea . or Present-
whether it is to be found Hn = i . originates and
what the range and the limit of itrisYare^n' a^ d
ls°
such an inquiry will belong as a parr Y Ih wor 'the critique of pure reason' but non e' 5° the syste™ of
trinal philosophy." Immanuel Kant "On th^Svste
6
™ ?
£ d°C “
Higher Cognitive Powers Which L?h at the n 7 t me°f the
ophy, " Critique of Judgment trans. Werner YYLhLP (]n°S
~
dianapolis: Hackett, 1987), 394. The concept of nature asrt is the concept of the technic of nature, which doesnot provide the basis for any theory, Kant writes nordoes it contain
.
cognition of objects, but it makes it dos-sible to investigate nature, according to a principle thatallows one to proceed by empirical laws. "But this[concept of the technic of nature] does not enrich our
law^W 6 natUre Wlth a sPecial [besonder ] objective.L w but only serves judgment as the basis for a maxim bvwhich we [can] observe nature and to which we [can] hold7up [and compare] nature's forms." Ibid.
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p,rt “ ”• th*
„
hia,
ocuses on the final purpose of (natural) human beings-
happiness-addresses that purpose from the standpoint of
Satan 11 forf ei t q u ,• u •s his subjective purpose (i. e
. happi-ness)^ for an objective one, Benjamin would say. This
Purpose is the purpose of creation itself. »Moral teleol _
ogy compensates for the deficiency of physical teleology
and for the first time supplies a basis for a theology
Per physical teleology on its own, if it proceeded CQn _
sistently instead of borrowing, unnoticed, from moral
teleology, could not provide a basis for anything but a
demonology, which is incapable of (providing] a
determinate concept [of the deity]
.[...]
„
hat matterSi
then, is whether we do have a basis, sufficient for reason
(whether speculative or practical), for attributing a
final purpose to the supreme cause acting in terms of pur-
poses. For [even] a priori we may then consider as
certain, given the subjective character of our reason, or
given even that of the reason of other beings no matter
how such reason might be conceived, that this final pur-
pose can only be man under moral laws. On the other hand,
we are quite unable to cognize a priori the purposes of
nature in the physical order; above all we have no insight
of any kind [that tells us] that a nature could not exist
195 Ibid.
,
332
.
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without such purposes . "196
On the other hand." j« thiQ iJs s book a metabasis eis aliogenos, and if so, where have we as reade' rs, been led?
Into a theater of crueltv , .i y< from which there hLn is no escape?
Artaud wouldn't stand for it. although he would be able to
stage it : the tyrant producing corpses for the Trauer-
spi el
, machine- like
. Benjamin writes, reminding us again
of the Theses on History to come, of the expert chess-
Playing humunculus hidden by mirrors under the table but
who pulls the strings of the puppet playing who wins
"every time:" [D] ramatists avail [ed] themselves of an
Italian trick [ J Through a hole in the top of a table,
the cloth of which hung down to the ground, there appeared
the head of an actor [at the banquet of death]
.
" 1*7 Dis _
embodied heads, without resource, though thickly bloodied.
Where have we been led? Back into the middle, into the
Middle Ages, for one, back to the face of the figure of
Christ and its mirror image. "There is a threefold
material affinity between Baroque and Medieval Chris-
tianity. The struggle against the pagan gods, the triumph
of allegory, the torment of bodiless, are equally essen-
tial to both. [. . .] And it is only in these terms that the
origin of allegory can be illuminated. If the dissolution
196 Ibid., 331-34.
197 Benjamin, GS I., 393; Origin, 219.
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of the pantheon of antiquity has a • .4 n decisive role in this
origin, it is exceedingly instructive that its •
...
n l reinvigora-
n 10 hUmaniSm
^e seventeenth century to
protest
, "las The conflict is over mythologi sm
, and just as
ism was there to intervene in a neo-Platonic waybetween antiquity and Christianity, Rosicrucianism, al-
chemy, astrology ("the ancient occidental residue of
oriental paganism") and other occult tendencies mixed
themselves in the middle between Renaissance humanism and
the Baroque.
"European antiquity was split and its obscure
after-effects in the Middle Ages enlivened itself anew in
essays on Benj amin^olle^ ° f critical
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ltS af *"er ~ ima?e in Humanism
.[...] The Renaissance
stimulates the visual memory-how much, can be seen from
the conjuration scenes in the Trauerspiel
-but at the same
time it awakens an imagistic speculation which is perhaps
of greater import for the formation of style. Until
Augustine locates in the beyond blessed incorruptible cor-
on!y PreseAtfeLeL^nt^LarS^rS-.ff^ " St^" notbut offers the following commentarv ”a 5 and Rieg1 'language, with an internal orrW Ya A style ls like a
mitting a varied intensity o/delicacv^f®
3
^
1
^638 ' ad
'
"Another interesting exception il h f statement . ” And:
IS the difference between marginal and
h™°9«ne?us in style
in certain arts. In early Bvzanrino
"
v
he dominant fields
represented in statuesone ! f works - rulers are
accompanying figures, by Ahe lame IrtiAt^lelainMr11^
Romanesque art^hi^dif ferllce°'
na
!;
uralistic style. In
scholars have mm^y“^=5nttat See^ed0 tha^works were done partlv bv aPrhr^ . h c®rtain Spanish
lem artist. In sllfiLtLlefllf f“^in^ 1" by 3 M°S -m the background are more advlnled in slyll thlflStral parts, anticipating a later stag! of the artmedieval work the unframed figures on the borders
' of i 1 1 „minated manuscripts or on cornices cani llu-
figures® This"^^ and m°re natuAalistic than thiTmliA
, i *
^
1S 1S surprising, since we would expect to findthe most advanced forms in the dominant confer But in
hfrTles^bounl t?1Pt0rf °r P?lnCer 1S bolder Serene is
^
e s ound o an external requirement; he even seeksout and appropriates the regions of freedom. In a similar^
thanTh!
r
f
1St
'h fawin3s OT sketches are more advancedan the inis ed paintings and suggest another side of
behind
r
thp
a
^^' •
ThS ®xecution of the landscape backroundse religious figures in paintings of the fifteenthcentury is sometimes amazingly modern and in great con-trast to the precise forms of the large figures. Such ob-servations teach us the importance of containing in thedescription and explanation of a style the unhomogeneous
,
unstable aspect, the obscure tendencies toward new forms "Meyer Schapiro, "Style" in Theory and Philosophy of Art:'Style, Artist, and Society: Selected Papers, Vol
. IV (New
York: George Braziller, 1994), 57-58, 62.
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porality and the pleasure of the naked v,
T ,
human body [fromhe Ci ty of God]
, "nakedness rem
ct faign Of impurity
and as such it was, at most, appropriate <=' dPP Pnat for Greek gods
or infernal demons. Accordincrl\/ ucoramg y
, whenever Medieval
scholarship came across unclothed figures
, it sought tQ
explain this impropriety with reference to a symbolism
which was frequently far-fetched, and generally
hostile,^ Then allegorical practice establishes, from a
Christian point of view, Benjamin writes, the demonic na-
ture of the ancient gods and the pious mortification of
the body. "It is therefore no accident that the Middle
Ages and the Baroque took pleasure in the meaningful jux-
taposition of statues of idols and the bones of the
dead.
»
20i These images are not filled out with the flesh
of the symbol, but remain skeletal and significant in the
exigency and play of allegory.
"The three most important impulses in the origin of
western allegory are non-antique, anti-antique: The gods
project into the alien world, they become evil, and they
become creatures. The dress of the Olympians is left be-
hind, so that in the course of time emblems collect around
it. And this attire is creaturely as is a devil's
200 Benjamin, GS I., 395; Origin, 222.
201 Ibid., 396; 222.
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body . "202 Christianity attempts to dress Sat. •
r
a an m the qarb
° guilt, to charge him with as BerH' niamm says, the
changes in legal norms
, with their ri acn cl ims to eternal
validity, to charge him with transitorin^Lid sicormess as well as
eternity, this one
"creature... But via the develops ofearly Chrrstianity
, and continuing through occults itbecame obvious that many gods had been transformed into
little devrls, and many little devils into one m a
switch from the beautrful to the sublime, the gods are
shed of their swathes of drapery and try to hide. But
eir secrets are unconcealed, and in this nakedness, like
in the statues of nymphs being disrobed by satyrs, a mar-
ble silence reigns, one overheard by a snickering
laughter
.
Like phosphorescent light, which continues to glow
even after the radiation which was its cause has ceased, a
form of light that was developed in the seventeenth
century, highly poisonous and fusing with the organic, al-
legory shows itself to have pyrophoric tendencies, almost
Elsinorian. "If the church had been able quite simply to
repress the gods from the memory of the faithful, al-
legorical language would never have come into being. For
it is not an epigonal victory monument; but rather the
word which has the mission to ban the unbroken remains
202 Ibid., 399; 225.
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(Rest) of
.
.
Ufe -'
,22i °ne of return, through
nstianrty, rs by way of guilt, a ban coming from bad
conscience that doesn't make
„ r .
ltS W3y to verba l expression.
t « to the allegorical observer, whobetrays the world for the sake of knowledge, but it also
sttschss to the obieet- l •j ct of his contemplation. This view,
rooted in the doctrine of the fan cf u,cn t ll of the creature, which
brought down nature with it, is responsible for the fer
rnent which distinguishes the profundity of western al-
legory from the oriental rhetoric of t-h-i *L° s form of expres-
sion. Because it is mute, fallen nature mourns. But the
converse of this statement leads even deeper into the es-
sence of nature: its mournfulness makes it become
mute. "204 The word cannot ban the individual pagan god
from being remembered; it has a name. Benjamin writes that
to be named, regardless of the namer, is perhaps always a
presentiment of mourning. But not to be named, only to be
read and reread by the allegorist, as mute nature is, is
much more mournful. And yet only thanks to him does na-
ture, or the object, in their guilt-laden degradation, at-
tain significance. "On the other hand, alongside the em-
blems and the clothing, the words and the names remain be-
hind, and, as the living contexts of their birth dis-
203 Ibid., 396; 223.
204 Ibid., 398; 224.
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appear, so they become the origins of concepts, in which
acquire a new content, which is predisposed to
allegorical representation; such is the case with Fortune,
Venus (as Dame World) and so on. "205
One Day? which day? And who leaps from the balcony?
The proximity of death being necessary for conceptual
significance having been established, one can begin to ask
more pressing and unanswerable questions, perhaps, of the
end of this book, one that "ends" similarly to other un-
finished books, such as the Symposium, with the sound of
music; or to an assembly of Nietzschean fragments, shrilly
or with a demand; or like Kafka's America, up on pillars
at the Theater of Oklahoma. One question is that of ac-
tion, of the decision which returns, and which causes al-
legory to turn somersaults in the air. Tosca leaps immedi-
ately upon realization of the death of Cavaradossi from
the Castel Sant 'Angelo with the words "0 Scarpia, avanti a
Dior' ("Scarpia, before God!"). Although Juliet remains on
her balcony, both these characters meet violent death. The
last words of the Duke of Albany in King Lear compare well
to those of Prince Escalus in Romeo and Juliet.
Albany. The weight of this sad time we must obey;Speak what we feel, not what we ought to say.
The oldest hath borne most : we that are young
205 Ibid., 399; 225-26.
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Shan never see so much nor live so Iona[Exeunt, with a dead march. g '
brings,-
A gl°°min9 this morning with it
ThL
n
^
er w
;
s a story of m°re woe
punished
-
an this of Juliet and her Romeo. [Exeunt.
But a study Of last words, at least as far as allegory is
concerned, must concern itself with the leap, the jump,
the somersault just spoken of, and of the idea of origin
[ Ursprung] outlined in the first part of this chapter. The
raising of consciousness is on the line, if not on-line,
sublimely, quietly, and infinitely connected. Blue Tech-
nics a la Turk, or a la Tartar, as Benjamin would have it
over Stan Getz/Dave Brubeck. Consciousness' Sprung out of
devaluation, unending contemplation, and, ultimately,
evil, falls into life. First, much laughter is heard.
"Here is the first point to which we call attention.
There is nothing of the comic outside of that which is
properly human . "206 The figure of Satan trumps all set-ups
of the human, all personification, all images, all charac-
terization of the human. All such images become allegori-
cal in his realm of knowledge, and such they are reduced
to bare bones and statuesque stares, resembling Juliet in
206 Bergson, Le Rire: Essai sur la signification du comigue, Oeuvres (Paris: Presses Universitaires de Paris
1963), 388.
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er also bier, hence. The unification of the Serial and
e spiritual is accomplished by him in the interstice be-tween the paganism of the Renaissance and the Christianity
of the Counter-Reformation. The Middle Ages contributed to
the unification of a multitude of demons left over in
paganism, into one, theologically-defined Antichrist
.10,
But it is precisely the resentlance of humans to Satan
(as to Christ, or God in the doctrine) is comical, and
Benjamin writes: "If it is the creaturely world of things,
the dead, or at best the half-living, that is the object
of the allegorical intention, then man does not enter its
of vision, if it sticks exclusively to emblems, then
revolution [Umsahwung]
, salvation is not unthinkable. But
scorning all emblematic disguise, the undisguised visage
of the devil can raise itself up from out of the depths of
the earth into the view of the allegorist, in triumphant
207 "To determine the characteristics of a theoloav in
ing it^from tte^^triSS^^ron
Fundamentally, as there is but one Church one^th^10 '3 'cnpture, one tradition, and one authority, there is bunone theology. Theology cannot be the specialty of anv onemilieu, where it would be, as it were, imprisoned Like
necessarilv
P
fv
S°nall
fT'
eVSry culture
'
and even more,hS ' Y ' e ery re lection on the Catholic faith everytheoiogy is, by its essence, universal and overflows the Y
° f sPecial ization. It is only within the great
lifTlf
1
thTrh
ieS
v™
h
t
Ch
!J
aVS succeeded one another in theS Church that different currents can be ob-served
; but they cannot be separated." Jean Leclercq,
Love of Learning and the Desire for God • A
??
nastlc Culture, trans. Catharine Misrahi (NewYork: Fordham University Press, 1961 ), 193.
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the
vitality and nakedness. [. ] Accord -i nr-r *.• j
-a cord g to gnostic-
msnichaean doctrine mat-f
^
' matter was created to bring about
Tartanzation 1 of the world, and was destined to ab-
‘"rraim « «« •*» it. a,
world might display itself Hn n.y i Its purity; but in the devil
at calls to mind its Tartarean nature, scorns its al-
legorical
'significance,' and mocks anyone who believes he
can pursue it into the depths with impunity. Just as
earthly mournfulness is of a piece with allegorical inter-
pretation, hellish gaiety belongs to the undoing of desire
in the triumph of matter. "208 The dumb creature is able to
hope for salvation through (devilish-allegorical) meaning.
Insofar as man thinks he is clever and speaks his piece
out clearly, and through base calculation, makes its
material similar to, or resembling the human in self-
consciousness, he meets the allegorizer in the scornful
laughter of hell. In laughter precisely, matter takes on
with highest eccentric pretense Uberschwanglich
excessively-
-spirit
. It becomes so full of spirit, Ben-
jamm writes, that it overshoots language.
It overshoots the elemental aspect of language, its
parts. Benjamin writes that the Sturm und Drang had eyes
only for the elemental aspect of Shakespeare, and not the
allegorical. Both are essential: the elemental is primary
208 Benjamin, GS I., 400-01; Origin, 227.
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in Shakespeare; the allegorical in Cald -a eron. But he
writes, Satan tempts before he terror^ • urronzes with mourninqhe tempts the curious t-hnac uW ° Want knowledge just forthe sake of it out- ri-F
• pure currosity. This is the basis
O culpable knowledge, Benjamin writes, It is empty, purelosity
, it neglects the si raplicity of things in its im-patrence to get to the core of the matter, to get to the
core of matter, to get to the center of the earth where
all of its secrets lie, in the depths.
"Magical knowledge
which includes alchemy, threatens the adept with isolation
and spiritual death. This attitude is not restricted
to the Baroque, he writes; moreover, it is a sign of Baro-
que qualities in later periods (such as that of expres-
sionism)
. "Knowledge, not action
-i o ^y , r , is the most character-
istic mode of existence of evil. "210 The basis of the ex-
istence of evil is " revealed in a fata morgana of a realm
of absolute, that is to say godless, spirituality, bound
to the material as its counterpart." Mourning, the mother
of allegories and their content, he writes, gives birth to
three Satanic promises, all spiritual in kind, shown by
the Trauerspi el now in the figure of the tyrant, now in
that of the intriguer. "What tempts is the illusion of
freedom-
-in the experience of what is forbidden; the illu-
209 Ibid., 403; 229.
210 Ibid.
, 403 ; 230
.
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sion of independence
--in the secession from the c
of • ommunitythe prous; the illusion of infinity-in the
_
y l empty abvsqof evil. "211 Three spiritual in, •illusions, in which humans
" to experience a symbolic totality, freedom, indepen .
nCe
' The question remains how these con-
ceptual elements relate to truth and in r' lts lmguisticity
ltS elSmental 8t— presentational power. Beniamin
writes: "The purely material and this absolutely spiritual
are the poles of the Satanic realm,- and consciousness is
their illusionistic synthesis, in which the genuine
synthesis, that of life, is imitated [afft ] . "212
the first
And this Last is not La^f k, *-
lo^Lrcy-St^uf^
re%ftffT- ^
so
ha
^| SI ^-UfaoW^t?^ai
Tomorrow, so whollv Tnrtav
'
T fVery But ~ first and
as life and°the wa^.^tSrefore
8
"t^. eternalthe eternal truth as directlylelo UfT^thfway. To walk humbly with thvGod nnfh? d th
-
“x P;s«B ts.
grow faith hoc
9 WOr2'
1
It is the ^ed whence9
,°L n
'
°pe
'
and love
'
and the fruitwhich ripens out of them. It is thevery simplest and just for that
the most difficult. It dares at
every moment to say Truly to
the truth. To walk humbly
with thy God-
-the words
211 Ibid., 404; 230.
212 Ibid.
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are written over the gate
nf
whlch leads out'o the mysterious-mira-
culous light of thedivine sanctuary in
which no man can
remain alive.
Whither, then,
do the wings of
the gates open?
Thou knowest
it not?
INTO LIFE213
An Un,sahmng (turnabout), umspringen (jump around-in
the air,
, and sich uberschlagen (somersaulting, tumbling,
hipping (a page]
) , reveal a sober exit from what might be
left as the self-delusionary
"knowledge" and transforma-
LAST.
^i^the^nnermost^anctum^of
°the
4
d^
"
'
^ WiteS: " THE
man might expect all the world anH vr
l
^
ne truth
/ where
likeness of that which he is to t0 dwindle intothus catches sight of none other thS!
Slght of there, he
his own. The Star of Redemption i^hp
* countenanc e like
which glances at me and 2 t become countenance
came my mirror, but God's truth^Gnd
1
^
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- Not God be-
the first -
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13
^ laSt andis built in the innermost middl2 u 2? sanctuary which
seen. He led me t”t border of Tift himself .to be
sanctuary where he granted f
66 hlm and live.' Thus that
-nt of the hype^sln the^orld itVlf a°i^fA^Tlife. But what he gave me to see in tufL d 6,
ceive°in ^J^ofSfe "th AfA privUe9ed to plr-
see -it and L 1 f 1 fe/ e difference is only that I
of ?he
n
d
nce 15 gra"ted only to him who follows the wordst ivine mouth. For-- 'he has told thee oh man whatis good and what does the Lord thy God require of thee
with thy°God
S
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C
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d
,
"423-24.
merCY ^ t0 Walk hUmbly
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tions Of allegory, which would dizzily head head fir8t#
shrunken or not, emblem for emblem, for the abyss. This
overturning moment reveals the limit of allegory, not its
ideal
. „hat this ideal would be-distance from God
vainglory, and darkness-evil- is revealed to be as
sionistic as the consciousness that comes between the
material and the spiritual. This book, about extremes, ap-
proaches the middle from the wings of a gate, in
Rosenzweig words, from the vortex of the divine mouth.
Which might be closer to a Holderlinian interpretation, 214
214 "Is there a measure on part-h?
never the Creator's worlds constrict^ 1S n°ne * Forthunder. A flower too is beaSt if k pro^ress ofder the sun. Often in lifp rhm ^ because it blooms un-
could be called much more beautiful than°fl£
S that
I know it! For to bleed hnth £ i ^ 1 owers. Oh, well
to be no more, does that please God? Yet the^iuWt^ 17
reaches
e
f4r
m
as
t
th
em
M
ln
h
PUre
' elSe °n P ir“i°ns the 4agle
voice of^o mLJ bird! LWishthenfLencerathl T ^You beautiful little stream, you seem touching asTyou 1S ’
erene life I see blossom around me in the shaoes of
^
f
f
a
t
-
10n,
,
ecaus ® not unfittingly I compare it to thesoli ary doves of the churchyard. But the laughter of manseems to grieve me, for I have a heart. Would I like to be
birds
St
th
I t
ht
nk S°' F
°u
thSy possess the swiftness of, ey blossom with fire and are like children inpurity, to desire more than that, human nature cannotpresume The serenity of virtue also deserves to bepraised by the serious spirit which wafts between the gar-den s three columns. A beautiful virgin must wreathe herhead with myrtle, because she is simple both in her natureand in her feelings. But myrtles are to be found inGreece
.
If someone looks into the mirror, a man, and in it seeshis image, as though it were a painted likeness; it resembles the man. The image of man has eyes, whereas the moonhas light. King Oedipus has an eye too many perhaps. The
sufferings of this man, they seem indescribable, unspeak-
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that
or from the split in tragic actron and tragic silence
Nietzsche sees in Aeschylus, say. Satan traipses through
the chorus or interlude C ]ad as an intriguer, knocking
out a section of th<= ne pillar that might just be the choral
Ode to man in Sophocles. Antigone, by contusing the rhythm
syntax, not to mention the meaning of the verse.
"The bleak confusion of Golgotha, which can be recognized
as the schema underlying the allegorical figures in
hundreds of the engravings and descriptions of the period,
is not solely a symbol of the desert of all human exis-
tence. m it passing-away is not signified or allegorical-
ly represented, so much as, self-signifying, proffered as
allegory. As the allegory of resurrection . ”215
likl'this^ttet'is'wh^ But "St"
repreSents
—thing
of you now? Like brooks the end J
omes °ver me if 1 think
away, which expand^SL Asia ofcourse this
W
alf? “tOedipus has it too? Of course rW l f lic ion,
suffer too? Indeed. The Dioscuri in the'
Dl<^ Hercules
not they bear afflictions too'? fnr
® lr friendship, did
Hercules, that is an afflint-iA a
°.f-L9ht Wlt h God, like
the envy of this life?"to'share
'
'ifth^is'an^fmet"
wfh ffcfL8 af°be S hafffliCti°n ' - -nlfcf^ed
beautiful sun' does that? fL^felffp ^thiSjf ‘ if*leads young men along their course with the allurements ofits beams as though with roses. The afflictions thatOedipus bore seem like this, as when a po?r ?an Complainsthat there rs something he lacks. Son of Laio? p?or
liff “fold
G
[
eece
‘ t fe is death, and death is also a
(London AnffS'
SeI ®cted Verse trans. Michael Hamburger,. nvil Press Poetry, 1986), 246-48. ^
Se
^ ^
nselm Haverkamp, Laub vol'l Trauer : Holderlinsspate Allegone (Munich: Wilhelm Fink, 1991 ) .
215 Benjamin, GS I., 405-06; Origin, 232.
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This reversal of fortune has a te.poral index- ., The
seven years of its sinking are but one day,, Even this
of hell is secularized in space, Benjamin writes
This world, in which Satan has had his play, belongs toGod, and rn God's world the allegorist awakens, to redis
cover itself-
-not playfully rn the secret, privileged
world of underground knowledge, of the arbrtrary world ofdead things, but stripped naked and bare of all of its
tricks, soberly bereft of all that belonged to it, appar-
ently. For its "last things," in which melancholy believes
it can most fully secure for itself the discarded, by
turning into them into allegories, that they fin out and
deny the nothingness in which they are represented, just
as the intention does not rest faithfully on empty bones,
leaps without faith to resurrection
.216 The desire to
open up space inside, in the middle (of a ceiling paint-
ing, by Carracci in the Palazzo Farnese, or by Andrea
Pozzo in the church of St. Ignazio in Rome) demonstrates
the need to hold up the sky with pillars and arches from
below. And if not a sky, then at least a balcony
.217 The
lighting is important, to scatter heresies to utter dark-
ness. But the timing is even more crucial: The speed of
216 Ibid., 406; 232-33.
217 See Jean Genet, Le balcon cover by AlbertoGiacometti, (Decines: L'arbalete, 1970).
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speech holds up a tumbling tower with perfectly-tongued
T
30 that ifc mi3ht ^ •—e to Stay up longerbefore being toppled in an untimely fall. To get them to
coincide, speed of sound and speed of hand (writing,
building, signing, conducting, painting, drawing, sword-
fighting, etc., would be to beautify the sublime, in the
aesthetic realm, and in the (symbolic, theologic. to make
a Place for allegory that would rescue the individual from
the arbitrary, it would be time for judgment, in the space
of a stage direction.
For the first time, in the last ten lines of the
Trauerspiel book, Benjamin mentions the phrase "allegori-
cal totality, and it would most certainly seem to be a
contradiction in terms, given the content of the book.
Only a more highly developed intrigue would have lead the
Baroque drama to that scenic organisation with which one
of the images of the sequence would stand out to be dif-
ferent (Artverschiedenes) in the image of the apotheosis,
and show mourning at the same time the cue for its entry
and exit. This different image is the image of sub-
jectivity, and it remains caught in the middle between
heaven and hell, were it not for allegory, strangely
enough. "Thus it is that the pillars of a Baroque balcony
in Bamberg are in reality arrayed in exactly the way in
which, in a regular construction, they would present them-
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selves from below. "218 This perspective is echoed in thehallucination of St. Theresa. Benjamin quotes Borinski
:
The upper regions seem self-supporting, as in the image of
soaring angels; while attention is drawn to the lower
regions, the "violence of the supporting and supported
forces, the enormous pedestals, the doubly and triply aug-
mented projecting columns and pilasters, the strengthening
and reinforcement of their interconnecting elements, all
bearing-a balcony? what other function have they than to
emphasize the soaring miracle above, by drawing attention
to the difficulties of supporting it from below. "219
This support system is not like the cement found under
the floor of the reconstructed Carnegie Hall, which caused
it to buckle, and the acoustics to warble, and which has
had to be removed. It is the life G f an individual, in all
of its parts, which stands under the lights
-of the sun,
of the stage, of a phosphorescent glow-
-to present itself,
to be represented, in an historical-philosophical way at-
tuned to its being. Thus was the image of Satan so graven-
ly detailed by Benjamin; it was the image of God reflected
in man, man who had forgotten the elements of language he
218 Ibid., 407-08; 234.
219 Karl Borinski, Die Antike in Poetik und Kunsttheorie
WlhTll
9an9 *es
.
kl *3sischen Altertums bis auf Goethe undilhelm von Humboldt, I, Mittelalter, Renaissance, Barock,(Leipzig: 1914), 193, quoted by Benjamin, Ibid., 408; 234.
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was responsible for, most immediately, the name. He over-
named,- he overturned. He wanted to overturn
... judgment
. He
wanted to overturn. He wanted to fin out what was empty _
handed with his own voice or his own face-this is evi l
writes Benjamin.
..Allegory exits empty-handed. Evil as
'
such. Which it cherished as enduring profundity, exists
only m allegory, is nothing other than allegory, and
means something different from what it is. It means pre-
cisely the non-existence of what it presents
.[... ] By its
allegorical form evil as such reveals itself to be a sub-
jective phenomenon, the enormous, anti-artistic sub-
jectivity of the Baroque converges here with the theologi-
cal essence of the subjective.!...] Knowledge of evil
therefore has no object. There is no evil in the world. It
arises in man himself, with the desire for knowledge, or
rather for judgment. Knowledge of good, as knowledge, is
secondary. It ensues from practice. Knowledge of evil-as
knowledge this is primary. It ensues from contemplation.
Knowledge of good and evil is, then, the opposite of all
factual knowledge. Related as it is to the depths of the
subjective, it is basically only knowledge of evil, it is
nonsense' [Geschwatz ] in the profound sense in which
Kierkegaard conceived the word. This knowledge, the tri-
umph of subjectivity and the onset of an arbitrary rule
over things, is the origin of all allegorical contempla-
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t ion
.
" 220
.
BUt What °f aUe30riCal totality? xt is
.till a ques-t-n of days
, the first day, the last day. The last
sentence of the booh begins with a quote from Goe the . s
Faust
-d
-th a holding pattern set on the image ofthe beautiful
, not lifted with the elevation of the sub-
lime. Rilke, among others, could hear "Herr, es i s t Zeitder S«er war sehr groS, " in andere ^ ^
ersten Tag erstrahlen,
" for instance, if chere were
scrolls set in his mouth he set t-hom ahe down m script, like
Matthew in Jenson's Every Man In.
.
. : -j am melancho^y
myself divers times, sir, and then do I no more but take
pen and paper presently, and overflow you half a score or
a dozen of sonnets at a sitting." Hha t is the end of al-
legory in this book, and does it have an end? "In the
ruins of great buildings, the ides of +-v,~ iy , Ln a the plan speaks more
impressively than in lesser buildings, however well
preserved they are; and for this reason the German Traner-
spiel merits interpretation. "221 That is to say, it has no
end. But Benjamin doesn't end there. He takes his bow ear-
lier, by introducing an idea that he will leave behind
him, to be picked up like a fall leaf. It is the reference
220 Ibid
., 406- 07 ; 233. See also Peter Fenves, "Chatter"-nguage anti History in Kierkegaard, (Stanford, Calif.-Stanford University Press, 1993)
221 Ibid., 409; 235.
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to the Fall, to the nameless things of good and evil and
to the language of names that he turns, not overturnrng
"For languages the name is only a ground in which the con-
crete elements take root. The abstract elements of lan-
guage, however, take root in the evaluative word, the
judgment
. And while, in the earthly court, the uncertain
subjectivity of judgment is firmly anchored in reality,
With punishments, in the heavenly court the illusion of
evil comes entirely into its own. Here the unconcealed
subjectivity triumphs over every deceptive objectivity of
justice, and is incorporated into divine omnipotence t ...]
,
as hell .
"
222
Allegorical totality is not mentioned until after
Dante's cantos have been sung and the way traversed. It is
only after the entry of Calderon, and Life is a Dream,
after ponderacidn misteriosa, the possibility of the in-
tervening of God into the work of art, that the naked
truth of subjectivity in the face of the lie is un-
concealed: "Subjectivity, like an angel falling into the
depths, is brought back by allegories, and is held fast in
heaven, m God, by ponderacidn misteriosa
.
"223 The Trauer-
spielbuch ends just as the Wahl verwandtschaf ten essay did:
'Nur um der Hoffnungslosen willen ist uns die Hoffnung
222 Ibid
. , 407 ; 234
.
223 Ibid.
, 406 ; 235
.
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gegeben (-Only for the sake of the hopeless is hope™ " US '"’
^ stage
-prop inthe Trauerspiel
:
all of its body parts get collected, or
at least counted and turned. These fragments pile up
, and
amount to something. Since not even Yorick , s skun ^ ^top of the pile, we might suggest a raising of conscious-
ness takes place, in place nfP o the saving of face. 224
teceivi^fther^^^rn ^
It is the "Spaniard.. El Greco who presents Benjamin with
his famous shrunken heads filled with intrigue that would
later turn into legalisms
.226 But in the night of bodily
conflict of Verdi. s Castilian XI Xrovatore, the violence
and the lyricism of the troubadour Manrico are at such
variance that his identity comes into question, and as the
famous gypsy chorus, "Who brightens up the gypsy's day?"
(Chi del gltano 1 giorni abbella?) repeats, the sound of
the hammer and the anvil resounds while a phosphorescent
light shines from the bowl of drink that gives them vigor.
Emmanuel %%£ °oT and the work of
J;
25
,
C
^
lde2:°n ' La Vida Es Suenock trans. William E Col-ford, (Woodbury, N.Y.: Barron's Educational Series,' 1958),
226 See El Greco, The Vision of Saint John
, MetropolitanMuseum of Art, New York.
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Yet the moon shines brightly on the heartfglt songs ^ ^lovers Leonora and Manrico. when both die, Azucena, the
Witch, his "mother, » remains to mourn the son of her
enemy, dragged to the block, the "son" who is truly the
brother of her enemy; and she remains to take revenge for
the burning at the stake of her mother and for the
sacrifice of her own son thrown on the pyre in a frenzy of
confusion
.
Benjamin presents an image of beauty that will be held
fast on the very last day in the Trauerspiel
. It is, like
the brief moment of realization of simultaneous love and
loss shared by Manrico and Leonora in the prison cell, one
of hope for the sake of the hopeless. A moment, just a
spark, of truth, that for them is not meant to last. An
allegory of maternal and fraternal feeling fragments, and
all is torn to pieces. The name doesn't fit the right
body; it has more than one name. For a book without a
certain end, there is a certain wonder in the way in which
Walter Benjamin stops turning the page.
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TYPEFACING: CHAPTER VON WALTER BENJAMIN'S CONCEPT OF ART-POLITICS
one of the most compelling constructions in Walter
Benjamin's now very famous essay "The Work of Art in the
Age of its Technical Reproducibility,
" remains the most
misunderstood: It is that one found in the Epilogue of the
essay, which describes war as the completion of 1 'art pour
i 'art, the degree of self
-alienation achieved by humans
wherein they have become "their own showpiece, enjoying
their own self-destruction as an aesthetic pleasure of the
highest order. This is the aestheticisation of politics
that fascism manufactures, which is answered by com-
munism's politicization of art . " i with these words Ben-
^ Walt<
f
r Benjamin, "Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter seinerteehmsehen Reproduzierbarkeit
,
" in GS 1 . 2
,
what theeditors initially referred to as the "first version » of
47? 5®^
ls
,
p“ nt
e
d °n pages 431
-469; "second version,"1 08, and. the first published - French - version of thetext is reprinted, 709-739. Original publication of thetext appears jas "L' oeuvre d'art a 1 ' epoque de sa reproduc-
a9?6r
C
40
2
f ft
ee
';H
in/h?-\eitSChrift f(ir S°zial forschung V
ston" of
Engllsh translation of the "second ver-
i S u
the
n
text appears as "The Work of Art in the Aqeof Mechanical Reproduction," in Illuminations
,
trans
9
Hannah Arendt (New York: Schocken Books,19
vo''ia
2
i
7
u
51 ‘ In 1989 the editors of the collected workspublished what they refer to as the "painfully missed ver-sion of the text in which form Benjamin originally wantedto. see it published, found by Gary Smith in the Max Hork-heimer Archive in Frankfurt "a few years ago." {GS VII. 2,661). This is the first typewritten version of the text!
which includes important art- and mimetic- theoretical
,
as
well as mass- and revolutionary- theoretical notes which
were initially removed, and have since remained absentfrom all published versions of the text. It is referred toby Benjamin as his n Urtext» {GS 1.3, 991), and by the
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j airiin ends the Epilogue, which i
Epilogue refers directly back to
essay, a beginning which remains
s hardly an end. The
the
"beginning" of the
obscured
.
was coLiderl^the^seLnd^ersio^
no^th"'
" maklng what
case may it be assumed, however i "third." In nothis recently discovered versior of rh S publlcatlon ofbook on the issue of the essav^Q . t e essaY closes theIndeed, the insistence of the Ji?^9111 and devel°Pment
.
versions" can only be read as
ad " t0rs uPon "definitive
part to secure and lend amw ^ C attemPt on their
Collected Works. The authoritv^f . the ,now
“ comPleted
has been repeatedly questioned
hl ®, editorial project
publish writings of Beniamin rhp
e editors neglected to
decipher, could not unSerstand ^
COuld
.
not
their editorial schema. Volume" six i^tit?
0
^
into
of mixed content/AutobioqraohiraT'
,
led
' Fra9ments
seven is labeled,
"Addenda " ^
lngS '" while volume
Benjamin's extant writings,* hoSever^ Th^i nardly c°ntainuscripts which he left behind in p ’• e letters and man-
sector
ferred them first tr> -, C KePublic, which trans-
lin, wherl they remained in
m
thf ^ ba°k t0 East Ber '
emy
b
of
n
Irt
i
s°
0rPOrated int° What
-^"wes^Beh^ad-
ber 1984
a
Tn
n
rh
6State in Jerusalem, located since Septem-
tional and
i£o^is
copies^'notebooks, letters - to Gershom Scholem. Included' in thisthS ori9inal manuscripts of the Trauerspielbook and the essay on Goethe's Elective Affinities Pin ad-dition to variations on the Karl Kraus-, Kafka- andoryteiler-essays. The contents of both archives remain
Co
P
l til
5
ft' l
nd Were n0t COnsulted by the editors of the
5°111
tBd W°rks * See Klaus Garber's feuilleton on the Je-rusalem archives, "Ungehobene Schatze: EditorischeVersaumnisse bei der Werkausgabe Walter Benjamins - EinBesuch in der Sammlung Scholem in Jerusalem , " FrankfurterRundschau
, June 3, 1992, p.8
The following will consider all available published
versions of the text, including the textual varia col-lected in the editorial reports on the essay found in GS
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Originally it was omitted. The first publication of
Benjamin's
"preliminary, constructive considerations on
the fate of art in the nineteenth century, recognized in
rts present lived-through situation by appeared ^
French translation, in issue 5, 1936
, of the Zeitschrift
fur Sozialforschung. After having ^y nic corresponded with Max
heimer on the piece, and having worked through a
translation with Pierre Klossowski, Benjamin completed
editorial revisions with Horkheimer's Paris secretary and
right-hand man, Hans Klaus Brill. Brill then, however, saw
fit to, in his own words to Horkheimer, "make yet some
further cuts, with which Benjamin is not in agreement."!
The most serious cut resulted in the entire elimination of
the first section, despite an elegantly indignant letter
written to Horkheimer by Raymond Aron, head of the Paris
Dependance of the New York Institute. Aron demanded
clarification and the restitution of the text, and despite
vehement protests by Benjamin himself thereto - "the
entire text has been rendered completely in-
1.3, 982-1063, and GS VII. 2, 661-690.
3 I * 3
^ ^
3/' Walter Benjamin, Briefe ed. Gershom
1966K 69of 69! Too”'
Ad°rn° (FrankfUrt a/M; Suhrkamp,
3 GS 1.3, 988.
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comprehensible "4
- Horkheimer refused to restore it, call-mg to his aid "the Institute's right to editorial
changes
" to prevent it from falling prey to the danger of
"politicization. "5 " We must do everything that stands in
our powers in order to protect the journal as a scholarly
organ, from being pulled into political discussions in the
press . "6 Other changes that Horkheimer
- speaking for "the
members of the Institute"
- insiisted upon, were the sub-
stitution of "d'etat totalitairc" for the word
•' le fas-
cisne* and the substitution of "les forces csnstructi.es
de 1 'humani te" for "le co-uni*- throughout the text.,
Benjamin was acutely aware of his surroundings. He
writes in his letter of February 29, 1936 to Horkheimer:
"Brill does not know and can not measure which particular
intentions you connect directly with the French publica-
4 Ibid
. ,
997
.
in ^ essay
Tiedemann°and
e
sch
teratU
f-
and °aS W°rt
'
are documen?ed"in
1^3 1020-1028
ePPaUSSr ' 3 editorial comments, GS
6 GS 1.3, 997.
7 Horkheimer obviously did not consider Benjamin's ob-
V*
1® "editorial comments" as serious. In his
.
r
.
0 riH °f March 26, 1936 discussing "the case of
*°r*heimer scoffs: "I received a letter fromhim today which strongly evokes the tone of an orthodoxMusiim [sic] immediatly after a malicious defilement ofthe Hagia Sophia." GS 1.3, 1010.
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ti0n ° f
.
thiS WOrk
- 1 d° ”<* an o f the places in the
text which were met by Brill ' q ,y 111 s attacks without my
foreknowledge
. It certainly seems to me that precisely if
thrs work is to have informative worth for the avant-garde
of the French intelligentsia, its political ground plan
must not be wiped out . «
8
The editorial erasure of Ben-
iamin's foundational outline has been reinforced by an un-
fortunate translation into English. A literal translation
of the last two (italicized) sentences of the preface in
German reads, "[tjhe concepts introduced into the theory
of art in what follows are new, and differentiate them-
selves from the more familiar ones in that they are
entirely unusable for the purposes of Fascism. On the
other hand they are usable for the formulation of revolu-
tionary demands in ant
-politics "9
What has been translated here as "art-politics"
(" Kunstpolitik ") appears in Harry Zohn
• s translation as,
"the politics of art. "10 However, Benjamin's text does
not read "die Politik der Kunst," a construction which
would directly resonate with the one found in the
Epilogue, "die Politisierung der Kunst." The concepts that
have entered history as "new" cannot be contained or
8 GS 1 . 3
,
992
.
9 GS 1 . 2
,
435
,
473
.
10 Illuminations
,
218
.
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claimed by any individual instance of antiquarianism, i e
the history of art theory, the history of perception, the
history of technology, the social history of mass move-
ments, the history of film, the history of modernism,
etc., all Of which are attempts to explain and control the
ways in which ideas and events connect in language by
characterizing them, typifying them.ii These new concepts
center around the idea of our time, the organizing princi-
ple of the twentieth-century's work of art: reproduction-
labor (" Reproduktionsarbeit")
. Jus t as the presentation
of the idea of the 17th century's art form, the Baroque
mourning
-play
, could only be accomplished through histori-
cal materialism properly understood
, 12 so must the
spective
9
of £°
atemPlat ive of the past from the per-the present, with a critical practice of writ-mg, one that records the emergence of an occurrence asprocess of constant change, whose before and after imagesare never the static, thingly, consumable poles oforigin and "development- produced by a moralistic his-toricism, an upright stance. Benjamin's writing of historyis predseiy dizzying. For an excellent description of
Historv^Mvt-h
' T*??mUel Weber ' "Genealogy of Modernity:y, Myt and Allegory in Benjamin's Origin of theGerman Mourning Play," MLN 106 (1991): 465-500.
For the most thorough demonstration of historical
materialism's methodology as understood and practiced byBenjamin as critical history, read his Ursprung desdeutschen Trauerspiels
,
in GS 1.1, 203-430; The Origin ofGerman Tragic Drama, trans. John Osborne (London: New LeftBooks, 1977)
.
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presentation of the of the work of art in its present
form, „hich is precisely a lack of form, a non-idea or
non-entity, also be undertaken. The idea of our time is
on the one hand, that of its end, the leitmotif of
modernism triumphal completion. 1 .art pour Lart. On
e other hand, it is also the phenomenon of survival, of
the work of arc's existence after its destruc-
tron/completion. Benjamin's letter of October 16, 1935
tens Horkheimer of his plans for the writing of the Ar-
cades Project, Which, in however preliminary an image his
historical considerations were fixed at the time - the ex-
pose to the Passagenwerk,
"Paris, Capital of the Nine-
teenth Century"
- lead in the direction of a materialist
theory of art. "This time the task will be to specify the
precise location in the present to which my historical
construction will be related, as its vanishing point. If
the sketch of the book is the fate of art in the nine-
teenth century, then this fate has something to say to us
only because it is contained in the ticking of a clock,
whose striking of the hour is now penetrating our ears. To
us... the fateful hour of art has struck, and I have fixed
its stamp in a row of introductory considerations, which
bear the title 'The Work of Art in the Age of its Techni-
cal Reproducibility.
' These considerations make the at-
tempt to give the questions of art theory a truly present
face; and from within, as it were, avoiding all unmediated
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relations to politics . [Benjamin ' s italics^ This des .
craption of the transforation of the work of art no
longer corresponds to its destruction and preservation
through ironic critique, a process Benjamin analyzed in
hrs dissertation on the German Romantics, nor does it
reflect allegory's redemption of the work. The age in
which the work of art aims at its own technical
reproducibility is the age of its literalization, the in-
formation age. The name given to the remains of art in
light of such a fate is
-Kunstpoli tik, " art-politics.
What follows is a discussion of Benjamin's essay that
hopefully changes the nature of the debate surrounding
aesthetics and noli t i rc " 0 -!+- u •p c es as it has arisen in the
aftermath of his writing. 14
13 Briefe, 690.
^ 7 -^
See/ f
?
r examPle
,
the collection Aesthetics and
1980) /^Ansgar Hillach^
S
'*'
'Aes thetisieru
VSrS°'
Lebens. ' Benjamins faschismustheoret^sche^Anslr 1130^
Lindner (Frankfurt^
hardt Lindner, "Technische Reproduzierbarkeit und
"Links
111
"
St
i8 0-22 9
P
°H
1 VeS Barbarentum irn Kontext, ’ " in
/J™ Wrh^fiC/den ™ in
fSdin;
B
:?
j
'T
m
Ln Work Of Art inthe Age of its Technical Reproducibility, benjamin
Universitv'of
e®^etlcs ' Hl htory, ed. Gary Smith (Chicago:
ToHH ni +.
ChlCag° Press
' 1989)
' 158-174; Jennifer
_ ^
d
' Production, Reception, Criticism: Walter Benjamin
vhv inc 9?
obMeanin9 ^t," in Benjamin
- philoso-p y..., 102-125; Miriam Hansen, "Benjamin, Cinema and Ex-perience: The Blue Flower in the Land of Technology,
" NewGerman Critique 40 (Winter 1987): 179-224. For a discus-sion of the essay's place in the literary-politics of the
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Peri Poietikes
.
"" made me the most ^ what you write regard _
1119 " W°rk
' " ^ new. and certainly alsoln many CaSeS SUrpris
-9 tendency. you recognized its con-trnurty wrth my earlier writing attempts; a continuity,
which is indeed founded above all in that = -i nm all through the
years I have sought to const nmty n ruct an ever more exact and
uncompromising concept of what a work of art is . "15 So
writes Benjamin to his friend Alfred Cohn on duly 4
, 1936
,
after the latter had responded to the artwork essay Al-
’
though Benjamin held a high estrmation of this work
kSePing ^ VSry SSCret
' it is better suited to
thievery than most of my thoughts "is - the canonical
Status this essay has achieved hardly corresponds to Ben-
jamin’s own consideration of it: "die Reproduktionsarbeit"
was most definitely work in progress rnterrupted only by
the German invasion of Poland and Benjamin's consequent
three-month internment in a French "camp of voluntary
Popular Front's "defense of culture," see ChrvssoulaKambas's book, Walter Benjamin t y
TesThelik
Z
^Zh&ltM13 V°n Lits^turpolitik undA t t (Tubingen: Max Niemeyer Verlag, 1983)
15 Briefe, 715.
16 Ibid
. ,
695
.
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Tas-
(De-
laborers
" for German refuqees n n *-t g .17 just prior to this he hadinformed Gretl AHnmndorno, in a letter dated June 26, 193 9 ofhrs Plane to integrate decisive motives from the
"Reproduction-work', and the
"Storyteller', combined with
those from the Passagenarbei t into a new version of the
"Flaneur" chapter of his Baudelaire book.is
That Benjamin considered the main project of his
life's work to be to construct a more exact conception of
what a work of art actually is ppmy , can be recognized through
an involvement with what remains of his "corpus.-rs Such
cLnbuc™Veriag
e
h9f5)
teffrJrin <Hamburg: R°«°hlttroit: Wayne Itatf^vSi
18 GS 1.3, 1035; Briefe, 821.
life ,
'what^in^nglish^is^usually^eferred
0
?©^
6 ° f
spr™ lS25 ehr^teha^eSLausf?hrarS “„%hescientific interests lies in aestheticr^he"15 ° f my
fashionedhtself^ver 'more 'closely
. ™hn^i 928°^
Hon nf\' f ' • g°eS °n to Ascribe that the inten-
u
f h
!
1S investl9atl°ns is an interdisciplinary one
Dolitic^?
penetrate the religious, metaphysical,
'
analysis if
a
thp
eC
°H°
mi
S
tandencies of *n epoch through an
taken un ?n ? =
lndiyidual work of art. This attempt was
^ w ? u la^est measure, he writes, in the UrsprunqS
j-u
eUtSC
u
ei
i
TrauersPlels ' and recognizes similar pursuit
methodological ideas of Alois Riegl and Carlhmitt. Riegl is again mentioned in his 1940 Lebenslaufand he writes: "From the start, the interest in the phi-'sop y ° language next to that in the theory of art hasremained predominant for me,," GS VI, 215-228
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an involvement demonstrates at least that Benjamin did ^pack and =hoose „ subjects „ on ^^ ^
Sid
;
d ima9S ° f hlS Witi
- — i- Educed
- Its reading
reflects the degree to which he was able fcQ ^guage, in and through interruption,- to poeticise, cnti
tally; to locate the bearings of the stuff of the world in
the rhythms of its appearance.
m considering the question which posed itself most
fundamentally to Benjamin,
"what is a work of art- one
immediately risks falling into the abyss of questing after
the origins of language were it not for the luck of a
limit, the limit of the knowable, of that which can be
recognised by human beings. "All men by nature (physei)
desire to know,
" as Aristotle begins the Metaphysics,
"a
sign for which is the esteemed love for things sensual,
things perceptible. "20 Although the other animals are
born with the ability to perceive (aisthesis)
, only some
of them develop memory in addition to the sense of sound,
enabling them to learn. Those intelligent animals who live
by memory and appearances, however, have but "a small
share of experience .
»
2i "But the human race lives by art
and reasoning ("techne kai logismois")
,
" writes
20
i^
A
^on
t0tle
'
Ta mf ta ta Physika (trans. Hugh Treden-mck) 980a. Translation modified.
21 Ibid., 980b
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Aristotle
.22 Only the human is capable „ f producing ^
opacity tor a singfe experience, fay^^ ^^
several Tories of a thing, in recognition of the connec-
tion. The ability to recognize connections forms experien-
ce. And from experience come art and science Ctechna *ai
empeiria")
.23
The human ability to experience, to recognize connec-
tions between things, is at base a mimetic faculty, ac-
cording to Benjamin, an ability to imitate those connec-
tions. Aristotle's digression on the origins of poetry
reads as follows:
childhood men have an instinct for mimesis and in
- S'SI
.rr“‘s,s; SS K^-Sr l
hat happens in
_ actual experience is a siqn forhis
,
f
°
r we enjoy looking at accurate likenesseso things which are themselves painful to seelower beasts, for instance, and corpses.
L
Benjamin's rewriting of Aristotle's Poetics immediately
after Hitler's seizure of power in January 1933, stands as
a radical critique of the mimetic faculty. "The Doctrine
22 Ibid.
23 Ibid., 981a.
A
^
1St
°^
1
^
Peri P°i- e tikes (trans. W. Hamilton Fyfe)1448b Translation modified. Cf
. Henri Focillon, "Natureas well as life creates forms." The Life of Forms in Arttrans. Charles B. Hogan & George Kubler (New York: ZoneBooks, 1989), 34.
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Of the Similar" demonstrates to what extent Benjamin
recognized the danger of an uncritical, unhistorical
training and exercise of this faculty *
.
i , a faculty which
as, m his words,
"not remained the same in t-um he run oftime
.
"
?hirt
e
of
r
mimfcry
im
The
r
highlst
0ne °nly needs to
tng similarities howeve? is thfhY7 f°r produ-
SSSK-^diSi^S'd «SS^SScSicS-'
tory
1^^™3 fa°Ulty ' h°-^
ne
Ls
y
a
t
hL
mimeClC
Aristotle distinguishes the imitative (poetic) arts
from one another according to their means, object and man-
imitation. The means of imitation
- rhythm, lan-
guage, harmony
- may be used singly, or combined to pro-
duce the ciirts we rernnn i ^ 0 ^cog ze as dance (pure rhythm)
, flute-
25 Lehre vom Ahnlichen," GS II 1 oha mhorewritten over a two year t i • 2 ° 4 ; T e essaY was
version as the one first publisher]
aK1
JJ
g ^ orm in a second
tL'^tfc 3
(1935), "Experience and Poverty"
6
(f93
3
?
9Y
a°hLangUa9e "
39 ) ^hfra
d
96
?
f TecS? RipSicibni^ ^.°f
is only appreciated If onl hafa^Lse for 'Y
about
9
a
S
d
eX
f
Ct1
^
What thiS dense
' formidable piece^is all° t#
n
ltS tlme S19nature determines how the scoreart-pout^ 3
, win play itself out. Utter imitabilityflashes up, as an instant, before vanishing just as quick
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or lyre
-playing (cognation of rhythm and harmony)
_
^the anonymous" art that imitates through the use of l anguage alone, or through a combination of language and
rhythm, what we have cone to oall prose.^ But all of the
arts are united in their object of imitation: those who
are doing something, „ho are carrying on (
And the art form which achieves the highest degree of
realization of mimesis is of course, tragedy. For tragedy
1S thS ^ f°rm ln WMch is imitated, is trans-
mitted through the instrument and locus of action, the hu-
man body
.
For Aristotle, the art of making ("poesis") is always
necessarily morality play: Imitation reveals action as
being representative of character, habit or custom ,"ta
ethe") by measuring it against a standard image of com-
portment instructive to the crowd. One either appears wor-
thy of being imitated
- as serious, important, quick - or
is shunned for appearing in some way repulsive
- as trivi-
al, ordinary, lazy. Benjamin's revision of Aristotle
critiques this moralism for what it is: reliance upon the
beautiful appearance ("der schone Schein ") for instruction
of the soul. The difference between "Vorbildlichkeit,"
model behavior, living one's life according to a projected
26 "We have no common name for a mime of Sophron or
1447b
US 3 S°Cratic Conversation...." Peri poietikes
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image of the good, and actually livinrry mg a transformed life
could not be made more explicit- Tt- •, it is the difference be-
tween folk art or kitch serving as a binding force of thedan, and art as the technique tor bringing about a pene-
tratrng transformation of human experience by effectrng a
change in perception, a change in the manner in which con-
nectrons are recorded.;? Benjamin writes:
-The gift to
see similarities which we possess, is nothrng else but a
weak rudiment of that violent compulsion in former times
to become similar and to behave similarly... [my italics, as
The art of becoming similar, of imitating action, has
a history "m both the ontogenetic and the phylogenetic
sense," writes Benjamin
. 29 The child plays not only
teacher and grocer, but also windmill, and train. This is
his or her education, his or her ontogenesis: One learns
about the world by imitating it, by playing in it, dis-
figuring it. Benjamin immediately asks the crucial ques-
tion: Of what use is this education, this schooling of the
mimetic faculty? An answer to this question depends upon
an articulation of the phylogenetic meaning of the mimetic
faculty, he writes, upon its relation to the development
of the tribe or the family.
185-187
S ^ra^ment " Einiges zur Volkskunst," GS VI,
28 GS II. 1, 210.
29 Ibid., 204-05; 210.
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The history of the mimetic faculty can kj-ctLuic be seen on the
terms of its progression in one direction
that of its atrophy,- or, on the other hand, in terms If
transformation, its metamorphosis into something else.
For primitive people the TawP , l of mimesis was consciously
life-determining, whereas “today" the cases •y cn m everyday
life in which similarities are consciously recognized,
i-e. in faces, are but a tiny portion of those which un-
consciously determine life
. 30 Benjamin asks, “may one sup-
pose that the blinking of an eye was the first mentor of
the mimetic faculty? That the first correspondence came to
pass in the blink (Slick!?" 31 Benjamin's description of
pure mimesis, of utter instability, is a photographic im-
age, one that flashes up for an instant of recognition be-
vanishing. The child's exposure to the world at the
moment of its birth takes place in the blinking of an eye
At that moment it is most fully exposed to the sky, to
bearing the imprint of the constellations
- historical,
ethical, stellar - momentarily figured in a particular
way.
As Benjamin writes in the closing section of One-Way
Street, "To the Planetarium, » the way in which human
beings receive, perceive and represent the powers of the
30 Ibid., 205; 211.
31 GS II. 3, 958.
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COS.OS determines their life experience
- ho„ they learn
what they Know and how that knowledge determines the way
they live. "Nothing distinguishes ^ ^^
man S° mUCh 33 MS abandonment, or surrender to a cosmic
experrence that the latter hardly knows. Its waning is an-
nounced by the flowering of astronomy at the beginning of
the modern age . "32 Modern man is optically connected to
the universe, and his astronomy corresponds to the inven-
tion of a perspective based from the position of an indi-
vidual standpoint and oriented toward a vanishing point,
Whose vista is that of landscape with horizon. The an-
cient's relation to the cosmos could not be more dif-
ferent: It is that of the ecstatic trance, a physical con-
nection to the universe, in other words. The analogy for
Benjamin oft-quoted formulation for the interpretation
of history, "dialectics at a standstill
,
"33 is the epilep-
tic fit: "For it is in the ecstatic experience alone that
we secure for ourselves what is most near, and what is
farthest away, and never the one without the other. That
means, however, that the human being can communicate with
32 Einbahnstrasse
,
GS IV. 1
,
146.
33 From the "N" convolut of Das Passagen-Werk I, ed.
off Tiedemann (Frankfurt a/M: Suhrkamp, 1982), 577
. "NLRe the Theory of Knowledge, Theory of Progress]," transLeigh Hafrey & Richard Sieburth, ed. Gary Smith Benjamin)Philosophy, Aesthetics
,
History, (Chicago: University ofChicago Press, 1989), 49
.
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the cosmos ecstatically only i„ the community. "34 It is
the optical illusion of modern man to think himself able
to subject physical human experience of the world, getting
to know the cosmos by imrtating it, to the privacies of
the individual
. Individual poetic raptures, however well
and widely published, do not satisfy the clan's need for
the self-representation of intermittent ecstasies, trans-
formations, or other convulsions
. 35
34 Ibid., 147.
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readers and other practitioners" -g ly welcomed m the attempt to shed light on its
th^n^h
3 sealing, clearing a path for the shining-roug of fate. "Only the impoverished, desolate humanbeing knows no other way of transforming itself thanthrough disguise .... in
_ the mask man looks out from thepcsition of the situation and forms his faces in its in-nards Benjamin refers to the supply of masks thatprimitive man had at his disposal to combat the mythicpowers of fate as an "arsenal;" in folk art and kitch
modern man and woman don the same as a tactic of trickingfate, giving false face. Only in understanding kitch does
one clearly and fundamentally realize how it is dis-tinguished from true "art" in the narrow sense of the
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The image of a vulnerable birth, of the small, frailindividual human being exposed alone and without resource
against a co^anding sky repeats itself at crucial in-
stances in Benjamin work, those that announce a funda-
mental transformation in human experience; that is to say
those that announce a technological transformation, one
that constitutes the relationship between humanity and na-
ture. For Benjamin, such transformations are absorbed and
registered by, written on the human body.
;Ln
uL“eto°Lekr?^^fuJhfonrihrer r
material*^ ^
°kitchis t
P
he
rha
?k
hand which leads ^Hhfbthewith which it shot the animal Is rSCallS the ow
Language and reason learn instrumentality from the experi-
ence of the hand. 37 Training and technique, well-schooled
by the pleasure of repetition, traumatically inscribe upon
art^nd^itch^ll
' Art teaches u s to see into things. Folk
things .' cl V? ?85-87 ^
°Ut
'
fr0m the Perspective of
36 Fragment "On Aesthetics" 98, dated 1936, GS VI, 127.
?q,.
though it is Benjamin who quotes from Focillon'sLa vie des formes in the Passagen-werk
,
Focillon'sbook often reads like a dilettante's study if BenjaminKnowledge of the world demands a kind of tactile flairSight slips over the surface of the universe .... Surf ace
'
f?ra?
e
i
ensity and weight are not optical phenomena. Manrst learned about them between his fingers and in the
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the body its desrre to come into more intimate contact
w^h, to better know and represent its environs, originsdirection
. 38 The convulsive shudder that th kQ e body experi-
hollow of his nalm j
eyes, but with his'hands°and
n
feet
eaSU
L
e SpaCe With hls
rienced by the whole body and mi *
•
an9uage / first expe-formed by the hands. In everyday use^
the dance
' was alsohands gave zest to the lancmaae hf?'
™ovements of the
separate its elements isolart
el
§ed art iculate it,
syncretism and helped' to give rhythm ?nV VaSt sonorouscolor it with subtle inflection-^ pr ° Jan9uage, even tothe spoken word, from these exrhin m thls mimicking ofhands, some trace remains in wW between voice and
oratorical gesture Knln, ^ ^he ancients called
ther specialized our organs an^fn erentiat ion has fur-collaborate any more. Speakincr
™Ctlons
' which scarcely
silent with our hands and in .
°Ur mouths
' we remain
is bad taste to express Sneself b^r^ 3 ° f the WOrld ^Elsewhere, howeverP this dual and nn ^ V°1Ce and 9esture .sion has been pres^ved w \ „ ^1“““ ° f e™-Even when its effects are a little ^ * ardor 'accurately an early state of msn t-n 9 ' expressesforts to invent a new language There mem°ry ° f his ef ‘between the two formulae over which I 1S T n?ed to choosethe beginning was the wlrd in h "St - hesitateS: Inbecause Action and the Word the n b®ginnin3 was Action;
united in the same beginnings " From
the V°ice
' are
The Life of Forms in Art, 162-164.
In Praise of Hands,"
38 The obvious connection to Freud •
:?t^
e
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imetiC faCUlty SU9SeSt made e^pUcii 1
Freud's "PSychLnliysr^derelipathieC i fThe redeienCe e°collected works report from In ^published l^tieffr^m®P
2
a™ln
f
to Gretel Adorno dated October 9, 1935. don , twant to forget to properly thank you for lending them iTrt drhpsychoanaiyse 'you read the
_
contribution ' from ' pieud ^ellpLlTln^psychoanalysis. It is wonderful, even if only because ita^ain ma
j^
es one notice the old-style of writing ofits author which can never-enough be praised. But I amthinking of something specific. Namely, in the course ofrefle =tl0ns
.
Freud construes - in posing, as he often
telennfh
the/^^tiest thoughts - a connection betweenpat y and language, m which he makes the first into a™ ° f “standing - in illustrating this he refers totne state of insects - as phylogenetic precurser of thesecond. Here I again encounter ideas that are dealt with
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ences as it emerges from an ecstatic trancelike state
mimics the violence of the encounter itself, while simul-
taneously cutting itself off, freeing itself from that en-
counter. This body is, in Benjamin
' s words,
-innervated,.,
suffused with innumerable shocks. Such an image of the
trembling individual body standing transformed, out in the
open in the aftermath of a shock experience, is found at
the close of One-Way street, at the opening of
-The
Storyteller,
- and at the center of
-Experience and
Poverty, - as the image of a body that managed to survive
World war I, as This body trembles, as if one judged,
Mimetic
e
FacuUy " ^'cLtot^ ‘ Written in Iblza ' " 0n the
regarding them! 'and that^H^rtell you anything about this important fragment the lasttime we met - aside from being quite certain nftance I had sent it to Schol^ wto has a^ ancestraiTn^terest in my considerations on the theory of lanquag^ and
the^east bit o?
aSt °nlshment has been repaidWithoutlea f comprehension. Hence the Freud niece fromyour almanach was a real gift for me. Thank you!- S
Teien Fh^’
5
»‘^
See Slgmund Freud
. "Psychoanalyse und
Bibrina w 1 ffanmelte Werke XVII, ed. Anna Freud, E.
Fischer; 1941°“25^44
.' ^ °' <“furt a/M:
39 A generation, which had still gone to school with ahorse drawn cart now stood under the open sky in alandscape in which nothing remained unchanged except theclouds, and in the middle, in a forcefield of destructive
orrents and explosions, the tiny, fragile, human body."
It is the dangerous error of modern men to regardthis experience [that of ecstatic contact with the cosmos
J.H.J as unimportant and avoidable, and to consign it tothe individual as the poetic rapture of starry nights. Itis not; its hour strikes again and again, and then neither
nations nor generations can escape it, as was made terrib-ly clear by the last war, which was an attempt at a new
and unprecedented commingling with the cosmic powers. Hu-
man multitudes, gases, electrical forces were hurled into
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standing before the
crimes of the past.
°f its given ones,
court of the future, accused of the
It
its
has no name, having been relieved
future ones yet to be announced.
Family Values
war in the age of bourgeois morality and technical
reproducibility remains a family matter, getting to know
the cosmos in the gestalt of national character, if one
will, as the figure most integral to the genre of writing
known as modern political theory, the poeticization of the
tactics and strategies of modern warfare, defines and
the language of the rational organization of the
state, as its origin and end. Jacob Burckhardt begins his
famous study of the rational ordering of modern families,
The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy, with a des-
cription of the state as a work of art:
the open country, high frequency currents coursed throuahthe landscape, new constellations rose in the sky ae?ia^space and ocean depths thundered with propellers^ andeverywhere sacrificial shafts were dug in^other
' Earth
first
1
Mm^
Se W001
?
g of the cosmos was enacted for thetime on a planetary scale, that is, in the spirit of
cl“o^htBsat bTUfe the , lust profit of themingsought isfaction through it, technology betrayedman and turned the bridal bed into a bloodbath9 The Ymastery of nature, so the imperialists teach, is the pur-pose of all technology." GS IV. 1, 147. "One-Way Street(selection)," trans. Edmund Jephcott, ed. Peter DemetzReflections (New York: Schocken Books, 1978)
,
93.
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instincts,
E
of
an unbridled egotism, out^aaina
W°rst features of
killing every germ o-p a
every right, and
wherever this vicTon*
h
^
althler culture. But,
any way compensated a neffaV 8 overcome or in
- the State as the outcome nf
Ct dppears ln history
culation, the State °f reflection and cai-
life displays ±tself ±n\T\° f^ ‘ This
the republican and in rhp
undred forms, both in
determines their inwa.H
desPotlc States, and
their foreign policy
. 40
const ltutlon
,
no less than
The state as a work of art would of course be nothing
Without the art of war, the perfecting of which ornaments
the nfe of the state with the beauty of deaths "freely"
met, nobly given. Benjamin's theses on Futurism and Fas-
cism simply represent the culmination, the emptying out of
the ritual of war as an art form through its aestheticisa-
tion: war is no longer enjoyed as the spectacle performed
before and in the service of the family of nations, but
in, of and for itself - art for art's sake. Total war is
the Gesamtkunstwerk wherein the "newly created" masses may
experience their own destruction as an aesthetic pleasure
of the highest order. It repairs the break rending the
mode of representation traditional to modern politics,
that of the individual's relation to the family, by
replacing an aesthetic of the sublime with that of the
beautiful
.
40 Jacob Burckhardt, The Civilization of the Renaissancein Italy, an essay, trans. S.G.C. Middlemore (London-Phaidon Press, 1950), 2.
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lrSt natUre
' l0Ve and deat h, are replaced by
6116 Pl °tS " 3 " S™"
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'
s°ciety and t echnology *For Beniamin, the experience of World War ! demands the
recognition that humans have reached a level of existence
outdone by their powers of self
-destruction
: The annihila-te of human beings on such a scale and with such means
marks the advent of humanity, of that which is similar to
the human, "das Menschenahnlicte
.
- Benjamin's insight into
this historical event conducts an experiment with the
late
-nineteenth- and twentieth-century obsession with the
body in literature and cultural studies. This literary ob-
session corresponds to the keen political interest nation-
states have taken in the regulation and control of citizen
bodies and their parts; and to the return in the art
market of figurative painting, which bears an existential-
ethical insistence on depicting the human body, more often
than not via its most literal leavings, blood and feces.
„
41 GS VII. 2, 665-66.
42 Benjamin's confrontation with the poetry of SteohanGeorge and the phenomenon of his circle stands as a ?critique of the "pathological suggestibility" of Expres-sionasm, its reactionary political nature, its cult?offeeling as the matter with which the will creates orforms movements. See the section "Baroque and Expres-sionism" in the Trauerspiel book: "The analogy between theendeavours of the Baroque and those of the present and therecent past is most apparent in the use of language. Ex-aggeration is characteristic of both. The creations ofthese two literary styles do not emerge from any sense ofcommunal existence; the violence of their manner is, rath-er, designed to conceal the absence of widely accepted
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'i'he immanent threat o-f uthe human body's own vanishing or
replacement is being met by many types of vigorous sfudy,
or conservatron, in all academic/scientific fields. 43 Ben-in's writing on the physiognomy of language, on graphrc
inscription, or corporeality, however, couldn't be more
directly at odds with the preserves of "cultural studies":
Upon the massive col lpphinc _ ^l ect g and printing of data found
therein, his essays conduct experiments.
Benjamin located "now" as the vanishing point of the
history of art whose convention of perspective is
works of literature Pov i i i,
is not so much an age of genuin^artist?
18
™'Uhe Baro<3uepractice - J H 1 as en ano art ic achievement [or
artistic will This is ° f an Emitting
decadence. The supreme res! -it- •
11 Periods of so-called
self-contained work. But there areTimes ^
is°lated
'
wrought work is only within reach ofTho
When he wel1 '
are the periods of
' decadence® in = '
V
epl9°ne - These
artistic 'will.' Thus -it m, +. ?rts, ,the periods of
with specific reference to the^rt thlS termthe Roman Empire. The form as such is wi!^n breach ofthis will, a well-made individual work is not tvJ h 1
Ues
q
in
Origin of German Tragic Drama, trans. JohA OsbornA(London: New Left Books, 1977), 54-56
thi s respect cyborg literature shares with theiterature of new-age, whole-body, feel-good therapies itssubject matter. For a summary of "current events," see theessays by Jean-Francois Lyotard recently collected andranslated as The Inhuman: Reflections on time, trans.eoffrey Bennington & Rachel Bowlby (Stanford: StanfordUniversity Press, 1991 ) .
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determined by just such a vanrshrng pointy In his essay
on Goethe's Elective Affinities, Benjamin makes his own
contribution to the history of the discourse on the beau-
and thS SUblime
' While
-re can be said about
this essay than time and space allow for here, it ls
necessary to refer to the section in which Benjamin dis-
cusses the old problem of sensuous representation, in or-
der to appreciate the place occupied by the human body in
his consideration of aesthetics.
Everything that is essentially beautiful -i e ubeing always and sub^anHoii is so by
varying degre t ^finitely
susssjsrss s i:1!
V
sl'i-umphing and extinguishing appearance ?he higher
3" T- S'‘J^-SISSS-S?
pi«o„ic of m ss.sa „ eh
S,rs.°» ' pro“'- o< •»>«*»=•. i:“hSfter the Symposium, the theory above all isdirected on corporeal living beauty
. 45
Living things appear; only by having an attachment to
the living can an appearance be said to have a claim to
"The New a*
Newman, "Response to Clement Greenberg,"Sense of Fate," "The Object and the Image "Ohio, 1949," and "The Sublime is Now," in Selected Wri t-
verlitv of
n
r
e
i
V
i
eWS
' ^ J°hn P ’ °’ Nei11 (Berkeley: Uni-s y California Press, 1990), 161 - 175
.
J
5
, f
G
f ;- 1(
194 • Note that "Schein" is translated hereby both "appearance" and "illusion." One wonders what concepts might have determined the western philosophy of arthad Socrates’ jealousy not aroused Alcibiades’ shame.
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beauty, writes Benjamin, soberly.*, But beauty is not
defined by appearance, it is defined by an ^
opposition of appearance to "the exnrp^i in p essionless," ("das
Ausdrucksl ose " ) in the wn-rV ^' -Lif un orK of art - i-n i.TVinf-L EO wnat, since its
popularization by Plato, has been referred to as "the
true." For Benjamin, to describe the beautiful as the
true cloaked by appearance, as if the latter could be
removed, is to resort to philosophical barbarism and miss
What is essential about beauty, by turning it into illu-
sion itself. "Beauty is not illusion, not a cover for an-
other. Beauty itself is not appearance, but rather being
through and through, and such a one that is freely essen-
tial and self-same only when it stays under wraps. "47 The
essence of beauty is formed by the connection of clues to
a secret, which vanishes if the clues are deciphered and
the secret revealed; then beauty becomes unseemly, it
ceases to be itself, to be beautiful.
At "monstrous times" ("zur Unzeit")
,
the bride is
stripped bare by her bachelors, even. Such revelation un-
46 With one exception: "A moment of appearance, howeveris reserved m that which is most unliving, in case it is'beautifu! in essence." GS 1
. 1
, 194 . From Ike fragment
thtrZ a???aranCe# " written at about the same time ashe Elective Affinities essay (1919-1921): "I. Everyliving thing that is beautiful is illusionary. II Every
art-like thing that is beautiful is illusionary, becauseit is in some way living. III. There remain therefore onlydead things of nature, which perhaps without being tied to
appearance, can be beautiful." GS VI, 129.
47 GS 1,1, 195
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raises the
covers beauty 8 secrets, and r opposition between
t e expressionless and appearanoe to a level at which it
appreciated, which is the level of its undoing „
"The m°re articulately this duality is expressed, i„ order
to enforce itself ultimately to the highest degree in hu-
-ns, the more it becomes clear: In unclothed nakedness
the essentially beautiful is surrendered, and in the naked
bodies of humans a being above all beauty is achieved -
the sublime, and a work above all those that are formed -
that of the creator 1 s
.
"49
48 Ibid., 196. In the skpfrh
aesthetic,” Benjamin writes: "The conoeo^of the .not enter the philosophy of art ^ o . creatlon doesin
:
creation,, the poSe? of origin unfoMs^aUa single realm, that of the 'created 'neh 11 nly ln
art is not something 'created ' it „
Buy the work of
up and springs out, that escapes ("ein Ent
^ 6 riSeS
art does not therefore allow itselfTn ^
°R
^
W°rk ° f
schema of origin and result- or- ' 5° be grasPed in the
tion often hal a connlcSon Sith^at workHflrt 3 S”3
'
ly ^content. Creation is one of
3
the most violent thews'
is creation L^punched-out^or^sLmped^ut
'
'
^
and confusion^as^the^^ll
shelter or hide as mucHhadow7
ner sTde of e fn holl °* Punched- or hammered-out in-
creation thef
Ul ° rellef work
- But such forms are noty are not once "made," rather they only nres-
they'^represent"
S:i
fnd
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tl5
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nUr Sch6pfun9 dar" ) , or better,y - a his is their true essence - their
c?eation
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Perh
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e
?
^ Sublime ^ight Position ofr . aps all forms possess something of thispunched-out form, insofar as all works of art in some wavhave creation as their content." GS 1.3, 828-29 The im- YPresence of Alois Riegl 1 s Late Roman Art Industryto Benjamin s writing once again makes itself explicit.
49 GS I . 1, 196
.
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Benjamin
' s writing shifts the fault line that
determines Kant's discussion of the beautiful and the sub-
lurne away from the realm of the imagination and into that
of presentation
- from " Vorstellung" to ’Dzrstellung , " in
other words: from a low, or unquestioned conception of the
experience of formlessness, to a higher level of percep-
tion or recognition of such experience, one which ques-
tions the foundations for the possibility of presenting,
of representing that experience. The work, the activity of
art
- presentation, annunciation, but decidedly not crea-
tion - ceases when confronted by the limit posed by the
naked human body, by its createdness, by the impenetrable
level of articulation that it exhibits
. 50
An articulate body is able to pick up signals and
transmit them, transform them, even if they are not im-
mediately perceptible to the senses, not easily read. "It
is very meaningful that our own body is inaccessible to us
m so many ways: We cannot see our face, our back, our
entire head, that is to say the most distinguished parts
50 This analysis depends upon a more detailed considera-tion of Benjamin's writings on perception, experience andknowledge than can be undertaken here, writings which in-
clude his dissertation, and his plans for a
H3.bi 1 i ta ti onsschiri f t on Kant. See "On Perception, " GS VI33-38. From the fragment "Perception and Body" it reads:'
We are placed in the world of perception, therefore in
one of the highest levels of language, through our cor-
poreality, strictly speaking, most immediately through our
own individual body." GS VI
,
67.
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s up with our own
of the body; we cannot pick ourselve
hands, we cannot embrace ourselves. We project ourselves
equally into the world of perception with the feet, not
With the head./ Hence the necessity, that in an instant of
pure perception our body metamorphises itself before us;
hence the sublime torment of the eccentric regarding hil
body "51 Benjamin refers to ancient astrology as a way of
making understandable the concept of a non-sensuous
similarity that can be - only in the flash
- physically
recognized and picked up, physically read; this perceptive
faculty is catalogued, passed down into a canon or reserve
that moderns possess as a repository, or memory bank of
that once-active ability to record, replay, and rewrite
time and its many signatures, time and its signs. "And
this canon is language . "52
^ of .
Ibld
- See also Benjamin's description of a similardisfiguring torment, the torment of being "outside" -being outside oneself, as well as the thought of being
spun itself
S1
f
S
sDid
f lingering having webbed and
!\ of J J
p er s web ln whlch happenings scatter
insert" f
S h
^
nging
7
around of the sucked-out bodies ofects - ound m his "Mam characteristics of the sec-ond hash-impression," GS VI, 561.
f
GS
^i 1 ' 207; 211 • The mimetic faculty in language -its foundation - only appears by virtue of being bound toa foreign body, which is the semiotic, the sign-character
of language, Benjamin writes. "It is non-sensuous
similarity which establishes the bracing, the bridge, not
only between what is spoken and what is meant, but alsobetween what is written and what is meant, and similarlybetween what is spoken and what is written .... The most im-portant of these bridges may yet be the last, that one be-tween the written and the spoken. For the ruling
similarity here is comparatively the most nonsensual " GS
II . 1
,
208
.
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Human beings have a motor drive that allows them to
express themselves, to make recordings. Idiom records the
manner in which the hand makes its way to the mouth-
onomatopoesis reflects not only the technique of perfect-
ing the animalistic in the human - the Jabberwock
- but
extends the technique to include the walkie-talkie as well
("the child plays also windmill and train"). 53 In his
1935-published "Problems in the Sociology of Language,"
Benjamin furthers the connection between language and
thinking laid out in the "Doctrine of Mm o • •u u t the Similar" and "On
the Mimetic Faculty" in the context of a review and criti-
que of recent publications on language theory and sociol-
ogy, including those by Karl Buehler, Nikolaus Marr, L.S.
Vygotski, Rudolf Carnap, Edmund Husserl, Jean Piaget. His
review stands as a critique of nationalistic theories of
language, of the notion that national languages express
the lives of races or peoples, as their instruments, their
loud-speakers
.
54
452-480
S " Problems the Sociology of Language," GS III,
54 For example, see what he has to say about GeorgSchmidt -Rohr
' s 1932 study, "Die Sprache als Bildnerin derVolker , " in which the "people" - taken as a natural given
are willed or fated [sic] to become a "nation" - a lin-guistically founded cultural unity. "This [attitude] cur-
rently appears in the Gestalt of that irrationalism which
is the rule in nationally-directed or -oriented litera-
ture. Benjamin's reading of Vygotski and Marr corrects
this irrationalism with a return to the question of the
origin of language, posed as the springing up of an inter-
section (" ein Schnittpunkt"
)
of an intelligence-coordinate
and a gestic (hand- or sound- ) coordinate. "We may concur
immediately with the doctrine by Marr, following which the
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When language is described as a means of communica-
tion, as a way of holding together the natural linguistic
body by enabling that body to self
-express
, to give itself
voice, to project an inner being into the outer world,
there is no break from the family confines. Just as the
child invents new and better ways to assert its refusal to
be dragged into conversations in which it has no desire to
participate, for it has "nothing" to express, so do the
stutterer, the aphasic, or the neurotic share an ability
to articulately imitate what cannot be expressed. They do
not adorn language with the appearance of beautiful speech
- they do not engage in dubbing - being much more occupied
with physically enacting the unsayable. They stare at the
ground; they do not sit up straight. The model behavior
demanded by the empty chatter of moralism - upright
stance, head held high, don't look back - does not always
find a following, being always followed by shame.
Moralism seeks to endow humanity's second nature with
a recognizable face, to legislate a continuity, an
identity, between what Benjamin calls its first nature and
its second. But society and technology, as the forms as-
manipulation of tools must have preceded the wielding of
language. As the use of tools is not possible without
thinking, so it goes that there must have been a form of
thinking which is earlier than that of speaking ....' Tool
-
thinking' is independent of language." Ibid., 471-73.
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sumed by the human after it has been both raised on, and
laid low by the family values of war and work, are pre-
cisely different in kind from the forms of the body's
first nature in that they are characterless, without face;
anonymous, without name.
The art of interpreting the relationship between human
beings and their environment was once societally
determined by cult values, Benjamin writes, technology and
ritual once "melted together . "55 Whereas "today" technol-
ogy has been freed up from its dependence upon the fragile
corpus and its habits, its rituals; habits have been me-
chanized, regularized by the machine. The body has turned
into an appendage, a trick which solves at last the riddle
of the part and the whole. Benjamin writes:
[T] he tendentious difference that exists between
that form of technics [the one tied to ritual] and
ours [the one mechanized]
,
is that the first
employs, sets up, or installs the human as much as
possible, and the second as little as possible.
The greatest technical achievement of the first
form is, so to speak, human sacrifice, while that
of the second lies in the line of the airplane
maneuverable from a distance, which does not need
to be manned. The motto for the first form of
technics is the "once and for all" (which goes for
the offense which can never be made good, or the
eternally vicarious sacrificial death)
. The motto
of the second is "once is never enough" (it has to
do with the experiment and its tireless varying of
the test requirements) .56
55 GS VII. 1, 358-59.
56 Ibid., 359.
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The human body has been dismembered, disarticulated
-
haS Chan9ed itS natUre
- a different nature that
speaks to the camera than that which speaks to the eye.-s.
The eye is unable to perceive what takes place between the
hand and the metal of a lighter or spoon, for instance, in
picking it up: The film camera, however, perceives and
presents an image of an isolated, disjointed action that
represents more than a clarification of that action; en-
largements and slow-motion frames discover new movements,
new techniques of writing, of inscribing or putting at
hand what is unknown to the eye. Benjamin recognizes the
structural potential film has to loosen things up, to
sever the gaze that keeps ones eyes fixed on faces that
have ceased to look back, but which are invested with the
desire for a return, for blood and soil, for a timeless-
ness found only in the comforts of home. 58 Film is the art
form which literalizes the disjunction between the spoken
57 GS 1
. 2
,
500
.
In
. Benjamin
'
S discussion of the utopias respective5° the f i^st and second human natures, and Fascism's at-tempt to dislocate the way to both. "If one lends an earin this connection
_ to the words 'blood and soil,' thenthere appears Fascism standing, as it tries to misdirectthe way to both utopias. 'Blood' - that goes against theu opia of the first nature, whose medicine wants to giveall microbes their room to play. 'Soil' - that goes
against the utopia of the second nature, whose realization
should be a perogative of that type of human being, who
c imbs up into the stratosphere, in order to drop bombsdown from there." GS VII. 2, 666.
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llty “ “““<”»?
„hl«,„ „ m
unspeakable speed. The work of art tharr t registers and
transmits shock non-sensuously activates the non-sensual.
The presentation, representation
< "Cars tel lung”, o£ „ our
time” is exhibited ausgestellt")
, p i aced on view „
According to Benjamin, the film audience constitutes
an unorganized mass that is ”open” to innervation, whose
habits are regulated not by the repetition of old values,
but by a training demanded by the requirements and speed
of the camera, and of the cut. stripped of all relations
save those to arbitrary measure (i.e., the hands of the
clock)
, the audience constitutes a preformed mass that ac-
tualizes temporality
. so With film, Benjamin suggests, art
jamins
e
Das
V
Lnstwerk
S
im " zTi talte/seine^ tltkniTcil^
^
;
“
offers
which seriously^ddresses !ts substance
7 " COntributi°"
every^instant
empirical event is thinkable, that would have a neceLarvreiationship to the particular location in time in wMcht occurred. For empirical happenings time is but a formbut what is more important, as a form unfulfilled The o'c-
it
r
Ues
S
This
fm thS f
°a
rmal natUre ° f Timl in whichlie . is so not m order to think that time isn°
,
in? er 1: ^ian the mass, with which the duration of amechanical transformation is measured. This time is arelatively empty form indeed, and to think of its fillinqout makes little
_ sense
. There is something different how-ever, than the time of history construed as that of me-
chanics. Historical time determines far more than the pos-sibility of space-transformations of a particular size and
regularity - namely of the movement of clock-hands - whilebeing simultaneous space- transformations of a complicated
structure. Without determining what transgresses, goes
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has entered the age of literal t-v-y r transcription, which
amounts to the end of art as th* * x *
.
S S Snd of translation, and
the inauguration of the age of the copy , the clone, the
citation. Reproduction work describes the activity of the
twentieth century: liberalising the figural. Hence Ben-
iamin was able to write to Horkheimer that his essay on
contemporary concepts in art theory avoided all unmediated
relations to politics. In the age of technical
reproducibility, the reproduction of reproducibility ac-
complishes a collapse of spheres linguistically and in-
tellectually related to one another, into one another: Art
and politics, once conceptually distinguishable from one
another in terms of their orientation to the idea of rep-
resentation (mimesis), are no longer translatable. Art-
politics is the name Benjamin gives to the simulcast of
pure media, to the casting simultaneously of works of
reproduction that once operated at different speeds.
Semantically, semiotically and acoustically speaking, Ben-
jamin's historical-philological analysis of art forms cul-
minates in the graphic, if not the pornographic, as the
beyond what else determines historical time - therefore
sav
h0
that
e
the
1
d
9
t
ltS
-
differenCe t0 mechanical time - is toy, e ermining power of the historical form oftime can be fully comprised and fully collected by noempirical event. Such an occurrence that is "complete" inthe sense of history is much more entirely something
empirically indeterminable, namely, an idea." FromTrauerspiel und Tragodie," GS II. 1, 134.
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actualization of body politics, the writing of will and
desire
, otherwise known as film. Speechlessness describes
the agon of tragedy for Benjamin, the conflict between
mythic fate and hubris in the emergence of individual
characters, who stutter over what can not be said to the
gods, that they have been defeated. The domination of na-
ture by the thicket of language in the Baroque results in
mourning-play, or pure music according to Benjamin, the
technique of orchestrating meaningless sensuosity.
Romanticism glories in the idea of ultimate self-control,
self-reflection, or self-rule: That the work of art's
destruction through criticism could be considered a tri-
umph represents the degree to which romanticism subsumes
itself under the spiritual content of language, its in-
tellect. Strangely enough, it is with the latter form,
with romantic criticism, that Benjamin's study of
Kunstpolitik" finds its greatest affinity.
Tempo House
"And a Micky Mouse film can rhythmically direct an
entire public . "61 Adorno's response to Benjamin's essay
never made much sense, in part because certain references
to audience laughter at Disney films, to the newspaper
boy as "expert" - are only found in the "original" copy of
61 GS II. 3, 962.
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t e text, the one less marked by the heavy hand of Hork _heimer editing job, the one which was believed to havebeen lost.« No„ found and published, the essay in its
many forms stands a better chance of being reconsidered
without having to be classed under the tutelage of the
Frankfurt
- school
' s moral tone.
Benjamin describes film as an agent of mass movements
It takes its most positive,
"progressive" form in a
destruction of family values, the "liquidation of the cul-
ture inherited traditional values .
"53 The violent shak-
g tradition that film accomplishes structurally, how-
ever, is countered by the politically reactionary force
"To a certain extent I must accSse yiur essav o
^
ond romanticism. You have swept art^ut of rl
f hlS SSC '
its taboos - but it is ss °^t the corners of
inrush of barbarism (who could
9
h
Y°U feared a consequent
I?) and protected yourself ^
6 Y°ar fear more than
kind of inverse taC ?he ^ugh^r^fthe Y°d f""" C° 3
sadism^rvery'much doubt the^xplrCrollS”9"^8
^™^
work will
imple reason that in a communist societybe organized m such a way that people will nn
traction
6
T^^ that ?he^e£ dis°. [...] But if you take Micky Mouse insteadthings are far more complicated [ ] The goal of therevolution is the abolition of fear. Therefore we needhave no fear of it, nor need we ontologize our fear »Aesthetics and Politics
,
trans. ed. Ronald Taylor (London-Verso, 1980), 123-25. 1
63 GS VI I I . 1 , 354.
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dbY FaSCiSm ' S PaCt Wlth capital of the film in .
ustry
. The "regressive"^ fUm takes ^ ^ a
controlled state appear in the return of cult values to
technologies of reproduction, to ritual viewing of the
aspect of the beautiful face im™ u ur , upon which all gazes are
fixed, as an illusion sacrificed for the lost humanity of
that gaze, an illusion offering humanity's renewal in the
guise of a mash. In Benjamin's words, the exhibition value
is taken over by the hpanhi f iY Cft be ut ul appearance,
aestheticism's old cult value, betraying a faint hope in
the promise that the sublime body of the human will be ac-
tualized as an individual
.64 Where humanity refuses to pa -
rade its mirror- image around, to assert its face in the
field of every viewfinder, there can be found a hidden
political meaning, writes Benjamin. Atget's photographs of
the streets of Paris function like the disturbing scenes
of a crime, emptied of humans. The modern subject has a
chance through film to recognize its anonymity and in-
humanity, to have its consciousness raised, to pursue
knowledge of itself. 65 Any image taken of it, however,
?= t^ 'k
he m®anin9 of anarchy for the realm of the profaneis to be determined out of the historical
-philosophical
question ofthe™'
(Difficult P«*>f = here tEe National
^
n
^ the connection between corporeality and individuality appears)." GS VI, 99.
P an md -
interest ofTh^^ f°r , Mcraiity:: " "The highest moralhe subject is to remain anonymous to itself.
J
low me to contemplate my heart and my body
T^thout disgust, ' as it is called by Baudelaire. This wish13 only able to bc fulfilled if the subject remains
anonymous to itself. in the good deed it avoids making
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would be necessarily
Such an image is
industry, interested
ghostly.
of course duly provided by the film
m forming an ever- larger compact
mass set in its ways, whose movements can be easily
predicted, directed, and followed.^ Benj amin criticized
the communist tactics of speaking in the German press
about the "winning of the petty bourgeoisie,', which piayed
directly into the hands of the Fascists by determining
this mass as a class, which it is not; thus hanging the
proletariat, which Benjamin describes as "a loose, relaxed
mass" with enlightened consciousness
.67 Unemotional and
literate, able to read what it has written, the film
audience reproduces in the cinema at night what it has
produced in the street and workplace by day: the rhythm of
acquaintance, avoids familiarity with itself Tnit gets to know itself - and fundamentaUy The a~itv
First
6
I°haie
S
e
]eCh tOUCheS 0n 3 double reservation.^
£,•
1
^
v verything to expect from myself, I am
thina bSf r
Srything
- And SeC°nd: 1 am caPable of every-g, ut I can prove nothing to myself." GS VI, 59-60
and loL
t
?
1S maS
?
iS offered speculation in the careersove lives of stars, beauty contests, and marketincr-research polls
- pale substitutes for the legitimate claimmodern subjects have on playing, on passing tests, and ontaking part, participating.
67 Too often this essay has been misread as blueprintfor_ a. "communist" or "proletarian aesthetic," or as atraining manual for a "materialist pedagogy, " whatever
that might mean. See the variant on the concept of theformation of masses being confused with the concept of theformation of classes, and their relation to the cinema
audience. GSVII.2, 668.
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regularized shock fh<= cP ce ot measured moments. Film is
able to open the audience up to itself, which raeans legrn .mg to perceive without being able to rely on old habits
of recognition, getting used to strange surroundings,
groping about for orientation in a world which bears
little resemblance to the one recently exited.
Groping about for orientation with the hands and feet
that is, not with the head. Borrowing from, yet radicalis-
ing the notion of distraction introduced by Sigfried
Kracauer 1926 "Cult of Bisection, » Benjamin poses to
film the question he raised in his dissertation on
Friedrich Schlegel and Novalis - the question of raisrng
consciousness through art-criticism's destruction of the
work of art - by standing this question on its head. "We
project ourselves into the world of perception with the
feet, not with the head, "ee The fundamental changes in
apperception that are required for survival in every-day
life, for passing the test, living-through the shocks
leveled at one by apparati of all kinds - vehicles of
transportation, industrial machines, systems for gathering
and processing information - are architectural changes.
Film gives shelter. Being an art form received in a state
of distraction, it is used, not contemplated; it is criti-
cally enjoyed by the tactile, not the optical uncon-
68 GS VI, 67.
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scious.^ Freud’s Interpretation of Dreams reminds one ofhow shock destroys consciousness, how the unconscious op _
erates as a screen, a writing pad, a shock-absorber for
consciousness. Only by qrasDinrry g sping the emphasis Benjamin
places on the overling of optical reception through tac-tne (habitual) reception of architectural works of art,
including film, can one begin to approach what he de-
scribed as the heightened consciousness of a critical mass
a state of distraction, of lowered conscious-
ness
. to Film forms a public, a "society" loose or level
enough to play havoc with appearances, to dismantle the
upright gait assumed by a state interested in preserving
and building upon its moral laws, by shaking the ground
that has become hard beneath so many stamping feet
. 71 Like
69 GS VII. 1, 380-81.
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' T ue compared with Chaplin’sPudi . C p - t e ploughshare, which aoes rhrnnahmasses; laughter loosens the massed up
. Thfground of theThird Reich is stamped down firm and no grass grows therl
the Thir^Reich
°n pUppets
.
in ItalV’ ™ Chaplin-films‘ inrd Re - each marionette can do Mussolini's chinand eVery inch of Chaplin the Fuhrer. The poor devil wants
up all of
e
hen
ri
ob
Sl
T'
a
?
d 30 immediately he has to summonp ll. Chaplin s submissiveness lies before allto see. Hitlers only before his employers. Chaplinpoints out the comedy of Hitler's seriousness
.... Chaplinhas become the greatest comedian, for he embodies thedeepest horrors and gruesomeness of his contemporaries."[my italics] GS VI, 103. See also "Toward a Critique ofViolence," GS II. 1, 179-203.
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amp world out of which Kafka's "main" characters -
the anonymous
, speedy, patient, diligent, even-awake yet
unknowing (often webbed- fingered) assistants
- emerge the
world of perception opened by film is i ike the one lnduced
by Benjamin's opium, hashish and mescaline experiments
one learned about through unsteady grasping, jerks, and
j olt ing . 72
"Innervation of the collective body" is what Benjamin
referred to as the chopped up, discontinuous bits of mo-
tion characterizing the critical, comic commentary offered
by Chaplin's mimetic behavior. Convulsive laughter is not
the same thing as panic or the expressive forms that it
can take (war excitement, Jew-hatred, the drive for self-
preservation)
,
a physically relaxed mass not being the
same as a hard, compact, uptight one. Adorno certainly
missed Benjamin's point with his comments on "revolution
72 Benjamin began experimenting with drugs in 1927 whenhe was 35 He planned to write a book on hLhish »l'have
Iarth“"
y
Gs v?
ne
6^
de
?h°
neSelf in 9raSS °ne can fish
-"theS VI, 17. T e image of clearing and looseningground making room. for an experiment, takes many forms inhis writing. Benjamin’s radio programs written for chil-
?u
en
^
ar
f
often tales of individuals who manage to outlivethe destruction wrought by civilizations, by political
cultures. See, for example, what he has to say to chil-dren about Herbert Hoover, military technology, and the
creation of mass homelessness in "The Mississippi Flood ofi9 27 " GS VII. 1, 237-243. "The mass is a matrix, out of
which all previous, or traditional behavior toward works
of art
. issues newly-born today." GSVII.l, 380. See alsoBenjamin's essay, "Johann Jakob Bachofen," GS II. 1, 219-233, and "The Destructive Character," GS IV. 1, 396-98.
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accomplishing the abolit ion of fear .„ Adorno
a
critique of mimesis from the perspective Qf ^
- to say, from no perspective at aU)
_ Ben . amin
pproaches it from the position of dis-location ec-
centricity,
^-figuration, Bnt _steIiung
. ^
- from the position of non-synchronicity between the writ-
ten and the sounded, or betoned language
. 73 m a
ttpunkt, a crucial juncture, the cutting edge be-
tween an intelligence-coordinate and a hand- or gestic
coordinate of language, its exhibitionary, eventful capac-
ity lights up its communicative side: The moment flashes
P, nd flits past, enlightening, giving a future to the
overburdened overnaming, overly-sensuous rigidity of
language-chatter at a tempo that can neither be fixed nor
willfully controlled.™ The attempt to synchronize lan-
guage, to dub film, to fine-tune written and spoken lan-
guage into simultaneity, is hubristic
.75
- 5.;
74 See note 54, above.
interest ing footnote to Benjamin's writing on na-lonal languages and aestheticism can be found in^he con-temporary situation of Hungarian film. The Hungarian filmindustry devotes a large part of its enterprise to theng ° foreign films, for obvious reasons. HelyeiLaszlo to the Hungarian public a well-known acto/ suc-cessfully does the voice of Gerard Depardieu in the na-
•
Ve
y
S 1
°u'
n
?
t because Helyei
-s voice sounds likeepardieu s, but because he looks like him.
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-y pretense revolu .
tion would have to "akni ^LO abolish fear " Th^ f,,*.,,
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P e future is not some-
9 that can be spoken about as such. His counts onthe phenomenon of "der m cky .Maus „ however/ ^ ^ ^
contemporary necessity to learn7 fear, in order to survive
culture
.
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76
" Zu Micky
-Maus " VT i aa ~ a c o u 1
new barbarism and the coming wa^alsf^rit^in^^xperience and Poverty" - in which Benjamin recognizesthe potential Mickey-Mouse has not only to loosen ud itsaudience with laughter at a being who is able to overcomee ^chnoiogy to which the audience must daily submit
tnr)’
Ch
b
1
f
ta
i
k thS audience demands of every film ac-o )
,
ut also the potential this thing has to meet thepurposes of Fascism, by appearing as a free-floating
redemptive figure whose creaturely features can nonethe-ess be distorted to resemble something vaguely human. "Noone feels more than those touched by Scheerbart
’ s words-2™ a
l
B S
? tlred " and only because you don't con-'ntr
^
te a11 of Y°ur thoughts on an entirely simple butmagnificent plan.' Sleep follows tiredness, and' so it isthen not at all rare that the dream compensates for thesadness and discouragement of the day, and the entirely
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Film throws a glance ont°
-rent situation of today , s
writing. Mass reproduction reproduced in the form of art-
politics gives a disfigured, transfigured face to the
Physiognomy of previous graphic inscriptions, of previous
typeface. Benjamin’s essay points out one way of decipher-
ing this script.
sr.s.ssrjfsh 1;,-;?/ « SS;
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r^Ulckly as from the gondola of an air bal-
.... [H] umanity prepares itself, if it must be thus to1V® culture. And what the most important point is, 'ishat it is done laughing. Perhaps this laughter soundshere and there barbaric. Good. In the meantime let the in-
onl H
Ual dorfte ® little humanity to that mass which will
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CHAPTER VIbenjamin and the faculty OF MIMESIS
We das Boot erfunden^rde und rarM es Boot
Boot
all
Ir war"der erstf^ lebte einer ' der MeS
nur der Engel da der ,
denn vor ihm war
herunterveLandeit hatte und ^
nSChen
Geschichte. ' ^as lst eine andere
^d®o der Mann Boot wolltp -p j T7
gab es viel mehr Wasser als henfe
w^sser damais
wissen. Da band er skh Du
ein langes Brett unter den r=, u Stricken urn,
_ 1 7T , ,
L UIlce a Bauch, das war de-rKiel. Und nahm eine spitze Mucz4 ausdie war, wenn er im Wasser lan ecte^n,die Spitze. Und hinten strecto er”eilB?S WUrdeund steuerte damit „ " ^ ln ein aus
s° iegte er sich auf das Wasser und steuerte undruderte mit den Armen und fuhr mit der Bret
dIs
m
wa^4r
Wei
Ua
Sie SPltZ ganz leLht durchua sse . J , so war es; der Mann Rnnf
geLcht
SC
mit
h
d
tte S1Ch aUS S1Ch selbst eiA b^’
nnd d
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n
em
.
man im Wasser fahren konntedeshalb -- nicht wahr, das ist doch ganz klar
-- weil er doch selber das Boot war, nannte erdas was er da gemacht hatte, "Boot" Und darumheiSt das Boot "Boot'M
'
How the boat was discovered and why it is called
Boat
r^n
B
a
f
D
re
-
a11 °thSr humans lived one, who wascalled Boat. He was the first human, for beforehrm only the angel was there, who had transformedhimself down into a human; but that's another
story
.
The man Boat wanted to go onto the water -- inthose days there was much more water than today,that you must know. So he bound himself boards
with rope around, a long board under the belly --
1 Walter Benjamin, in GS VII. 1.
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that was the keel. And ho *
i
cap, which was, when he lav ir th
pointed board as
that became the bow And hP h
* water
' fore --
a leg and steered.
’ be lnd he stretched out
and ruddered with^he^arms^nd^h and steeredboard-cap
- because it came to
°ff With che
light and with ease throuah t-y, point totally
was; the man Boat the
6 Wate
J-
And so it
self, himself, out of himself ^h' ^
d made him ~
one could travel in water
£
' boat
' with which
certainly^lea^6
'beca
1^ that right? this is
it (him) self he named that
h\W?\ the boatthere, "Boat" And that W^ at he had made
"Boat".
’ 13 why the boat is called
When Walter Benjamin signed his name to the review of
Roger caillois. "L'aridite" he wrote for the seventh issue
of the Journal for Social Research, he did so with the in-
itials J.E. Mabinn. This 1938 issue of the Zeitschrift
fur Social forschung oontains three reviews of works by
Caillois: Adorno's review of La mante religieuse, Aron's
review of Le mythe et l'homme, and Benjamin's review --
which discusses, in addition to "Aridity", Julien Benda's
Un regulier dans le siecle, Georges Bernanos
' Les grands
cimetieres sous la lune, and the Jesuit Father Fessard's
Le dialogue catholico-conuuuniste est-il possible? --
presenting the reader with a small summary of the state of
late, pre-war French clericalism. Benjamin begins his
review by endorsing Adorno's, a critique of the
"rnythographic and psychological" impulses that lead Cail-
lois to regard humans as beings whose imaginary world
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Cakes after the behavioral characteristics ^
;
ntls
:
Either
— ~— - - of macing
, J(demonic, female of the species consumes the male who
seduced hen.
.domes review is not entirely native,
owever. Despite a mythic, biologists reductivism, Cail-
°fferS a " Critique «- isolation of the spheres of
society and nature" which has he ..n n its
"progressive side,"
Adorno writes "^nr) +-u^ ,, and the attempt to trace back psychologi-
cal tendencies to real somatic factual findings rather
than to the conscious life of the autonomous individual,
offers a truly materialistic aspect
.
"2
out from under the light cover of his Mabinnian mask,
Benj amin writes - 11 Tn t-Unr-. rtills 6SSSV f 1 Ari H-i t- W I 1 r* iy, l a y
J C's renowned
talent [die namhafte Begabung] has an object upon which it
can't make itself be known in a way other than through the
figure of impudence [als in der Gestalt der Frechheit]
.
It's repulsive how the historically conditioned character-
istics of today's bourgeois assemble, with the aid of
metaphysical hypostasizing, into an outlined remark on the
edge of the age, written in an elegantly penciled hand.
The cramped strokes of this sketch carry all the markings
of pathological cruelty . "3 J.E. Mabinn wasn't the first
2 Theodor W. Adorno, "Roger Caillois, La mante
410-411
USe
'
Zei tschri f t fur Sozial forschung VII (1938)
:
-Die gedrangten Striche dieses Dessins traqen alle
Caillo
patholo9ischer Crausamkeit." J.E. Mabinn, "Roger
^ iSf L aridi te ' , " Zeitschrift fur Sozial forschung^VII (1938) : 463-66
.
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as a
name Benjamin elegantly penciled in to Horkheimer
possible pseudonym for his review.
-Hans Peliner „ was his
first suggestion for an alibi. But the anagramm - more
"impudent" in its obviousness, more of a risk to his cover
- suited the author. Apparently, he didn't want to fell
Caillois with a single, blunt stroke of Hans Fellner's
pen .4
"When Caillois says: 'One works for the liberation of
beings whom one desires to enslave and whom one wishes to
see obedient only to oneself, ' he has sketched very simply
the praxis of fascism." "it is sad," Mabinn writes, "to
see such a wide, muddy stream be fed out of high- laying
sources . "5 This was not the first time Benjamin followed
the precise course of a direct line in the wake of its
ary
1
??
3 in Frenoh to Gretel Adorno on Janu-
work I in?'
niamin mentions: "Independent of my otheragain take up with pleasure the analysis ofnouveautes francpaises
.
There is one, moreover, rather
togen?ina
1SC
?;
haS
tf ust ™me to the of day inAr t . It is from here that [Roger] Caillois hasjust published a requisition against Nazism in a smallolume
,
the argument of which repeats, neither with nuance
^
lt
J
1
.
any modification whatsoever, the one occupyingthe daises of the entire world. It was hardly necessaryto go to the farthest reaches of the intelligible world orof the earthly world, in order to bring back that. It istrue that Caillois publishes, on the other hand, a theory
°: , festival in La nouvelle revue frangaise, about
which I will speak in my next communication with Max."Walter Benjamin, Brief
e
ed. Gershom Scholem and Theodor W.Adorno (Frankfurt a/M: Suhrkamp, 1966), 845.
5 Zeitschrift fur Sozialforschung VII, 464.
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surface - fare , .id, ,»,tl o!
"d ,'°V”rt ''''
”
,«o „OTay
caters, as In the children's radic address
-The Missis-
sippi Flood of 1927 "- or int-n j
' t0 the dePths of cloudy reason-
mg, as in One-Way Street. 6
question of writing’s line,
port more directly, a detour
through the frame.
But in order to address this
and of its surface-ground sup-
is necessary, one that passes
Caillois 1 "Mimicry and Legendary Psychasthenia"
originally appeared in 1935 in the surrealist publication
Minocaure, two years before the College de Soaiologie was
founded by him, Bataille and Leiris as an organ devoted to
the resacralization of "a society which has so totally
profaned itself . "7 It is the essay that Jaques Lacan
cloud HTH <1974 ‘ 91 >- As Werner Hammacher writes- "Theis the medium of likeness Tn it- an ' in
tirn
6
^
experiences can correspond with one^nother^nd
into th
another
'
and they do so whenever they entere Wolke: into the interior of Worte....The word
It°is n
f likeness
'
is the absolutely unlikethe likeness that slips away from itself dis-sembiance without semblance.” Werner Hammacher, "The WordWolke if it is one -- ” trans. Peter Fenves, BenjaminsGround; New Readings of Walter Benjamin ed. Rainer Nagele(Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1988), 147-176.
7.
Cai
ii
0is
'
fr°m " Le vent d ' hiver
,
" quoted by Denis Hol-lier, Mimesis and Castration 1937" trans. WilliamRodarmor October 31 (Winter 1984): 5. See Caillois, "TheWinter Wind" trans. Betsy Wing, The College of Sociology
ed. Denis Hollier (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
^f SS ' ?- 988 ^ ' 32-42 • In that lecture's third section,The Ethic of the Closed Community," Caillois writes:
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credited as having played a crucial role in rh
. .
l t e construc-
the concept central to his lecture
"The mirror
stage as formative of the function of the I*. first
delivered in August 1936 at Marienbad, long before the
Alains Resnais and Robbe-Grillet had arrived to film theirAas t year there. s But perhaps the initial translation
courtesy, ^th^tuaU^V0^ et^tte,
lat ionships in their second^ beings ' mutual re-
very reason, relieves the mind and^ 3 ' f°r thatease accordingly. Moreover h d increases its
maintaining a ceri-^-in ' ^ contnbutes to
be hard to preserve if
tension that would
defined to agg^ate sep^St^ aSSOciati°".
discourteous
V
perfon
th
in fact
^ uninitiated
.
^The
Of standing al^of^(1 f^hen
someSne
ra
afl°that i°
StUity or • s contempt for
to affect an evf
necessary, as „e all know, isrr xtreme courtesy which makes t-hp
immediately
C
excludes"^any
S
familiarity^
W
In"^this^
individualists^such^s
*“
Baudelaire, sensed how implacable a weapon perfectcorrectness concealed, and made dandyism theprivileged form of modern heroism.
8 Jacques Lacan,
function of the I
ence" trans. Alan
1977), 1-7.
The mirror stage as formative of the
as revealed in psychoanalytic experi-Shendan, Ecrits (New York: Norton
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9 ass Phase " -
—
-— - the frame through
symbolic threshold and come ^ contacfc ^ ^
closer to the rpal *. u
' ln the mimetic faculty, as it is pre _
sented by Benjamin
.
9
m order to come into contact with a tactiUty. that
18 ^ Say
- Benjamin ' S
"—P*.. mimesis was never writ-
ten as such. The two short (four page, essays he wrote rn
1^33 describe a "doctrine" and a
..faculty, but not a con-
cept, and certainly not an idea of mimesis, even though he
regarded this work -- at the time, and years later - as
fundamental to his work on the philosophy of language, and
as fundamentally related to his essav "On ry Language as Such
and on Human Language" from 1916.10 "The Doctrine of the
Similar" is prefaced with the remark that insight into the
similarity is of ground-laying importance for en-
Menke^rwork i^Spr^hi^ ^tr^S?oS
a
of
n|e?ti^njamln
u ri WO K ln raehf guren : Name -- All ecrn-ri A ,nach Walter Benjamin (Munich: Wilhelm Find 9\ 991 )
~
Muller and Richardson's edited volume The PurloiLd piscan, Derrida and Psychoanalytic Readinq (Baltimore-ohns Hopkins University Press, 1988)
. See Fritz Gut-brodt
, "Poedelaire: Translation and the Volatilitv ofLetter," Diacritics 22 : 3-4 (Fall-wintlr 1992)! 49 - 68 .
phenomenologyln
"SfSawn^^Jud^ent
: IpaSlUy" %Li-
,on—- - ""on
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It was
lightenment into major areas of occult knowledge,
written in Berlin, in January of 1933, as the Hitler dic-tatorship came to power. Three months later Benjamin be -gan a serious reconsideration and rewriting of the essay
summer exile on Ibiza, and, as of September, the
carried the title "On the Mimetic Faculty .
"11 it
is specifically to this text, and to the one translated
above, dated, eerily enough, Sept. 26, 1933 - which the
editors of Benjamin's collected works first found and pub-
lished in 1989 -- =that my comments will refer
. 12
Humans are the beings that are called upon to respond.
The task of the human - if it can still be spoken about
is to recognize that one is being addressed, by
someone, or something else, and to respond to that ad-
dress, to recall, to call the thing or the other by its
name, to recognize it for what it is. 13 Everything
11 GS II. 3, 950; VI 1. 2, 791.
12 The date of writing, 60 years prior to the dav of i-h-ic
rarv;;;i"" ;“h th-
a,
en i969j^9 a82°np' ?dr ?annah Arendt (New York: Schock-, 1 69), 69-82; Paul Celan, " Stimmen
", " Enqfuhrunq"Sprachgi t ter (Frankfurt a/M: Fischer Taschenbuch, ifao)
•
Jacques Derrida, Schibboleth: Pour Paul Celan, (ParisGalilee 1986); Derrida, Cinders, bilingual, ed. andtrans
. Ned Lukacher (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
S
re
f
S
' ; Georg Trakl, Sebastian im Traum (Leipzig:Kurt Wolff Verlag, 1915) . y y
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mediated by knowledqe
-- all9 invention and construction
and testing and portrayal and demonstration
- is
secondary, and abstract, when compared to the priority of
thS Calland ° f the ^sponse. The writing of philosophy
13 thS hiSt°ry ° f rec°9ni2ing that this call receives both
poor and brilliant responses, literally. The writing of
philosophy is the philosophy of its history - a questlon
of timed response. Response time is difficult to measure,
especially when all parties, objects, situations and con-
ditions involved are in a constant state of motion and
change
.
14
The question concerning technology concerns the rela
tionship between what in Greek is called physis (poorly
translated through Latin as "nature") and poesis --
poetry, making, bringing forth; techne brings forth what
has been called forth, even when what has been called
forth is physis, that which brings itself forth
. 15 Slavoj
Fenves' introduction, "The Topicality of
,
and Jacques Derrida's essay, "On a Newly Arisen
repriited
1C
wi?h
e
iat
PhilosoPhy" translated, revised andn d, t l e essays on Schwarmerei and practice''reason by Kant, in Raising the Tone of Philosophy ld
19 off
Fe
SI=
S (Baltyore: Johns Hopkins University Press,9 3 )
.
See also, Jacques Derrida, Spectres de Marx(Paris: Galilee, 1993).
15 It would take a Martinus Scriblerus to write a properbibliographic note to the literature of mimesis, a perioathous of the genre's own. [Alexander Pope, "The Art ofinking in Poetry", Selected Poetry and Prose ed. William
(N
^
W York: Holt
' Rinehart and Winston,62), 306 360.] Indespensable are rereadings of JacquesDerridas "White Mythology: Metaphor in the Text of Philos-
ophy" trans. Alan Bass, Margins of Philosophy (Chicago:University of Chicago Press, 1982), 207-271. See also
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Na-
Zizek has a section in his book Looking Awry called "
ture does not exist”: this is certainly true if one
remains trapped in a bourgeois ph i loSophy of language, one
“ WMCh thS materlal1
^
—rfrer is ul tlmatelyread - and traded - y»bol icai ly
. 16 In the symbolic uni _
1975
n
1
Dehidar
S
Di sfemi^aUon
a
t
i0nS (Paris: Flammarion,
Truih
a??0 :
p
UniVerSity of chicag°
r
press
Ba
5:972f
J°hns°P'
t m Painting trans D . S/ 1972 ' ' Derrida, The(Chicago: University of * chicaaoBennington and Ian McLeod,
Heidegger, Sein und Zeit lrh^ 33 ' 1987) ' Martin
Heidegger, An Introduction to 1960) ;Manheim (New Haven: Yale 19 tqff f^SICS trans - Ralphthe Work of Art" trans Alber- " The 0ri9in ofguage
, Thought (New York: Harn^^a^ 6r PoetrY' ban -Question Concerning Technology" trans °will
97l)
T
" The
Question Concerning Terhnnl rQA, ^ ^ ( Wl lam Lovitt, The
Harper and Row, 1977 ) .
9Y and 0ther Essays (New York:
199lf
la
34-39
1Ze
Tu p
L°^
n
2n
^.
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT
structure If' ideoLgy^s'zLek • ±S™ted by'the
of Ideology (London: Verso 1989? Shn
^ Sub
^
me object
^ oVti.-
yielding punishment, [sle Nietzsche'on^Gir^R -^ Un ‘und Schlecht" auilt k a scne on Gut und Bose , Gut
tl
r
ie
M
d
°ral
h
Waltefde Gruytf? S^
dima^abe (Berlin:
ZSffp.'i “Idf
^irer:* £ X”£Siirly '
the
a
i^u:fon
fraai^:rsisrT°a^
pSSSriatiSS
e
Sf
reC
t
tl0n Par excellence
'
as a symbolic ap-rop on o a raumatic, non
-symbolized event Hecreiwas thus probably the first to articulate the delay whichis constitutive of the act of interpretation? the inter
a
?
Wa
^
S sets ln to° late
'
wi th some delay, whenevent which is to be interpreted repeats itself; theevent cannot already be lawlike in its first advent
’ This
PhT?
dBl
l
Y 1S
,
a
i
S° formulated in the Preface to Hegel
-s
nf
phy of the Law, m the famous passage about the owlMinerva (that is, the philosophical comprehension of acertain epoch) which takes flight only in the evening
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verse
, when "nature" knas been subiecteHJ ctl cl to excessive hu-
man/inhuman demands to call it forth • *. •, it either does not
appear, or it appears to humans in ^ f Qf a
monstrous and sublime image - als eine Ungeheuerlichkeit
in The Prelude, the Alps loot. The ocean spreads
engulfing expanse across the pages of Kant's Third Criti-m the linguistic universe that can be referred to as
American, animated dinosaurs currently threaten the safety
and reason of the Oedipal, consuming family. (And Splel _
berg's film is not the only example of this phenomenon. In
Roger Gorman's Carnosaur, Laura Pern's mother Dianne Ladd
gives birth to a dinosauer. For months, dinosauer topiary
inhabited the promenade at Rockefeller Plaza in Manhattan.
Businessweek magazine recently ran an article entitled
"Wouldn't you like to knock the stuffing out of Barney,
",
inciting a small letter-writing flurry among parents as to
the moral and educational uses of the stuffed toy for
their children. And The New York Times entered this
"ethical" debate with an editorial --
"Should we revive
the dinosaurs?" -- the structure of which was in-
distinguishable from those the paper ran on whether "we"
or "the Europeans" should "get involved" in the Balkans
. 17
Sb5ect"
h
61-I
P°Ch haS alreaV come to its end." Sublime
17 "Wouldn't you like to knock the stuffing out ofBarney
. BusinessWeek, 16 August 1993: 34 ; "Should werevive the dinosaurs?" The New York Times, 13 June 1993sec. 4: 18.
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) A statement such as "nature does not exist" mates no
(and gives no change), when the gift of language is
taken into account, outside the strict laws of exchange,
yet Within the techniques of its practice. A philosophy
Of language that concerns language as such, in addition to
the language of humans and the language of things, gives
itself time to register how nature still might continue to
exist or persist, registration time that occurs in the in-
stant of a flash
. is
It is precisely the activity of children that gives
insight into a human response to a call from somewhere
else that is not a linguistically violent response, one
not marked by the presence of the judging word, one not
speaking the symbolic language of rights
. 19 Although Ben-
ih h See T® cllnical Aid" from Einbahnstrasse: "Suddenlywit one stroke and like a smack, truth wants to beTightened out of its self
-immersion, be it throuqh riote it through music or through cries for help, who wouldwant to count the alarm signals that equip the innards of
otherThalTte
6 " 7 An
?.
what/S “Hed 'writing' is nothingr than the practice of setting them off." GS IV
.
1
-Loo. '
19 See generally the two Cardozo Law Review issuesdevoted to publishing work on Benjamin's
" Zur Kritik derewalt" presented at the conferences held in 1989 and 1990
*;
he Law School -- 11 Cardozo Law Review 919 (1990) and13 Cardozo Law Review 1081 (1991). See also Drucilla
ornell Institutionalization of Meaning, RecollectiveImagination and the Potential for Transformative Legal In-terpretation, " University of Pennsylvania Law Review 136:
2 (1988)
,
and The Philosophy of the Limit (New York- Rout-ledge
,
1992)
.
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jamin knew well how difficult
- impossible it was, and
would be, to forget the not-so-gentle rules learned by
heart a la Emile, the childlike ability to plunge into the
heart of language confronts the inherent violence of its
law with a diplomacy, an invitation infinitely more
disturbing than the line of desire
. 20 Benjamin writes that
mimetic faculty -- the ability to recognize and pro-
duce similarities - has a history in both the ontogenetic
and the phylogenetic sense. Ontogenetically speaking, in
playing, children learn how to translate the various lan-
guages of things into their own by imitating them, and
this imitation is not restricted to forms of human behav-
ior. Benjamin's example is a telling one: "The child
plays not only shopkeeper or teacher, but also windmill
and train, what does this schooling in the mimetic
g° n!
The ®vent ° f thi ® 'Come' precedes and calls the
event' th
S u }-d be bhat starting from which there is any
thonoht a°
0m
tu
9 ' th® to "come of the event that cannot beug under the given category of event Acceleratingthe movement, I shall then say this. Come from the othe?already as a response, and a citation without past pres-ent, 'Come' itself, a narrative [unrecit], already a
r
u
Clt
r
atlVe and a Song whose singularity remains at onceubsoiute and absolutely divisible.
-Come' no more lets it-self be arraigned [ arraisonner] by an onto-theo-
eschatology than by a logic of the event, however new theymay be and whatever politics they announce. In this affir-
mative tone,
-Come- marks in itself, in oneself, neither adesire nor an order, neither a prayer nor a request[demande]
.
" Jacques Derrida, "On a Newly Arisen Apocalyp-
tic Tone in Philosophy" trans. John Leavey, Jr., Raisincr
the Tone, 164-65.
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ability actually bring him for a use- he asks. The ques-
tion echoes through the remembrance written in Berliner
Kindhei t urn Neunzehnhundert, the story of a childhood that
learned how to survive the thicket of misunderstandings
composing the adult semantic/symbolic landscape, by taking
a literal approach to language:
So accident, chance, would have it that at nn P
about
C
?n
PSr engravin9s [Kupferstichen ] were spoken
a 5
my presence
- The next day I stuck mv
*
Kopf-v^rVtich]
hai
if ^th
a
H
'^ead-hiding' iein
wo?d an/myself, ^^0^0^
'
Tu flsTen f
ind
in
y
^
r°Ugh Ufe [um im beb'enFuSza s 1 . I good time I tauqht mvsel f ro
masquerade in words, which were truly clouds Thegift of recognizing similarities is nothing other
similar
We
and
r
c
main
?
f the °ld comPu^ion to become
exerci^ P° , 0”eSel£ as such - But wordsercised this compulsion on me. Not those that
ao rti:„i
lnt°
f
"0delS ° f m°rals
'
but simUar topa ments, furniture, and clothes. Only never inmy own image [Nur meinem eigenen Bilde nie] And
desired Irom
6 6nt^y dueless ' "hen someone
*
f me similarity with myself. 21
2}. Gf
Xy
*
1
' 261
,
my emphasis. Compare Lacan- "The onlv
?e?:t on ?Lt
1S
l?nk
hi
h'
th
f
a“lyst,s reac» is the Im^na^y
?
th i s lm to the subject qua ego. And al-though he cannot eliminate it, he can use it to regulate
tA -ld ° f . h- ears ' whlch is normal practice, accordingth
,
physiology and the Gospels: having ears in order
t^
t
K
t
°u
hea
J'
ln otker words / in order to pick up what iso be heard. For he has no other ears, no third or fourthear to serve as what some have tried to describe as adirect transaudition of the unconscious by the uncon-
scious. I shall deal with the question of this supposed
mode of communication later. ...
The psychoanalytic experience has rediscovered in
man the
_ imperative of the Word as the law that has formedhim m its image. It manipulates the poetic function oflanguage to give to his desire its symbolic mediation.
May that experience enable you to understand at last thatit i- s in the gift of speech that all the reality of its
effects resides; for it is by way of this gift that all
reality has come to man and it is by his continued act
336
Phylogenetically speaking, the mimetuc faculty has
transformed
-over time" - only a weak rudiment of what it
once was able to copy remains, and these remains are to be
found in a canon, in the archive of language. Taking a
literal approach to language as a means of survival in the
world of abstraction means more than looking beyond the
fascination of a word's image or hearing beyond the music
of its voice. it means reading writing as something other
than a worn-out system of signs. A non-sensuous
similarity burns "like a flame" on the semiotic aspect of
language -- meaning acts as a bearer, or a carrier, for
what in writing remains, and falls away, ashen. The tech-
nique
,
the activity of writing, the tactility of hand-
writing brings something forth, to hand, something other
than itself, something "expressionless", which is bound to
the meaning of the word as to a means of transport, bound
to be communicated, witness genesis unbound
. 22 Boat
. 23
that he maintains it .
"
Jacques
Field of Speech and Language in
30-113.
Lacan, "The Function and
Psychoanalysis," Ecrits
,
,°r an excellent interpretation of the narcissistic
ego m Lacan and Freud see Samuel Weber, Return to Freud:Jacques Lacan's Dislocation of Psychoanalysis trans.Michael Levine (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,1991)
. On ears that have been finely-tuned see AvitalRone11
,
The Telephone Book: Technology
, Schizophrenia,Electric Speech (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1989)
:
"The call of the Other is essentialy anonymous "
(p. 59)
.
22 "It would be more emphatic than it ever has been up
unt il now, to make fruitful for the early history of the
arts the recognition that the first material to which the
mimetic faculty applied itself is the human body. It
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flits past." "Sie huscht vorbei
.
» Lightly and
with ease the boat glides through the water, a
-self-made-
human, able to recognise the material out of which it is
to recognize and respond to good use, in a time of high
waters 24 Like a body, a vessel in fragments can be col-
and cited, sighting a path through a thicket of
pronouncements, remembering, in laying itself out, what
it might have meant to stand upright. Ethics, being
upright, like the characters of a beautiful orthography
emerging from a writing straight, straight from --
, takes
a circuitous route. Writing that heads off with the head
and lets go the feet -- points a way out of the conun-
drum of identity tied like the measured feet of a certain
be questioned if the earliest mimesis of objects in
on ^
lma9e “ rePresentation does not extensively restthe mimesis of routine acts, through which the p?im!tive entered into relationships with these object s
P
Per-haps the human from the stone-age aketches the elk so im-comparably only because the hand which leads the crayon
Beniam^n
Ca
"n
S
^
he
^
ow
.
wlth whi ch it shot the animal."j i , On Aesthetics" Fragment 98, dated 1936, GS VI
185-87
° S fragment on folk art and kitch, GS VI,
H a l S° Ben i amin ' "The Judgment of Defining," "Word
ProblefTnf rA*
Raddle and the Secret," "Theses on them o Identity, "On Perception," "Foundation of the
Shame:- GS
" " Turnin9 Red ln ta9er
24 " Die Mississippi
-Uberschwemmung 1927" was broadcast
over Berlin radio on March 23, 1932. See Jeffrey
Mehlman's essay on this text, and on some of the other
radio pieces Benjamin wrote for children. Jeffrey
Mehlman, Walter Benjamin for Children (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1993)
.
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n s to the ground.^
^ ^ che ^
ollected beyond recognition of the self in the other
nrshs a decisive transportation of the symbolic mirror lm _
age, through the tain or bevond th» e
, ,
.
Y e frame
"the cracked
°o ingglass of a servant", »i a servantse au grand coeur
dont vous etiez jzlouse.^ This being collecte itself
readres itself in thinking for a translation not know-
able rn advance, a collective dissipation, a change^
accessible o us i^so^anv ';hat /Dur °™ body is in-
°ur back, our entire head that ' i? cannot see our face,tinguished parts of the bidv L ° Say the mos<: dis '
with our own hands „e„ we , ca™ot pick ourselves up
we project outsells Into the™ C:f°UrSelVeS Squall^,feet, not with the head /Hen™ ?? PercePtion with theinstant of pure perception nnr k a necesslty. that in anfore us; hence le sTl^e ltSelf be ‘
regarding his bodv "
me
?.
° f th eccentric
another phenomenological “ VI ' 33 ‘ 38 - In
Body," Benjamin writes: "We are placed fn??" anddheperception, therefore in one of ? tbe world o£guage through our corporeality stri«lfiS' 1 ® ° £ lan '
utec? to*"these ttoSgh^"
9 haVe als° ““trib-
New
eU
D
r
i
S
re
d
ctSs?
d
i 9^r
h
3
i
4
eL^ ^s-Mathews (New York:
was unable to translate in stanza form, he' cited in^rose"
ov c
ei
"t
9e M° tiVe bel ^udelaire", as 1.2, 617
P
27 See. "Moscow" and Moscow Diary for a clue to Beniamin-,disapp°intment with seeing the religious cult of theleader revealed in bust after bust of Lenin
-s image, andin the incantations of his name repeated endlesly in the
of T926
n
? 7
1S and only triP there during the winter1 -27. GS IV. 1, 316-348, and GS VI, 292-409 Ben-
Vn^^'Q ^OSJ°
wn tran
f-
Edl™nd Jephcott
, Reflections (Nework. Schocken,
_
1986)
,
97-130. Benjamin, "Moscow Diary"trans Richard Sieburth, October 35 (Winter 1985)
• 9-135
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The highest moral interest nf .
remain anonymous to itself. » Lonl "allof V0contemplate mv hpari = , , ra ' llow me to
as Baudelaire calls to it™
7
This
Wltbout di sgust,"
to be fulfilled if the subWh W1Sh 1S °nly ableto itself. in the annH a "a remains anonymous
ly- The anonymity of the moral S
d fundamental-
a double reservation Firs? T w?
3eCt touches °n
expect from myself I a™ c lh » f everything toAnd second: /am capab?? ^veM?//^/3 'prove nothing to myself
. 28
g ' UL Can
Of the Law's relation to the body, and of the body's
position as to writing, the graphic crimes of the scrib-
blers give evidence. As Adorno said of Caillois' cramped
strokes, "the attempt to trace back psychological tenden-
cies to real somatic factual findings rather than to the
conscious life of the autonomous individual, offers a tru
ly materialistic aspect." Benjamin elongates those
cramped strokes, draws a line out through its wandering
stanzas into the sobering light of a stance, a stop as
brief and furtive as an unreturned glance
. 29 Moving on,
the encounter marks a palpable form, which, given certain
levels of acceleration, can be read. "'Through these
28 Benjamin, "Foundation of the Moral," GS VI, 59-6029 Which is an act
. of
_
posit ioning altogether at odds’withtnat reading of Benjamin recommended by Susan Buck-Morss
.
See Anse l™ Haverkamp's critique, "Notes onthe Dialectical Image' (How Deconstructive Is It?)Diacritics 22: 3-4 (Fall-Winter 1992): 70-80. See alsoWinfried Mennmghaus, "Das Ausdruckslose : Walter BenjaminsMetamorphosen der Bilderlosigkeit ,
" Fur Walter Benjamin:Dokumente
,
Essays und ein Entwurf ed. Ingrid and KonradSchurmann (Frankfurt a/M: Suhrkamp, 1992)
.
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waters, then 1 oo-iH t i • . ,
' aid I, with great toil and pain we have
made our way...
.30
-It is not improbable that the speed of
writing and reading heightens the fusion of the semiotio
and the mimetic in the sphere of language
.
..31 The boat is
called, Boat
.32 The path it outs through the water traces
a line of response that appears to expect, perhaps, it-
self, if only in a flash, given time. 33
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CONCLUSION
If the introduction to this thesis introduced an
origin that is not a simp l e beginning, this conclusion can
only bear to be, at a certain level, inconclusive. That is
to say that an appropriate summary is unthinkable
only that it is difficult. Per the nature of this project
is to go on.
One thing, immediately, must be said about the "non-
similarity" in language that Benjamin speaks
about
--in the essays on mimesis, but earlier also, and
what is crucial to some of the later writings. Every lan-
guage is onomonopoetic, he writes, and, as Carol Jacobs
has vividly demonstrated in her essay, "Walter Benjamin:
Topographically Speaking, " the space between the word and
the name and the place and the voice can crack, like the
inscription read on a tombstone. What status that crack
has, that split, has been endlessly discussed, and will
continue to be so. But to return to the place of excava-
tion of the word, and of the work of art, the spade picks
out the space from which something can be seen and heard.
That is, something regarding the relation between the word
and the thing. The meaning of "bread" in French and German
does not "mean" the same thing, Paul de Man strangely
342
wrote x„ hie essay on Benjamin's
"Task of the Translator .Pam does not signrfy the same thing as Brot. Two hands of
read, one heavy, one light, presumably, but both „ bread „
Heavy and light, up and down, in and out: these are the
directions, and the weights and measures by which con-
sciousness is taken.
Spade/space. The dig of remembrance makes itself felt,
and makes room for another, gruesome as it may sound, and
'
as Yorick's skull makes known: it is not alone. Death pen-
etrates the workings of consciousness, even when they
stretch to the point of cracking, to that of madness, or
enlightenment, perhaps. Light/life. Just as one can see
the stars in the day from the bottom of a deep well, per-
haps they could be seen from the deep of a trench, as
well. Many spades are necessary to lift the work of art
out from its buried place in the nomenclature of
aesthetics, and out to fairly meet the realm of ethics,
which it confronts.
But a spade, say of the political, also lends to the
work not only the space of the political, but a certain
time, or a rhythm. A "now” or a "stop” can be vital: they
are words to live by. A pause for breath, a rereading, an
act, all breathe life into the dead of forgetting or dogma
or unreason. Here and how consciousness is raised, if it
can and has begun to be made clear, in this movement and
343
this attention that Benjamin ha
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